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INTRODUCTION

Psychopathologyis the studyofthe origin, development and manifestations of
mental or behavioural disorders. In this book, Advanced psychopathology and
Mental Hygiene, youwill learn about various types ofpsychotic disorders, their
causes, epidemiology (prevalence among populations), etiology (diagnosis,
prognosis and course) and management (selection ofappropriate therapyand
treatment).

Unit 1 describes how to classifypsychotic disorders into different categories
on the basis of symptoms. This unit also explains how to evaluate a particular
disorder from different perspectives before deciding on the therapy.

Untt 2 explains anxiety, somatoform, dissociative and other
disorders, their causes and management.

psychotic

unit 3 educates the students about adjustment and impulse control;
substance, eating and sleep related disorders; sexual and gender identity; and
personality disorders.

Unit 4 focuses on different approaches employed to treat psychological
disorders. some of the well known therapies include psychoanalytical
psychotherapy, behaviour therapy, cognitive therapy and humanistic psychotherapy.

unit 5 talks about stress, which touches all ofus in one way or another. The
trnit discusses the different tlpes ofdisorders associated with stress, the ways to
cope with thern, and methods ofmanaging stress-related disorders.

In eachunit, we have presented the learning materials following the content
exposition approach. In this approach, we begin with an .Introduction, to the
topic ofthe unit followed by the 'Unit objectives', which gives the student an
outline ofthe unit. Then wepresent the details ofthe contents in a sinple and easy-
to-leam manner. At the end ofeach unit, we have provided 'summary, and .Key
Terms' for quick recollection. The 'Check your progress, section is set to ensure
comprehension while studying. The 'euestions and Exercises, at the end ofeach
unit helps the student to review whatever he has learnt.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The word 'abnormal' means away from the normaf but we do not apply this term
for behaviours that are better than or superior to 'normal'. Abnormal behaviour is
a maladaptive behaviour and is a manifestation ofmental disorder, ifit is both
persistent and is ofa serious degree.

The term mental disorder has been defined byAPA s Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual ofMental disorder (DSM IV) ( I 994) as:

. . . a clinically significant behavioural or psychological syndrome or pattern that
occurs in an individual and that is associated with present distress or disability
or with a significantly increased risk of suffering death, pain, disability or an
important lose of freedom. In addition, this syndrome oi pattern must not be
merely an expectable and culturally sanctioned response to a particular event,
for example, the death ofa loved one whatever its original cause, it must currently
be considered a manifestation of a behavioural, psychological or biological
dysfunction in the individual.

Self-Instructional Material 3
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1.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Know the historicalbackground ofthe evolution ofthe studyofpsychology

and psychological disorders

o Understand the diferent perspectives ofhuman behaviour and psychology

o Leam how to diagnose and classify psychological disorders

o Knowthe recent advances andresearchmethods

1.2 THE PSYCHODYNAMIC PERSPECTIVE

The psychodynamic perspective was foundedbyFreud, who laid a lot ofemphasis

on the role played bythe unconscious processes in determiningbothnormal and

abnornral behaviour. He believed that the larger part ofour mind is the unconscious,

and the conscious part represents a very small area. The unconscious mind contains

an individual's painful memories, forbidden desires and other experiences that have

been repressed. But these painful memories, fortidden desires and anxiety evoking

experiences that are repressed often zurhce as fantasies, dreams, slips ofthe tongue

and also when the person is subjected to hypnosis. Freud believed that the person's

shouldbernadeaware ofhisunconsciousfeelingsmust andthenthese feelings should

be integrated withthe conscious part ofhis mind. Failure ofthis integration could

lead to irrational and maladaptive behaviour.

Freud firther stated that a person's behaviour is the result ofthe interaction

between the id, ego and superego. The id is the source ofinstinctual drives (Eros

or the life instinct and Thanatos or the death instinct) that are inherited. The life

instinct is a constructive drive which is sexual in nature and constitutes one's libido.

The death instinct is a destructive drive and is aggressive in nature. The id operates

by engaging in completely selfish and pleasure-orientedbehaviour focused on

immediate gratification ofinstinctualneeds without reference to reality or moral

considerations. It works onthe principle ofpleasure.

The ego acts as mediator between the id demands and the realities ofthe

external world. It works on the reality princrple. Ego tries to meet id demands in a

way that ensures the individual's well being and survival. The superego is the

outgtowth of internalizing the taboos and moral values of society. It works on the

moralityprincipleandbecomes aninnercontrolsptemthatdealswiththeuninhibited

desires ofthe id. The superego strives to compelthe ego to inhibit desires that are

considered wrong or immoral. Because the ego mediates between fulfilling the

desires ofthe id, the demands ofreality and the moral constraints ofthe superego,

is known as the executive branch ofthe personality.

Freud believed that often the id, ego and superego are in conflict and these

intrapsychic conflicts ifremained unresolved may give rise to mental disorders.



In additionto it, Freudbelievedthat anxiety, whichmaybe overlyexperienced or
repressed, played a key causal role in most ofthe forms of psychopathology.
According to Freud, there are three types of anxieties: (i) Reality anxiety that
arises fromreal dangers or threats in the external world; (ii) Neurotic anxiety,
caused as result of id's demands which try to bypass the ego's controls into
behaviour that maybe lead to some kind ofpunishment or danger; and (iii) Moral
anxiety, that arises as a result of a completed or contemplated action that can
conflict with an individual's superego and arouse feelings ofguilt.

Freud postulated that ego is able to deal effectively with reality anxiety but
makes use ofirrationalprotective measures called defence mechanismto deal
with neurotic or moral anxiety. Defense mechanisms reduce anxiety by pushing
painful ideas out ofconsciousness. Though various defense mechanisms distort
realiry yet some are more adaptive than others.

Freud also conceptualized five psychosexual stages of development that
every individual passes ttrough till puhrty. Each stage is marked by the desire to
achieve sexualpleasure. Inthe oral stage (the first two years oflife), the infant's
mouth rernains the main desire satisfizing zone. By sucking milk from breasts, the
infant satisfies his sex desires. In the anal stage (age2-3 years), the anus becomes
the major organ ofpleasure. During the time oftoilet training the infant feels the
urges ofboth to retain and eliminate. tn the phallic stage (age24 years), the infant
derives pleasure by self-manipulating his genitals. In the latency stag e (age 6-12
years), sex desires decrease as the child gets preoccupied with developing skills
and other activities. In the genital stage (after puberty), sexualrelations provide
the the deepest feelings ofpleasure. Freud believed that pathology or mental illness

is the result offailure of an individual to achieve the appropriate sexual satisfaction
at any of these stages. In general, Freud believed that while the personality is
developing and the individual is growing, each stage places its demands which
lead to conflicts that must be resolved. An inportant conflict that occurs during the
phallic stage is the Oedipus complex, where each son longs for his rnother sexually
and views his father as a rival but also fears that his father will take revenge by
cutting offhis penis. The anxietyofbeing castrated forces the boyto suppress his
sexual desire for his mother and his rivalry toward his father. Eventually if all goes
well, the boyidentifieshimselfwithhis father anddesires onlyharnrless affectionof
hismother.

The Electra complex is the female counterpart ofthe Oedipus complex,
which is based on the view that each girl desires to possess her father and tries to
replace her mother and experiences penis envy'. According to Freud, the smooth
resolution ofthese complexes is essential for a young adult to develop satisfictory
hetero-sexual relationship.

The psychodynamic perspective has been criticized for lacking empirical
support, inaccessible to direct testing, being subjective in nature, being based on
unrepresentative sample, laying too much emphasis on sexualiry having demeaning
views ofwomen, neglecting the role ofcultural differences in shaping behaviour
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andhavingamechanisticview. However, itmustbepointedoutthatpsychodynamic

theory has had a large influence on the modern treatment of abnormal behaviour

and on modern thought in general. It has helped to demythologize mental disorders.

Also, the popular projective techniques are based on psychoanalysis.

CrmcrYouR PRoGRESS

1 . What do you mean by the term abnormal behaviour?

2. Definethetermsyndrome.

3. What is genotype environment interaction?

4. According to Freud, what are the three states the human psyche can be

dividedinto?

1.3 THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

The hurnanistic orphenomenologicalor existentialperqpectiveviews humannature

as basically'good'. It emphasizes individual's current conscious processes and

lays strong emphasis on each person's inherent capacity for responsible self-

direction. It focuses on relieving people ofwrong and disabling assumptions and

attitudes to enable themto live fuller lives. This perqpective enphasizes on growttr,

personahtydevelopnrent andself-actualization. It lals greatererrphasis onconcepts

like hope, creativity, values, meaning, personal growth and self-fulfillment.
Carl Rogers (1902-87),a hurnanistic psychologist, postulated that each individual

lives inaprivate world ofexperiences; strives to rnaintairL enhance and actualize

his self; reacts to situations the way he or she perceives them to be corsistent with
his or her self-concept and worldview. He also believ-ed that an individual inherently

focuses his attention on his health and wholeness, and under normal conditions, a

person behaves in rational and constructive ways. He believes that individuals

develop vahresbased ontheir ownexperiences and evaluations andlays emphasis

on the development ofone's identity.

According to the phenomenological perspective, psychopathology results

from the blocking or distortion ofpersonal gowth and the natural tendency toward

physical and mental health. The blocking can result from the exaggerated use of
ego-defense mechanisms that leave an individual increasingly out oftouch with
reality; from unfavorable social conditions and faulty learning and from excessive

stress.

The existential perspective lays emphasis on the uniqueness of each

individual; their quest for values and meanings; the existence offreedom for self-

fulfillment; the irrationaltendencies; the difficulties inherent in self-fulfillment and

the inner experiences of an individual. It postulates that the existence is given but it
is on the individual how he shapes it and leads a meaningful and constructive life. It



further states that the individual is free to make choices and should take reqponsibility
for his or her choices. And the choices we make determine our live. It believes that
the will to meaning is a basic human characteristic and is primarily a matter of
finding satis&ingvalues and guiding one's lifebythem. Accordingto it, themost
important consideration is not what an individual gets out oflife but what he or she
contributes to it by having socially constructive values and making socially
constructive choices. It states that existential anxiety stems from encorurtering
nothingness. In its ultimate fornl nothingness is death. which is the inescapable
fate ofallhumanbeings. The awareness ofour inevitable death and its inrplications
forornlivingcanleadto existentialanxiety.Itisonlybyliving arneaningftlconstuctive
Iive, we canovercome existentialanxiety. Muchabnormalbehaviour, therefore, is
seen as the product of a failure to deal constructively with existential despair and
frustration

The phenomenologrcalperqpective has been criticized for being antiscientific
and for being inaccessible for objective experimental testing. However, this
perspective has led one to analyze the ways in which therapists, as individual with
their own emotional histories and their own worldviews, influence the cause of
therapy. It has also devised therapies that aim at helping people by offering them
insights into theirthoughts and enrctions.

I.4 THE BEHAVIOURAL PERSPECTIVE

The behaviouralperspective was developed inthe earlytwentieth centuryas a
scientific extension ofearlier methods. Behaviouralpsychologists emphasized on
the study ofdirectly observable behaviours, the stimuli and the reinforcing conditions
to understandthehurnanbehaviour, norrnalorabnormal Theperqpectivepostulates
that most human behaviour, adaptive or maladaptive, is learnt and attempts to
explain the process of learning and the role oflearning in explaining and treating
maladaptive behaviour.

It sap that a specific stimulus maycome to elicit a specific response through
the process ofclassical conditioning. The hallrnark ofclassical conditioning is that
a formerlyneutral stimulus-the Conditioned Stimulus-acquires the capacity to
elicit biologically adaptive response through repeated pairings with the
Unconditioned Stimulus. only css that provide reliable and non-redundant
information about the occurrence ofa UCS will acquire the capaciry- to elicit CRs
(Hall, I 994; Rescorla, I 998).

Classically conditioned responses are well maintained over time. However,
if a cS repeatedly presented without the ucS, the conditioned response will
gradually extinguish (known as extinction). Moreover, a somewhat weaker CR
may also stillbe elicited in different environmental context than that in which the
extinction process took place (Bouton ,1994,1997) Thus, any extinction offear
that has taken place in a therapist's office rnaynot necessarily generalize corrpletely
and automaticallyto other context outside the therapist,s office.
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The classical conditioning also explains how manyphpiological and emotional

responses like fear, anxiety, sexual arousal, etc can be conditioned. Thus, for
exafiple, one can acquire a fear ofsnakes ifbittenby a snake. Classical conditioning

thus well explains how phobias are developed.

Instrumental Conditioning explains how an individual leams how to achieve

a desired goal that is rewarding or to escape from something that is unpleasant. It
states that new responses are learned and tend to recur ifthey are reinforced.

Initially a high rate of reinforcement may be necessary to establish a response, but

lesser rates are usually sufficient to maintain it. However, when reffircement is

consistently withheld over time, the conditioned response gradually extinguishes.

Thiswellexplainstheacquisitioq rnaintenance andmanagementoftenpertantrums

inchildren.

Behaviours that have been acquired through classical and instrumental

conditioning tendto get generalizedto similar situationor eventsthatwere invohed

in the acquisition of the behaviour.

A process complementary to generalization is discrimination that occurs

whenapersonleams to distinguishbetween similarstimuliandto reqponddifferently

to them through differential reinforcement. Generalization and discrimination play

important roles in the development of normal or maladaptive behaviour. The

behavioural perspective also postulates that the individuals are capable oflearning

and unlearning both adaptive and maladaptive behaviours through observation

alone. For example, children can acquire fears simply through observing a parent

behaving fearfully with some object that the child was not initially afraid of The

behavioural perspective has been criticized for oversinplifying the complexities of
hurnanlifg forbeing deterministic innatureand forviewinghumanbeing aspassive.

However, this perspective has given us several therapeutic techniques to help

individuals acquire adaptive behaviours andmodiffmaladaptive ones. Behaviour

therapy also takes less time, is less expensive, and in many cases has been found

more effective than other forms oftreatment. In addition, it has made substantial

contributions in the flelds ofeducation, business and sports physiologl'.

1.5 THE COGNITIVE BEHAVIOUR PERSPECTIVE

The cognitive behaviour perspective is based on the premise that human beings

have both innate and acquired tendencies to engage in both rational and irrational

thoughts. Thoughts affect both our feelings and behaviours and bybringing a change

in our thoughts, and we can alter our behaviours and feelings. It also emphasizes

that it is not the event in the outside world that causes pathologybut it is the

person's reaction caused by his irrational beliefs and cognitive distortions to such

events that lead to pathology. Ellis has proposed anABC systemto explain how

this process works; A is the activating experience; B refers to the belief or thoughts

that irrationally follow; and C refers to the consequences for the person, both

emotional and behavioural.



Beclg a cognitive therapist, suggests that certain pattems ofdistorted thinking
are associated with ditrerent psychological disorder. For example, in depression,
the commonly seen cognitive distortions are catastrophizing, magnification,
overgeneraltzation, and selective abstraction. These distortions tend to operate
automatically without a person's being aware of them.

Beck also postulated that depression results llom a negative schema about
the self the future and the world. Distorted schemas rnuy g"r.r*te unrealistic
tasks and produce selfdefeating strategies. Also individuals suffering from anxiety
and depression are seen to harbour self-defeating beliefs. Walter Mischel (lg7i,
1979) has proposed that there are five basic categories ofcognitive variables that
help to determine an individual's response to a given stimulus, as follows:

Encoding: Each ofus has a special way ofperceiving and categorizing
experiences.

competencies: Eachof us has aunique set ofskills, acquiredthrough
past learning, fordealing with various situations.

Expectancies: Through learning, each ofus forrns different expectations
as to which circumstances are likelyto lead to reward and purishment.
values: Each ofus as a result of learning, places different values and
different stimulus

Plans: Through leaming we also formulate plans and rules that guide
ourbehaviour.

In addition to it, Bandura stated that whether or not an individual engages in
a certainbehaviourdepends onboththe outcome expectations (i.c., expectations
that a given behaviour will lead to a certain outcome) ancl efficacy expectations
(i.e., expectations that one will be able to execute that behaviour successftilly.
Bandura claims, that efficacyexpectations are the chiefdeterminants of coping
behaviour, and that they in tum are determined primarily byperformance feedback
fromprior experience.

The information processing model believes that some forms of
psychopathologymaybe due to a failure in selective attention such asADHD.
Similarly, schizoplrenia is seen as a result ofbreakdown in selective attention and
individuals with anxiety disorcler are also known to focus selectively on anxiety
evoking information.

Thus cognitive therapy involves disputing and confronting the irrational
beliefs, cognitive distortions and negative schemas and replacing them with more
rational adaptive beliefs and more positive schemas in order to urirg a desired
change in theirbehaviour and feelings.

Thecognitiveperspective has beencriticized forbeingwrscientific as cognitive
processes cannot be seen objectively. Yet this perspectives major contribution has
been the development ofvarious effective therapies and techniques that have
received lot of empirical evidence over these years. 

i
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1.6 THB SOCIO-CULTURAL PERSPBCTIVE

The socio-culturalperspective focuses on the role ofsocio-cultural fictors inhuman

development andbehaviour. Works ofsocio-culturaltheoristslike RuthBenedict,

Ralph Linton, Abram Kardiner, Margaret Mead andFraruBoas have shown that

an individual's personalitydevelopment reflects the norms, values, ideas, etc. of
the family and society in which he lived, Several studies have demonstrated a

strong relationship between a particular stressor in a society and the types of
mental disorders that typically occur in it. Studies have also shown that in a given

society, the patterns ofmental disorders could change withtime as socio-cultural

conditions change.

The socio -cultural viewpoint is concerned with the impact of the social and

cultural environment on rnental disorders, believes that the maladaptive behaviour

is the result ofcomplex interaction ofvarious socio-cuhural factors such as poverty,

discrimination and illiteracy. It is difficult to ascertain whether factors like poverty,

discrimination, etc are the causes or maintaining and contributing factors or the

consequences of mental disorders.

It is stronglybelieved that cultural factors do influence abnormalbehaviour

by serving as causal factors and modifying influence in psychopathology' For

example, socio-cultural factors often create stress for an individual. Suchas children

growing up in an oppressive society that offers few rewards and many hassles are

likely to experience more stress and thus be more vulnerable to disorder than

children growing up in a societythat offers ample rewards and considerable social

support. In addition, growing up during a period of war, famine, or a period of
persecution, can make a child vulnerable to psychological problems.

The perspective further states that socio-cultural factors also appear to

influence the development of disorders, the forms that theytake, and their course

and prognosis. They also influence the waywe deal with stressors in our lives. For

instance, Kleinman ( 1986, 1988) found that in Western societies, depression was

a frequent reaction to individual stress, whereas in China, the effects of stress

were more qrpically manifested in the form ofphysical problems, such as fatigue,

weakness and other complaints.

This perspective has emphasized that professionals should adopt an

appropriate cultural perspective when dealing with mental illness. Increasing

research has shown that patients may do better when treated by therapists from

L their own ethnic group (or at least by someone familiar with the patient's culture)

| 1S". et a1., 1 99 1 ; Tharp, 1 99 1 ; Yeh et al., 1994).

1.7 THE BIOLOGICAL PERSPECTTVE

The biologicalviewpoint focuses on mental disorders as diseases ofthe central

nervous systenr, the autonomic nervous system, orthe endocrine systenr, that are



either inherited or caused by some pathological process, whose primary symptoms
are cognitive or behavioural rather than physiological or anatomical. Neither
psychological factors nor a person's psychosocial environment is believed to play
a causal role in mental disorder. This perspective emphasizes that neurotransmitter
andhorrnonalimbalances inthebrafuu genetic vulnerabilities, constitutionalliabilities,
brain dysfunction and neural plasticity, and physical deprivation or disruption are
frctors that rnpact the development ofmaladaptive behaviour.

An imbalance in the availability and functioning ofneurotransmitters in the
brain can lead to abnormal behaviours zuch as is seen in depression, schizoplrenia,
anxiety and other mental disorders. These imbalances can be due to an over- or
under- production and release ofthe neurotransmitter substances into the synapses;
by deactivation ofneurotransmitters by enzynes; by their excessive re-uptake
back into the presynaptic axon button and by the presence ofabnormally sensitive
or inse,nsitive receptors inthe post-synaptic knob. Some forms ofpsychopathology
like sexual disorders have also been linked to hormonal and neurotransmitter
imbalances.

Evidence also suggests that heredity is an important causal factor behind
many disorders such as depression, schizopltenia and alcoholism. Many
temperamental features ofnewboms and children are genetically influenced and
play an lmportant role in the development ofpersonality disorders intheir later life.
Abnormal behaviour is believed to result from an interaction between one's genetic
makeup and environmentalexperiences. 

]

Some inherited defects interfere directlywith the normal development of
the brain. Others more subtle defects can leave a person susceptible to sever
mental disorders. These subtitle influences are usually transmitted in the genetic
code itself showing up as metabolic or biochemical variations such as mental
retardation known as phenylketonuria (pKU).

Research in developmental genetics has shown that abnormalities in the
structure or number of the chromosomes are associated with a wide range of
malformations and disorders. For example, Down's syndrome is a type ofmintal
retardation in whichthere is a trisomy(a set ofthree chromosomes instead oftrro)
in chromosome 21. Anomalies may also occur in the sex chromosomes, producing
avaiety of complications that may predispose a person to develop abnormal
behaviour.

Researchers have found three ways in which an indMdual's genotype may
shape his or her environment (Plomin et aL,1997;Scarr, lgg2)

. The genotype mayhave 'passive effect' onthe environment resulting
from the genetic similarity ofparents and children Such genetic similarity
is likely to result in the parents automatically creating an environment
conpatible with the child's predisposition. For example, highly intelligent
parents may provide a highiy stimulating environme,nt for their child, thus
creating an environment that will interact in a positive way with the child's
genetic endowment for high intelligence.
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o Achild's genotype may evoke particular kinds ofreactions fromthe
social and physical environment, called as the evocative effect. For

exanple, active happybabies evoke more positive responses from others

thando passive, unresponsive infants (Lyton, 1980).

o The child's genotype may play a more active role in shaping the

environment, called as the active effect. In this case the child seeks out

or builds an environment that is congenial. Extraverted childrenmay

seekthe companyofothers, for example, therebyenhancing their own

tendencies to be sociable (Baumrind, 1991; Plomin etal.,1997).

It is also believed that people with different genotypes maybe differentially

sensitive or susceptible to their environments (known as a genotype environment

interaction). For instance, people who are at genetic risk for depression are more

likely to respond to stressful life events by becoming depressed than are people

without the genetic risk factors (Kendler et al., 1995; Plomin et a1.,1997).

The perspective also postulates that psychopathology may be the result of
the action ofmany genes together in some sort of additive or interactive fashion.

For instance, a geneticallyvulnerable personmayhave inherited a large number of
these faulty genes which may in turn lead to structural abnormalities in the central

nervous system or may lead to errors in the regulation ofbrain chemistry or may

result in excesses or deficiencies inthe reactivity ofthe autonomic nervous sptern,

which is involved in mediating many of our emotional responses. These various

processes serve to predispose the person to later pathology.

The biological perspective examines the hereditary nature of the mental

disorders using three methods: (i) the pedigree or frmrly history method; (ii) nrethod

ofcomparing the twins and the adoption method. In the pedigree or familyhistory

method the investigator observes and compares a sample of relatives of each

proband or index case (the subject or carrier ofthe trait or disorder in question) to

see ifthere enough prevalence ofthe disorder among relatives to call it hereditary.

In addition, the incidence of the trait in a normal population is cornpared (as a

control) with its incidence among the relatives ofthe index cases.

The twin method compares the concordance rate ofthe disorder inboth
monozygotic and drzygotic twins. One would therefore expect concordance rates

for a disorder to be much lower for dizygotic (DZ) thanfor monozygotic (MZ)

twins ifthe disorder had a strong genetic component because DZs have much less

genetic similarity.

In the adoption method, the biological parents ofindividuals who have a

given disorder (and who were given away for adoption shorlly after birth) are

conpared with the biological parents ofindividuals who do not have the disorder

(who were also adopted shortlyafter birth) to determine their rates ofdisorder. If
there is a genetic influence, one expects to find higher rates ofthe disorder in the

biologicalrelatives ofthose with the clisorder than in those without the disorder. In

another variatiorL one cotnpares the rates ofdisorder in the adopted away offspring



,

ofbiological parents with a disorder with that seen in the adopted away offspring
ofnormal biological parents. If there is a genetic influence, then there should be
higher rates of disorder in the adopted away offspring ofthe biological parents
with the disorder

The biologicalperspective also aims at exploring the role ofthe constitutional
factors like physical handicaps and temperament in the etiology of maladaptive
behaviour. For instance, low birth weight has been scen tcr be positively co-related
with the presence ol'learning disabilities, and ernotional and behavioural dishrbances
in children later in life. Prenatal conditions that can lead to premature birth and to
low birth weight include nutritional deficiencies, diseases, exposure to radiation,
drugs, severe emotional stress, or the mother's excessive use ofalcohol or tobe ^rc.

The five dimensions o f temp erarnent rramely fbarfu lne s s ; irritabitity and
frustration; positive affect; a^tivity level and intentionalpersistence seemto be
related to the three important dimensions ofadult personalitynamelyneuroticism
or negative emotionality; extraversion or positive emotionality and constraint
(conscientiousness and agreeableness) (Robert andAhadi, 1994; watson, clark
and Harkness, I 994). Research has shown that children with a fearful temperament
are at the risk ofdeveloping anxiety disorders later in life (Ka gan, 1997). Significant
damage ofbrain tissue places a person at risk for psychopathology, but specific
brain lesions are rarely a primary cause ofpsychiatric disorder (Eisenberg, 1990).

Researchhas shownthat insufficient rest, inadequate diet orworking too
hard when ill, can all interfere with a person's ability to cope and may predispose
him or her to a variety or problems like disorientation and depersonaltzation.
Adolescents with decreasing total sleep time are likely to develop mood and
behaviour problems. Mental retardation can also result from malnutrition. The
physical development of the brain is adversely affected by lack of stimulating
environment. At the same time, sensory overload can impair adult functioning.

The biologicalperspective has brought forward the important role played
bybiochemical factors and innate characteristics, in bothnormal and abnormal
behaviour. This concept has led to the development ofmany drugs that can alter
the severity and course of certain mental disorders like schizophrenia and
depression. But we should rememberthat allmental disorders arenot biological
conditions.

1.8 DIAGNOSIS AND CLASSIFICATION OF
PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS

Apsychiatric diagnosisinvolves classi8zingthepatient,sproblemwithinthetaxonomy
ofpsychological disturbances developed by the psychiatric profession. Usually
mental health professional classify mental disorders according to the patterns of
behaviour, thought and emotion.
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Any classification ofpsychiatric disorders like medical illness should ideally
be based on etiology. For a large majority ofpsychiatric disorders, no distinct
etiology is known at present and hence the only rational way to classify is to
classiff them based on syrdromes. A syndrome is defined as a group of signs and
synptoms that occur together and delineate a recognizable clinical condition. Sonre

of classificatory systems that have been used to classy the diagnostic categories
are as following:

1.8.1 Neurosis vs Psychosis

Neurosis refers to less severe form ofmental disorder in which insight is present

and symptofiN are closer to normal experiences like anxiety. Whereas, the term
psychosis refers to severe forms ofmental disorder such as organic mental disorder,

schizophrenia and some affective disorder andisusedforconditioninwhichinslght
is absent. However, both the terms neurosis and psychosis are unsatisfactory as

they are less informative.

1.8.2 Categorical vs Dimensional vs Multi-axial Classilications

Traditionally, psychiatric disorders have been categorically classified by dividing
them into discrete categories which have been defined in terms of symptoms,
pattems and ofthe causes and outcome ofthe different disorders. Although, such

categories have proved useful in both clinical work and research but they have
been criticized as there is uncertainty about the validity ofcategories as representing

distinct entities. Also, many systems of classification do not provide adequate
definition and rules of application so categories cannot be used reliably. Further,
manypsychiatric disorders do not frll neatly within the boundaries ofthe categories

but me intermediatebetweentwo categories (forexanple schizoaffective disorder).

Dimensional classification advocated by Kretschmer and strongly promoted
by the psychologist Eysenck, rejects the use of separate categories. Based on
multivariate analysis, Eysenck proposed a system of classification consisting of
three dimensions ofpsychoticisnr, neuroticism and introversiorr-extroversion in
which patient are given scores on each of these dimension. For instance, in the
case of a person with a disorder that would be assigned to dissociative disorder in
a categorical system, in Eysenck's systemthat person would have high score on
the axis ofneuroticismandextroversionandalow score onthe axisofpsychoticism
The dimensional classification system has been criticized on the premises that
Eysenck's dimensions dependconsiderablyonthe initialassunptionandthe choice

ofmethod. Also, subsequent research has not confirmed specific predictions of
this kind. In addition, the dimension of psychoticism bears little relation to the
concept ofpsychosis as generally used for example artist and criminals score
particularlyhighlyonthis dimension. Furtherthe dimensions ofneuroticismand
introversion- extroversionhave beenuseful inresearch with group ofpatients, but
they are dfficult to apply to the individual patient in clinical practice.
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The multi-axial approach, proposed by Essen-Miller ffi 1947 , takes into
account two or more sets of information (such as sSrmptoms and etiology) to
classifydisorders.Althoughthis kind ofclassification systemis likelyto be more
meaningful but its major drawback can be that it may end up being too
comprehensive and complicated and hence difficult for everyday use. Both DSM-
IV-R and ICD- 10 are based on the multi-axial system.

The classification ofthe abnormal behaviour appears to have begun with
Hippocrates (800 nc) it was in 1882, in Britain that the Statistical Committee of
the Royal Medico-PsychologicalAssociation had produced a classification scheme
that, even though revised times was never adopted by the members. In the US, in
1886, the Association of Medical Superintendents ofAmerican Institute for the
Insane, a forerunner ofthe American Psychiatric Association, adopted a somewhat
revised version ofthe British System. In 1889 in Paris, the Congress ofMental
Science adopted a single classification systenl but it was never widely used. Then,
in 1913 this group accepted a new classification incorporating some of the
Kraeplin's ideas. But again, consistency did not emerge. But the first truly
comprehensive classification system ofmental disorder was given by Kraepelin in
late nineteenth century. All other systems were influenced by it.

It was in 1939 that the WHO added mental disorders to the International
List ofcauses ofDeath. In 1948, wHo expanded the previous list, and it became
the International StatisticalClassification ofDiseases, Injuries andCauses ofDeath,
a comprehensive listing of all diseases including a classification of abnormal
behaviour. Although this nomenclature was unanimously adopted at a WHO
conference, the mental disorders section failed to be widely accepted. In the US,
as a result, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) published its own
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-I) :lr,1952. rn 1962, its second version
DSM-II was published and in Britain a glossary of definitions was produced to
accompany it. Both DSM-II and the British glossary have provided the actual
behaviour or symptoms that are the basis for the diagnosis but the symptoms given
by the DSM-II and the British Glossary as the basis of diagnosis were not always
the same. Later, in 1 980, 1987, 1993 and 2 000 the APA published an extensively
revised diagnostic manual DSM-II, DSM-III-R, DSM-IV and DSM-IV-R
respectively. DSM nranual specifies what subtlpes ofmental disorder are currently
officially recognized and provides for each a set of defining criteria. DSM has
undergone several revisions in order to remove as far as possible subjective elements
fromthe diagnosticprocess and to improve diagnostic reliabilityandvalidity.

1.8.3 Diagnostic and Statistical Manual

The number ofrecognized mental disorders had increased enormously from DSM-
I to DSM-IV, due both to the addition of new diagnoses and the elaborate
subdivision of older ones. It is now both more expanded and more finely
differentiated into subsets of disorder.
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The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) provides the criteria for
diagnosis in a detailed and specified manner by taking into accourt all the essential
features ofthe disorder and information on dffirential diagnosis. In addition, the
description ollbrs details on the course ofthe disorder; age ofonset; degree of
impairment; complications;predisposing factors;prevalence; sexratio and family
pattem.

DSM-IV-R evaluates an individual according to five 'foci'or 'axes'. The
first three axes assess an individual's present clinical status or condition.

Axis I consists ofthe particular clinical slmdromes or other conditions that
could be the focus of clinical attention. Such syndromes include schizophrenia,
generalized anxiety disorder, major depression and substance dependence.
Conditions listed inAxis I are someu,lrat similar to the various ilkresses and diseases

reco gnized in general medicine.

Axis II consists ofpersonality disorders, such as histrionic, paranoid and
antisocial personality disorders. Mental retardation is also diagnosed as anAxis II
condition.

Axis ItI consists ofgeneralmedicalconditions, whicharepotentiallyrelevant
to understanding or management of the case. Axis III may be used in conjunction
with anAxis I diagnosis.

On any ofthese first three axes where the pertinent criteria are met more
than one diagnosis is permissible. That is, a person maybe diagnosed as having
multiple psychiatric syndromes, such as Panic Disorder and Major Depressive
Disorder; disorders ofpersonality, such as Dependent orAvoidant; orpotentially
relevant medical problems, such as Cirrhosis (liver disease often caused by
excessive alcoholuse) and Overdose, Cocaine. The last two DSM-IV {xes axe

used to assess broader aspects ofan individual's situation.

Axis IV refers to psychosocial and environmental problems. This group
deals with the stressors such as divorce, retirement etc that may have contributed
to the current disorder, particularly those that have been present during the prior
year. The diagrostician should know whether the stressor is acute or enduring and
should rate is severity on a scale of 1-6.

Axis V refers to globalassessment of functioning. It involvesrating on a
scale of 1-100 of the patients current adjustment (work performance, social
relationships, use ofleisure time) and ofhis or her adjustment during the past year.

1.8.4 International Classification of Diseases

Apart from DSM, mental disorders were first included in the sixth edition ofthe
International Classification of Diseases (lCD), produced by the WHO in 1 948.
But this first scheme for mental disorders was widely criticized. Then in 1968

came ICD-8, which made some progress towards solving the earlier problems
but still had many flaws in it. It contained many categories and allowed alternative
coding for some sSmdromes, ICD-9 was very similar to ICD-8 because the WHO
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believedthat nationalgovemment wouldnot bewilling to accept manychanges. A
little later a series of seminars were held which led to a revised and improved
glossarywhichlaidthe foundation forthe ICD-10. The ICD-10 was made with
the aims ofmaking it suitable for internationalcommunication about statistics of
morbidity and mortality; it should be a reference for rr,ational and other psychiatric
classifications; it shouldbe acceptable andusefulinresearchandclinicalworkand
should contribute to education.

To achieve these aims, the classification has to acceptable to a wide range
ofusers in different cultures. It also has to be practical in that it is easy to understand
and can be translated into many languages. It also has to be versatile. For this
reason, apolicy of different versions for different purposes was used as follows:

clinical descriptions and diagnostic guiderines (GDDG): contain
descriptions ofeach of the disorders in the classification

Diagnostic criteria for research @cR): contain lists of specific .*.riu 
]

that have to be met before diagnosis can be made. The format resembles that used 
I

in DSM-IV for clinical purposes as well as for research 
I

Primary care version: It is a sirrplified classification which contains only
broad categories such as dementia, deliriunr, eating disorders, acute psychotic
disorder, chronic psychotic disorder, depression and bipolar disorder. These
categories are not sub-classified and the clinical description is similarto those in
the main classification and are adapted for use in the primary care.

Multi-axial system: Mental disorders are classified in chapterF ofthe
ICD. The chapter is divided into ten groups containing mentaldisorders. Adecirnal
system is used in which each group can be suMivided into l0 and each ofthese is
subdivided into further 10. Categories are devoted by letter F, followed by a
nurnber for the rnain group, followed by a fluther number for the category within
the group which can be further sub-divided ifnecessary. After wide consultation
about a draft ofthe classification, the WHO carried out an intemational field trial
at lt2 clinical centres in thirty-nine countries to evaluate both the clinbal descrbtions,
guidelines and the diagnostic criteria for research. It was found that the chssification
was generally easy to use and applicable to most common disorders. His field
trials ofICD-I0 carried out in Canada and the USA showed conparable reliability
to the findings world-wide and to DSM (Regier et aL, 1994).

The mainpurpose ofdiagnosis is:

To grouppatient who share similarclinical feahnes so that treatment can
be planned and the likely outcome can be predicted.

To enable clinician to conrntlricate with one another about their patbnt's
symptoms prognosis and treatment

To ensure than research can be conducted on comparable gfoup o
parents.

To enable epidemiology studies as a basis for research and planning
services.
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o To frcilitate cornprehension ofthe underlying causes

o To aidpredictionoftheprognosis

At one hand, the diagnostic systemhas some advantages but at the other

hand, it hasbeen criticized as follows:

o Allocating patients to a diagnostic categorytends to distract fromthe

understanding oftheir unique personal difficulties which should be taken

into account as they play an important role in prognosis and treatment.

o Diagnostic categories label a deviant behaviour as illness, which attracts

social stigrna. Suchlabeling serves onlyto increasethe person's fficuhies
that cause suffering and require treatment.

o All individual do not fit neatly into the available categories.

lE Sef-Instructional Material

1.9 EVALUATION OF DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

A diagnostic sptem should be high on both reliability and validity. Reliability refers

to the extent to which different diagnosticians can agree that a person's behaviour

'fits' a given diagnostic category. Inpsychological assessment ttnee types ofreliability

namely internal consistency, Test-Retest and inter-judge reliability are commonly

used. For instance, test-retest reliability is most important in assessment of stable

individual different in characteristics. Whereas, internal Consistency is the most

inportant factor in tests that use many items to meailres a single characteristic.

Inpsychiatric diagnosis, the most crucial criterion is the inter-judge reliability,

whichrefers to the degree ofagreement betweendifferent diagnosticians about

the diagnosis ofthe patient. It is often seen that when diagnosticians are asked

about major distinct diagnostic categories the inter-judge reliability is usually high

but when asked to make finer distinctions the degree ofagreement is seento be

low.

The diagnostic reliability can be increased by providing a clear definition of
each category in a diagnostic scheme. Each definition should also speciff

discriminating symptoms rather than characteristic synptoms.

The DSM-IV-R is comparatively high on inter-judge reliability, when

corryared to the earlier versions ofDSM but it incorporates stricter criteria, has

lower coverage, with the result that more patient are swept into residual categories

such as psychotic disorder not otherwise specified.

Validity refers to the degree to which the diagnostic category accurately

conveys clinically important information about the personwhose behaviour fits

that diagnostic category. The kinds ofvaliditythat are most relevant to psychiatric

diagnostic are descriptive validity and predictive validity (Blashfield and Diaguns,

1976). Descriptive validityrefers to the degree to which it provides significant

information about the current behaviour ofthe person being assessed. A frequent

criticism ofpsychiatric diagnosis is that it has little descriptive validity, that is, it
does not tellus much about the person diagnosed. Also, people assigned to the



same diagnostic group may in fact behave quite differently, while people assigned
to different diagnostic goup may show many of the same behavioural oddities.

The term 'etiological validity' means that the same factors must be foturd to
have caused the disorder in the people who comprise the diagnostic group. A
diagnosis is said to have concurrent validity, if other syrnptoms or disorder
processes, not part ofthe diagnosis itself are discovered to be characteristic of
those diagnosed. However, 'predictive validity'refers to information about the
future course ofthe disorder. For instance, it may tell us whether a person suffering
from a particular disorder is likely to recover or his condition is likely to worsen
over time. It also provides information about how members suffering from a
particular disorder are likelyto respond to a particular treatment.

Although each classification system aims at achieving high reliabilrty and
validityyet anumberoffictors canalter the reliabilityand validityofanyassessrnent
tool, some having to do with the administration of measures, other with its
interpretation. Also, patient on meeting the diagnostician are likely to present
different sorts ofinformatioq which the diagnostician must filter all ofit tlyoueh
theirownminds, selecting the ffirmationthat seems most inportant. It is inthjs 

]

selectionprocess that the clinicians' biases can interfere. It is generallybelieved
that oftendiagnosticians have apathologicalbias, i.e., atendencyto see sickness
instead ofhealth in an individual.

1.10 RECENT ADVANCES AND RESEARCH
METHODS

Several research methods have been used to understand the nature, causes and
treatment ofabnormal behaviour. These have been explained inthe following
subsections.

1.10.1 Physical or Biological Examination

For patients with certain psychological disorders, an initial medical evaluation is
necessary to rule out physical abnormalities that could be causing or contnbuting
to the mentalabnormalities. The medical evaluation should include both general
physical and sometimes special examinations assessing the structural (anatomical)
and functional (physiological) integrity ofthe brain. For instance, the X-ray can
sometimes detect tumors, and the Electroencephalograph (EEG) can dLtect
abnormalities inthebrainelectricalactivity. WithComputerizedAxialTornogaphy
(CAT), without surgery the accurate information about the localization and extent
ofanomalies in the brain's structural characteristics can be known. Aposition
Emision Tomopphy (PET) can give ffirmation about how an organ is fllrctioning
by measuring metabolic processes. Moreover the use ofPET scan in research on
brain pathology occurring in Abnormal conditions, such as schizophrenia,
depression and alcoholism has the potential of leading to important disioveries
about the organic processes underlying these disorders, thus providing clues to
more effective treatment.
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Magnetic Resonance Imagery (MRI) has also been particularly useful in
confrrning degenerative brain processes and has considerable potartial to illuminate

the contribution of brain anomalies to 'non-organic' psychoses such as

schizophrenia, and some progress in this area has in fact been made.

Laboratory tests can be used to identify psychogenic disorders. The
polygraph can also measures a no. of other physiological responses, such as heart

rate, blood volume and B.P. GSR (Galvanic skin response) measures changes in
the electrical resistance ofthe skin whereas EMG (electromyography) pick up
subtle changes in the electrical activity ofmuscles. All these measures can be used

as indications if emotional response to specific stimuli and thus may aid in the
process ofassessment.

Physiological measures maybe required to pinpoint the actual nature ofthe
patient's problems. Polysomano gaphy,which involves employment ofvariety of
measures including EEG EMG and respiration can be invaluable in determining
whether the patient who complains ofinsomnia do in frct suffer from insomnia or
sleep apnea or any other sleep disorder.

Also behavioural and psychological impairment due to organic brain
abmormalities rnaymanifest before anyorganicbrrainlesionis detectablebyscanning

or other means. In these instances reliable techniques are needed to measure any

atterationinbehaviouralorpsychological functioning that hasoccurredbecause of
the organic brain pathology.

1. 1 0.2 Neuropsychological Examination

Administrationofneuropsychologicalbatteryisrequiredto obtain informationabout

cognitive and intellectual impairment following brain damage. Such testing can

even provide clues as to the probable location ofthe brain damage.

1.10.3 Psychosocial Assessment

PsychosocialAssessment aims at obtaining information about the individual's
personality makeup and the present level of functioning, as well as information
about the stressors and resources in his or her life situations. The following are

some ofthe psychosocialprocedures that maybe used.

The clinical interview consists of a face to face conversation between the
clinician and the client. It may be structured where the client is asked a prearranged

sequence ofquestions or it maybe unstructured where the client is required to
describe their problems in their own way and at their own pace. The degree of
structure in the interview and the kind of questions asked depends on the purpose
ofthe interview. For instance, forthe purpose of clinicaldiagnosis, structured
interviews like SCID or IPDE are usuallyused. However, clinical interviews have

been criticized for being unreliable and are often subjective to error. Subjectivity
and personal biases further lower their reliability.

Observation in natural setting is based on the assumption that the major
determinants ofbehaviotr are the sihrationalvariables. Hence, it focuses on gaining
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a conplete understanding ofthe behaviour by carefully observing the physical and
social setting inwhich the behaviourtakes place. Although this method has many
advantages like non-dependence on self-report and can accurately provide
workable answers to behavioural problems; yet it is citicizedfor requiring lot of
tinre, effort and money and for the occurence of subjectivitybias in interpretation.

Psycholo gical te st s are standardized procedures in which individuals are
presented with a series of stimuli to which they are asked to respond. Although it
provides the subject with little freedom in responding, but provide more objeCtive
inforrnation. Hypothesistestinginvohesputtingto test sonreplausfuleunderstandings
underlying abnormal behaviour. Hypotheses are used to explain the causes and
the reason behind engaging in abnormal behaviour. often these hlpotheses tend
to cluster together in the form ofdistinct approaches or viewpoints such as the
biologicalviewpoint, thepsychodynamic viewpoint, etc. These viewpoints tend
to formthe basis for developing various therapeutic approaches to treat abnormal
behaviour.

Sanrpling and generalization focuses onstudying a snallgroup ofindividgals
diagnosed withthe same disorder, who are representative ofthe much hrger group
of individuals having the same disorder. Ideally, a random sample is drawn in
which everyperson inthat populationhas an equal chance ofbeing inchrded inthe
study sanple. The findings obtained from studying that sanple are then generalized
to the larger group fromwhich the sample was drawn. often a control group,
consisting ofa sample ofpeople who do not exhibit the disorder being studied are
comparable in all other respects to the criterion group, consisting ofmembers of
which do exhfuit the disorder. Tpically the contro I group is psychologically . hormal, ,

according to specified criteria. The differences so obtained are then tested for
statistical signifi cance.

The correlational method tends to give information about the relationship
between the various variables indicating that these variables tend to co-vary
together. It also tells about the nature ofrelationship betrveen thern, i.e., whether it
is linear or curvilinear in nature and direct or inverse in nature. However, it does
not give any information about the causal fictors. Correlations nowhere mean that
one variable causes the other; it only states that these variables vary together.

The experimental method, in contrast, tries to control all fictors, except the
one called independent variable, that could have an effect on the outcome of
interest, which is known as dependent variable. This method tries to manipulate
the independent variable. Ifthe outcome ofinterest (the dependent variable) is
observedto change as the manipulatedfictor (the independent variable) is changed,
that factor canbe regarded as a cause ofthe outcome.

unfortunately, the experimental method cannot be applied to rnanyproblems
ofpsychologybecause ofpractical and ethical reasons. For instance, it cannot be
used to evaluate the hlpothesis that stressful events can cause major depression.
Also, many variables ofpotential importance in abnormalbehaviour cannot be
manipulated in the way the experimental method demands. Largely because of 

]
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ethicalreasons this method cannot be usedto test the efficacyofvarious treatrnent

approaches.

The experimental method is sometimes used in causal research with animals.

These experiments attempt to establish the cause ofmaladaptive behaviour by
inducing amodel ofthe behaviour in subhuman species.

The case studymethod invohes an in-depth examination ofanindividual or
family suffering from a particular clinical disorder. The information is drawn using

interviews andpsychologicaltesting orbyintensivelyobserving an individual's

behaviour and by searching the background facts that might be influencing it. All
this information aims to find out the causes behind the disorder and based on these

causes it hopes to device a therapeutic management plan. Although this method

can reveal quite relevant and important ffirmation but it is applicable only to that

particular case and cannot be generalized.

Retrospective studies focus on studying the present abnormal behaviow by
trying to reconstruct the developmental historywith the hope offinding the various

factors that might lead to the emergence ofthe abnormalbehaviour. Although
useful yet this method has been criticized for lacking objectivity as the background

informationisusuallybased onthepatient's recollection ofeventswhichare highly

subjective to error.

Whereas, Prospective studies focus on individuals who have a greater
probability of developing abnormal patterns ofbehaviour before an abnormal

behaviour emerges. It invohes studying these individuals and evaluating the desired

variables over a long period oftime.

To sumup, we need different assessment methods since a host of factors

couldbe invohed in causing and maintainingmaladaptive behaviours. Assessnrent

may involve the coordinated use ofphysical, psychological and environmental
procedures. The choice ofassessment methods depends on type and the suspected

causal factors behind the disorder.

CmcrYouR PRocREss

5. What are the purposes and drawbacks ofmaking a diagnosis?

6. List the various perspectives to understand the humanbehaviour and

psychology.

7 . What are retrospective and prospective studies?

8. Define and differentiate the terms neurosis and psychosis.

9. What is dimensional classification?

10. What is multi-axialapproach?

11. What is primary care version?
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1.11 SUMMARY

Abnormalbehaviour is a maladaptive behaviour and is a manifestation of
mental disorder, ifit is bothpersistent and is in serious degree.

The psychodynamic perspective was founded by Freud, who laid lot of
emphasis onthe role played bythe unconscious processes indetermining of
both normal and abnormal behaviour. Freud postulated that aperson's
behaviour results from the interaction between the id, ego and superego.
Freud distinguished three types ofanxiety: (i) reality anxiety, (ii) neurotic
anxiety, and (iii) moral anxiety.

o Behavioualpsychologists believedthat onlythe studyofdirectlyobservable
behaviour and the stimuli and reinforcing conditions that control it could
serve as abasis forunderstanding hunr,anbehaviour, normal or abnormal.

o The hallrnark ofclassical conditioning is that a formerlyneutral stimulus--
the conditioned stimulus-acquires the capacity to elicit biologrcally adaptive
response through repeated pairings with the unconditioned stimulus.

r The cognitive behaviour perspective is based on the premise that human
beings have both innate and acquired tendencies to engage in both rational
and irrational thoughts; thoughts affect both our feelings and behaviours and
bybringing a change in our thoughts, we can aher ourbehaviours and feelings.

o The socio-culturalperspective focuses onthe role ofsocio-cultural frctors
in human development and behaviour.

o The biological perspective has brought forward the important role played
by biochemical factors and innate characteristics, in both normal and
abnormal behaviour. This understanding led to the development of drugs
that can alter the severity and course of certain mental disorders like
schizophrenia.

o Some ofclassificatory rystems that have been used to classythe diagnostic
categories are as following:

o Neurosis vs Psychosis

o Categorical vs Dimensional vs Multi-Axial
o Diagnostic and Statistical manual (DSM)

Intemational classification ofDiseases (ICD), produced by wHo in 194g

Recent advances and research methods are as follows:
o Electroencephalograph (EEG) can detect abnormalities in the brain

electrical activity. with computerized Axial Tomography (cAT), without
surgery the accurate information about thelocaltzation and extent of
anomalies in the brain's structural characteristics can be known. A
Position Emission Tomography (PET) can give ffirmation about how
an organ is functioning by measwing metabolic processes. Magnetic

a

a
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Resonance Imagery (MRI) has also been particularly useful in confirnring

degenerative brainprocesses and has considerable potential to illuminate

the contribution ofbrain anomalies to 'non-organic'psychoses such as

sehizophrenia, and some progress in this area has in fact been made.
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I.I2 KEY TERMS

o Id: It is the source ofinstinctual drives @ros or the life instinct and Thanatos

or the death instinct) that are inherited. The life instinct is a constructive
drive which is sexual in nature and constitutes one's the libido, whereas the

death instinct is a destructive drive and is aggressive in nature.

o Ego: It mediates between the demands of the id and the realities of the

external world. It works on the reality principle and airns to meet id dernands

in awayas that ensures the individual's well being and survival.

. Superego: It is the outgrowth ofinternalizing the taboos and moral values

of society. It works on the moralityprinciple and becomes an inner control
system that deals with the uninhibited desires ofthe id.

o The humanistic perspective: It views human nature as basically 'good'.
It emphasizes an individual's current conscious processes and lays strong

enrphasis on each person's inherent capacity for responsible self-direction.

o The existential perspective: It lays emphasis onthe uniqueness ofeach
individual their quest for values and meanings; the existence.of freedom for
self-fulfiltnent; the irrational tendencies; the difficulties inherent in self-

fulfillrnent andthe inner experiences ofan individual.

o The behavioural perspective: Behavioural psychologists believed that
only the study ofdirectty observable behaviour and the stimuli and reinforcing

conditions that control it could serye as a basis for understanding human

behaviour, normal or abnrormal.

o The eognitlve behrviour perspective: It is based on the premise that
human beings have both innate and acquired tendencies to engage in both
rational and irrational thoughts; thoughts affect both our feelings and

behaviours and by bringing a change in our thoughts, we can alter our
behaviours and feelings.

o The socio-cultural perspective: This perspective strives towards
understanding the role of socio-cultural factors in human development and

behaviour.

o The biological perspective: This perspective focuses on mental disorders

as diseases ofthe central nervous system, the autonomic nervous systeng

or the endocrine system, that are either inherited or caused by some

pathological process, whose primary synptoms are cognitive or behavioural

rather than phlsiological or anatomical.



o Neurosis: It refers to less severe forms of mental disorder; is used for
conditions in which insight is present and symptoms are closer to normal
experiences like anxiety.

o Psychosis: Severe forms ofmental disorders such as organic mental disorder,
schizophrenia and some affective disorder and is used for condition in which
insight is absent.

1.13 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. The word abnormal basically means away from the normal. Abnormal
behaviour is a maladaptive behaviour and is a manifestation of mental
disorder, ifit is bothpersistent and is in serious degree causing significant
impairment in one's socio-occupational fi.rnctioning.

2. A syndrome is defined as a group ofsigns and synptoms that occur together
and delineat e a rcco gnuable clinical condition.

3. It is believed that people with different genotypes may be differentially
sensitive or susceptible to their environments known as a genotype
environment interaction.

4. Freud postulated that a person's behaviour results from the interaction
betweenthe id, ego and superego.

5' The mainpurpose ofdiagnosis is to group patients who share similar clinical
features so that treatment can be planned and the likely outcome can be
predicted; to enable clinician to communicate with one another about their
patient's symptoms, prognosis and treatment. Its major drawbacks are that
allocating patient to a diagnostic category tends to distract from the
understanding oftheir unique personal difficulties which should be taken
into account as theyplay an important role in prognosis and treatment.

6. (a) Psychodynamicperspective, (b) Humanisticperspective, (c) Existential
perspective, (d) Behavioural perspective. (e) Cognitive behaviour
perspective, (f) Socio-cultural perspective, and (g) Biological perspective.

7. Retrospective and prospective studies are two research methods that are
used to gain a better understanding about mental disorders. Retrosoective
studies focus on studying the present abnormal behaviour uy t.ying to 

]reconstruct the developmentalhistorywith the hope offinding ihe various
factors thatmight leadto the emergence ofthe abnornr,albehaviour, whereas
prospective studies focus on individuals who have a greater probability of
developing abnormal patterns ofbehaviour before an-abnormal behaviour
emerges. It involves studying these individuals and evaluating the desired
variables over a long period oftime.

8. Neurosis refers to less severe form of mental disorder in which insight is
present and symptoms are closer to normal experiences like anxiety. The
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term psychosis refers to severe forms ofmental disorder such as organic

mental disorder, schizophrenia and some affective disorders and is used for

condition in which insight is absent. However both the terms neurosis and

psychosis are unsatisfactory as they are less informative'

9 . Dimensional classification advocated by Kretschmer and strongly promoted

bythe psychologist Eysenck, rejects the use ofseparate categories. Based

on multivariate analysis, Eysenck proposed a system of classification

consisting ofthree dimensions ofpsychoticisnr, neuroticismandintroversiotF

extroversion in which patients are given scores on each ofthese dimension'

10. The Multi-axial approach, proposed by Essen-Miller in 1947, takes into

account two or more sets of information (such as symptoms and etiology)

to classiff disorders. Although this kind of classification system is likely to

bc more ureaninglitl but its major clrawback can be that it may end up being

too comprehensive and complicated and hence difficult for everyday use.

1 1 . primary care version is a simplified classification which contains only broad

categories such as dementia, delirium, eating disorders, acute psychotic

disordef chronic psychotic disordeq depression and bipolar disorder' These

categories are not sub-classified and the clinical description is similar to

those in the main classification and are adapted for use in the primary care'
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1.14 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

L Define id, ego and superego according to Freud.

2. List and define different perspectives developed to understand human

behaviour and psYcho 1o gY.

Long-Answer Questions

1. Explain the psychodynartic perspective.

2. Explain phenomenological perspective.

3. Explain the behavioural perspective.

4. Explain the cognitive behaviour perspective.

5. Explain the socio-cultural perspective.

6. Explain the biological perspective.

1.15 FURTHER READTNG
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Sadock, B.J., andv.A. Sadock. 2004. concise kxtbookof clinical Pqtchiatry,
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S e f- I w truc t i o n a I Ma t eri a I

2.0 INTRODUCTION

There are differenr tlpes ofpsychotic disorders which affect humans and cause

various mental as well as physical illnesses. Psychotic disorders ifnot treated in

time can also cause ilhresses like heart disease, hypertension, peptic ulcer, asthma,

arthritis, etc.

Earlier, all causes behind psychological disorders were considered to be

supernatural and the keatments available were often iffational, harsh and ineffective.

Howevef cluring last two centuries tremendous progress was made inthe diagnosis

and prognosis ofmental illnesses. Today we have effective treatments for most of
thc rnental illnesses.

In this unit, you will leam about differelt mental disorders, their subtypes,

followed by epidemiology (the study ofpattems ofheahh and illness and associated

factors at the population level), etiology (the study ofthe causes, the origin and the

fictors that produce the disorder) and rnanagement (the selection and administration

ofthe therapy).

2.I UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Understand anxiety disorder and its subcategories

o kam about somatoform disorder, it epidemiology, etiolory and management

o Describe dissociative disorders and their subtypes

o Explain what is schizophrenia, its different subtypes, their epidemiology,

etio lo gy and management

o Know about othertypes ofpsychotic disorders

o Explore the psychological aspects ofmedical illnesses

2.2 ANXIETY DISORDERS

In the present age of rapid changes and stiffcompetition, we hardly spend a day

without experiencing some sort of anxiety. Anxiety consists of three main

components as given below.

The 'subjective' response consists of tension, apprehension, sense of
impending danger and dread and expectations ofinabilityto cope. The 'behavioural'

,.rponr..onsists ofavoidance ofthe feared situation, impaired speechandmotor

activityand inpairedperformance at complex cognitivetasks. The 'physiological'

response consists ofmuscle tension, increased he arl altachblood pressure, nausea,

dizziness, dryness of mouth, rapid breathing, diarhea, etc'



Anxiety can be seen as a distinct synptom in several psychiatric disorders
and physical illnesses or can exist as a disorder by itself Anxiety disorders refer to
abnormal states associated with the mental and physical symptoms of extreme
anxiety, where there is no presence of actual organic brain disease or psychiatric
disorders that may cause similar symptoms. Apaticnt of anxiety disorders has
unrealistic fears or arxieties ofextreme intenslry The various symptoms ofanxiefy
are givenbelow:

Synrptoms o f anxiety disorders :

Psychological arousal: Fearfulanticipatioq irritability, sensitivityto noise,
restlessness, poor concentration, worrying thoughts

Autonomic arousal: Gastrointestinal dry mouth, difficulty in swallowing,
epigastric discomfort, and loose motions.

Respiratory: Constriction in the chest and difficulty inhaling

cardiovascular: P a$rtation, discomfort in chest, and awareness ofmissed
beats.

Genitourinary: frequent or urgent micturition, failure oferection, menstrual
discomfort, and amenorrhoea

Muscle Tension: Tremors, headache and aching muscles

Hyperventilation: Dizziness, tingling in the extremities and feeling of
breathlessness.

Sleep disturbance: Insomnia and night terror.

Amiety disorders can be broadly categorized into :

o Panicanxietydisorders
o Phobic anxiety disorders
o Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD)
o Post traumatic stress disorder (pTSD)
o Generalizedanxietydisorder

2.2.1 P anic Anxiety Disorders

Patients suffering frompanic anxiety disorders have recurrent, sudden and intense
attacks ofanxietywhere physical symptoms predominate and these usuallyreach
their peak in less tlnnaminute. Panic attacks are accompanied byintense fear of
serious consequences such as an impending heart attack, death, losing control,
etc. These attacks are enatic,sudden and unpredictable and not limited by situations
or time-they can happen anytime and anywhere. Individual attacks mostly last
only for a few minutes, but sometimes mayprevail longer. The frequency ofthese
attacks is highly variable.

The general synptoms ofpanic attacks include smothering sensations and
shortness ofbreath; feelings ofchocking; palpitations and accelerated heart rates;
chest pain or discomfort;profuse sweating; dizziness or faintness; ,uur.u or ]
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abdominal distress; numbness or tingling sensation; depersonalization or
derealization; fear ofdying; flushes or shaking and fear ofgoing out of control.

The rnajor symptoms can vary froln olro person to the other.

2.2.1.1 Epidemiology of panic disorders

Using DSM-IIIRcriteria, the oneyearprevalence ofpanic disorderinthe general

population is about thirteen per 1000 in men and about thirty-two per 1000 in
women (Kessler et al., 1994).It is likely to be twice more common in women than

lIleIL

2.2.1.2 Onset and course of panic disorders

The onset ofpanic disorder is usuallysudden and the frequencyisvariable. It has

a prolonged course with ffuctuating anxiety and depression (Roy-Byme and Cowley,

1995). Some studies, for example, conducted by Wheeler et al. (1950), have

found that most patients continued to have symptoms even 20 years after the first

diagnosis, thoughmost had a good social outcome.

2.2.1.3 Etiology of panic disorders

Several etiological factors that seem to underlie panic disorder are as follows:

Genetic factors: In studies conducted by Mendlwicz et a1.,1993 and

others, panic disorder is found to be familal in nature. Twin studies conducted by
Kendler et al. (1993), found that rates ofpanic disorder in monozygotic twins
were higher than in dizygotic twins, indicating that the family aggregation is due to
genetic fictors. However, the mode of inheritance is not fullyknown.

Biological factors: Abnormalities in the presynaptic al-adrenoceptors that

normally restrain the activity ofpresynaptic neurons in brain areas concerned with
the control of anxiety and an abnormality ofbenzodiazepines or 5-HT receptor

function may have a causal role in panic disorder. The efects of drugs like
Clomfuramine, Ffuvoxamine and knbramine, flrther suggest that 5-HT mechanisms

are important inpanic disorder.

Panic attack can also be provoked by the inhalation of carbon dioxide
more readily in panic disorder patients than in controls. Therefore, it has been

proposed that panic disorder patients are usually sensitive to feelings ofsuffocation
and respond with panic anxiety (Klien, 1 993). Although voluntary over-breathing

can produce a panic attack (Hibbert, 1984), it has not been shown that panic

disorder is caused by involuntary hyperventilation.

Psychological factors: The cognitive hypothesis is basedonthe observation

that fears about serious physical or mental illness are more frequent among patients

with panic attacks than among anxious patients without panic attacks (Hibbert,

1984). It has also been proposed by Clark ( 1986) that there is a spiral of anxiety
in panic disorder as the physical symptoms of anxiety activate fears of illness and

thereby generate more anxiety.



2.2.1.4 Management of panic disorders

Apart from supportive measures and attention to any causative personal or social
problems, panic disorder is usually treated with drugs and cognitive behaviour
therapy. Drugs like benzodiazepines (like Alprazo lanyDrazepanl etc.), Imiprarnine,
Clomipramine and SSRIs (like Fluvoxamine, Paroxetine and Sefiraline) have shown
to have a therapeutic effect. Cognitive behaviour therapy focuses on psycho-
educating thepatient and his familymembers about the problem, renroving various
myths and fears (such as palpitations will surcly lead to a heart attack) associated
with thephysical effects ofanxiety, and on teaching patients relaxation exercises
and effective stress coping strategies. These individuals are also encouraged to
engage in positive selitalk and to avoid focming too nruch on theirbodily signs of
anxiety.

Research has shown that cognitive behaviour therapy and medications have
comparable effects. The outcome is likely to be more positive when both the
treatment modalities are used together as a way of complimenting each other. If
panic disorder is accompanied by agoraphobic avoidance, then exposure
treatments such as systematic desensitization can also be used.

2,2.2 Phobic Anxietv Disorders

The suffix 'phobia' is derived frorn a Greek God named phobies,who frightened
lris enemies. Aphobia is characteruedby aperson's persistent, disproportionate
and irrational fear ofa particular event or situation or object which is in general of
little or no danger. In case ofa phobic anxiety disorder, only certain well-defined
situations (for example, buses or crowded places) or objects (for example ,lszards
or spiders) or natural phenomena (for example, thunder or flowing water in canals
or rivers), which are in general not regarded as dangerous by rnost people and
they are extemal to the individual. The individual tends to avoid such feared situations
and objects and experiences anticipatory arxiety whenever there is a possibility of
encountering these circumstances and objects. The anxiety is not freedjust due to
the clear knowledge that most people regard such situations as not dangerous or
threatening. Phobic anxiety often co-exists with depression. Phobic disorders,
excepting the social phobias, are more cofirmon in women than in men and among
adolescents and young adults than in older people. In short, phobic anxiety disorder
has the following characteristics:

o Irrational fear ofan object, situation or activity

o The fear is out ofproportion to the actualdanger

o Patient recognizes that the fear as irrational and unjustified but continues to
have the fear

o Patient is unable to control the fear and is very distressed by it
o This leads to persistent avoidance ofthe particular object, place, situation

or activity
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o Gradually, the phobia and the phobic object become a preoccupation with
the patient, resulting in marked distress and restriction of freedom and

mobility

For clinical purposes, the three principal phobic syndromes recognized are: Specific

phobias, social phobias and agoraphobias.

2.2.2.1 Epidemiology of phobic anxiety disorders

Among adults, the life time prevalence of specific phobias has been estimated by
Kessler et al. (1994) as 4 per cent in men and 13 per cent in women. Specific

phobias are seento be present more frequentlyinwomenthanmen. Theyoften
begin in early childhood (Marks and Gelder, 1966) and affect nearly 13 per cent

ofthe population (Myers et al., 1984).

The one year prevalence of social phobia has been estimated as 7 per cent

of men and 9 per cent of women (Davidson et al., 1993). Social phobia is seen to
be equally present in both men and women. It affects nearly 2 per cent of the

population

In a study by Kessker et al. (1994), the one year prevalence of agoraphobia

without panic disorders was estimated as 1 .7 per cent in men and 3.8 per cent in

women. The life time prevalence is found to be 6-10 per cent (Weissman and

Merikangas, 1986). Agoraphobia is likely to be twice more cofitmon in women

thaninmen.

2.2.2.2 Onset and course of phobic anxiety disorders

Phobias are more common among women than men. They usually start in late

teens or early twenties. The onset is usually sudden and without any apparent

cause. The course ofphobias isusuallychronic graduallyincreasingthe restriction

of daily act ivities. S ometimes, phobias are spontaneously disappear.

2.2.2.3 Etiology of phobic anxiety disorders

Several factors underlying phobic anxiety disorders are given below:

The psychoanalytical perspective: According to Freud, phobias are a

defence against anxiety that is produced by repressed id impulses. This anxiety is

replaced fromid impulses ofthe fear ofan object or situationthathas some symbolic

connection to it. Thus, phobia is ego's rn ay of avoiding to deal with a repressed

childhood conflict.

The behavioural perspective: Watson and Rayner's (1920)
demonstration offear/phobia ofwhite furrythings suggest that phobias are fears

leamt throughclassicalconditioning. According to Mowrer's two-factortheory
when a neutral object or event is paired with some painfirl or fearful experience,

then the individual develops the phobia of that object or event through classical

conditioning.Accordingto classicalconditioning, phobiasonce acquired, would
gerrerallze to other similar objects or situations. Direct classical conditioning may

be especiallycommon inthe onset ofdentalphobia (Kent, 1997), Claustrophobia

(Rachman, 1998) and accident phobia (Kuch, 1997).



ln 197 l, Seligman propo sed that via natural selection human beings may be
biologically prepared to fear certain stimuli that would have been threatening to
otr evolutionaryancestors. This explains the individual's fear ofsnakes more often
than fear of table, chair, etc. (ohman et a1., 1993). Such fears are not inbom or
innate but rather easily acquired or especially resistant to extinction. Ohman ( I 996),
in a study found that fear was conditioned more effectively to fear relevant stimuli
(such as snakes) than to fear irrelevant stimuli (such as flower or mushroom).

In one study, Bandura and Rosenthal(1966) showed that phobia mayalso
develop through vicarious conditioning by observing others in an aversive
conditioning situation. Vicarious learning mayalso be accomplishedthroughverbal
instructions. That isphobicreactions canbe learnedthroughanother's description
ofwhat might happen as well as by observing other's fear.

In another study, Mineka and her colleagues (19s4) demonstrated that
adolescent rhesus monkey developed the phobia of snakes by sunply observing
their parents reacting fearfully with real or toy snakes but non-fear{ully with neutral
objects. Mineka ( 1998) further goes to say that events occurring before, during
and afterthe conditioning experience are important determinants ofthe level of
fear that is conditioned and whether the conditioned fear is maintained or
strengthened.

Rescorla ( 1 97 4) gave theinflation effect stating that a personwho is exposed
to a more intense traumatic experience after the first may be likely to become
more fearfulofthe conditioned stimuli. For example, an individualwho acquired a
mild fear ofautomobiles following a minor crash might be expected to develop a
full blown phobia, if he or she later were physically assaulted even though no
automobile was present during the assault. Even verbal information that later alters
one's interpretation ofthe dangerousness ofa previous trauma canbe suficient to
cause the level of fear to be inflated (Davey, 1997).

According to operant conditioning model, phobic reactions may also be
learned byvirtue ofpositive consequences that follow. Social phobias may also
develop from lack of social skills or inappropriate behaviour that may cause social
arxiery

The cognitive perspective: This perspective believes that individuals having
phobias tend to rnarkedly overestimate the probability that feared objects have
been or will be followed by aversive events (Mineka et al., 1 989). They have a
tendencyto thinknegatively; have a bias towards remernbering threatening cues
and to focus automatically more on the threatening cues in the environment. It is
likely. that in their growing up years they must have encountered several
unpredictable and uncontro llable events which may promote ne gative schemas,
current anxiety and a wlnerability to anxiety in the presence of future stressors.
Cognitive variables may also help in maintaining phobias once they have been
acquired.

The biological perspective: According to Lacey ( 1 9 67), the autonomic
nervous system ofthese individuals becomes easily aroused. The family history
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studies have shown that phobias may be transmitted genetically. 30 per cent ofthe
first degree relatives ofpeople with specific phobias; 16 per cent ofthe fust degree

relatives ofpeople with social phobias; 5 per cent ofthe first degree relatives of
people with general phobias; and 64 per cent ofthe first degree relatives ofpeople
with blood-injury phobias; also have phobias of the same category (Fyer et al.,
1990; Kessler et al., 1988; Ost, 1992). This study found evidence that there may

be two different types ofgenetic fictors involved-the first being a modest inherited

tendencyto develop any specific phobias and second being a modest inherited
tendencyto develop a particular type of specific phobia.

Genetic and temperamental or personality variables are known to affect the

speed and strength ofconditioning to fear. Kagan and his colleagues found that
children defined as behaviourally inhibited (i.e. excessively shy or timid, etc.) at

twenty-one months ofage were at a higher risk fbr the development ofmultiple
specific phobias at7-8 years of age than were inhibited children. The average

number of reported fears in the inhibited group was 3-4 per cent per child
(Biederman et al., 1990). Some studies have found that inadequate functioning of
neurotransmitters GABA (gamma-aminobutyric acid) also contributes to anxiety

leading to the development ofphobias.

2.2.2.4 Management of phobic anxiety disorder

Before initiating any treatment, one should ruie out other medically treatable

conditions that may give rise to anxiety symptoms. For most patients,
pharmacotherapy, empirically proven psychotherapy (e. g. cognitive behavioural

therapy (CBT)), or some combination ofboth is believed to be an appropriate
initial treatment option. The treatment approach is usuallymulti-modal. When it
conrcs to 'pharmacotherapy', benzodiazepines, beta-blockers andantidepressants

like SSRIs, MAOIs and tricyclics have been found to be quite effective in treating

anxietysymptoms.

However, with regard to psychological treatments, 'cognitive behaviour
therapy' is the most prefened. It aims at modifying the negative self-statements

and cognitive distortions these individuals engage in. flooding, systematic
desensitization, exposure and response prevention andrelaxation techniques are

largely used in helping these individuals to overcome their avoidance behaviour.
'Supportive psychotherapy'is also seen as a helpful adjunct to CBT.

2.2.3 Obsessive Compulsive Disorder

Diagnostically, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is defined by the
occurrence ofunwanted and intrusive obsessive thoughts or distressing images,

usually followed by compulsive behaviour designed to neutralae these obsessive

thoughts and images or to prevent some dreaded event or situation. Obsessions

are intrusive and recurring thoughts arrd images that come unbidden to the mind
and appear irrational and uncontrollable to the individual experiencing them (Foa,

1990). Obsessions may also take various forms like extreme doubting,
procrastination and indecision which strongly interfbre with one's nonnal firnctioning.
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compulsions involve repetitive behaviour (e.g. hand washing, checking, etc.) or
mental acts (e.g. praying, counting, etc.) that the person feels driven to perform in
response to an obsession to reduce distress or prevent a dreaded event or sifuation.
A true compulsion is viewed by the person as somehow foreign to his or her
personality. Stern and cobb (1978), for example, found that 78 per cent of a
sample ofcompulsives viewed their rituals as silly or absurd.

Several researches (Rachman and De Silva, 1978; Salkovskis and Harrison,
1984) indicate that normal and abnormal obsessions and compulsive behaviours
exist on a continuunt with the primary diference being in the liequency and intensrty
ofthe obsessions and in the degree to which the obsession and conrpulsions are
troubling and to which they are resisted. The diagnosis ofOCD requires that these
obsession and compulsions should cause the person marked distress, consume
excessive time or interfere with occupational or social functioning.

The most commonly seen obsessions are obsessional thoughts and images,
obsessionalruminations and doubts, obsessional impulses, obsessionalphobias
and obsessional slowness. obsessional thoughts and images refer to words, ideas,
images and beliefs recognzed by the patients as his own, that intrude forcibly into
his mind. These are usuallyunpleasant and attempts are made to exclude them.
obsessional thoughts may take the form ofsingle words, phrases or rhymes; which
are usually unpleasant or shocking to the patient and may be obscene or
blasphemous.

o Obsessional images are vrvidly imagined scenes, oftenviolent or disgrxting
in nature, involving abnormal sexual practices.

Obsessive thoughts may centre on a variety of topics. In one study
conducted by Jenike et al. (1988), the most frequent themes of
obsessions were contamination (55 per cent), aggressive impulses (50
per cent), need for symmetry (37 per cent), somatic concerns (35 per
cent) and sexual content (32 per cent). Similar range of themes was
revealed in a similar studyconducted in India, although the proportion
of aggression and sex were somewhat smaller (Akhtar et al., I 975).
obsessional ruminations and doubts refer to internal debates in which
arguments for and against even on the simplest everyday actions are
reviewed endlessly. sonre obsessional doubts may concern actions that
maynot have been completed adequately(such as locking the door) or
that might have harmed the other people or may be related to religious
convictions.

o obsessional impulses refer to urges to perform acts usually ofa violent
or embarrassing kind, for example, jumping from a moving vehicle,
shouting blasphemies in church, etc.

o obsessional phobias refer to fear and avoidance ofsituations in which
the possibility ofperforming the acts related to violent obsessional thoughts
is high. For exanple, ifan individual gets obsessionalthoughts ofharming
another persorl then he is likely to develop phobia for places like kitchen
where knives are kept.
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o Obsessional slowness refers to an extreme slowness seen in some patients

which is out ofproportion to other synrptoms.

Common compulsive rituals centre on checking, counting or cleaning

activities. These rituals can be mental activities or repeated actions. Mental activities

rnay take the form of counting repeatedly in a special way or repeating a certain

form of a word. The repeated actions may take the form ofrepeated senseless

behaviours such as washing the hands twenty or morc times in a day after touching

anyobject. The compulsive rituals may(for example, washing hands followingthe
thoughts ofcontamination) or maynot be (for exarrple, laying out the clothes in a

complicated waybefore dressing) understandably related to obsessional thoughts.

Some patients feel compelled to repeat such actions a certain number oftimes and

ifthey are not able to do so, then they rnay start the whole sequence again. Patients

are often aware that their rituals are illogical and usually try to hide them. Some

individuals may show a high need for repeated reassurance.

An individual suffering from OCD may show synptoms of severe anxiety

ordepressive syrptoms as areactionto the obsessionalsyrptoms ormayconplain
ofdepersonalaation.Although people with OCD may show several different

symptoms but the following features are consistent across all patients ofOCD.

Arxiety is the affective synptom. Nearly all people aflicted with OCD fear

that something terrible will happen to themselves or others for which they will be

responsible. Compulsions usuallyreduce anxiety, at least in the short term, and,

The tendencyto judge risks unrealistically seems to be a very important

feature ofOCD.

2.2.3.1 Epidemiology of OCD

According to Epidemiologic Catchment Area Study, the average one year

prevalence rate is 1.6 per cent and average life time prevalence rate is 2.5 per cent

(Robins and Rogieq 1991). The disorder itselfbegins in late adolescence and

early adulthood often following some stressful event such as pregnancy, child birth,

family conflict and difficulties at work (Kringlen, 1970).It has been found that
people who are separated, divorced or unemployed are at agreater risk (Karno

et al., 1988)

OCD begins when a person is at a younger age with peak age of 6-15
years for males and 20-29 years for females (APA, 1994) andis equally common

inboththe sexes. As with allofthe anxietydisorders, OCD frequentlyco-occurs

with other mood and arxiety disorder. It is estimated that 80 per cent ofthose with
OCD may experience major depression at sometime in their life (Barlow, 1988).

The anxiety disorders with which OCD most often co-occurs include panic

disorder, specific phobiaand socialphobia. The most cofllmonpersonalitydisorden
inpeople with OCD are dependent and avoidant.

2.2.3.2 Etiology of OCD

Various etiological factors that seem to play a role in OCD are given below:



The psychoanalytical perspective: According to Freud, OCD patients
have not been able to solve oedipal conflict and have either never advanced beyond
this stage or have regressed to an earlier stage. They seem fixated at the anal
stage. It is this anal stage where these children derive sensual pleasure from
defecating- both as a physical release and as a creative act. This is also the time,
whenparents are trying to toilet traintheir children, whichinvolves learning to
control and delay these urges. Ifparents are too harsh and they make the child feel
bad and dirtyabout soiling himselfor herself and mayinstill rage in the child, as
well as, guilt or shame abont these drives.

According to this theory, the intense conflict that may develop between id
and ego mayresult in the formation ofdefences r,vhichproduce OCD symptoms.
The four primary used defences ale isolation. displacement, reaction formation
and undoing. with isolation, the association between blasphemous thoughts and
feelings that would ordinarily be associated with it are disconnected. Thus, the
person might think about violence without experiencing anger, hence isolating himself
from the affect which is associated rvith the distressing situation.

With displacement, the person substitutes one thought or activity for another
that is more frightening or threatening. With reaction formation, the person thinks
and acts in a fashion, that is, opposite to his or her true impulses. For example,
someone who is obsessed with the thought of harming her childmaybecome a
supeffnom. With undoing, the person tries to obtain forgiveness for some
transgression through some magical compulsive behaviour. For example, someone
with blasphernous thoughts might engage in excessive praying and cleaning.

However, Adler believed that OCD develops when the children are kept
from developing a sense of competence by their excessively dominant parents.
Saddled with inferiority complex, people mayunconsciously develop compulsive
rituals in order to carve out a domain in which they exert control and can feel
proficient.

The behavioural perspective: Behaviourists view obsessions and
compulsions as learned behaviour reinforced by their consequences. According
to Mowrer's two process theory ofavoidance learning, neutral stimuli (shaking
hands) become associatedwith aversive stimuli(scaryideaofcontamination) through
aprocess ofclassicalconditioning and come to elicit anxiety. Whenanactionlike
washing hands reduces anxiety, then the washing response gets reinforced making
it more likelyto occur again inthe frrture whenthe anxietyabout contamination
was evoked in other situation. once learned, such avoidance responses are
extremely resistant to extinction.

One group ofresearchers found that the preparedness concept as applied
to phobias was also relevant to understanding the non random distribution of
obsessive thoughts and conpulsive rituals @e Silva, Rachnran and Seligrna& 1977).
For exanple, the association between the obsession ofdirt and contamination and
the compulsion ofwashing hands is so common to make their occurrence seem
non-random. This theory states that compulsive behaviours are those behaviours
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which defended pre-technological man against danger. Thus, the theory states that
obsessions with dirt and contamination and other potentially dangerous situations
did not arise out ofvacuum but rather have deeper evolutionary roots (Mineka et

a1.,1996). Some theorists have argued that the displacement activities that many
species of animals engage under conditions of conflict or high arousal bear a
significant resemblance to the compulsive ritual seen in OCD. Thus, obsessions

and compulsions seem to have deeper evolutionary roots.

The cognitive perspective: According to Carr (1974), OCD results from
a negative cognitive set (ofbiases) that rnakes people to unrealistically over-estimate

the risk involved in a situation. These people cannot shrug offnegative thoughts
which then reoccur persistently later leading to obsessions and compulsions (Clark
and Purdon, 1993). According to Salkovskis et al. (1997) and Rachman and
Hodgson ( 1985), these people cannot turn over their thoughts, are depressed,

generally anxious and have more rigid and moralistic thinking because ofwhich
feelings of guilt easily seep in which may further lead to compulsions. Also Sher,

Frost and Otis (1983, 1989) have shown that compulsive checkers have poor
memory for their behavioural acts. tt is this poor memory for behavioural act
which contributes to repetitive nature ofchecking ritual. Recent researchhas foturd

evidence that people with OCD do have impairments in their non-verbal memory
but not in their verbal memory (Trivedi, 1996).Also, they show low confidence in
theirmemoryabilities.

The biological perspective: According to this view, monozygotic twins
show a high concordance rate ofabout 65 per cent averaged across the studies
reviewed by Radmussen and Tsuang ( I 986). Family studies have also shown that
about 15-20 per cent ofthe first degree relatives have diagnosable OCD (Pauls

et al., 199 1). There is also quite convincing evidence of a genetic contnbution to
some forms ofOCD, given that OCD is linked to Tourette's syndrome which is
known to have a genetic basis. One study found thatZ3 per cent ofthe first degee
relatives ofpatients with Tourette's syndrome had diagnosable OCD (Pauls et al.,

leel).
PET scans have shown that patients with OCD have abnonnally active

metabolic levels in the orbital prefrontal cortex and caudate nucleus (Bav,tcr ut ai.,

1991). Rapoport's findings also implicate abriormalities inthe fi.urctioning ofthe
basal ganglia. Baxter et al. (1991) have speculated that the first dysfunction in
OCD maybe in the area ofthe brain called the straitunq which is involved in the
preparation ofappropriate behavioural response. Encephalitis, head injuries and
brain tumours have all been associated with the development of OCD (Jenike,
l e86).

Serotonin levels seemto play a role in OCD as drugs like clomipramine and

some antidepressants (fluoxetine) which affect serotonin have been shown to be

useful in the treatment ofOCD. Also, both dopamine and acetylcholine coupled
with serotonin seem to play a role in OCD (Rauch and Jenika, 1993).
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2.2.3.3 Management of OCD

Observations show that OCD runs a fluctuating course with long periods of
remission. Treatment should begin with an explanation ofthe symptoms to both
the patient and his family members who may also be involved in the patient's
rituals. The therapywhich is most frequentlyused in the treatment of OCD is
exposure and response prevention therapy (ERP). The therapy aims at exposing
the individual to any environmental cues that increase the symptoms and then
preventing the individual from engaging in the compulsive response. Exposure is

likelyto increase anxiety in the individual. To reduce anxiety, the individual is
encouraged to engage in relaxation techniques.

To effectively deal with obsessions, the technique of thought-stopping has

also been tried. However, cognitive therapy does not recommend the attempts
aimed at suppressing and avoiding obsessional thoughts, because such attempts
have beenfound to increase, instead ofdecreasing, the frequencyof such thoughts.
These techniques maybe combined with exposure to tape-recorded repetition of
the thoughts, and by disputing any other cognitive distortions present in the patient.

Drugs like clomipramine, specific serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs),
and anxiolytic drugs have also been found to be effective in the treatment ofOCD.
In some very severe cases ofOCD, which have not responded to medication and
intensive in-patient treatment, neurosurgery has also been used.

2.2.4 Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

The post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) refers to an intense, prolonged and
sometimes delayed reaction to an intensely stressful event like natural disaster,
war, rape and/or serious assaults. Its essential features are hyper-arousal, re-
experiencing ofaspects ofthe stressful events and avoidance ofreminders. The
common syqptorns seen in PTSD are persistent anxiety, irritability, insomnia, poor
concentration, difficultyinrecalling stressfulevents at will, intense intrusive imagery
in the form of 'flash backs', recurrent distressing dreams, avoidance ofreminders
ofthe events, detachment, inabilityto feelemotions (numbness) and diminished
interest in activities. Maladaptive coping responses, including persistent aggressive
behaviour, excessive use ofalcohol or drugs and deliberate self-harnr, may occur.
Depressive symptoms, feelings of guilt, dissociative symptoms and
depersonalization may also be present in PTSD.

2.2.4.1 Onset and course of PTSD

PTSD maybegin very soon after the stressful event or after an interval usually of
days, but occasionallyofmonths, thoughrarelymore than sixmonths (McFarlane,
1988). Ifthe person experiences a new traumatic event, symptoms mayreturn
even ifthe second event is less severe thanthe original. Most cases resolve within
about three months but some may persist for years (Blank, 1992). The course is
fluctuating in nature. About halfofthe individuals with PTSD recover during the
first year whilst the rest maycontinue for long periods (Ehlers, 2000).
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2.2.4.2 Epidemiology of PTSD

Using DSM-IV criteria, the one month prevalence ofPTSD has been found to be
1 .2 per cent for men and 2.7 per cent for women (Stein et al., 1997). The lifetime
prevalence has been reported as 5-6 per cent among men and 10_l2per cent
among women (Breslace et al., 1997). PTSD tends to be more prevalent in women
than men and in children and older people thanyoung people.

2.2.4.3 Etiology of PTSD

Although an exceptionally stressful event leads to PTSD, some people due to their
genetic or acquired wlnerability are more susceptible to develop PTSD even to
less stressful event. Studies oftrvins suggest that differences in susceptibility are in
part genetic (True et al., 1993). Genetic variation accounted for about one-third
ofthe variance in susceptibility to self-reported PTSD. Factors like age, gender,
psychiatric disorder, previous traumatic experiences, separation fromparents, child
abuse, pre-existing low self-esteerrl temperament ofneuroticism and differences
in the ways threatening events are appraised and encoded in memory determine
vulnerabililyto develop PTSD. Severalneuro-endocrine abnormalities like increased
cortisol levels have been reported in patients with PTSD (Chamey et al., 1993).

PTSD can also develop through classical conditioning. For example, some
patients with PTSD experience vivid memories ofthe traumatic events in response
to smell and sounds related to the stressful situation. Individuals with PTSD tend
to process emotionallycharged information in an overwhelrnedmanner andthese
memories tend to persist in an unprocessed form and hence intrude into conscious
awareness. Negative appraisals ofearly synptoms, avoidance ofreminders ofthe
traumatic situations and zuppression ofanxious thoughts are likelyto maintain the
synptoms ofPTSD.

2.2.4.4 Management of PTSD

Treatment ofPTSD involves imparting information about the normal response to
severe stress and the importance ofconfronting situations and memories related to
traumatic events. It aims at encouraging individuals to face the situations they have
been avoiding and to engage in self-monitoring ofthe sSrmptoms. Individuals are
asked to recall images oftraumatic events and to integrate these with the rest of
their experience. Thenthe individual is helpedto restructure his orher irrational or
distorted thoughts by looking at the evidence for and against the appraisals and
assumptions. These individuals are taught anger management skills to deal with
their anger regarding the traumatic events and their causes. Psychodynamic
psychotherapy aims to modify unconscious conflicts, which might have been
reactivated bythe traumatic event. Anxiolytics, antidepressants and hypnotic drugs
can also be used as a part ofmanagement ofPTSD.

2.2.5 Generalized Anxiety Disorder

Generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is characterized by a chronic persistent worry
about a number ofevents and activities. The worry is not restricted to, or markedly
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increased in, any particular set of circumstances. The major areas ofworry are
health, work, money and family (Barlow, lggg). GAD i; aho known as free-
floating anxiety because it is not hooked to any qpecific object or event or situation.
Allthe synptoms ofanxietycanoccminGAD but there is a characteristic pattern
conprising the following feahres :

worry and apprehension: shouldbeprolonged, widespread, not focused
on any specific issue and difficult to control when conpared to the ordinary worries
and concems o f healthy people

Psychological arcusal: maybe evident as irritability, poor concentration,
and sensitivity to noise.

Autonomic over-activity: is often experienced as sweating, palpitations,
drymout[ epigastric discomfort and dizziness.

Muscle tension: maybe experienced as restlessness, trembling, inability
to relax, headache and pain in the back and the shoulders.

Hyperventilation: may lead to dizziness, tingling in the extremities and a
feeling of shortness o fbreath.

Sleep disturbances: mayh seen in the form ofdifficulty falling asleep and
persistent worrying thoughts which may interfere with sleep. Sliep may be
intermittent, un-refreshing and accornpanied by unpleasant dreams.

other features: include tiredness, depressive symptoms, obsessional
symptoms and depersonalization which are never prominent throughout the illness.

These individuals also expaience high levels ofnegative affect, chronic over
arousal and a sense ofuncontrollability. They nray often fear that something terrible
is goingto happento themorto others forwhomtheycare, forexample, loss of
job, alienation from spouse. Usually individuals with GAD are able to function
despite high levels ofanxiety and less often visit clinics for treatment.

2,2.5,1 Epidemiology of GAD

Age ofonset is difficult to determineasthese individualsoftenreport feelingarudors
all their lives (Barlow, 1988). It strikes about 4 per cent ofthe populatio;(Rapee,
1991). It is twice more common in women than in men lrendier et al., l9b5).
People suffering from GAD are also likely to suffer from some other anxieiy
disorders like phobia, panic or mood disorder.

2.2.5.2 Etiology of GAD

Usually GAD is triggered by stressors on a person who is prediqposed by several
B-engtic factors, unpleasant experiences and environmental influences dwing
childhood' Clinical observations indicate that GAD often begins in relationto shessful
events and can sometimes become chronic when stressfirlproblerns persist. Stnessful
events involving threat are particularlyrelated to anxietydisorder. Vmious etiologicat
factors that seem to play a role in GAD ale as follows:
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The psychoanalytical perspective: This perspective believes that GAD

is the result ofunconscious conflict between ego and id impulses. Freud believed

that it was the primarily sexual and aggressive impulses that have been blocked

from expression or punished upon expressionwhich lead to GAD. According to

the psychoanalytical view, the difference between specific phobias and GAD is

that, in phobia defence mechanism ofrepression and displacement are operative

but in GAD, the defence mechanisms may have been broken down or are not

operative. In GAD, the ego is readily overwhelmed because it has been weakened

by development failure in childhood. Separation and loss are thought to be

particularly important causes of this failure (Bowhy, 1969) because in early

childhood anxietyis linked to separationfromthe mother'

The behavioural perspective: This perspective believes that GAD stems

from classical conditioning of anxietyto rnany environmental cues in the same way

as phobias are conditioned. The difference between the two lies only in the kind

and number ofenvironmental cues that have become sources ofanxiety. Wolpe

hypothesized that such conditioning is likely to occur when a person experiences

extreme anxiety or ifthere is a lack ofclearly defined environmental stimuli during

the conditioning o f arxiety.

The cognitive perspective: This perspectivebelieves that experience with

unpredictable and or uncontrollable events may promote both current anxiety as

wellasawlnerabilitytoanxietyinthepresenceoffuturestressors(Barlow,1988).
Barlow also found that these individuals have a history ofexperiencing events in

their lives as ulpredictable and uncontrolled. This was also supported by a study

carriedoutbyMineka et al. (1986) ontwo groups ofmonkeys snllsfl-(ma51s15'

and 'yoked' monkeys.

People with GAD process threatening information in a biased way focusing

on the threatening cues in the environment and are more inclined to interpret

ambiguous stimuli as threatening and to rate negative events as more likelyto
occur to them (Butter and Mathews, 1983). These individuals seem to have

developed negative schemas in the cotrse ofgrowing up. They also seem to have

a memory bias, i.e. they are more likely to remember threatening cues they have

encountered. Parental indifference and physical or sexual abuse may also play a

roleinGAD.

Beck and Emecy (1985) found evidence that clients with GAD tend to

have images and automatic thoughts revolving around physical injury, illness or

death; loss ofcontrol; failure and inabilityto cope; rejection and mentalillness. It is

believed that the automatic, persistent negative thoughts are generated bythe

underlying maladaptive assumptions or schemas about thepeople, world, posonal

circumstances, etc. that these people have developed during the course ofgrowing

up or early life.

According to Borkovec et al. (1994), the five most commonbenefits people

with GAD think they derive fromworrying are: actual avoidance ofcatastrophes;

superstitious avoidance of catastrophes, a way to cope, prepare and motivate



themselves; and avoidance of deeper emotional topics. whenever people with
GAD worry, their phpiological and emotional responses to aversive imagery are
actually suppressed reinforcing the process ofworrying. Since worry suppresses
physiological responses, it also prevents the patient from completelyprocessing
or experiencing the topic that is the cause ofworryr. HoweveE fuUprocessing ii
necessary to make that anxiety extinct. Thus, the threatening meaning ofthe topic
being worried about is maintained and so is the longterm r*int.*n . ofemotional
disturbance.

The biological perspective: Family studies done byBro wn(1942) found
that GAD was more frequent (19.5 per cent) among the first degree relatives of
probands with GAD than among first degree relatives ofcontrols. Early studies on
twins, for exanrple (Slater and Shields ,lg6g),showed a higher concordance for
monozygotic twins, suggesting that the familial association has a genetic cause.
However, evidence regarding genetic factors in GAD is mixed. It is not yet known
that whether functional deficiency in GABA is a cause or a consequence ofGAD.
2.2.5,3 Management of GAD

First a clearplan ofmanagement is agreed with the patient and when appropriate,
a relative or partner. The individual is then psycho-educated about ttre problem.
To heS deal with his arxiety the individual is given training in relaxation Cognitive-
behaviour therapy focuses on disputing the individual's cognitive distortions,
engaging inpositive selftaft teaching effective stress coping strategies and hebing
themto evaluatethe situationrealistically. In additionto psychologicaltreatment{
medications like benzodiazepines, buspirone, beta-adrenergic antagonists,
monoamine oxidase inhibitors and antidepressants can also be used. However,
medication should be used selectivelyto bring synlptoms under control quickly,
while the effects ofpsychologicaltreatments are awaited.

CmcxYouR PRoGRESS

1. Define anxiety disorders.

2. List the different categories of anxiety disorders.
3. Define panic disorder.

4. Definephobia.

5. what are the characteristic feafures ofphobic anxiety disorder?
6. Define Obsessive Compulsive Disorder.
7 . Define post-traumatic stress disorder.
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2.3 SOMATOFORM DISORDERS

Somatoform disorders are characterized bythe presence ofphysical symptoms
suggesting a physical disorder without any organic basis and these symptoms are
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lirked to psychological fictors or conflicts. These individuals seek regular medical

checkups in spite ofrepeated negative findings and reassurance by doctors that

the symptoms have no physical or organic basis. The patient often feels that the

synptoms havetheirbeginning after certainunpleasant life events ordifficulties or
conflicts, but the patient usually resists attempts to discuss the possibility of
psycholo gical causation.

The somatoform disorders can be broadly categorized into :

Somatization disorder: Sornatization is where mental frctors such as sftess

cause physical symptoms. Somatoform disorders are a severe form ofsomatization

where physical symptoms can cause great distress, often long-term. However,

people with somatoformdisorders are usuallyconvinced thattheir synptoms have

a physical cause. Somatization disorder is characterized by recurrent, frequently

changing, and multiple somatic or physical conditions (cardiovascular,
gastrointestinal netrogenital, skin and pain synptoms) ofprolonged duration (for

several years), beginning before the age of30 years. Most patients have a long

and complicated history ofcontacting prirnary as well as specialist medical services,

where often the tests and observations show only negative results. Complaints
related to sexual and menstrual problems are also cofltmon. The symptolns are

chronic and fluctuating in nature and lead to the disruption and impairment of
family, socialandinterpersonalbehaviours. Abuse and dependence ofmedication,

irrational anxiety and marked depression are frequent conditions. Women are

twice as muchprone to this disorder as men.

Undilferentiated somatoform disorder: in this disorder there is a presence

ofunexplained physical symptoms that last at least 6 months that are below the

required levelto be diagnosed for a somatization disorder. In case ofthis disorder

associated impairment of frmily and social functioning may be totally absent. This

disorder has a high prevalence in the general community.

Hypochondriacal disorder: This is charactertzed bypersistent fear of
having a serious and progressive illness or disease based on the individual's own
interpretation ofhis physical sensations. In this case ,the patient interprets the

normal or routine sensations often as abnormal and distressing and usually the

attention is focused on only one or two organs or systems of the body. Even

though the results ofthe physical examination are often negative and inspite ofthe
repeated medical assurances, the patient continues to fear that the disease persists.

To be called hlpochondriacal disorder, these synrptoms persist for least 6 months.

The prevalence ofthis disorder similar in men and women.

Somatoform autonomic dysfunction: In this disorder the symptoms are

presented bythe patient as ifthey were due to a physical disorder ofa system or
organthat is largelyor completelyunder autonomic innervations and control ofthe
cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, respiratoryor genitourinary system Symptoms

areusuallyoftwo tpes--objective signs ofautonomic arousalsuchaspaSitations,

sweating, flushing or tremors and subjective, non-specific syrnptoms such as



sensations offleeting pains, buming, heaviness and tightness. In most patients though
not all, psychological stress, current dfficulties and problems appear to be related
to the disorder.

Persistent somatoform pain disorder: In this disorder, the major
syrptom is chronic pain of sufficient severity that causes distress or impairment of
flmctioning. However, to account for this pain there would be no organic pathology
or pathophysiological mechanisrn The pain is usually seen to occur in association
with emotional conflict or psychosocial problems.

2.3.1 Epidemiology of Somatoform Disorders

Studies report highlyvariable prevalence rates of somatoform disorder, in the
range of0.2-2.0 per cent for women and below 0.2 per cent among men. Nearly
5 per cent ofprimarycare patients suffer fromthis disorder. 

]

Childrenlivingwithafimilymenrber,havingthisdisorderalongwithsubstance 
I

abuse and antisocial symptoms, have higher chances ofdeveloping somatoform
disorder. Among childred, the female to male ratio ranges from 5:l to 20: l.

Ifa person has a biological or adoptive parent with any ofthe above tllee
disorders, the risk that the person may develop antisocial personality, substance-
related or somatoformdisorder, is high.

2.3.2 Course and Prognosis of Somatoform Disorders

Somatoform disorder is often a chronic, relapsing disorder in which complete
remittance is rare . Research shows that a person who is diagno sed with this disorder
has an 80 per cent chance to be diagnosed againwith this disorder 5 years later.
Although patients with somato form disorder believe that they are medically i[ , the
evidence suggests that the chances that theymay develop some medical illness in
next l5 years are same as they are for those without this disorder.

2.3.3 Etiology of Somatoform Disorders

Various etiological factors that seem to play arole in somatoform disorder are
givenbelow:

The psychoanalytical perspective: According to this perspective,
conversion disorder occurs when these individuals experience events that create
intense emotionalaromalandthe associatedaffect isnot expressedandthe memory
ofthat event is cut oflfrom the conscious e4perience. Specific conversion synptoms
are casuallyrelated to traumatic events that precede them. Freud believed that it is
the anxiety created by the reawakening of repressed id impulses which gets
transformed or converted to phlnical syrptoms. The primary gain is the avoidance
ofunresolved electra complex and repressed id impulses. The secondary gain is
reinforced by symptoms, because due to the presence ofthese symptoms, the
individual is able to escape from some unpleasant situations, actiors or reqponsibilities 

]

and rnay evenreceive attentionfrom others. 
i
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Hlpochondriasis is seen against the anxiety produced by unacceptable wishes

largely sexual and aggressive. These individuals because oftheir harsh superego,

instead of directing their sexual energy into external objects they redirect them
towards self. This outflow of self-directed sexual energy is then transformed into
phlaical symptoms.

Psychodlmamic theorists see a strong element ofregession in all somatoform

disorders. Because ofintense anxiety, the individualregresses to a state ofa sick

child, inwhichtheyhope to receive attention, babying andrelieffromresponsibility.

The behavioural perspective: This perspective regards somatoform
disorders as inappropriate adoptibn ofthe sick role. According to Ullmann and

Krasner (1975),two conditions that increase the chancesthat aninappropriate
sick role willbe adopted are:

o The person must have some experience with the sick role either directly
(being ill) or indirectly (i.e. having a sick role modelled). Also these

individuals tend to have personal or famity histories ofphysical illness or
somatic syrptoms.

o The adoption ofthe sick role must be reinforced. Theyhave childhood
histories ofreceiving attention and sympathywhen ill.

These operant processes predispose the individual to adopt the sick role as

a coping style in adult life. Respondent conditioning may also play a part. The

autonomic nervous systemwhich controls breathing, heart rate and other bodily
functions is subject to conditioning. So ifanxiety is paired to racing heart beat,

then anxiety triggers these symptoms which in turn cause further anxiety, then
further synlptoms and so on. In other words, this marks the beginning of
hypochondriasis (Kellner, 1 985).

The cognitive perspective: This perspective describes somatoform
disorders as disorders ofperception and thinking. According to Klerman ( 1 983),
these individuals have a cognitive style predisposing themto exaggerate normal
bodily sensations, to misinterpret and then catastrophize over minor symptoms
and to think in concrete rather than subjective terms. Given these three tendencies,

these individuals are likely to misinterpret minor physiological changes as major
health problems. Thus, when under stress they see their heart racing, theyjump to
the conclusion that they are having a heart attack. Thus, these individuals end up

over attending to their bodily symptoms.

In addition, they have difficulty expressing emotion or even having fintasies

involving emotion. Theyalso think concretelyrather than abstractly. Thus, these

feelings associated with trauma get redirected onto their bodies. However, in
conversion disorder, there is withdrawal ofattention from sensory experience.

The socio-cultural perspective: This perspective also regards somatoform

disorders as inappropriate adoption ofthe sick role but they focus less on family
and more on larger cultural forces. Thus, the likelihood of adoption ofthe sick role

as a coping style depends on the patient's cultural modelling ofand reaction to the
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unexplained somatic symptoms. It is seenthat the rates ofsomatoformdisorder
vary from culture to culture and they vary in ways consistent with cultural values.
For example, somatoform disorders are more prevalent in non-Western cultures
and in less industrialized cultures where the expression of emotional distress in
psychological terms is less accepted but in physical terms is well accepted.

2.3.4 Management of Somatoform Disorders

The treatment is often difficult andmainlyconsists of
Drug therapy: This therapy involves giving antidepressants and or

Muodiazepines ona short-termbasis forthe associated depressionandoranxiery
Beruodiazepines should be used with caution, as the risk of drug abuse is high in
these patients.

Supportive psychotherapy: This therapy is usually the treatnrent ofchoice.
The first step is to enlist the patient in the therapeutic alliance by establishing a

rapport. It is useful to demonstrate the linkbetweenpsychosocialconflicts and
somatic syrqptoms, ifit is apparent. In chronic cases, synptomreductionrather
than complete cure might be a reasonable goal.

Behaviour modification: Under this, after rapport is established, attempts
at modifying behaviourare rnade, for example, ignoring symptorns, andpositively
reinforcing go od behaviour.

Relaxtion therapy: This therapywith gradedphysical exercises is frequently
incorporated in the management of somatoform disorders.

CrmcrYouR PRocRESs

8. Define somatoformdisorders.

9. Define hypochondriacal disorder.

I 0. Differentiate between somatization and somatoform disorders.
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2.4 DTSSOCIATIVE DISORDERS

Dissociative experiences arc apart ofnormal experiences, both in relation to highly
stressful or traumatic experience, and in a variety oftrance, possession and other
states which may be considered as normal, even admired, in many parts of the
world. Dissociative disorder is clnracteized bya disruption ofthe usual integrated
frrnctions ofmemory identity, unconsciousness and perceptionofthe environment.
The commonsyrptomofdissociative orconversiondisorderis aconplete orpartial
loss of the normal integration between the past memories, identity, immediate
sensations andbodycontrolmovements;withno evidence ofanyphysical disorder.
The dissociative disorders can be broadly categorized into: dissociative amnesia,
fugu., trance and possession disorders, and dissociative identity disorder.
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Dissociative amnesia: It is characterized by the failure to recall personal
information usually after some traurnatic events like natural disasters, financial loss,
divorce, death ofa loved one, etc. In this case, it only the failure to reca[ but the
inforrnation is lost conpletely. This condition may last from a few months to several
months. The extent and corpleteness ofthe amnesia often varies fiom day to day
and between investigations. Complete and generalized amnesia is rare. There can
be four kinds of amnesia:

Localized: Under this the individual has no nrrnory for all events inrnediately
following a traumatic event.

Spec{ic: Under this the individual remembers some events and not others

Generalized: Under this the individual does not remember anything about
thepasthistory.

continuous; Under this the individual does not remember anything beyond
a certainpoint in his past history.

The affective states that accompany dissociative amnesia are varied.
Perplexity, distress and varying degree ofattention-seeking behaviour maybe
evident, but calm acceptance is also sometimes striking. Severe depression is
rarely seen. Purposeless local wandering may occur; it is usually accompanied by
selflneglect and rarelylasts more than a day or too.

Dissociative amnesia occurs suddenly and is also terminated suddenly.
Recovery is usually complete. The episodic and autobiographical memory seems
to be affected. In case oftotal amnesia the individual cannot recognize his family
and relatives but retains talents and skills, and knowledge ofthe outside world and
how to function in it. Life time prevalence rate is 7 per cent (Ross et al., 1 991).

Fugue: Under this amnesia is extensive. The individual often leaves home
and settles in a new city with a new name, job, even personality characteristics
following a traumatic event. During the period of fugue individual appears normal
to observers. The individual may travel to places that are previously known to him
or have some emotional significance for him. It is relativelybriefand sudden. On
termination, there is no memoryfor events that tookplace during fugue. The shift
to another city is often purposefi.rl tavel invotving little social contact. The life time
prevalence rate is 0.2per cent (Ross et al., 1991).

Dissociative identity disorder: under this, the patient manifests two or
more complete systems ofpersonality, each system having its own stable unique
emotional and thought process. Usually there is one host personality and others
are subordinate personalities, which differ markedly from the host. Behaviours
and needs inhibited by the host are often displayed liberally by subordinate
personality. The transition ltom one personality to the other may take place over a
period ranging from a few minutes to years although shorter durations are more
common. One alter (personality) may have no memory ofthe other alters. Alters
mayinvolve anon-humanspecies but themost commonalter are oftenofthe child



and ofthe opposite sex. It shouldbe chronic (long lasting) and severe (causing
marked inrpairment) and not temporary under the influence of some drug.

The lifetime prevalence rate ofdissociative identity disorder is 1 .3 per cent.
It usuallyoccurs in childhood but diagnosed not until adolescence. According to
Greaves (1980), it is nine times more prevalent in men than in women. It is
commonly associated with depression, somatoform disorder and borderline
personalitydisorder. DID isusuallyseeninindMdualswho havetraumatic histories
of abuse or ofviolent death ofparents or siblings.

Trance and possession disorder: In case of this disorder the person
temporarily loses the sense ofhis personal identity and full awareness his pirsonal
surroundings. This involuntary state oftrance is not accepted bythe l..ror,.
culture or religious practices. This disorder causes considerable distress and
functional impairment. Some cases resembre DID withthe person acting as if
taken over by another personality for a briefperiod oftime. When the condition is
induced by religious rituals, the person may feel taken over by a deity or spirit.

2.4.1 Onset and Course of Dissociative Disorders

Dissociative disorders are closely associated with past intolerable problems,
traumatic events or disturbed relationships. The unpleasant affect, conflicts and
distress get transfonned into the synptoms. The onset and terminationofdissociative
states areusuallysuddenandtendto remit aftera fewweeksormonths, particularly
iftheironset was associatedwithatraumatic life event. Usuallythe dissociative
disorders that persisted for longer than 1-2 years before psychiatric attention are
usually resistant to therapy.

2.4.2 Etiology of Dissociative Disorders

Different perqpectives explainthe etiological fictors underlying dissociative disorders
as follows:

The psychoanalytical perspective: According to it, all dissociative
disorders are instances of massive repression. whenever a severe trauma is
repressed, then amnesia and fugue are possible outcomes. The person succeeds
in this repression by splitting offan entire part ofpersonality from awareness leading
to the development ofDID alters (alterpersonalities).

The behavioural perspective: According to this, dissociative disorders
are developedbecause oftheirrewarding consequences ofprotecting the individual
from stressful events. For instance, in dissociative amnesia, the individualhas no
memory ofthe stressful event, and in fugue the individual moves to an altogether
different place thus taking himselfaway fromthe painful situation.

The cognitive perspective: According to this, dissociative disorders are
firndamentallydisorders ofmemory. An individual,s episodic memory seems to
have been impaired. There are three different cognitive theories that explain this
inpainrrent:
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Statedependent memory: According to this, amnesia occus as the patient

desires to feel that there is a change in emotional state from a traumatic situation to

a more nornal situation now. This may explain the loss ofmemory in dissociative

amnesia and fugue. It also explains dissociative identity disorder, as different

personalities are characterized by different mood states. Therefore, state

dependencymaylead one personalityto have amnesia fromthe experiences of
others (Bower, 1981).

The second cognitive theory of dissociation: It has to do with control

elements, that is, certain information about the selfis categoraedunder certain

headings and activation of one heading can inhibit the retrieval ofthe information

stored under the other heading. The hypothesis concerns self-reference, that is,

we retrieve autobiographical memories by linking them to our representation of
the self According to Kihlstrom ( 1 987), the psychogenic amnesia and fugue may

be the result of loss ofepisodic memory for it depends on self-reference.

The socio-cuhural perspective: According to it, the dissociative synptoms

are the products of socialreinforcement. It sees DID as a strategythat people use

to escape responsibility for certain oftheir actions (Spanos, 1986). It is common

in cultures where expression of emotional distress is considered unacceptable.

According to Krippner (1994), people can create personalities as required to

defendthemselves against trauma, to conformto culturalpressures, orto meetthe

expectations of a psychotherapist. This malleability has both adaptive and

maladaptive aspects. Also certain phenomena such as spirit possession occur more

commonly in certain parts ofthe world. It occurs more commonly in those areas

where such behaviours are culturally sanctioned.

The biological perspective: This perspective believes that dissociative

disorders may in fact be neurological disorders. They may be a byprodtrct of
undiagnosed epilepsy. Epileptic seizures have been associated with DID ever since

the disorderwas discovered (Charcot and Maris, 1892).Also manyvictims of
epilepsy have dissociative symptoms.

The second hypothesis, suggests that we all have within us rebellious zubparts

that our normalbrains know how to suppress. It is believed that corpus collastomy

(i.e. cutting the connection between right and left hemisphere) may lead to
dissociative synptoms.

2.4.3 Management of Dissociative Disorders

The psychoanalyticaltechnique focuses on lifting repression andhelping the client

to deal with the stressful situations that led to dissociation. Here the mode of
treatment is chosen not on the basis of conversion or dissociative symptoms but

on the total personality structure ofthe patient.

The behaviour therapypostuhtes that one shotrld ignore the attention seeking

symptoms in hysterical patients and the sick role adopted by them should not be
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encouraged. Aversion therapy (a form ofpsychological treatment in which the
patient is exposed to a stimulus while simultaneously being subjected to some
form ofdiscomfort) may occasionally be employed in resistant cases. Supportive
psychotherapy is an important adjurct to treatment especiallywhen the conflict
and current problems have been conscious and have to be faced in routine life.

Drug treatment has a very limited role in dissociative disorders. Afew patients
having disability anxiety may need short-term benzodiazepines.

CmcxYouR PRoGRESS

11. Define dissociative disorderand mention its subqlpes.

12. What is 'trance and possession disorder'?

I 3. What is the course and prognosis ofa dissociative disorder?

14. Whatisfugue?
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2.5 SCHIZOPHRENIA

Though schizophrenia has probably been with us for thousands ofyears; it is
recognized as a distinct disorder only in 1896 by Emil Kraepelin, who described
the disorder as dementia praecox, which was later re-termed as schizophrenia by
Bleuler in I 9 I I . The word schizophrenia is derived from the Greek words schizein
meaning 'to split' and phren meaning 'mind'.

Ofallthe majorpsychiatric syndromes, schizophrenia is the most difficult to
define and describe as over the past 100 years, many widely divergent concepts
ofschizoplneniahave beenheld indifferent countries andbydifferentpsychiatrists.
Also, schizophrenic patients differ from one another more than the patients with
other disorders. Thus, schizophrenia is considered to be a heterogeneous disorder.

The synptoms ofschizophrenic patients involve dishrbances in several rnajor
areas-thought, perception, and attention; motorbehaviour, affect or emotion
and life functioning. The synptoms areb,roadlyclassified into two categories: positive
symptoms and negative synrptoms.

2.5.1 Positive Symptoms of Schizophrenia

Positive synptoms cornprise excesses, such as disorganized qpeecll hallucinations,
delu sions andbaarr e behaviour.

Disorganized speech: Also known as formal thought disorder, it refers to
problems in the organization of ideas and in speaking so that a listener can
understand. Although the patient may make repeated references to a central idea
or a theme, the images and fragments ofthoughts are not connected, thus making
it difficult for the listener to understand what the patient is saying (incoherence).
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Speech may also be disordered by loose association or derailment in which
case the patient has dfficulty sticking to one topic. He or she seems to drift offon
a train ofassociations evoked by an idea from the past. The result of loosened
associations is that schizophrenic language may convey very little.

Another oddity found in the speech of schizophrenics is clanging, the
juxtaposition ofwords that have no relation to one another beyond the fact that
they rhyme or sound alike. Clanging may also be related to the associational
problern

Delusions: It refers to firrnlyheld belieft that have no basis in reality. Some
ofthe commonly seen delusions in schizopluenia are delusions ofpersecution (the
beliefthat one is being plotted against, spied uporl threatened, interfered with, or
otherwise mistreated, interferedwith or otherwise mistreated, particularlybya
number ofparties joined in a conspiracy), control (the beliefthat other people,
forces, orperhaps extraterrestrial beings are controlling one's thoughts, feelings,
and actions, often by means of electronic devices that send signals directly to
one's brain), reference (the beliefthat events or stimuli unrelated to the individual
are actuallyreferring specificallyto the patient), sin and guilt (the beliefthat one
has cormnitted an unpardonable sin or has inflicted great harm on others), grandeur
(the beliefthat one is an extremely fimous, powerfirf and inportant person), nihilism
(the belief that oneself or others or the whole world has ceased to exist) and
hlpochondriasis (theunfoundedbeliefthat one is suffering fromahideousphlaical
disease).

Hallucinations: The most dramatic distortions of perception are
hallucinations, which are defined as sensory experiences in the absence ofany
stimulation from the environment. Auditoryhallucinations are the most frequent,
followed by hallucinations ofother senses.

Disorders of perception: Individuals suffering from schizophrenia often
report significantly greater number ofchanges in their perceptual flrnctioning incftrding
visual illusions, disturbingly acute auditoryperception, olfactory changes, inability
to focus attention, fficulty in identifying people and difficulty in understanding the
speech ofothers. Individuals suffering from schizophrenia have been seento do
poorly on perceptual tasks such as size estimation, time estimation and
proprioceptive discrimination.

2.5.2 Negative Symptoms of Schizophrenia

The negative symptoms ofschizophrenia consist ofbehaviouraldeficits, such as
avolition, alogra, anhedoniaand flat affect.

Avolition or apathy: It refers to a lack ofenergy, absence of interest in
routine activities, and lack ofpersonal hygiene, with uncombed hair, dirty nails,
un-brushed teeth and disheveled clothes. These individuals have difficultypersisting
at work, school or household chores and spend much oftheir time sitting around
doingnothing
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Alogia: It refers to poverty ofspeech and poverty ofcontent of speech. Inthese individuals, the amount of speech is greatly reduced and it conveys littleinformation and tends to be vague andrepetitive.
Anhedonia: It refers t9 an inabitityto experience pleasure. It is manifestedas a lack ofinterest inrecreationar activitlr, fait*e t" d.;.i;;iose relationshipswith otherpeople, and lack ofinterest in sex.

Flat or brunted affect: Inpatients with flat affect virtualryno stimulus canelicit an emotionar response. The patient .-v 
"*.1*#;;. muscles oftheface are flaccid and the eyes are lifeless. when.pot.n to,lt" putr"rt answers ina flat andtoneless voice.

sociar withdrawar: It refers to a rack of interest in social activities,preoccupation with ones thoughts, and withdrawal from the involvement with theenvironment and absence ofinterpersonal interactions. Sonre schizophrenic patientshave severe impairment in sociairerationships. Theyhave r.* tieras, poor sociarskills and little interest in being with other people.

2.5.3 Other Symptoms of Schizophrenia

These individuars inadditiontopositiveandnegative syflptomsarso showdisordersofmotorbehaviour, inappropriate affect and a confused sense ofself
Disorders of motor behaviour: one ofthese is catatonia, which is definedby the presence of several motor abnormariti... il.;;;;!l**, repeatedly,using peculiar and sometimes complex sequences of finger, hand and armmovements, which often seem to be odd. Some,.rriroptr"r,i'. patients manifestan unusual increase in their overall level ofactivity inclr,il;;; excitement andgreat expenditure ofenergy similar to that ,.., in**i" rI"t.torl. excitability).on the other hand, some inaiviauab adopt unusual postures and maintain them forverylongperiods oftime, knownas catatonic in n otifity.

These individuars mayarso show waxy flexibility, that is, another personrnaymovethepatiort'slimbsinto strangepositionsthattheffi;*ilthenrnaintain
for long periods oftime. These inaiviiuars may arso show various forms ofrigidposftrring, mutisnr, ritualistic mannerisms andbiane gfua.G-'

Inappropriate affect: It refers to a state in which an individual,s emotionalresponses are out ofcontext. For instance, the patient may tuugt, on hearing that

H: ::l::,:::l:l.s i:l ri:g, *.T:g. ansry on asking his or her name. rhese 
lindividualsarelikelytorapidlyshift 

fi ."-;;';;;#ifi ;,li"r"lffJ;;:tj;
discernable reasons.

confused sense of serf: These individuars may feel confused about theiridentityto the point ofloss ofsubjective sense_ofserfor ofpersonalagency. Theindividual may be perplexed about aspects ofhis or her o*, uooy, including itsgender and may be uncertain about the boundari., ."pu.utirg-the serf from therest ofthe world.
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2.5.4 Epidemiology of Schizophrenia

According to the world Mental Health report 20ol ,24 million people worldwide
suffer from schizophrenia. The point prevalence ofschizophrenia is estimated to
be about 0.5 per cent. The onset of schizophrenia occurs later in females and
often runs a more benign course, as compared to males.

2.5.5 Course and Prognosis of Schizophrenia

Schizophrenia seems to follow a regular course or progression ofstages through
time. The three phases are the prodromalphase, the active phase and the residual
phase. The onset of schizophrenia usually occurs during adolescence or early
childhood. Its onset maybe sudden or gradual. The slow, insidious deterioration
of functioning that may go on for years before any clear psychotic symptoms
appear constitutes 'the prodromal phase' . This phase is often characterized by the
presence of social withdrawal and isolation; poor hygiene; deterioration in social
and occupational functioning; shallow and inappropriate affect; noticeable changes
in the personalityand bizarre behaviour. In 'the active phase,, the patient beginsto
show prominent psychotic sylrptorns zuch as dehrsions, hallucinations, disorganized
speech, severe withdrawal and so forth. In most patients, the active phase is
followedbya'residualphase', inwhichthebehaviouris similarto that seenduring
the prodromalphase. It is characterizedbythe presence ofblunt or flat affect,
rambled qpeecll unusualperceptual experiences, odd ideas and or magical thinking.
The recoveryis gradual. Manypatients remain impaired to some degree and may
go on to have further psychotic episodes, with increasingly rnpaired functioning
between episodes. In a few cases, the residual phase ends with a return to
completelynormal functioning. It has been found that that relapses tend to be
triggered bystressfuI life events.

The outcome of schizophrenia is worse than that of most psychiatric
disorders. It is generally accepted that there are wide variations in outcomes. In a
longitudinal study done by Luc ciompi ( 1 980), the complete remissior5 remission
with minor residual deficit, internrediate outcome, severe disability and unstable or
uncertain outcome were seen n27,22,24, rg and 9 per cent of schizophrenic
patients respectively. So, almost 50 per cent patients showed complete or near
complete recovery and only l8 per cent showed severe disability with only 9 per
cent needing institutionalization. The longer the duration ofuntreated psychosis,
the worse is the outcome. There is an increased mortality in patients with
schizophrenia by ahnost one and a half times (Barrablough, 1999). The life time
risk ofsuicide is nearly 5-10 times higher in schizophrenia as compared to normal
population

Factors like presence ofacute onset before 35 years ofage, precipitating
stressor, goodpre-morbidadjustment, catatonic subtype, shortdwation(lessthan
six months), depression, predominance of positive symptoms, first episode,
predominance ofmood disorder, female sex, good support system, absence of



substance abuse, good treatment compliance and normal cranial cr scan are
found to be associated with good prognosis in schizophrenia.

However, factors like insidious onset before the age of20 years, absence
ofa stessor, poorpremorbidpersonality, clrronic course, predominance ofnegative
syrptoms, family history of schizophrenia, poor social support, absence ofproper
treatment, poor response to treatment, poor compliance, presence ofsubstance
misuse and evidence ofventricular enlargement on cranial CT scan are associated
withpoorprognosis.

2.5.6 Etiology of Schizophrenia

The several etiological factors thatplay arole in schizopltenia are as follows:
The biological perspective: According to the neuro-developmental

hlpothesis, patients with schizophrenia are seen to show abnormalities in brain
structure and morphology; altered pattems ofcerebral blood flow; and disordered
cellular architecture in some cortical and sub-cortical brain regions. It is largely
believed that the pathological changes are neuro-developmental in origu, orthat if
any injury of some kind occurred to the brain, it happened before the end ofthe
second trimester in utero.

Famity studies have shown that about 10 per cent ofthe first degree relatives
of schizophrenic patients have schizophrenia. Parnas et al. (1993) foundthat the
first degree relatives ofpatients with schizophrenia are also likely to show an
excess of schizotypal, paranoid and schizoid personality disorders. Twin studies
show a concordance rate ofnearly 50 per cent in monozygotic twins as conrpared
to the concordance rate of 10 per cent in dizygotic twins ltrrtccumn, t-laa;.
Hebepkenic and catatonic subtypes are likely to carry agreater genetic loading
as compared to Paranoid schizophrenia.

Murrayand Castle (2000) suggest that abnormalities like enlarged lateral
ventricles, loss of cerebrhl asymmetry abnormal eye tracking p.rfo.*urr.r,
abnormalities in EEG pattern, delayed p300 event potential, indicate familial
transmission ofgenes for a varietyofneurobiological character, each ofwhich
mayincrease the risk of schizophrenia in an additive way.

Molecular genetic studies suggest that schizoplrenia is probablydue to a
functional increase of dopamine at the post-synaptic receptors, though other
neurotransmitters like serotonin, GABA and acetylcholine mayalso be involved.

Post-mortem studies, however, have indicated that, in comparison with
psychiatric and heahhy controls, the brains ofpatients with schizophrenia are lighter
and somewhat smaller. There is enlargement ofthe lateral ventriies, particularlyin
the anterior and temporal horns. This is associated with a reduction in the volume
ofmedial temporal structures such as the hippocanrpus and para-hippocampal
gyrus. The thalamus is reduced in size (Falkai and Bogerts, rqqg).

Ftrnctional MRI investigations have shown that the presence of auditory
hallucinations was linked to reduced activities ofthe temporalregions. In anothei
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study using PEI patients with passivityphenomena showed hyper-activation of
parental and cingulated cone in a motor task

Misuse ofa number ofpsychoactive substances cuilr give rise to psychotic
frr.rtoms, It is not clear whether prolonged and heavy sribstances misuse can
leadto aschizoptfenic ilhress insomeone who wouldnotother,vise have developed
the disorder. Andreasson et al. (1987) foturd that the relative risk ofdeveloping
schizophreniawas2'5 tirnes greaterinsubjectswho used cannabis, and the relative
risk for heavy users was 6 times greater. These data have largely led to two
interpretations, that is, cannabis misuse is indeed a risk factor for the development
of schizophrenia and that those predisposed to develop the illness are also
predisposed to misrse cannabis. However, it is fairly clear that continuing substance
misuse can worsen the outcome ofan established schizophre*c iuness.

Generalized cognitive deficitshave been seen inschizophrenia in attention,
perception, leaming, semantic mernory language comprehensioq motor skills and
}ecutive planning functions. onset ofillness leads to further cognitive decline.
cognitive decline is more in patients with predominant n.gu,iu" symptoms.
Resolution ofsymptoms does not necessarilyreverse the 

"og;,i* decline.

^ Tlu psychodynamic perspective: According to Freud, schizophrenia is
a form ofregression. schizophrenics are people who.J.go, *. not strong enough
to cope efectivelywithunacceptable id impurses. overwherrnedbyanxiety, thly
s^rnqly gve up the fight and regress to the early oral stage. rhis ,e$.ssion accounts
for the schizophrenic's break with realiry since it is the ego that riediates between
the selfand the reality.

. According to Sullivan (1962),the cause ofschizophrenic anxiety is not id
inprrlses but a darnaging anxious and hostile mother-child relationship. To Sullivan
and many other post-Freudians, schizophrenia represents a gradual withdrawal
from other people. scared from intimacy with others, ttre crrid tat<es refuge in aprivate world offintasy. This initiates avicious cycle. The morethe childwithdraws,
the less opportunityhe or she has to develop the trust, confidence and the skils
necessary for establishing close bonds with others and the fewer the bonds, the
gr.e-aier the anxiety. The spiral continues until in early adulthood, trr. i"olrlarrj
withdraws to a significant level resulting in a schizoplrenic break with reality.

^ _ The family theories perspective : Lidz (L97 3) claims that a greatnumber
ofschizophrenic childrencome from fimilies that fill into one ofthe two categories:
the schismatic fimily(inwhichparentaldiscordhas dividedthe familyinto opposing
fractions) and the skewed family (which remains reasonably calrn but only because
one spouse is totally dominated by the other). In both situations, the child is denied
the emotional support necessary for a sense ofsecurity, selflworth and a feeling ofselfidentity.

Fromm-Reichmarur ( l94g) came up with the concept ofschizophrenogenic
mothers, who according to himwere carrrr domineering, *d;; and at the sametime over-protective. Such mothers tend to create-a htstile"and aggressive



environment at home. Such environment and the schizophrenogenic mother,s way
ofreacting can induce schizophrenia intheir children.

In a nurnber of studies (Goldstein et al., 19g9; Jones et al.,l9g4) families
ofhospitalized schizophrenics were rated on expressed emotion (EE) towards the
patient' It was found that the patients who lived with families who were high on
expressed emotions were tkee to four times rnore likely to have been re-hoqpitalized
within 6 montlx than patients who lir,ed with low EErelatives. In anotheistudy it
was found that schizophrenic patients shorved higher autonomic nervous system
arousal in the presence ofhigh EE relatives than in the presence oflow EE ..lutir.,
(Tarrier et al., 1988).

Bateson and his co-rn'orkers ( 1956) feel that double-blind communication
maybe a strong causative agent in schizophrenia. In the double-blind situation, the
mother gives the child mutuallycontratlictory nressages (for exarrple, both rejection
and affbction), meanwhile inrpiicitly forbidd*g tt. child io point out the
contradiction. According to them, the type ofmother most likelyto engage in
double-blind commrinication is one who finds closeness withher child intolerable
and also finds it intolerable to admit this to herself Thus, she pushes the child
away, but when the child withdraws, she accuses the child ofnoi loving her.

Singer and wynne (1963) proposed that the parents that engage in
connnunication deviance are likely to induce schizoptrenla in ttreir children. In this
pattern ofcommunication. parents present to the child ideas, feelings and demands
that are mutually incompatibre. In one study it was founi that communication
deviance (CD) in parents was a good predictor ofwhether their adolescent children
would be diagnosed as schizophrenia fifteen,vears later (Goldstein et al., 19g7).

The behavioural perspective: Ullmann and Krasner (lg7 s)believe that
due to disturbedfamitypatteming it seernsthese individu,alhavenot learntto reqpond
to certain social stimuli the waywe respond. Hence they are subject to social
rejection, leading to feelings of alienation and to the beliefthat others are out to get
them. This accounts for social withdrawal an d baarrebehaviour. They may also
have been exposed to models for such behaviour. There is little support for the
idea that schizophrenia is caused by different type ofreinforcement. However,
behavioural approach is not used to explain but to treatment of schizophrenia.

The cognitive perspective: Accordingto it, sehizophrenia is aresult ofan
abnormality in attention problern They are unable to attendio one thing and scrgen
out the other. This attention problern in tum creates a vuhrerability to schizoplrenia
by making it hard for the person to cope with environmental stress (Nuechterlein
and Dawson, 1984). According to it, the positive synrptoms are the products of
over-attention; and the negative symptoms are the products ofunder attention.
The reasonthese patients are confused and tlisorganized is that their information
processing functions are over-burdened by stimuli that they cannot screen out and
their speech is full ofirrelevant associations, unlike ,o*ip"ople, as they cannot
filter out such associations (r\{aher, 19g3). Thus, auditoryhallucinations are seen
as traces of real sounds that the patient heard but could not eliminate from
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consciousness and delusions would arise at the patient's effort to account for
these and other baarre perceptions.

Humanistic-existential perspective: According to Laing (1964),
schizophrenics are people who, because of severe psychological stress, find
themselves unable to continue their false. socially acceptable selfwhich crurnbles,

forcing themto retreat into their own minds in the effort to relocate the true self It
sees schizophrenia not as a form of insanity but rather a hyper-sanity, a voyage

into another reality in the existential search for an authentic identity.

Socio-cultural perspective: According to it, some people believe that
being in a low social class may cause schizophrenia-the 'sociogenic hypothesis'.

The degrading treatment a person received from others, the low level of educatiorq

and the lack ofboth rewards and opportunity taken together may rnake mernbershf
in the lowest social class such a stressful experience that an individual develops

schizophrenia. Alternatively, the stressors encountered by those in the lowest social

class could be biological; for example, the children ofmothers whose nutrition
during pregnancywas poor are at increased risk for schizophrenia (Susser et al.,

tee6).

Another explanation ofthe correlation between schizophrenia and low social

class is the 'social-selection theory'. It states that during the course of their
developing psychosis, people with schizopkenia may drift into the poverty-ridden

areas ofthe city. The cognitive and motivationalproblems seenin these individuals

may so impair their earning capabilities that they cannot afford to live elsewhere.

Or, theymaychoose to move to areas where little socialpressure willbe brought
to bear on them and where they can escape intense social relationships.

In short, the role ofbiological psychosocial and socio-cultural factors in
schizophrenia undoubtedly varies according to the given case and clinical picture.

2.5.7 Management of Schizophrenia

The treatment ofschizoplrenia is concemedwith both the acute illness and chronic

disability. In general, the best results are obtained by combining drug and

psychological treatments.

Pharmacological treatment: In schizophrenia, the commonly used drugs

are risperidone, o lanzapine, haloperidol, c lozapine, etc. atypical antipsychotic s

like resperidone, olanzapine, etc are also useful when negative symptoms are

prominent, in chronic schizophrenia. Clozapine has been found to be effective in
about 30 per cent of patients who had no beneficial response to traditional
antipsychotics. Antipsychotics probably act bybiocking post synaptic dopamine
D2 receptors probably in the meso-limbic system.

Hoqpitalization is indicated ifthere is neglect offood andwater intake, danger

to selfor others, poor drug compliance, significant neglect ofselfcare, suicidal
intent and lack of social support. A majority of patients require maintenance

treatment with antipsychotics to prevent relapse. Although there are no clear-cut
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rules, generallytreatment is continued for 6 months to i year forthe first episode,
for l) years for the subsequent episode and for indefinite period for repeated
episodes orpersistent symptoms. However, the decision regarding the duration of
treatment in a particular case has to be assessed individually by the treating
pqychiatrist.

In the treatment of schizophrenia, the traditional indicators for ECT are
catatonic stupor, severe depressive synptones and high suicidal intent acconpanying
schizophrerria. ECT is also used ifthe patient is pregnant orhas stopped takin;
food and fluids.

The psychosocial approaches: They f,ocus on attenuation of synptom
severity and associated co-morbiclity; enhancement of interpersonal and social
functioning; pronrotion ofindependent living inthe connnurityand improvement in
personal illness management. These interv-entions are of several kinds as given
below:

Psycho-education: It involves providing psycho-education to the patient
and especiallythe familyregarding the nature ofthe illness, its course and treatment
to establish a good therapeutic relationship with the patient and his family. It also
heSs inreducing expressed emotions and irrproving conpliance, thus acimg as an
important ingredient ofsuccessful management ofschizophrenia.

Dynamic psychotherapy: Earrier, individual dynamic psychotherapy was
used quite commonly for schizophrenia, though mnch more in USA than in uK.
Apart fromthe lackofconvincing evidence that intensive individualpqychotherapy
is effective in Schizophrenia, there maybe some danger that the treatment may
cause over-stimulation and consequent relapse (Mahnberg and Fenton, 2000).

Group therapy: It particularly aims at teaching problem-solving,
cornmunication and social skils to the patient. It is largely used in the rehabilitation
ofthe patient when he is in the remission phase. Group therapy is oflittle benefit in
the acute stage ofthe disorder.

Social skills training: It uses a varietyofapproaches such as behavioural
rehearsal, feedback, in vivo training, etc to teach complex interpersonal skills.
Skill training may be combined with self-management ofthe illness in which the
patients learnto adjust their own medication and organaetheir lives to minimize
troublesome synptomatology. The results ofthese interventions are generally
positive but concems remain about whether the gains are rnaintained when teatrnent
ends and whether the benefit is restricted to patients who have a good prognosis
(Muesen and Bond, 2000).

Family therapy: It is employed at various stages ofthe treatnrent with the
objective ofreducing expressed emotions in familymembers, psycho-educating
them about the ilhress, inparting practical advice on managemenl p.eventing relapse,
improving medication conpliance and hesing famity rne*U.^ to^*do.e the burden
the illness lays on them.
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Cognitive behaviour therapy: Its use is based on the rationale that positive
psychotic symptoms are amenable to structured reasoning and behavioural
modification For example, with delusional belieft, individual ideas are traced back
to their origin and alternative explanations are explored. However, direct
confrontation is avoided. It is also used to impart insight into the illness to the
patients.

Milieu therapy: It includes treatment in a living, learning or working
environment ranging from inpatient psychiatric unit to day carehospitals and half,
way homes. Rehabilitat ion pro grammes should be realistic and acceptable.

Psychosocial rehabilitation: It focuses on activity scheduling to develop
the work habit in the patients. It aims at irparting haining in new vocation; retraining
in a previous skill; vocational guidance; independentjobplacement and occupational
therapy. Earlyintervention in schizophrenia is essential as the longer the duration
ofuntreated psychosis, the poorer is the prognosis. Also, the time taken to respond
to thetreatment increases duringthe subsequentpsychotic episodes. Muchofthe
deterioration in social functioning takes place in the first two years after diagnosis.

CsncxYoun Pnocnpss

I 5. $lhat-a,r.e the symptoms ofschizophrenia?
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2.6 OTHER PSYCHOTIC DISORDERS

Other psychotic disorders include the following:

o Delusionaldizurder

. Schizo0zpaldisorder

o Acute andtransient psychotic disorder

o Schizoaffective disorders

2.6.1 Delusional Disorders

Theyreferto disorders withpersistent, well-systemataed,non-bizarre delusion
that is not due to any other mental disorder. It is characterized by the presence of
persistent delusions ofpersecution, grandeur, jealousy, somatic delusions and
erotomanic delusions inthe absence ofsignificant orpenistent halhrcinations, organic
mental disorders, schizophrenia and mood disorders. There individuals usialy
carry on a near nortnal social and occupational tife without arousing suspicion
regarding the defusional disorder. It is only when the area ofdelusion is p.ob"d o,
confronted that the personality disorganization is evident. It is a disorder with
usually a relatively stable and chronic course.



2.6.1.1 Epidemiology of delusional disorders

It is regarded as being an uncommon inness. copeland et ar.
prevalence of0.04 per cent for delusional disorder-

2.6.1.2 Etiology of delusional disorders

Paranoidpersonalitydisorder, delusional disorder and schizophrenia have been
seen to be geneticallyrelated. Recent family studies have forurd that the incidence
ofparanoid personality disorder is increased in first degree ."lutir., ofpatients
with schizophrenia and delusional disorder. There do-es seem to be a familial
association between alcoholism and delusional disorder, which could explain the
association between derusionaljealousy and alcohor misuse"

Structural MRI studies have revealed that patients with delusional disorder
have changes in cerebral ventricles similar to those ofpatients with schizophrenia
(Horvard et a1.,L995).patients with delusional disorder and schizophrenia show
similar abnormalities in tasks of eye tracking. Delusional disordei mayalso be
associated with polymorphisms in the gene for the dopamine D4 receptor. 

I

2.6.1.3 Management of delusional disorders

Antipsychotics are used to control agitation and psychotic features. Antidepressants
and/or ECT are used. Supportive psychotherapy is often found to helpful.

2.6.2 S chizotyp al Diso rder

It is characterized by odd and eccentric behaviour and anomalies ofthinking and
affect that resemble those seen in schizophrenia, but definite and characteristic
schizoplrrenic anomalies have never occurred at any stage. There is no dominant
or typical disturbance but any ofthe following mayte piesent:

o Inappropriate or constricted affect (the individual may appear cold and
aloof)

o Odd, eccentric or peculiar behaviour or appearance
o Poor rapport with others and a tendency of social withdrawal
o odd belieft or magical thinking, influencing behaviour and inconsistent with

subculfuralnonns

o Suspicious orparanoid ideas
o obsessive ruminations without inner resistance, often with dlamorphophobic,

sexual or aggressive content
o Urrusual pocepfual_experiences, including somatosensory (bodily) or other

illusions, depersonalization or derealization
o vague, circumstantial, nretaphorical, over-elaborateorstereotypedthinking,

manifested byodd speech or in other ways without gross in oh.rrn..
o occasionaltransient quasi-psychotic episodes with intense illusions, auditory

hallucinations or other hallucinations and delusions like ideas, usually
occurring without external provocation

(1998) found a
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The disorder is more common in individuals related to schizophrenia and is
believed to be a part ofthe genetic 'spectrum'of schizophrenia.

2.6.3 Acute and Transient psychotic Disorder

In the acute and transient psychotic disorder, there is an acute onset (within two
weeks) and the presence of typical schizophrenic symptoms that are rapidly
changing and variable in nature. The ps,vchoiic symptomi usually occur abc,li
weeks ofone or more stressful events (such as loss ofjob, deathofa loved one,
break ofrnarriage, etc.). The patient usuallyrecovers conpletelyw fihnz-3months.
Onlyasrnall fractionofthose suffering fromthese disorders maydeveloppersistent
disabling states.

2.6.4 Schizoaffective Disorder

In case ofschizoaffective disorder there is a presence ofboth definite affective
an! definite schizophrenic symptoms simultaneously or within a few days ofeach
other, within the same episode of illness. The episode of illness does not fall qnder
depressive or manic episode or either schizophrenia. The term should not be applied
to patients who exhibit schizophrenic symptoms and affective symptoms onlyo,
different episodes ofilkress. Some patients have rectrrent schizoaffeclive episoies,
which may be ofthe manic or depressive qpe or a mixture ofthe two.

The recovery rate of schizoaffective disorder patients is generaliy better
that for schizophrenia (Tsuang et al., 2000). people, who suffer from manic rather
than the depressive t)ape recurrent schizoaffective episodes, usuallymake a fi.rll
recovery.

2.6.5 Schizoaffective Disorder of Manic Type

Incaseofthis disorder, bothschizophnenic aridrnanic synptornsbecomeprominent
in the same episode ofillness. There is considerable-change ofmood combined
with increased excitement or irritability and there must be at least one or two
typical schizophrenic symptoms present. This category should be used both for a
single schizoaffective episodes ofthe manic type and for arecurrent disorder in
which the majority of episodes are schizoaffective, manic type. patients with
schizoaffective disorders fully recover within a few weeks

2.6.6 Schizoaffective Disorder of Depressive Type

In this disorder, there is 
lhe 

presence ofprominent depression accompanied by at
least two characteristic depressive syrnptoms or associated behavioural
abnormalities as listed for the depressive episode within the same episode, and at
least one or two schizopluenic slmrptoms are also present. This category should
be used both for a single schizoaffective episodi, depressive t1pe, and then
recurrent disorder in which the rnajoritv ofepisodes are schizoaffectft, depressive
t1pe. Schizoaffective episodes ofthe depressive type are usually less florid and
alarming than schizoaffective episodes ofthe *uri. type, but theytend to last
longer and the prognosis is less favourable. Although rnajority ofthe pa-tients recover
completely, some eventually develop a schizophrenic defect.



2.6.7 Schizoaffective Disorder of Mixed Type

In this disorder, syrnptoms of schizopkenia coexist with those ofmixed bipolar
affective disorder.

CrmcxYouR PRocRESS
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2.7 MOOD OR DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS

Emotions are largely described by terms like affect and mood. Affect refers to
short-lived emotionalresponses to an idea or an event. Mood refers to sustained
and pervasive ernotional response. ln mood or depressive disorders, the fi.yrdamental
disturbance is a change in mood usually to depression (with or without associated
anxiety) or to elation (mania or hypomania).

2.7.1 Classification of Depressive Disorders

Many approaches have been tried to classify depressive disorders, some based
on etiology (reactive vs. endogenous depression), some based on symptomatic
picture (melancholic vs. neurotic depression) and others on the course ofthe illness
(unipolar vs bipo lar depression).

'Reactive depression', is one in which, the symptoms are a response to
some external stressor and 'endogenous depression' is one in which the symptoms
are caused by factors within the individual and are independent ofthe outside
factors. 'Melancholic depression' is characterized by the presence ofbiological
synlptoms like loss of appetite, rneight loss, constipation, reduced libido,
amenorrhoea and early morning awakening, whereas .neurotic 

depression, is
charactertzed bythe presence of symptoms rike anxiety, initabilityandphobias.
Unipolar depression is one in which the patient has haclonly depressive episodes
and the bipolar depression is one in which the patient experiences both depressive
and manic episodes.

2.7.1,1 Bipolar affective disorder

This disorder is characterized,by repeated episodes (at least two) of mania or
hlpomania anddepressionwith inter-episodic remissions and complete recovery
between these episodes. Patients with onlyrnanic episodes are also classified as
having bipolar affective disorder. Among men and women, the prevalence rates
are similar.

The depressive episodes can last longer (up to 6 months) with a gradual
onset, while the manic episodes occur abruptly and last from 2 weeks to 4-5
months. Mental trauma or other stressful life events often precede both the manic
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and depressive episodes, however, for diagnosis, the presence of such a stressor
is not essential. The episode frequencyand the pattern ofremissions and relapses
are highly variable, though remissions tend to get shorter with the passage oftime
and depressive episodes become more frequent and last longeiafteireaching
middle age. The first episode may occur at any agebetween ctritanooa and old
age.

2.7.1.2 Recurrent depressive disorder

It is characterizerj by the presence of repeated episodes of depression (mild,
moderate or severe) without anyhistoryofindependent episodes ofmood elevation
and over activity that fulfil the criteria of mania. However, brief episodis of
hypomaniamaybe there often afterthe depressive episode, whichcan sometimes
get apparently precipitated by treatment of a depression. Recovery is usually
complete betweenthe episodes, but a minority ofpatients maydevelop a persistent
depression, mainly in old age. Individual episodes of any s"u..ity are often
precipitated by stressful life events.

It is twice as common in women as men. The age of onset and the severity,
duration and frequency of the episodes of depression are all highly variable. I,
general, the first episode occurs laterthaninbipolar disorder, with amean age of
onset inthe fifth decade. Individual episodes also last 3-12 trn elve months (lasting
an average of 6 months) but recur less frequently. The risk of having a manic
episode is never eliminated completely.

2.7.1.3 Persistent mood disorders

They are persistent and usually fluctuating disorders ofmood in which individual
episodes are rarely if ever sufficiently severe to warrant being described as
hypomanic or even mild depressive episodes. They usually last foi several years
and cause significant subjective distress and disability. In some cases, recurrent or
single episodes ofmanic disorder, or mild or severe depressive episodes, may
become superimposed on a persistent affective disorder. They are seen to be
genetically related to mood disorders and are amenable to the same treatments as
mood disorders. Two commonly seen persistent mood disorders are cyclothymia
anddysthymia.

2.7.1.4 CyclothymiL

cyclothymia refers to a persistent instability ofmood, invohing numerous periods
of mild depression and mild elation. Between the episodes, the mood may be
normal and stable for months at a time. The mood swings may be unrelated to life
events. The onset ofthe illness is usually early in life (in late teenage or the early
twenties) and it runs a chronic course.

2.7.1.5 Dysthymia

Dysthymia refers to a clronic depression ofmood which does not currently fulfil
the criteria for recurrent depressive disorder. These individuals usuallyhave periods



ofdays or weeks when theydescribe themselves as welf but most ofthe time they
feel tired and depressed; everything is an effort and nothing is enjoyed. It usually
begins earlyinadult life and lasts for severalyears. These individuals are usually
able to cope with the basic demands of everyday life.

2.7.2 F,pidemiology of Depressive Disorders

In conrnunity survels ofindustrialized coturtries, the risk ofsufering from depressive
disorder during one's life time lies between 0.3-1.5 per cent. The prevaience in
men and women is the same. The mean age ofonset is about 2l years ofage.
Bipolardisorder ishighlyco-morbid with anxietydisordersand substance misuse.

when it comes to unipolar depression, the community surveys in
industrialized countries indicate that the risk ofsuffering from depressive disorder
dnring one's life time lies between l0 and 20 per cent. The mean age ofonset is
about 27 years. Rates ofmajor depression are about twice as great in women as
men, across different cultures. Major depression is highlyco-morbid with anxiety
disorders and substance misuse.

2.7.3 Course and Prognosis of Depressive Disorders

The age ofonset ofbipolar disorder is typically in twenties. Late onset ofbipolar
disorder is rare. It can be precipitated by organic brain disease. The uu.rug.
length ofa manic episode is about 6 months. At least 90 per cent ofpatients with
mania experience further episodes ofmood disturbance. The interval between
episodes becomes progressively shorter with both age and the number ofepisodes.
Nearly all bipolar patients recover fiom acute episodes but the long-term prognosis
is ratherpoor.

The average length ofa depressive episode is about six months but about
25 per cent of the patients have episodes of more than a year and about 10-20
per cent develop a chronic unremitting course. About 80 per cent ofthe patients
with major depressionwill experience further episodes. The intervals between
episodes become progressivelyshorter. Ahighproportion ofdepressedpatients
do not achieve complete synrptom remission between episodes. The long+erm
prognosis ofdepression is little better than that ofbipolar.

The various frctors that increase the risk ofreoccurrence offi.rther disorders
are previous episodes, early age ofonset, incomplete syrnptomatic remission,
bipolar disorder, poor social support, poor physical healtlr, high trait netyoticism
and co-morbid substance abuse and personality disorder.

2.7.4 Etiology of Depressive Disorders

Genetic factors and childhood experiences may play arole in layrng down a
predisposition to mood disorders in adult life whereas stressors may precipitate
mood disorder.
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Genetic factors: Studies on twins and famities suggest that the risk of
mood disorders is increased in first-degree relatives ofboth bipolar and unipolar
probands with the risk being about twice as great in relatives ofbipolar patients.
Relatives ofbipolarprobands have increased risks ofunipolar depression and
schizoaflective disorder as well as bipolar disorder. However, relatives ofpatients
with unipolar depression do not have increased rates of bipolar disorder or
schizoaffective disorder.

For bipolar disorder, the concordance rate in monozygotic twins is 6G-70
per cent but for dizygotic twins the rate is only about 20 per cent (Sanders et al.,
1999). Forunipolar depression, the concordancerate is also greaterinmonozygotic
twins (46 per cent) than dizygotic twins (20 per cent) (McGuffin et a1.,1996).
Overall, the genetic influence seems greater in bipolar disorder than in unipolar
disorder.

Po$genic inheritance seems to play a role in mood disorder, suggesting that
mood disorders result from the cornbined action of several genes ofmodest or
small effect. lnvestigation ofbipolar disorders has revealed many significant linkages
involving chromosomes 4,12 and l8 (Owen et a1.,2000).

The psychological factors: Psychoanalysts have suggested that childhood
deprivation ofmatemal affection through separation or loss predisposes an individual
to depressive disorders in adult life. In depression, loss of a libidinal object,
introjections ofthe lost object, fixation in the oral sadistic phase ofdevelopment,
and intense craving for narcissism or self-love have been postulated. It sees mania
as a reaction formation to depression. Cognitive behaviour therapies propose that
depressive negative cognition, learned helplessness and anger directed inwards is
likely to play a significant role in the etiology ofmood disorders. Personality factor
like neuroticism has been seen as a predisposing factor for major depression.
lncreased stressful life events before the onset or relapse probablyhave a formative
rather than a precipitating effect. Increased stressors in the early development are
probably more important in depression.

2.7.5 Management of Depressive Disorders

Different management techniques that have beenused in the treatment ofmood
disorders are as follows:

Ph armacoth erapy : Antidepressant drugs like tricyclic s (TCA), selective
serotoninreuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) andmonoamine oxidase inhibiton (MAoIs)
have been found to be effective in the acute treatment of depression. Mood
stabilizers like lithiumand anticonwlsants like valporate, carbamazepine, etc are
seento beuseful inthe management ofbipolar disorder.

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT): It is used as a therapeutic technique
in case ofstupor, severe depression, high suicidal risk, retardation, depressive
psychosis and whenthe patient stops taking food and fluids.
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. Psychotherapy: It is used as an adjunct to pharmacotherapy and by itself
in case ofmild depression.

cognitive behaviour therapy: It aims at helpingpatients to modifythe
cognitive distortions and disputing irrational beliefs. Ii makes use of various
techniques such as social skills training, problem-solving techniques, assertiveness
training, activity scheduling, stress management st<itts ana ae.irior rutiog ;Hri;. 

I

rnterpersonat therapy: It attempts to recognize and e4plore interpersonal
stressors, role disputes and transitions, social isoiation, or ro.iul skills deficits,
which act as precipitants for depression.

The short-termpsychoanaryticar psychotherapies: They aim at resohing
underlying conflicts and changing the personality itselfrather tt *io.t anrelioratin!
the symptoms.

-. Marital therapy: It can be given to depressed patients for whom marital
discord appears to have contributed to causing or rr*irtuirring the depressive
disorder as anadjunct to drug treatment.

Supportive psychotherapy: It focuses on the identification and resolution
ofcurrent life difficulties, and in using the patient's strengths and available coping
resources.

2.8 PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF MEDICAL
ILLNESS

2.8.1 Theories of personality Disposition

The termpersonality was defined by GordonAllport as the .dynamic 
organization

withinthe individualofthosepsychophysical systems thatdetermine his4rerunique
adjustnenttohiVherenvtronrnent.'Humanpersonalitykerps 

continuouslyevolving

feveloping and changing. Hereditary dispositions and environmental influences
both play important roles in the development ofpersonality.

An individual's disposition, character, psyche, tenrperament, physique, etc.
all contribute to shaping his personality. The term chaiacter refers to rational
concepts about selfand interpersonal relations; temperament generallyrefers to
basic emotions: and the psyche refers to intelligence and intuitiie self-awareness.

There are four 'temperamental traits' namely harm avoidance, novelty
seeking, reward dependence, and persistence defined as heritable differences
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underlying one'sautomaticresponse to danger,novelty, andvarioustpesofreward,
respectively. These four temperamental traits are closely associated with the four
basic emotions offear (harm avoidance), anger (novelty seeking), attachment
(reward dependence), and ambition (persistence).

Individuals high on harm avoidance tend to fear uncertainty and are inclined
to be socially inhibited, shy, have rapid fatigability, show passive avoidance of
problems or danger and have pessimistic worry in anticipation ofproblems, where
the same events do not woffy people in general. people who are low in harm
avoidance tend to be courageous, outgoing, carefree, energetic and optimistic
even in situations that worrymost people.

Novelty seeking is clnracteraed by active approach to signals of reward,
active avoidance of conditioned signals of punishment and escape from
unconditioned punishment. Individu,als high in novelty seeking are curious, inpulsive,
quick tempered, and extravagant, but they are easilybored, and get disorderly.
on the contrary, persons low in novelty seeking are un-inquiring, stoicaf slow
tempered, reflective, reserved, tolerant ofmonotony, frugal and orderly.

Reward dependence reflects an inherent bias towards maintaining one,s
behaviour in response to cues of social reward. Reward dependence is
chatactetized bysocial sensitiviry sentimentality, attachment and dependence on
approval by others. Individuals high in reward dependence are sensitive, dedicated,
tender-hearted, dependent and sociable. Individuals who are low in reward
dependence aretough-minded, practical, cold, sociallyinsensitive and indifferent
ifalone.

Persistence reflects a heritable bias in maintaining behaviour despite failures,
frustration, fatigue and intermittent reinforcement. Persistence is observed as
determination, industriousness, ambitiousness andperfectionism. peoplewho are
highlypersistent are persevering, hard working and anrbitious overachievers. They
tend to intensi$z their efforts in response to anticipated rewards and perceive
frustrationandfatigue aspersonalchallenges. Onthe otherhand, individuals low
in persistence are inactive, indolent, erratic and unstable; theytend to give up
easily when faced with setbacks and frustration, rarely strive for higher
accomplishments andmanifest a low levelofperseverance even inresponse to
intermittent reward.

Tenperament traits ofharm avoidance, novelty seeking, reward dependence,
and persistence, with their respective primary emotions offear, angel attachment,
and ambition are obseryable early in development. Depending on whether a
particular temperament trait is high or low, certain emotions tend to dominate
one's rnotivation, perception, and behaviour. Individual differences in tenperament
and basic emotions modiftthe processing ofsensory information and shape early
learning characteristics and are moderately predictive of adolescent and adult
behaviour.

'Character' (or the conceptual core ofpersonalify) involves higher cognitive
fimctions, which include abstraction, symbolic interpretation and reasoning. These



higher cognitive firnctions irteract with temperament through cognitive processingof emotionally ridden sensory percepts regurated u| tefrerarnent. Thistemperament--character interaction leads to the development ofmature, rearisticinternalized concepts about the selfand the extemal world.
character matures in incremental shifts or steps from infancy through lateadulthood- The timing and rate oftransitions depend on antecedent temperamentconfigurations, qrstematic cultural biases. and experi.r.., ,niqu. ,o each individualThe developing character jrlits (i.e. newry internalized."r.*o *out one,s serfand the extemalworlo optimize adaptation oftemperament 1i.i.*ry 

"-otionality)to the environment by.reducing discrepun.i., between one,s emotional needs andnorm-favouring so cial pressures.

However, pqychodynamic theories descnbe two forms ofcharacter disorders:neurotic character and character neurosis. 'Neurotic character, traits are postulatedto derive fromneurotic 
trfty_r (e.g. suppression, reaction formatioq projectiorlrepression and undoing), which have dissociated-from their oiginut.onflict andhave become inflexibre, pervasive, and ego-syntonic traits orevelyday behaviour.

'character neurosis' is observed when an inflexible neurotic character traitinterferes withthe hearthyparts ofpersonarity. For example, characterneurosis ispresent when excessive cleanliness (an ego-syntonic character trait observed withobsessive individuals) frequentlyinterferes "*rrrr 
rrr. r".a a intou.t freelywithothers (generated by healthy parts ofobsessive personarrro ura, ,rtead ofbeingperceived as natural, is perceived as frustrating.

'Psyche'refers to a person's consciousness, serf-awareness or qpirit. Leversof self-awareness vary fromperson to person and often the self awareness has astrong influence on susceptibilityto personality disorders. The deveropment ofselflawareness plays a crucialrolein the growth offuil, coherent personarity, whichmanifests as well-being, wisdom and creativity. For instance, some patients withseverepersonalitydisorders complain ofemptiness, which is a fearful feeling ofseparateness, isolation, annihilation or lack ofbeing. Suchpatients lack a ,o"ur. ]awareness o f their being.

To sum up, personality is defined as a complex adaptive system that involvesmultidimensionar interactions among character, temperament and psyche.Temperament regulates what a person iotices, and, in furr1 charactermodifies itsmeaning, so that the salience and significance ofall the experience depend on aperson's temperament and character. In turn, the develoiment of character isderivative ofindividual differences in intuitive serf,awareness.

2.8.2 Coronary Heart Disease

Mental stress is one ofthe major carrses ofcardiovascular diseases, which involvethe heart and blood circuratory system. Scientists believe that manydeaths causedby coronary heart disea." .ouid be prevented by dearing effectively with thepsychological disorders and stress.
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coronary heart disease is a potentially lethal blockage of the arteries
supplying blood to the heart muscles or the myocardium. tts chief clinical
manifestations are:

. severe chest pain, a signal that the delivery ofoxygenated blood to the
affected area ofthe heart is insufficient for its current workload (known
as 'angina pectoris'). Angina pectoris is characterized by the pi.r"n..
ofsevere chest paiq usually located behind the sternunr, and frequently
radiating into the back and left shoulder and arrn It is caused by ir*ffioi*t
supply ofoxygenated blood to the heart (ischema) which in turn is due
to coronaryatherosclerosis (nanowing ofcoronary arteries by deposition
ofcholestrol) or constriction ofblood vessel. Sometimes the epLode of
ischema is without pain termed as silent ischema. The angina and episode
ofsilent ischema are precipitated byphysical or emotioLl exertion and
commonly relieved by rest or medication.

o Functionally complete blockage of a section ofthe coronary arterial
systern, rezuhing in death ofthe rnyocmdial tissue supplied bythat arterial
branch (known as 'myocardinal infraction,). Myocardinal infraction
muallyresults in permanent damage to the heart.

o Disturbance ofthe heart's electrical conductionconsequent to arterial
blockage, resulting in disruption or intemrption ofthe heart,s pumping
actiorl often leading to death.

Many instances ofsudden cardiac death, in which victims have no prior
history ofcHD symptorns, are attnbuted to silent cHD. This often occurs when a
piece ofthe atherosclerotic material adhering to the arterial walls (plaque) breaks
loose and lodges in a smaller vessel, blocking it.

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the United States
and most ofthe industrialized world. Approximately one-third of all the adults
older than 35 years ofage ultimately die of cardio.yascular disease, most often of
complications ofCAD.

Established risk factors for coronary disease include familyhistory male
se4 hpertursion, hlperlpidemia, diabetes, sedentarylift-style, stress and smoking.

Both bio lo gical and p sycho lo gical factors are known to play a significant
role in the etiology ofCHD. For instance, excessive changes in heart rate and the
force with which the blood is pumped can injure the arteriJs increa"sing the risk for
myocardial infarction. In a study conducted by Kaplan, Manuck et at. 1t r:;, it
was found that monkeys with a high heart rate developed twice as much
atherosclerosis as did monkeys with lowheart rate. changing living groups also
increases the chances ofmyocardial infarction in dominant ,ioot.v*, they are
continuously forced to re-establish a clominance hierarchy.

In humans, heart rate reactivity and ischernia elicited by laboratory stressors
increase the risk for CFID. Heart rate variabititywhich is anindlx ofparasynpathetic
nervous system activity which reduces sympathetic nervous system activity
(responsible for high Bp and cHD) is seen to be predictive oflorver di rth rate.



#:::l_::i:,T::*I :rr1.\ and Rosenman et at. (te75), rype A
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Arxietyhas arso been found to be related to increased risk for cHD. Anxietyis known to increase sympathetic nervous system actir,.ity, which is associated withincreased B.P. and atherosclerosis.

Further analyls ofwcGS study found that anger and host,ityare majorpredictors ofcHD Gre1k91 9t 
ar., r 98 ri). Studies .o"d;;;;y rvr*to*it z et ar.( I 996) and weidner et al. ( I 987) found ihat high level "rr*;; associated withincreased BP, increased cholesteror, increased smoking and drinking and increased

ffiH:|:' 
ofptatelets which is known to play a ,ole ii ro.,,r^,i* ofblockages in

cynicism refers to an approach towards rife that involves host,ity. It hasalso been found to be related to crm. In a study using MMpI, it was found thathealthy individuals who indicated cynicism were more likely to die from cHD(Barefoot, Dahlstroon and i lS:;. Cynicism was aho founO to be higheramong men and was associated with increased alcohor, ou"rrty, .*tar conflict,and suppression ofanger ancl avoidance ofseeking ,o.ia rrppon. Jurkumen et al.(1991) foundthat negative beliefs about othery and inabilityto express angerwerebetter predictors ofCHD than impatier." and irritability.

Depression ha:*: Fr reen to praya rore in cHD. Studies byMussernran,Evans and Nemerotr(r99g) tave rorni that depresrion ir r.tuted to greatertendencyofplatelets to aggravate, obesiry atherosclerosis, increase in steroidalhormone which is known to increase gp ana damage celrs ofthe arteries.
Denollet and Brutsaert (rg97)have proposed that Type D people (whoscore high on anger, anxiety and depiession) and people who tend to inhibit theexpression ofthese emotions are tit<etyto suffer to* iffO.

2.8.3 Asthma

It is a disease ofthe resp ratory system. The air passages ofthe rungs which arehypersensitive become narrowed and make ureuttiniaim.rir. This narrowingmay be triggered by viral infection, allergens, pollutants, smoke, cold and emotionalstates. In addition, an inflarnrnation oflung tissue is mediat.a uyirr" i,,,n*e sptenlresulting in increase in mucus secretion ad odema (accumulation offluid in thetissues).
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An asthmatic attack tnually occurs intermittently, sometimes ahnost daily,
sometimes with weekly or monthlyperiods betrveen them and they vary in severity.
For unknown reasons, attacks are more frequent in the earlymorning hours. The
respiratory system may return to normal either spontaneously or after treatment.
Most often, asthma attacks begin suddenly. Individual,s experience a sense of
tightness inthe chest, wheezes, coughs and expectorates spufum. Asevere attack
is a frightening experience and may cause a panic attack which exacerbates the
asthma. Since breathing becomes very difficult, the person may become exhausted
by exertion and fall asleep as soon as breathing is more normal.

It is verycomrnoninyoung children.About 8 percent ofthe childrenbetrveen
the ages 6-l I years suffer from asthma (Sears, 1991). Asthma can be divided
into the following classes:

o Allergic asthma: Caused byreaction to specific irritants such as pollens,
molds, animal dander, etc.

o Infective or non-allergic asthma: It stems froma varietyoforganic
disorders, for example, respiratory infections such as pneumonia,
whoopingcough.

o Psychogenic asthma: It includes asthmas for which there is no organic,
allergic or otherwise cause that canbe found and forwhichno medical
therapy proves tmly effective.

A diathesis-stress model explains the etiology ofasthma. It proposes that a
conplex interaction between biological and psychological stressors is known to
play a significant role in asthma. Individuals, whose asthma is primarily allergic,
may have an inherited hypersensitivity ofthe respiratorymucosa. Several genetic
studies have shown that asthma tends to run in families. There is also some indication
that people with asthma have a less than normal responsive sympathetic nervous
systern Activationofsympathetic nervous system is known to reduce the intensity
ofasthmaattack.

Researchers like Rumbak et al. (1993) believe that tension produced by
frustratiorl angel depressionand anticipatedpleasure orexcitement rnay, ttgougil
induced emotionality, disturb the functioning ofthe respiratory system and thus
bring onan asthma attack. Because ofa linkbetween autonomic nervous system
and the constriction and dilationofairways and a connectionbetween autonomic
nbrvous system and emotions, most research has focused on emotionalily. Several
researches have also found higher levels of emotionality in people with asthma.
For instance, in a study Lehrer et al. ( I 993) found that the facial expressions ofthe
asthmatic patients were more intense and were rated as more hostile, mal-adjusted
and hebless during the interviews. Their selfreports onpersonalitytests also reveal
high levels o f emotionality.

Whether heightened emotionality is a reaction to or a cause ofasthma is still
not clearlyknown (Hyland, 1990). Attempts to induce attacks in asthma sufferers
by exposing them to emotion and stress inducing stimuli have resulted in slightly
decreased airflow but no actual attack (Weiss et al.,1976).



In another study, high levels of stress and a negative moodwere related to
lower peak flow and more repofts of asthma symptoms (Smyth et al., 1999).
Fear of separation from the mother is also known to precipitate an asthmatic
attack.

Even when asthma is induced by infection or allergy, psychological stress
canprecipitate attacks as infection weakens the lungs making it more wlnerable
to stress. In a classic study of 388 asthmatic chirdren, Rees ( 1964) found that
various causes ofasthma varied in imporlancc depencling on the age ofthe individual.
It was seen that for children below 5 years of age infective symptoms tend to
predominate; forthe children of6-16 years age psychologicalfactors increase in
importance and for them of l6-65 years age psychological fuctors decrease in
inportance.

A studydone by Luparello et al. (1971\ clearly shor,ved the imporrant role
played bythe psychological factors in asthma. They gave five substances to inhale
(in realitythey were non-allergic saline vapours) to forty asthmatic subjects and
forty normal subjects. Asthmatics were told that they were inhaling initants related
to previous attacks. Normals were told that theywere inhaling strong concentration
ofpollutants and might respond with breathing problems. Normals showed no
pathological reactions whereas one-third asthmatic showed constriction ofairways
and twelve out offorty suffered full-scale attack. It could be that the asthmatics
were showing a short-term conditioning effect on the basis oftheir previous attack.

High level of stress undergone bythe mother during her pregnancyand
presence of significant discord in the family is also associated with the increased
risk of asthma in the offspring. It is yet not clear, whether familial variables are
causal or maintaining factors in asthma.

2.8.4 Peptic Ulcer

ulcer is an open sore varying in size from the pinhead to a quarter present in the
wall ofany part ofthe digestive system. peptic ulcer encompasses both gastric
and duodenal ulcers. Gastric ulcers develop in the stomach. They occur with equal
frequency in both sexes. They are more likely to develop gast;ic carcinoma and
are associated with normal or subnormal gastric secretion and weakness with
mucosal lining. Emotional factors seem to play aless important role in gastric
ulcers.

Duodenal ulcers develop in the duodenum and are more prevalent in men
and in younger age groups. They are less likely to develop gastric carcinoma and
are associated with increased gastric secretions. Emotional factors are likelyto
play an important role in duodenal ulcers.

Peptic ulcers are usually characterized by the presence ofbuming sensation I

in stomach. once a lesion or actual tissue damage appears, then ariindividual I

experiences epigastric pain. Epigastric pain occurs between one and four hours I

after a meal, and lasts for 3G-60 minutes and is relieved by food intake or alkalies. I

The pain is sharply localized in epigastrium and is more iniense in aftemoon and in I
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noon. Ifthe lesion gets larger, there may be vomiting. If the blood vessels have

broken, then blood in vomiting lrlily occur.

The biologists believe that the increased level ofpepsinogen inblood and

urine nray lead to peptic ulcers. Also studies ofidentical twins support the possibility

that the concentration ofpepsinogen in the serum fiIily be genetically determined.

But, psychologists believe that parental rejection, over permissive attitudes in early

childhood, Stress, social and economic pressures and increase an individual's

wlnerability to develop peptic ulcer.

2.8.5 Eczema and Itching

Eczemais a chronic skin disorder characterized by pruritus and inflammation

(eczema), which oftenbegins as an erythematous, pruritic and maculopapular

eruption. Scratching in response to the pruritus can lead to lichenification,

excoriations andinfections. Eczemausuallyarises duringearlyinfancy, childhood

or adolescence and is frequently associated with a personal or family history of
atopic dermatitis, allergic rhinitis or asthma.

A national census of dermatologic disease in the United States lr:r1977

found eczema to be a common disorder, affecting seven per 1,000 individuals and

twen$our per 1 ,000 children, with a female to male ratio of 1 .2-1 .0. Because of
greater exposlre to provocative factors, such as outdoorpollution, reagents in

highly rnsulated buildings, house mites, food additives and increased parental and

ptrysician awareness of the disorder, the prevalence of eczema has increased to

more than 10 per cent in the past few decades.

In mild cases, eczema can spontaneously resolve. But most patients

experience persistent or relapsing Synptoms. In general, presence of comorbid

urih*u or allergic rhinitis, early age of onset, Severe dermatitis, female sex, and a

family history of eczema are likely to make the illness chronic in an individual.

The cause o f eczemais unknowrU although recent studies suggest a genetic

influence. Concordance rates were higher in monozygotic (0.75) twins than in

dizygotic(0.25) twins, and the prevalence ofeczema in childrenwith two affected

parents was 81 per cent versus 56 percent for those with a single affected parent.

ileritable traits have been seem to affect the immune system, which exhibits an

imbalance ofimmunoregulatoryT cells that may explainthe defective cell-mediated

immunity and increased immunoglobulin E (IgE) production seen in eczema.

Growingevidence on the role ofneuropeptides such as substance P, a neuropeptide

released by cutaneous nerves that can cause histamine secretion from mast cells,

suggests a possible link between the central nervous system (CNS) and eczema.

In addition to genetic factors, psychological factors (such as food allergy or

intolerance, contact irritants and allergens, aeroallergens like house dust mites,

pollen, molds, human and animal dander, microbes, hormones, climate, sweating,

and stress) are large$ seen to frequently trigger or exacerbate the disease. Afected

patients seem to have a lower response threshold and more prolonged reaction to

I pr*iti. stimuli than do controls. How stress affects this disorder is unclear, but it
I 
may involve interactions between the CNS and the immune system.



A vicious circle ofitching, scratching, and lesion aggravation frequently
develops and contnbutes to synptom chronicity.

2.8.6 Rheumatoid Arthritis

Rheumatoid arthritis refers to a systemic, chronic, inflammatory and progressive
disease. The illness begins with vague constitutional synptoms, fleeting
musculoskeletal pain and variable morning stiffiress that may last for weeks or
months without yieldingto diagnosis. Overtime, thesejoints experience articular
destruction, consequent instability, and subsequent defonnitywithcollateralpain
and functional impairment.

According to theAmerican college ofRheumatology (ACR) a diagnosis of
rheumatoid arthritis can be made when four ofthe following seven clinical features
are present: moming stifrress, arthritis ofthree or more joint areas, arthritis ofthe
hand joints, symmekic arthritis, rheumatoid nodules, serumrheurnatoid factor and
typical radiographic changes. The first four ofthese must be present for at least 6
weeks.

It is likelyto afflict women two to three times more often than men, and
usuallybegins bymid-forties. It usuallyhas a gradual onset but a few patients may
experience an abrupt onset.

A complex interaction between genetic, environmental, infectious and
hormonal factors seems to play a role in the maintenance and progression ofthis
disease. Stress and depressionhave been found to be significantlycorrelated with
rheumatoid arthritis as both these factors are associated with the suppression of
the immune system which may be associated with increased secretion of
proinflammatory cytokines and may form the foundation for rheumatoid arthritis
or aggravating preexistent disease.

2.8.7 Diabetes

Diabetes mellitus is a slmdrome that includes a heterogeneous group ofdisorders,
all ofwhich are characterizedbyhlperglycemia and absolute orrelative insulin
deficiency. The two most common forms are Type I and rype II diabetes. Type I
diabetes accounts for approximately l0 per cent of the cases, whereas tlpe II
diabetes accounts for more than 85 per cent. All other types of diabetes account
for less than 5 per cent ofthe cases.

T)ape I (insulin-dependent) diabetes resuhs &om an autoinrnune attack which
damages the pancreatic beta cells leading to an absolute insulin deficiency.
Subsequently, they cannot get glucose into the body's cells for use as energy,
which causes blood glucose to rise.

Tlpe II diabetes results from either insufficient amount of insulin or from a
defect inthe abilityto drive glucoseto itsmaintarget tissues.Avarietyofcellular
and moleculardefects like dlsfirnctionalinsulinreceptors, abenant receptor signaling
pathways andabnomlalities inglucose fransport orglucosemetabolismarebelieved
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to be involved in Type II diabetes. However, the pathological mechanisms behind

insulin resistance are still not fully understood.

Classic syrnptoms of Type I and Type II diabetes include pollphagia,

polyuria, and polydipsia. Other s)'mptoms might include blurred vision, fatigue,

weight loss, poor wound healing, dry moutfu dry or itchy skin or recurrent infections

(e.g., vaginalyeast infections, groin rashand external ear infections). Patients with

Type I or Type II diabetes may also be present rvith acute metabolic compensation

and dehydration, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, confusion or coma.

lndivi<luals with Type I diabetes usually seeks medical help when the

syrnptoms arise. They often experience weight loss associated with the onset of
their diabetes. The onset ofthe first synptoms maybe fairly abrupt or more gradual.

Many patients with Type II diabetes remain asym,ptomatic for years with subtle

signs and synptoms, such as neuropathy.

There is considerable evidence that genetic and environmental factors are

major determinants ofType I diabetes. Presence of diabetes inparents increases

the chances of developing diabetes in the child. Genes in the HLA region of
ch,romosome 6 are known to be a causative role inType I. Type I diabetes is likely

to be affected by biological factors more than psychological factor like infant

nutrition and the role of some viruses.

Unlil<e Type I, Type II diabetes is stronglyatrectedbyvarious psychological

frctors. For instance, factors like more than 40 years ofage, overweight, old age,

obesity, lack ofexercise, smoking and a poor diet are known to increase the risk

ofdeveloping Type II diabetes.

2.8.8 Menstrual Disorders

Melrstrual disorders refer to a constellation ofaffective, cognitive, and behavioural

syrnptoms, which may occur during the premenstrual phase ofthe menstrual cycle.

Its diagnosis requires daily mood ratings over a two-month period to document

the characteristic pattern of symptom exacerbation in the week before menses

begins and remission shortly aft er the onset o f menses.

A week before menses an exacerbation of syrptoms like marked depressiorl

feelings ofhopeless, self-deprecating thoughts, anxiety, irritability, interpersonal

conflict, affective lability, decreased interest in everyday activities, difficulty in

concentration, lethargy, fatigability, decreased energy levels, decrease or increase

in sleep and appetite and a subjective sense of being overwhelmed or out of
control are present. Physical symptoms like breast tenderness or swelling,

headaches, joint or muscle pain and a sensation ofbloating may also be present.

These synptoms are often associated with significant impairment in one's socio-

occupational functioning.

Specific causes underlying menstrual disorders are still not fullyknown. But

it is believed that changes in gonadal steroids and gonadotropins, decrease in

beta-endorphin, deficiency in the serotonin neurotransmitter, changes in the timing



or the regulation ofbiological rhythm and genetic factors play a role in the etiology
ofmenstrual disorders.

When it comes to the role ofpsychological factors inmenstrual disorders, it
is believed that conflicts over the feminine role, neurotic traits, stress, anger and
negative mood underlie its etiology.

2.8.9 Psychological Management of Medical lllness

Management focuses on helping these individuals to develop better coping
mechanisms, emotion regulation skills, stress management skills and pain
management skills. It aims at encouraging these patients to actively engage in
relaxation exercises and to adopt a healthy life style free frorn alcohol, smoking,
obesity and unhealthy eating habits. Interventions also focus on reducing weight,
engaging physical exercise and maintaining a healthy diet. Since most of the
mentioned disorders run a clronic course, the medical conrpliance ofthese patients
has found to be very poor. Thus, the management plan must always include
psychoeducation ofthe patient and his or her family member about the illness and
should layemphasis on adhering to the medical compliance. To achieve these
goals, several cognitive behavioural strategies are used by the therapist.

CrmcxYouR PRocRESs

21. Define persistence.

22. Definepsyche.

23. What is coronaryheart disease?

24. What are Type I and Type II diabetes?
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o The demands placed by various conditions today on our lives have increased
anxrety by several-fold. Anxiety disorders are descnbed as abnormal states
inwhichthe most striking features are mental andphysical symptoms of
anxiety, occurring in the absence oforganic brain disease or other psychiatric
disorders.

o The subtl,pes ofarxietydisorders include disorders ofpanic, phobic anxiety,
obsessive compulsive (ocD), post-traurnatic stress (prSD) and generalized
anxiety(GAD).

o Somatoform disorders are characterued by the presence of physical
symptoms suggesting aphysical disorder without any organic basis and the
syrnptoms are linked to psychological factors or conflicts.
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o Dissociative disorder experiences are apart ofnormal experiences, both in
relation to higlrly stressful or traumatic experience, and in a vmiety oftrance,
possession or other states which may be considered as noflnal, even admired,
in many parts of the world. The essential feature o f dissociative disorder is
a disruption ofthe usually integrated functions ofunconsciousness, memory
identity or perception ofthe environment.

o Schizopkenia is a mental disorder characteizedby adisintegration ofthe
process ofthinking and of emotional responsiveness. It most commonly
manifests as auditory hallucinations, paranoid or b:za,."re delusions, or
disorganized speech and thinking, and is accompanied by significant social
or occupational dysfunction. The symptoms of schizophrenics include
disturbances in severalmajor areas like thought, perceptioq and attention;
motor behaviour, affect or emotion and life functioning. The synptorns are
broadly classified into two categories: positive symptoms and negative
syrptoms.

. Otherpsychotic disorders include delusionaf schizotypa[ acute andtransient
psychotic, schizoaffective (manic, depressive and mixed [pe) disorders.

o Mood or depressive disorders are the fundamental disturbance is a change
in mo o d, usually to depression (with or without asso ciated anxiety) or to
elation (mania or hypomania).

o There is often strong relationship between psychotic disorders and the
medical illnesses likes heart disease, hypertension, asthma, peptic ulcers,
arthritis, etc. For the best results such aiknents should be given both psychotic
and medical treatments.

o Epidemiology is the study ofpatterns ofhealth and illness and associated
factors at the population level. It is the cornerstone method ofpublic health
research, and helps inform evidence-based medicine for identifying risk
factors for disease and determining optimal treatment approaches to clinical
practice and for preventative medicine.

o The term etiology deals with the causes the origin ofdisease, and the factors
which produce or predispose toward a certain disease or disorder.

o Management ofthe disorder includes the suggesting the right therapy after
evaluating the causes andthe origin.

2.10 KEY TERMS
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Acrophobia: Fear of height

Algophobia: Fear ofpain

Astraphobia: Fear ofthunderstone or lightening

Claustrophobia: Fear ofenclosed spaces



. Hydrophobia: Fear ofwater

o Monophobia: Fearofbeing alone

o Mysophobia: Fear ofcontaminationor genns

. Nyctophobia: Fear ofdarkness

o Ochlophobia: Fear ofcrowds

o Pathophobia: Fear ofdisease

o Pyrophobia: Fear offire

o Zoophobia: Fear ofanimals or some particular animal

o Schizophrenia: It is a mental disorder characterized by a disintegration of
the pro cess of thinking and of emotional responsiveness

o Psychotherapy: The treatment ofmental and emotional disorders tkough
the use ofpsychological techniques designed to encourage communication
ofconflicts and insight into problems, with the goalbeing relieving syrptoms
andchanging behaviour

o Marital therapy: It can be given to depressed patients for whom marital
discord appears to have contributed to causing or maintaining the depressive
disorder as anadjunct to drugtreatment

o Epidemiology : Tthe study ofpatterns o f health and illness and associated
factors at the population level

o Etiology: The studyofthe causes, the origin and the factors that produce
the disorder
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2.11 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1 . Anxiety disorders are descnbed as abnorrnal states in wtrich the most strking
features are mental and phlsical syrptoms ofarxiety, occruring in the absence
of organic brain disease or other psychiatric disorders.

2. Anxiety disorders can be broad$ categorized into: (a) Panic anxiety disorder,
(b) Phobic anxiety disorder, (c) Obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD),
(d) Post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and (e) Generalized anxiety
disorder.

3. Panic disorder is characteraed as recrurent sudden intense attacks ofanxiety
in which physical syrnptoms predominate and usually reach their peak in
less than a minute and are accompanied by fear of serious consequences
such as heart attack, losing controlor death, etc.

4. A phobia is a persistent and a disproportionate fear of a specific event or
situation which otherwise poses little or no danger to the individual.

5. Phobic anxietydisorderhas the following characteristic features: (i) Presence
offear ofan object, situation or activity; (ii) The fear is out ofproportion to
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the dangerousness perceived; (iii) Patient recognizes the fear as irrational
and unjustified; (iv) Patient is unable to control the fear and is very distressed
at it; and (v) This leads to persistent avoidance of the particular object,
situation or activity.

Gradually, the phobia and the phobic object becomes a preoccupation with
the patient, resulting inmarked distress and restriction ofthe freedomof
nrcbility

Diagnostically Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is defined bythe
occuffence ofunwanted and intrusive obsessive thoughts or distressing
images, usually followed by compulsive behaviour designed to neutralize
these obsessive thoughts and images or to prevent some dreaded event or
situation.

The post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) refers to an intense, prolonged
and sometimes delayed reaction to an intensely stressful event like natural
disaster, war, rape and/or serious assaults.

Somatoform disorders_are characterized by the presence of physical
synptoms suggesting a physical disorder without any organic basis and the
symptoms are linked to psychological factors or conflicts.

Hypochondriacal disorder is characterized by preoccupation with a fear or
belief ofhaving a serious and progressive illness or disease based on the
individual's interpretation ofphysical signs of sensations as evidence of
physical ilhress.

Sornatization is where mental factors such as stress cause physical synptoms.
Somatoform disorders are a severe form of somatization where physical
symptoms can cause great distress, often long-term.

The essential feature ofdissociative disorder is a disruption ofthe usually
integrated fu nctions o f unconsciousness, memory identity or perception o f
the environrnent.

Trance and possession disorder is characterized by a temporary loss of the
sense ofpersonal identity and a full awareness ofthe person's surroundings.
It is an involuntary state oftrance not accepted bythe person's culture as a

normal part of a collective cultural or religious practice and that causes
clinically significant distress of functional impairment.

Dissociative disorders tend to be associated closely in time with traumatic
events, intolerable problems or disturbed relationships. It is the unpleasant
affect, where distress and conflicts that get transformed into the synptoms.
The onset and termination ofdissociative states is usually sudden and they
tend to remit after a few weeks or months, particularly iftheir onset was
associated with a traumatic life event. It is usually seen that the dissociative
states that have endured for more than one or two years before coming to
psychiatric attention are often resistant to therapy.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

t2.

13.



14. Fugue is a state where amnesia is extensive. The individual often leaves
home and settles in a new city with a new name, job, even personality
characteristics following a traumatic event. The dissociative disorders can
be broadly categorized into: dissociative amnesia, fugue, trance and
po sse ssion diso rders, and dissoc iative identity disorder.

I 5. The synptoms ofschizophrenic patients involve disturbances in several major
areas-thought, perception, and attention; motor behaviour, affect or emotion
and life fi.rnctioning. The synptoms are broadly classified into two categories:
positive syrnptoms and negative synptoms.

16. Delusional disorders refer to disorders with persistent, well-syst eri:rttzed,
non-bizarre delusion that is not due to any other mental disorder. It is
claracteizeabythepresence ofpersistent dehsions ofperr".rtior,, grandetr,
jealousy, somatic delusions and erotomanic delusions in the absence of
significant orpersistent hallucinations, organic mentaldisorders, schizopllenia
andmood disorders.

17. Schizoaffective disorder is characterized by the presence ofboth definite
schizophrenic and definite affective symptoms which are prominent
simultaneouslyorwithin a few days ofeach other, withinthe same episode
of illness. This diagnosis is made only when the above episode of illness
does not meet the criteria for either schizophrenia or a depressive or manic
episode. The term should not be applied to patients who exhibit schizoplnenic
symptoms and affective synptoms only in different episodes of ilrness.

18. Acute and transient psychotic disorder is characteraed,by anacute onset
(within two weeks) and the presence oftlpical schizophrenic symptoms
that are rapidly changing and variable in nature and by the presence of the
associated acute stress.

19. In mood or depressive disorders, the fi,rndamental disturbance is a change
in mood, usually to depression (with or without associated anxiety) or to
elation (mania or hlpomania).

20. cyclothymia refers to a persistent instability ofmood, involving numerous
periods ofmild depression and mild elation. Between the episodes, the
mood maybe normal and stable for months at a time.

21. Persistence reflects a heritable bias in the maintenance ofbehaviour despite
frustration, fatigue, and intermittent reinforcement. It is observed as
industriousness, determination, ambitiousness and perfectionism.

22. 'Psyche'refers to a person's consciousness, selflawareness or spirit. Hurnan
beings show variation in their levels of self-awareness in ways that have a
strong influence on susceptibility to personality disorders.

23. Coronaryheart disease (CHD) is apotentially lethal blockage ofthe arteries
supplying blood to the heart muscles or the myocardium.
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Anxiety, Somatoform, 24 . TyWI (insulin-dependent) diabetes resuhs from an autoimmune attack which
Dissociative and Other
psychotic Disorders damages the pancreatic beta cells leading to an absolute insulin deficiency.

Type II diabetes results from either insufficient amount ofinsulin or from a

defect inthe abilityto drive glucose to its maintarget tissues.
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2.12 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Define panic anxiety disorder.

2. Write a short note on phobic anxiety disorder.

3. What is Obsessive Compulsive Disorder?

4. What causes Post Traumatic Stress Disorder?

5. List the classification ofdepressive disorders.

6. Write a short note on delusional disorders.

Long-Answer Questions

1 . Name the different types of anxiety disorders and explain each of them in
detail.

2. Explain somatoform disorder, its epidemiology, etiology and management.

3. Explain dissociative disorder and its subtypes.

4. Classify and explain different types ofmood or depressive disorders.

5. Explain the psychological aspects ofmedical illness in detail.
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3.0 INTRODUCTION

This unit educates the students about adjustment and irnpulse control; substance,
eating and sleep related; sexual and gender identity;and personality disorders.

You will leam the causes and effects ofthese disorders. Epidemiology focuses

on the prevalence of the disorders. [n etiology you will leam how to evaluate the
disorder from different perspectives like psychoanalytic, cognitive, biological and
humanistic, etc. Management ofthe disorders explains how to choose and apply
the right therapy.

3.I UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going throughthis unit, you willbe able to:

. Learn adjustment disorders

o Describe impulse control disorders

o Understand substance, eating and sleep related disorders

o Explain sexual and gender identity disorders

o Understand organic mental disorders

o Leampersonalitydisorders

3.2 CHANGING VIEWS ON BRAIN FUNCTION AND
DYSFUNCTION

The study ofthe brain dates back to the ear$ seventeenth century nc. Since that
time till date, the functiort and the dysfunction ofthe brain havebeen studied and
understood by various researchers in varied ways. For instance, the ancient
E5ptians believed that the firrctioning ofthe brain is closely related to tbe firrctbning
ofthe body. Long time back they noticed that the brain injuries affect the other
parts ofthe body. The effects ofthe brain injuryvaried according to the site ofthe
braininjury.

Despite the lack ofanatomical knowledge, Hippocrates considered tlre brain
as the seat ofthe soul and mental firnctions. Hippocrates' knowledge ofthe brain
was based on a number ofstudies on his epileptic patients. He also saw that the
damage to one hemisphere ofthe brain produced spasms on the other side ofthe
body. Hippocrates also described how a blow on the head could produce parallais
on the opposite side ofthe body.

It was earlierthought that the mentalprocesses ofthe facultyofthe mind
were located in the ventricular chamber ofthe brain. The cavities were regarded
as cells. The lateral ventricle was considered as the first cell, the third ventricle was
considered as the second cell and the fourth ventricle was regarded as the third
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cell. This doctrine was called as the cell doctrine ofbrain function. The 'ventricular
doctrine' was fust put forward by the church father Nemesius and Saint Augustine
in the fourth century eo.

LaterAristotle divided mental activity into a number offaculties ofthought
andjudgment for, e.g. imagination, fantasy, attention, memory etc. These ficulties
were ascribed to the respective ventricular chamber in the cell doctrine. As early
as 300 nc, Herophilus ofAlexandrialndlocalaedthe soul in the fourthventricle.

Around the second century no, Galen hinted at the association ofthe ventricle
with intellectual functions. In the cell doctrine given by Gregor Reisch in l5M, the
senses of smell, taste, sight andhearing were connected to the sensus communes
(a mechanism dealing with the integration ofdifferent senses) at the front ofthe
first chamber. This chamber was regarded as the seat offantasy and imagination
the second ofcogitation and estimation and the third ofmemory.

With the passage oftime the knowledge about the structural neuro-anatomy
increased but it was not paralleled by a corresponding increase in the knowledge
ofthe brain function. This discrepancy between anatomy and physiology continued
well into the twentieth centuryao. Duringthe second halfofthe seventeenth century
and the earlypart ofthe eighteenth century, Descartes recognized the pineal gland
as the seat ofthe soul.

This period was followed by the time in which other researchers divided
mental processes into a nurnber ofseparate specialized ability and begin to search
for the neural substrate of such faculty. This system came to be known as
'phrenology'. The termphrenologywas coined by Spurztreim according to which
the brain is conposed of a number of separate organs each ofwhich controls a
separate innate faculty. According to phrenology, there were as many cerebral
organs to perform the mental processes, as there were the faculties.

Gall began to relate separate mental functions to discrete parts ofthe brain.
It was Gall only who stressed the role ofthe cortex in which he located his faculty
organs. This led to the careful recording and correlation ofanatomo-clinical data,
which forrned the beginning ofthe idea of 'brain localization,.

It was Flourens (1794-1867) who came up with the 'holistic theory of
brain function', according to which, the mental fi.rnciions are not dependent upon
the particular part ofthe brain but rather the brain function as a whole. Flourens'
work also brought to light the 'notion ofequipotentiality' (the ability ofthe other
parts ofthe brain to take over the function ofdamaged neural tissues.

Broca, who conducted studies on lesions in the nineteenth century, believed
that speech sense is localized in the left hemisphere. Broca also noted that
exceptions to the location of language in the left hemisphere appeared in the left
handed indMduals. Such observations led to the notion that a cross-relationship
existed between hand preference and hemispheric dominance.

ln 187  ,wemicke proposed that a lesion in the left superior temporal gynrs
causes difficulty in the comprehension ofthe speech. Wernicke was one ofthe first ]
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few researchers to see clearly the importance of connection between different

parts ofthe brain in the building up ofcomplex activities. He stated that complex

activities were learnt by means of the connections between a small number of
functional regions which dealt with the primary motor and sensory activities. This

marked the beginning ofthe current understanding ofthe brain functions and

dysfrnctions.
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3.3 ADJUSTMENT DISORDERS

Adjustment refers to the psychological reactions arising in relation to adapting to

new circurnstances suchas divorce, separation, migration, birthofahandicapped

child, new job, marriage, etc. When an individual fails to adjust or adapt himselfto

new circumstances and eryeriences anxiety, worry, poor concentratioq depression,

irritability, etc. togetherwithphysical symptoms causedbyautonomic arousal,

such as palpitations and tremors, to a significant degree that impairs his social

tnctioning, thenhe is likelyto suffer from'adjustment disorders'.

Hence adjustment disorders are a diagnostic category characterized by an

emotional response to a stressful event. T1,pically, the stressor involves financial

issues, amedical illness or arelationship problem. The complex symptoms may

include anxious or depressive affect ormayinvolve a disturbance ofconduct.

These individuals rnayalso experience outbursts ofdramatic or aggressive

behaviour, single or repeated episodes of deliberate self-harm or the abuse of
alcohol or drugs. Its onset is more gradual and prolonged. In children, regressive

phenomena such as bed-wetting, babyish qpeech and thumbsucking are frequent$

part of the synptom pattern.

The diagnosis of adjustment disorders is made soon after the change of
circumstances and inthe absence ofdepression, anxiety, schizoplrenia andother

psychiatric disorders that mayprecipitate from stressfi.rl life events. Different kinds

ofadjustment disorders andtheir subtypes are defined intheDSM-IV-TRincluding
adjustment disorders with depressed mood, anxious mood, mixed anxiety and

depressed mood, disturbance of conduct, mixed disturbance of emotions and

conduct and unspecified type.

The diagnosis is done on the basis of a careful evaluation of the event,

severity, form and content; personaliry previous history situation, stressful event

and life crisis. Ifa temporal connection(less than 3 rnonths) cannot be demonsfrated

or ifthe stressor is relativelyminor, the disorder shouldbe classified elsewhere.

3.3.1 Epidemiology

The prevalence of adjustment disorder in the community is not investigated.

Prevalence in the US hospital attendees has been estimated as 5 per cent by

Andereason and Wasek ( 1980).



3.3.2 Course and Prognosis

Historically, adjustment disorder has been viewed as a transitional diagnostic
category and, by definition, is not an enduring diagnosis. It usually starts within one
month and the reaction appears to be understandably related to, and in proposition
to, the stressful experience when account is taken of the patient's previous
experiences and personality. Individual vulnerability and predisposition play an
important role in shaping the manifestation of the adjustment disorders. The
symptoms should beginwithin 3 months from the time affected bythe stressor and
should remit within 6 months after the stressor is removed. The symptoms do not
usuallypersist beyond 6 months. Ifthe symptoms persist more than 6 months,
depending onthe clinicalpicttire, the diagnosis shouldbe altered.

The role ofpersonality type, age, comorbid conditions on the progress of
adjustment disorders has to be evaluated.

Based on clinical experience, it has been observed that the adjustment
disorders in most cases last for several months whereas they may persist for years
in a few cases. Some patients with adjustment disorders can carry the risk of
suicide. Andereason and Hoenck ( I 9s2) reported that while the prognosis is good
for adults, some adolescents with adjustment disorder develop psychiatric disorders
inaduh life.

3.3.3 Etiology

Stressful circumstances are the necessary causes of an adjustment disorder, but
individual vulnerability is equally important as not all the people exposed to the
same stressful circumstances develop an adjustment disorder.

Psychoanalyic theory lays a great emphasis on the context occurrence of
the event evaluating symptoms and their progress. Childhood experiences can
have considerable impact on the wlnerabilityto the development ofsymptoms to
stressors inthe later life.

Familial and genetic factors also influence a person's response to stressors
and the development ofadjustment disorders. Thus, strongly suggesting that
temperament or biological predisposition is likely to play a significant role in the
development of adjustment disorders.

In short, the exact nature ofthis wlnerability is unknown and seerns to vary
from person to person and may depend in part on one's previous life experiences
and the way the individual has handled thern

3.3.4 Management

The adjustment disorders maypresent withsub-threshold synptomatologyacross
multiple symptom domains; thus, there is no single teatment intervention approach
for the heterogeneous clinical manifestation of the disorder. The adjustment
disorders require careful evaluation ofthe severity and nature ofthe symptoms.
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Before treating the patient, it is essentialthat he is clarified and convinced about
the stressor that actually caused the symptoms.

First objective while treating the adjustment disorders should be relieving
the symptoms to the level ofadaptive functioning which should be comparable to
orbetterthanthe levels ofpre-morbid functioning. Treatment interventions focus
on minimizing the impact ofthe stressors on day+o-day function and to mobilize
adaptive stress-coping mechanisms.

Since stressful circumstances usually underlie adjustment disorder, the
treatment focuses on helping the patient to deal effectively with stressful
circumstances thereby aiding the natural process of adjustment. This is done by
reducing durial and avoidance ofthe stressful events, encouraging problem-sohing
anddiscouraging maladaptive coping responses. Anxietyis reduced byencouraging
the patient to talk about his problems, express his feelings andby encouraging him
to engage in relaxation exercises. occasionally, an anxiolyic or hypnotic drug may
be needed for a few days. The individual is also encouraged to engage in effective
stress coping strategies. Ifthe problerns cannot be resolved, the patient is encouraged
to come to terms with them.

1.

CnrcxYouR PRocRESs

Define adjustment disorders.

3,4 IMPULSE CONTROL DISORDERS

These disorders are characterized by repeated acts with no clear rational motivation
that tend to harmthe patient's own interests and those of other people. These
behaviours are usually associated with impulses to act that cannot be controlled.
Central to all the impulse control disorder is the repeated inability to resist an
intense impulse, drive or temptation to perform a particular act that is obviously
harmfulto selfor others orboth. Before the event, the individualusuallyexperiences
mounting tension and arousal and after completing the action he or she is likely to
experience immediate gratification and relief But soon after a short while, the
individual experiences feelings of remorse and guilt, which may arise from
unconscious conflicts. Theymayalso stemfromtheir awareness ofthe impact of
their actions on themselves and others (for example, the possibilityofserious legal
consequences).

So far, the causes underlying these conditions are not well understood.
According to the genetic perspective, individuals with impulse-control disorders
show familyhistories ofdepression, bipolarity, substance abuse, impulse-control
disorders and personality disorders. Neurobiological research suggests that deficits
in the frontal lobe may contribute to the disinhibition ofsome individr{rls with
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impulse control disorders. Serotonin and other neurotransmitter dysregulation have
also been seen to play a significant role in impulse control disorders.

The behavioural and cognitive perspectives believe that reinforcement and
several cognitive distortions accotrnt for repeated acts ofimpulsive behaviours. In
fact, some cognitive behavioural strategies have been found to be useful in the
management ofinpulsive control disorders. The various inpulse control disorders
canbe categorized as follows:

3.4.1 Pathological Gambling

Pathological gambling was first designated as a separate diagnostic entityin DSM_
III. Parameters were revised in the revised DSM-III (DSM-III-R), redefined yet
again for DSM-IV and essentially retained in DSM-IV-TR. These individuals
have significant difficulty in controlling their gambling activity and are obsessed
with gambling most of the time. The effects of gambling hatit on their socio-
occupational fi.mctioning are often devastating.

The pathological or compursive gambling disorder is characterizedby
repeated, regular and increasing episodes ofgambling in spite ofthe fact that they
have adverse consequences like inrpairing familyrelationships, disrupting personal
life, impoverishment, indebtedness, loss ofiob, etc. To obtainmoneyandto evade
debts, these individuals could even lie orbreakthe law.

3.4.1.1 Epidemiology

Several studies have indicated that the percentage ofproblem gamblers in the
general population is approximately 3-5 per cent and of these nearly I per cent
meet the criteria to be categorized for pathological garnbling. Several surveys
have shown that pathological gambling maybe ,.., ui.os different ethnic, class,
age and occupational groups.

Family histories ofpathological gamblers show an increased rate ofzubstance
abuse (particularly alcoholism) and depressive disorders. Aparent or influential
relative ofthe patient often has been seen to have a problem oigambling or is seen
to suffer frompathological gambling. The family members oithese individuals
have also been seen to be competitive and materialistically oriented.

3.4.1,2 Course and prognosis

The age of onset ofthe disorder is usually in the mid-thirties to forties. These
individuals maybe married or divorced, and are usuallyvocationally successful.
Since early adolescence, these individuals may have a strong interest in gambling,
which usually continues into adulthood. These individuals usuallypossess excellent
gaming knowledge and skills and may be reasonably consist# winners. when
theybeginto loose, insteadofstoppingandcutting losses, theytendto spendeven
more time and money expanding their repertoire to include multipL gaming
opportunities. over several months to years of losses, theymayengage in crime,
take loan or do fiaud to obtain more money.
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Sorne pathollrgical {amblcrs gct help and quit bettin-c. Unfortunately. over a
pcriod crl'tirnr tlrcse indil'iduirls seern to get bored and restlcss and again try to
Itssociate rt ith otiti:t i.:atttiricrs ;uld s()orl rcturn to pathologica!ganrbling und rnost
ol'thcrn urrd up rtrurili;r tircir iircs.

Pathologicitl gatribltttu ls scL'n to be co-nrorbicl with rnood clisorders
(c'speciallv rnujor clcprcssicln and bipolarity), substance abuse rji.qorders (notably
Itlcttltttl ittttl cucairt.'atru::e atrd r:alll'ine anclnic:otine dcpcndctrce), ailention-clcliciv
Iturl'rrctri rir rli:ollcr ( \1")lj l)) (pnr-ticular.lv in childhtrod). \,arioLls pcrsonalitv
cli:t)rtk:rsii'li;irl', tr;rr,..rr,',irli'..ittttiseicial.rtncl bprclcrlirrepcrrtrnlilitl,clisortlcr:l),
antl0thr'r illlptiisc-ctttttroidisorders. The presence of'c:o-rnorbid uonditiols like
substance abuse and allective illness tend to worsen the course as the easy
aeccssir")ilitr,,,i'r.jr:ir: u:rtl uluthol in gambling environrnents often dis_inhibits thc
ii.1!11q1!r;,,j . : !: :ii!.,:1,:."r 1ri;:.,'-:rrlt! tltustri:ti1r't itttlrli r!rr.:-{::tt:thlirtr.r
;r111lg', .\l; .qir . \ .:.. r.'.-r rr , ...;t 1l r,.,,;ri'lict-slitr\rotlbs.:ssir,t';riiii,rr;tirt-\,1l"Jits,
iirli-bltl$ l l ( r r'trr'q',tr, .' -,.'r ti g gr-r1i lqp, :-: sl rrr.)Itlel' is unCOmmOn.

3.4.1.3 I'itioLigr

lraclrlrs trnti,:' ,.. ,r]! : :;;:.,1, liclri ganrbling seemto varyfi-om one pattcllt to the
othsr. Itt rtirirti(,ii. ,r'r:r,rdtrable r-lillerences inprecipitating firctors,rvithinthe
pathological l:iu irbl,, i 's 

li1": tirnc have also been found.

T'he biological perspective: Studies on twins further suggest that the
dyslirnclional gntrbler tnay have inherited a genetic potential for the illness.
Neurobiological studies have shown that patients with lesions in a neural system
whose pathways involve the ventronredial (vlvf) prefrontal corte& amygdala and
other structures sholt'denial or unawareness of various problems calling for
cornmon-scnse juclgrncnts. T'his type of injury is likely to predispose patients to
pursue acti{rll\ r",'tlfl ritrirl-1t:fllt rch,[trds bUt klng-tenn negativc CC)ltSeqUe[CeS.

Slit.l,.', :;i.ir.' i '.r '1,.:' r.:\.iilii.ric:\. Jl'liilulatfutg nfl.tr(ltrttlt\niittgrclrsfl.lnctious.
iirlrillrt'Iolii1". t,r'.r ii".'.it'.t:ri),r\\:r:.cristittp:tlhtrhrr,rcitigLt:rrlrtct"s. lrrtbltlitrtccsilt
sctrrtlltlitttr'1llL :ri,::r.iir'lrr'r Ji('itlrd Jupar-nincruic nrctlialtun Ilnvr hr:cn liittntl to
sul'rvcrt the tttecitiutisrrt: utiderpinnir-rg behavioural arousal. tlisinhibitign and
reilrlilrcertrnt.

The psr rhoan:rllt ical perspective: Edmund Bergler proposed that lhe
piltllologiclll qartrhlcr rs a pathologicalnarcissist. who resents the loss ofchildhood
megalonunilt anil [,s-rll's it prolbund grudge against parents and other authority
figures tbrreining i:r intlared infantile omnipotence. The patient finds gambling as
an expression of his rc.bellion against the authority figures such as parents, and
sees the conscqucrlrrs of gambling as the expected punishments for defying.
Hower,'a'. cheensonhlier,ed rhatpathologicalgamblinggratifiedmultflepregenital
and genital conflicts. ronted in oral-receptive, anal-sadistic and, especially, oedipal
strivings. Greenson speculated tlrat gambling might defendagainst depressive affect.



The cogn itive beh ariou ral perspectiv e : Cognitive' behavioural studies
conceptualize patliological gambling as a learned, disastrous habit. Many
pathological garnblers hn'e seen to e.xhibit e xcluisite sensitivity to a gamut of
reinftrrcen dire,ctll'or irrdircctlv rclate:d to u agcrirut. l\'lanv patllrklgicalgarnblers,
according to cognitivr.;tudies, arc- susceptible ro characteristic cognitive distortions
and biases. Thcse include the 'gambler's fallacy'. a strong conviction that a series

of losses rvill el'crrtuirlll'leacl to a deiinitc' big u'in in thc long run. 'flrey luve the
tendcnc-y to st:lcctir clv rcnunrber ortlv rvins i.qnorins klsrcs.

Pcrsonality llctors: Rcgarcllcss ol' socill haekground. cthnicity or
conrorbidity, rruurv patlrclogical ganrblers exhibit strikingly similar personality traits.

Theytendto be intelligent (althoughnot deeplyintellectual), overconfident.perennial

opl imists. cleniers" an,,l rationaliz,crs. The1, appear cluitc greqarious on the surface

trttttlrcl'lirt:irL'lr.rl'lrt,,;;r'ifitlilrrl, lli'tltrtt.tsrrl'itrticlittc:>. t!rc-l'ik.lrurtc:r:ii)r.:xllr,jss
tlrerr lcclttig:i,rlrillrii , urpcr iunecJrtlicultr nlseltnr,f rrrt.critciin'itiithcir rrurcrlilb.
Nlany ol'thern are lik.'lv to tre alexithymrc.

3.1.1.4 Management

Managemeut ol'pathological gambling is usually ditl'icult as the patientsrarely seek

help on their orvn. Pathologic:algamblers are usually firrced into therapy and many

even tend to bitterly oppose treatment. in addition, their sense ofenorrnous pride,

tbrmidable denial. lack of introspection, impatience and incurablc optimisrnmake
it allthe'moredificult. Theyolientend to skip sessions, relapscormayquittherapy.
These patients especially require finn but kind limit setting and a tolerant, noncritical
attitude.

Medications like mood stabilizers (notably lithium) and antidepressants
(not$ly SSRIs and clomiprarnine) are likc$ to show improreinent in dual diagnosis
patients r.r'ith a sigpificant co-morhid atfectir e ilftress.

C'ognitil',,' beitavioutai approaches itim at uttdoirtg t he lrabituirting irrrpact of
rpecilic gautbhnq rtrilicrrs .ln,,i tlcr. rr-rrsilrg or rcrlir'cutirrg lhc nectl [irr uctitln. In 't,

pxtticnts ilr'e uNtruck:cl iti t clittral ii rtl c\crclscs lo ri,'ct cllsr-' l\'l t\r()tl. tt' icl.'ntifv *pec'lic

ganrbling triggers, aM to substitute earni:lmg u rth competfurg ror trrds. The therapy
also aims at disputing various irrational beliel's and cognitive distortions these

indir iduals cngagc- in.

3.4.2 Pathological ['ire Setting (P1'romania)

Pyromania is defined as recurent, deliberate fire setting. Whether it should be

classified underthe impulse-control disorders or should be classified as a separate

entity is still controversial.

Pyromania is characterized by repeated acts oftire-setting without any clear

rational motive such as monetary gaiq revenge or political extrcmisn The individuals

report an intense interest in watching fire burns. They often report feelings of
increasing tensionbefore engaging in suchan act and intenseexcitement innrrcdiatety

after carrying out the act. These individuals tend to engage in multiple acts of
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setting fire, without any apparent motive. These individuals show a persistent
preoccupation with subjects related to fire and buming. They may also show an
abnormal interest in fir'e-engines and fire-fighting equipments and in calling out the
fire services.

3.4.2,1 Epidemiotogy

It is a rare disorder and is 8 times more prevalent in men than in women. Fire
setting is quite common in children and adolescents below 1g years ofage. usually,
the families ofpyromania patients show increased psychiatric problems, such as
affective illnesses; substance abuse, particularly alcoholism;and various personality
disorders.

3.4.2.2 Course and prognosis

Atlpicalepisode ofpyromaniabegins withrising tension linkedto thoughts offire
setting and may be accompanied by restlessness, headaches, palpitations and
tinnitus. Before engaging in the act offire setting, patients hav...port.d dissociated
feelings and alcohol intoxication. These patients are likelytoseekpleasure by
watching the flames (which may lead to an intense masturbation) and watchin!
activities connected with the fire, including the destruction caused by fire and its
irnpact on others. These individuals often strongly identifywith the firefighter,s
strength and competence. After a fre-setting episode, the tension usually drops
and the patient may fall into a deep, relaxed sleep.

Episodes ofpyromania may occur sporadically, with prolonged impulse-
free intervals. Despite repeated arrests, some patients continue with the habit of
setting fres tltoughout their lives, and some ofthem may even pernumently end up
in prisons. Others persist in their fire setting habit indefinitely, but keep it secret
doing it surreptitiously, just enough to avoid arrest. In case ofsome patients, daily
urges to set fires continue for manyyears. Most ofthe pyromaniacs carry out their
activities inthe night as it increases the chances ofgoing undetected. pyromania
can co-exist along with other violent tendencies like potent sexual and aggressive
associations.

Mid- to late adolescence is the time when pyromania usually occurs. The
tlpical patient ofpyromania comes from an underprivileged social background
and a violence-prone, dysfunctional family; is intellectually limited; and often has
significant socialization and learning handicaps in childhood. $zromaniac behaviour
often coexists withotherpetty delinquent behaviours like truancy, running away
and stealing. This coexistence ofthese disorders, oftenmakes theprimarydiugnori.
ofpyromania uncertain (vide infia).

Some adult patients with py,romania are supposedly vocational
underachievers, having difficulty in sustaining rerationships, and may lead a marginal
existence whereas other patients come from more stable families and exhibit better
achievement levels vocationally and socially.



The prognosis of pyromania depends on the presence of co-morbid
conditions like affective disorders (depressive or bipolar); substance abuse

disorders; other impulse control disorders, such as kleptonrania in female fire setters;

and various personality disturbances like inadequate and borderline personality
disorders. Learning disabilities and attention-deficit disorder (ADHD) maybe
associated with child pyromaniacs.

3.4.2.3 Etiology

Different perspectives have been used to examine pyromania from their respective
points ofview. For instance, Freud believed that there is an association between
fire, arnbition and urethral eroticism and theorized that pyromania represents a
masturbatory equivalent. Some investigators view fre setting and its related
preoccupations as activities expressing repressed childhood sexual or aggressive

drives or both aimed at redressing a real or perceived early trauma, in the context
ofa dysfunctional, chaotic early family life.

Fire setting activities may also be seen as a striving for revenge against
rejecting, abusive parents or other adult figures, to acquire power in the context of
chronic feelings ofhelplessness and inadequacy or to master traumatic memories

ofthe prirnal scene.

There has been little research on the biological and cognitive-behavioural
features of pyromania. Preliminary studies hint at serotoninergic and other
neurotransmitter dysfunction as well as disordered glucose regulation with the
possibility ofa hypoglycemic trigger as playng a significant role in pyromania.

3.4.2.4 Management

Treatment ofpyromania is difficult as most ofthe patients are notwilling to come
for treatment. Despite anecdotal reports of success with psychoanalytic methods,

most pyromania patients are hardly apt candidates for insight-oriented therapy
owing to their profound denial, hear,y drinking and an alexithynic inability to identify
and to work through feelings.

Usually a multimodal approach that is often followed in the treatment for
other impulse-control disorders is recommended when it comes to the management

ofpyromania. Family therapy combined with individual treatment is likelyto be
heStuL

3.4.3 Pathological Stealing (Kleptomania)

The diagnosis ofkleptomania was first coined in 1838 byEsquirol and Charles-
Chretien-Henri Marc. Esquirol subsumed kleptomania under the instinctive
monomanias-conditions in which a single, irresistible impulse was acted out.
However, kleptomania is characterized byrepeated failwe to resist the impulse to
steal objects that are not required for personal use or monetary gain. These objects
may instead be discarded, given away or hoarded. The patients often report interue
anxietybefore the act and extreme excitement or gratification immediatelyafter
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the act. Although eltbns at concealment are usuallymade but not all opportunities
for this are taken. Thc the{l is a solitary act. Thc individual rnay express anxiety or
guilt bctrveen cpisodi,rs ol'stcaiing vct thev contirruc to cnlragc in such acts.

13.4.3.1 Epidemiologr

Kleptonturtit u as earlicr lltougitl to bc rxtrcnrcll, rarc but r"t()\\ it is hellevctl that
sirce thcst: iltdtr :duals tnav bc usharned ol"the ir acts arrti lcar bcins punishcr} lry
lau', thesc cirscs nla\; hc suhstarrt iali.,' urrclcrreportcd.

It is likch'to,,"L i titnc< n:ore prtvalent in lllnalcs tlxrn rrralcs. l,itrr.u\ hislories
revcalthat first-rk'srcc relati'u'cs ofklcpk'rrneiria patients arc lrkciytr,r harc all,:ctivc
illncss and obscssivc-conrpulsir,'c traits. Their'frunilies rna\ al:io hc rlrrr'adcd by
preoccupal ion rr ilh fin;rncial sll.cesr aitci trHtcrual ar:qirisil ron.

3.4.3.2 (.ourse anrl protnrlrls

Most qlisodcs of-k,lcptotnania sccnr to occrii spontatrcous!-.,.anclsucldenly. usrnlly
precipitated byrcccnt sltess. such as an arglfi.nent or tight accompanicd by lbclings
offrustratirul. altger and an amlliguous sensc ofltcediness

\'lost paticrfi:r I'c']ul1 :l tnirtut'c o1'r'!i'catl r',1'heing caught anclplcasure belbi'c
stealin-u. But. sotttc in u'honi a pirltcrn ol'stcaling has dcyeloped over repcatecl
episodcs nul'cttgagc in such acts u'ithout a rnornent's he sitation. These palients
usualb'' lcel-good psr,chokruicallr and morally'vr'hcn theyare able to fiee thenrselrcs
ofstealfus lbr a rvhile: thcy lbr:l devastated and despairing when theybackslidc.
Many kleptrltttattic patir)nts manifust obsessivc-ccmpulsive and narcissistic
lendr-ncics.

Klcptonrania r:lassicalll i..cgins in laic adolcscelKrc Ir),hc ,riuj-tu,enl.ies. ofiur
emerges in thc c:ontcxt ot'compulsive shopping and can rcrlailr untlc.tcctcd lbr
years. lt is likel5z to be a chronic illness. characlerized b_v rcpeated relapses gver
decades.

The coursr'oiklcptorn;ulia is dccisivclv inllut:lrcr:tl h'u,scrious coniorbirl
couditions like irrlr iilr a fi,.:r.: iir e: illnt,:,r { lritrtllv. hirt rtot c:lr:lrlsir, clv. dlrplcssi\ c }.
various arlxictyrJisrrrt{crs. other uupuhc-cr)rrlrol rlisr.rrrleh ( rlot;rhlv pathtlhgical
gantbling and cotnpulsirc sho;'tpilrc). calin.q rlis,riricrs anti srrl'rst.rrlcc ahusc <lisonlers
(alcoholisnr in pan rcrrlar).

3.4.3.3 Etiologr'

Several f,rclqrrr h;nc bc,.:rr 1'\-:portcr! tu;:lu1.n rr--.lc in its ctiolilgl-as nrcutittnr:tl
below:

Biological perspective : Thc s ign ifi cant co -morh idity of k lc.ptoman il with
afTectivt' disonlers and otlsessire-compu[-qirc disorclcr strggests that sevcral
neurobiological fhctors mal'play a rolc irr klerpt.onrania. ,Although it is vct ro bc
conlirmed, klqrlomania has hcen thcorized as an atlbctivr \pectrum disturbance
and an obse.ssivc-compulsive spectrur,; disturtrance.



Psychoanall'tic perspective: According tn this pcrspectii.e. k lt:ptnmania
is seen as an tlttcttrpt to restore intra-psvchic equilihriurn antl to rcclr.:ss chilellmocj
tratttna anci intra-pslchrc distofiions. lt trcats thc l.rtnrprilrir r- slr":;riir.ls <lisr.rr.dr.-r.;rs;r
rvcll-dctennitrcdlrct.exclrri:irlcl-vha[ancedhclrr,r,,.'ir,,.rr;iir-iriir-rll,irirIi)unishrilc,lt.

The klcpton1aniire s--ndl't.rilrc iras hcur iltlcrr:i rt.ii As iiii ;l;tr:n.itri t,l rcctifi,tlre
pcrccir'ccl ot'.it| lai naic:issistic ilritrrics and rrcr:lr'i:t :n cftrkllrltril 1 i;l i.pre iitl al tae.ks
10 stavc clll-rairiirrl lirclilrgs c1'lo,,l scltlcstccrrr tlrrntr!h i.rg!f rc: rsl.! c "i*..,-i, rrii! ion. .,\lso
thc acl: ot"slr.'aiinlr helier,crl lo lrr"rrlirv{ thc lirrirr.i,iirr rntlr:!r!.: s.:riia! u rsht's and
l1')asl u l{r;11i.}t1. i. r1)lirsrc:s.

Tltc i,irllci lhat ir rsicllen apl.|r';trs ltl s,r,-rntlr!r2,.: l hr ircrtci,, rld irrss during thc
child dcit'lopttur;l r\lilscs onrl. ruurl arrd gurit:rl Dci'rrr<liru: r)ri lllc ticrcloi-uncntal
levcl ol'llic1,iiir';tt'.. lirlrl ir;;1. tl niir-, srrllrllrze triiii,. ii.tr.-. t.1 ,..;1.1 1trii",,r chiltl.

(-otrrpriiiirc:.tciriir:i:. !i:ir)!)!l i)irtirlll\- is slr.rtr-li'r.il,r]ricri.:r:ti hr,thc larrriii;rl
stlPcrcg(). Achild. u'lto has hcctt ikrrninatcd h'v his parents.lirili,,pr(rccc(lto satistv
his cgo by'tloirrg tl-rc lct ol'stcaling rr hich his parcnts disavon cti,

Cogllitire lrehavioural pcrspectir,c: It -secs ur\]]lFLrlsrli.rlcalirrg ig lrc
scif l'cililirrcing hv t itlur: of'rts i'cPclit ir c arrrl l'rigl:1r,,,r.i{tr;riiritr.. ;rrnr.,.,l s.

3.4.3.{ }lanirgcrncnt

No coulrtlllctl trr:ltl ltrcnl sl udics ol klcptonuirriil ltirr c i--ci:r i r lr.,.icl [;ikr]1. [ fttr,r.evct.
therapctrtic: approilches hirsccl pr: psyclirr;tr1ritli.,. ri;-ir'.11"; iirrd iilrnll,- r,vork anil
scvcml behaviouralattcl cttgnitivc slrategics anci r lii:ilir.:aii<ur. 1 iarg,.:lr .intitlcpressants
and tno<rr-l statrilizcrsl itilrc lrcclr li'r1111,i ir.r lrr,: irclpiil! rr: thr-: rliirrirgcrnenl rlt
klcplonrarrill.

3.4.4'liichol iltrnran ia

The tenn trichotillolnania i,vas coinctl b.v a f;rcnch rlrrrnatologist. trmnctris ] lallopcau,
in l8tit). l-hc corrdition. which u.as thoughf to lrc r.;rrc. ir l(.]\\ i,l.i;ii(lcrj as rnore
co[1r11or"1. It is chilractcrizccl b\ rrr-,liccahlc li;rrr ii,i. iiri*., i., ... ,:;!.i ,:irl [;rilure ttl
fcsist inpulsL- {ir 1)ull olrt ti;rirr. l-ii,: il,ii'prrlltrr:.: t: llr(ililjr l1i.t'r.-1-ir,^, 

j i-.i nrri[rrtl i!rg
tcnsiort arttl is lillltlvvecl [rl,a scrrsc ol-tcire ii'l':ii'il!ilti:irtit:;i I i]ir:. rl i\ii rii!li]ilic
disortler char actcrizcd bv rcpetitir c hair Pulling. drir.rri hv,.:rcalating l.:nsion and
causing variablc hair loss that is usrully ,Lrrit rrot llu.ar,. r ir,riric to trtirer:;. 

-l-his

diagnosis shoulcl not hc' rnade. ifluir pullirrg is a rur.rr'tiorr tu ir ilcir-rrir"rn or lullucination
or an1, olhcl' concl it ion.

Mtlsl paticnts pluck thoir hair at a particLrl.,.r rittr.:. tll:icalh'the cro\rn or sidc
of the scalp. rvith variable sprcacl into ad.jaccrlt al'ca\ ul tirlre. I iair nmy also be
pulled liom the evebrows. amrpits and puhic recion. lV1cn tcncl to pulJ hair trorn
beards and tnottstaches and tiom arms and legs. [;srrall'v paticrrts clescribe an
idiosyncratic pleasure in stripping thc rool awlrv iionr a piuckcd [air. -l-he 

hair is
oflen nihblctl and swallowcd whilc pulling.
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After awhile ofpulling hairthese individuals usuallyreport feelings ofshame,
remorse, and disgust. These individuals usually conceal the hair loss from
trichotillomania by careful combing, use ofhair extensions or wearing hats on one
pretext or another. But inevitably, the loss becomes obvious to others.

3.4.4.1 Epidemiology

Trichotillomania maybe more prevalent than thought because ofaccompanying
shame and secretiveness. The serious and chronic form ofthis disorderusually
begins in the early to mid-adolescence, with a Lifetime prevalence in the 0.6-3.4
per cent range in general populations and with a female to male ratio as high as

9:l.Achronic trichotillomaniapatient is most likelythe onlyor oldest childinthe
frmily.

The prevalence ofchildhood type oftrichotillomania is nearly equal in girls
and boys. It is believed to be more cofilmon than the adolescent or young adult
syndrome and is generally far less serious psychologically and dermatologically.

Family history of trichotillomania patients may show the presence of
obsessive compulsive disorder, obsessive compulsive personalitydisorder, anxiety
and affective disorders (notably depressive) and tics. Although a strong history of
trichotillornania has not been discovered in frmily members, one study demonsfiated

a25 per centrate ofturspecified alopecia in relatives ofchildhood hair pullers.

About 33-40 per cent oftrichotillomania patients chew or swallow the hair
that theypull out. Approximately 37.5 per cent ofthese people develop potentially
hazardous bezoars.

Significant comorbidity is found between trichotillomania and OCD (as well
as other anxiety disorders); Tourette's syndrome; affective illness, especially
depressive conditions; eating disorders; and various personality disorders-
particularly obsessive-compulsive, borderline and narcissistic personality disorders.

Comorbid substance abuse disorder is not encountered as frequentlyas it is in
pathological gambling, kleptomania, and other disorders.

3.4.4.2 Course and prognosis

Trichotillomania is a cluonic illness. Sometimes this disorder is marked by little
hair loss or even gradual improvement, but frequent remissions and serious
exacerbations occur over years. Ckonic trichotillomania can lead to permanent

follicular damage and baldness.

The progression of childhood trichotillomania is usually benign compared
to the adolescent and young adult variety. The prognosis often depends onthe
extent to which hair pulling is associated with co-morbid psychopathology.

3.4.4.3 Etiology

Theprecise causes oftrichotillonrania are stillunknown. Psychoanalyticallyoriented
theories see childhood loss or separation as a factorunderlying trichotillomania.
These individuals are likely to regress to an infantile state in order to avoid the
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pressures ofadolescent sexuality. psychoanalytical approach sees hair pulling as
:oti: and hairpatting as sadomasochistic innature that symbolize masturbation.The frequent hair twisting and hair patting by infants #;"*g children (oftencombined with thumb sucking) are said tJrepresent attenrpts to recuperate theabsent mother's presence via the child,s own body.

In families ofmost ofthese individuals oneparent, usuanythe mother, isseen to be dominating, aggressive and intrusive x .rrilar"r,, irrese uraiviauar arelikelyto have shown 
3xi- 

ous cringing since infancy. The rerationship between themother and the child is likelyto ui an intense, hosiile-dependeniretationship thatinterferes withthe child's healthyseparation. withthe onset oftrichotillomania
during puberty, the mother's attempis to make rre, auugt i.. ,top pufling her hairare countered by stubbom resistance. Thus, the symptoirbe.orn , a battlegroundfor acting out conflicts over individuation.

According to the cognitive-behavioural perspective, chronic hair pulling isan intensely selfreinforcing activitywhich becomes a habit later in life.
3.4.4.4 Management

Most cases ofchildhood trichotinomania reqpondwelr to brieftherapy, using support,psycho-education and sinple behaviotnar stltegies, focusing on st'ress managerrentfo1 famrly and patient,-*h:n necessary. However, it is the treatment of severeadolescent or adult trichotillomania which is likelyio b;;;;;;.d and arduousrequiringacombinationofmodalities. J '- -- 
1

while beginning treatment with therq the therapist should keep in his mindthat these individuals are usualydeeplyashamedoftheirhairpulring, get easilyfrightened, show intense deniar and may have avoided help for years.

_ Psychoanalytica[y oriented psychotherapy: It lelds mixed resurts.Improved understanding and esteem may read to ;;.";J;htionships andeducational and vocationar success, although hairpuuing its.*p.oi.t. stubbomry.
Familytherapy: It focuses oneducating the frmilyaboutthe ilkres; advising

ff.TJ:,1J.",1;if.T?,1,:llf 
orcriticizing ;;;;ffi'frtr"*'1

cognitive behavioural therapy: It has shown encouraging results fortrichotillomania. For instance, ur hauii reversal training (HRT), the therapistassembles apackage ofindividualized strategies to addrJs, r,uirpuuing, suchasfostering awareness ofspecific affective anJsituatiorrlt.ig;;, instruction inrelaxation and stopping techniques, development ofcompeting responses, andasking the frmilymemb:y: 
f.irf"rce appropnat. .ngugr;r;il the techniques

lf #,.}:*I#l::*H:::li,,"i*itiiuni;;il;;;irysrorteachingas well as social supporr. As with other modariries, relapse ,o.r alirirfi#licommon, so patients should be counselled to see part u tr-po"u.y defeat.
Medication: Medicines rike serotoninergic agents, particularly ssRls andclomipramine; clonazepam and monoamine oxidise #rriurr""ivreof have shown
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improvemurt in palicnts vr ith trichotillornania. Tricyclics, lithium and buspirone
(BuSpar) are uscd along il ith or lbr aulutcntation of SSRIs.

{.'rlr.r'r Yor n Pnor;nr,ss

What tu'c tl i I l":re r rt ir ttnl; lr.' ei,r I rt rt) I disrlnlers'.,

What is. !\iCi)t.,l nilltiir' ]

\\'"liat is t riii rirl ili,'lri;ul;r'.'
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SUBST,{\{ 1.- Rh,I,,.\1'Et} I)ISORDERS

Fromprc-histoi'ic llltt,-'s. tttiitrkirtil tias bccrr rrsilrg rari()Lts substattccs l() rc(lucc
physical paitt ()r 1o ;,tii.:r 'tal cs oj-corrs,,:iousncss. By now scvcral inloxicants havc
bcelt dist:ovL'rr'd that rtrc knon n to alllct thc (lNS. rclicving physical aml mcntal
angtlish or protlucing criphiti'iit. Dcspitc tlrc olicn dcr,asiating conseclucnccs <lf
taking suclt stt[''st;ittccs ittrt, thc ixrdr. thcrr irritialclli:cts:u'c usuallvplcasing. Tlris
is a nta.jor thctor pcritaps :rt thc root ol'suhstancc irtrusc.

flrcsc prohlctt.r subslattces or dmgs tlrat carr altcr r)nc's psychological statc
or lnL'ntal tirnctiorilng eitlrcr occasir,rnally trr rcgularly arc knorvn :rs psychoactivc
dnrgs. A dmg is dcilncd tiy Wt{O as anv substance thtt w'hen takcn into thc living
orgaltisrtl nrar ;turtlilv oltc or nr)rc o l'its fiurct ions. Tlrc diagnostic classification of
addictirc or psvcltoactitc substancc-rclatcrl tlisordcrs is includcs two rnajor
catcgorics:

l. Psvchoactir e suhstance-induced organic mental disorders and
syndroms: These conclitions inr,'otve orgarilc ilnpairmcnt resulting liom
thc mgcsticrrr ollrsyclxlactire substances such a-s in alcohol abusc derncntia
disortler irn oh'ing rrttuestr. firrrtrcrly knorvn as Kr-rrsakoffs syrclrgnrc.
Tlrcrc c()ttj it ioltsi sl cnt tirr n tox ic itv or' Irlr,vsiological changes in the brain
cluc lo r ilarrun rlclicicncr:

2. Psvchoactivc suhrtilncc-ahusc and substance-depcndence
disorders: 1-lic1 irtclurle thc rnaladaptivc bchaviours resultirrg fiom
rcgrrllir lrnrl cottsrslcnt usc rtflt subsl:utcc

N.u lct rrs urrtlcrst,ti<J rhc rcrrns i,t.xicatior, ahusc. dc-pcndcncc and
addicliorr. I pcisottallv scc lltcsc lcrrns h,irrs on a contirruurn. with both thc ahusc
and dcpentlencc [o*irrg tr,r 0 g11,a,',,.t.

Intoricatirln: It is sccn as a transicnt slndromc due to reccnt substancc
ingcsl.ion thrl produccs clinit:allv siglrilicant psychologicaland physical impainncnt.
Thcsc clungcs ilisl ppcxt'u hcrr thc suhstancc is clinrinatcd lionr the lxld,v. Thc
nattrrc ofthc psrrholo-rical cllantes varic:s ,;r ith thc pers()n as wcll as thc drug.

2.

-1.

4.



Psychoactive substance abuse: It generally involves a pathologicaluse
ofsubstance resulting in potcntially hazarclous behaviour (such as driving while
intoxicatcd) ,r in coniinuc,d usc despite a pcrsisrcnt soc:ial. ps-vchological.
occupalional ot. ltcalth ;rroblcrrs. This is a rnalaclaptivc trratlern of'substalcc usc
thal lcads to cIinicallr,,sigrriiicant irnpairnrcnt or distrcss.

Psvchoactivc suhstance dependence: rt inrolr.cs nx)rc sc\rre fonns of
substancc-ttsc disordcrs atrd ustnlly involves a nrarked nhvsioloqical ncod for
incrcasing alllounts crl'a subslalrcc to nchic'r,c thc tL-sirrrrl cllbc:ts. I wo tenrx that
arc cioscl) associatcd t'ith clcpendcncc arc-- tolcrarrcc ancl u.ilhdrau,al.
Tolerance: It is definccl h-r,cithcr of'the tirlkx.r.ing:

(i) 'l"hcrc 
is a nccct lirr rrmrkcrlly incrcasccl arrxrunts 9l-tlrc substancc 1o aclricr.c

or dcsirecl cfk'cl
(ii) 'fhcrc is a strbslantiallv drnrinished etlect with continued usc r.rfthc- sarnc

amount of thc suhstancc.

withdrawal: It is sht'*r'n brv either ofthe follorving problcrns:
(i) l'hc indiridual sltou's ihc charactcristic r.rithrlrlwlri s-vurirrur.rc lbr thc

(iit 'l-hcsatnct)rcloscl'u 
rclatctlsutrstance israkcntoreliucorar.tritlu,.ithdraual

sr,rnptolns.

Addiction: lt is dclirrctl as a statc in rvlrich thc: tlrug usc has alte'rctl the botly.s
cltcntisfn tr.r thc ,r,)1,1,. u lrg;"g its 'rr6r:1al stalc' gas ihc druggc,l stotr: s. that 16e,
bod' rcrltrired rhe tlrug ro {":cl rrorlml.

'i 
r'.rl tttailrpr-,vchoirctir,c srthslancc rtsc disordL)rs ilrc:
(i) Aholxrllsnr

(ri) Drug addiction

In your cvct-vdav clinical practicc. ),(.)u r.l,ill usual Iy find that in tnanv casr's clrugs

:::.:jrl :,'.:,,i-:n.l,,Iuaily 
Sr,nlr"rirrrg uscrs likc rti conrhirrc ctii.cts. ,i;;";;];rv L\ri I rr.!il t\ L rluLt). lt!l u.\a!Il[lg

xliili: j,l"llll:,:,,,,r,1 ()r nrlr ril rarur;uiri.alcolrol. orhcr drug uscrs sn riclr rc1u1c.11,
fi'clttt ilnc til'ttl: ttt aitolhcr. kictttilir:ritirlrr of thc psvclrtrac:trrc srrbslarrcc trscd nravl-...-^-.t.- -....r- Lbr: madc ()n tlrc lrasis of :

o Sclilr,'porl rlatir
r ()!-'jcr'lrrc arrarvsis.l'r,n'.'!irircrrs.r'urinc. hroorr. ctc.o ()thcr cridcncc such .t. prc\cllcc of drug _ranrplcs. in thc paticnt.s

l1(r\\r.rs\lt)11' cliniclrl sigtts ancl svtnptoms or reports tiorn inlirntrcd third
pi!rtic\

It is alu'a.r's adr i{blc to scek corroboration lionr rnore tl'nn one source ofevidencc
rc-lating to slthititttce abusc. Ohiectivc analyscs provide thc most conrpclling
cvidcrrcc ol'ir;'grg;1t or reccnt rrse. tlr.ugh thcse data har.c linritati.ns rr.ith regartl
to pasi usc l.rrrtl ctrn:r:nt levcls ol'user.
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3.5.l Alcoholism

A well-known Japanese proverb says:

First the man takes a drink, then the drink takes a drink and then the drinktakes
theman.

This proverb contains the gist ofthe problemwe are going to siudy. The world
Health Organization (WHO) no longer recommends the term alcoholisrq but prefen
the termAlcoholDependence syndrome. It is defined as apsychic andphysical
state resulting fromtaking alcoholcharacterizedbybehaviouralandotherresponses
that always include a compulsion to take alcohol on a continuous or periodic basis
in order to experience its psychological effects.

3.5.f.1 Approaches or models of alcohol use

Two common approaches or models ofalcohol use are as follows:
The moral model: According to this modef ifsomeone drinks too much, he does
so ofhis own free will; and ifhis drinking causes harm to himselfor his family, his
actions are morally bad; hence public drunkenness should be punished. This
particular model is followed less today.

The medical model: It views alcoholism as a disease and believes that the person
who misuses alcohol is ill rather than wicked and hence should receive prop.,
medical treatment. This concept ofalcoholism embodies three basic ideas:

o Some people have a specific vurnerability to alcohor misuse.
o Excessive drinking progresses through well-defined stages, at one ofwhich

the person can no longer control his drinking.
o Excessive drinking rnay lead to physical and mental disease ofseveral kinds.

3.5.1.2 Prevalence

Alcoholism cuts across all age, educational, occupational and socio-economic
boundaries. One epidemiological study conducted in the US stated that lifetime
prevalence rates for alcohol dependence defined byDSM criteria were greater
than}D per cent for men and just g per cent for women (Kessler et aL,1eel1.
According to Helzer et al. ( 1990), marriage, having higher level ofeducation and
being older are associated with a lower incid.r.. ofrLoholism.

3.5.1.3 Co-morbidity

Alcoholism is co-morbid with antisocial personality disorder, mania, other drug
use, schizophrenia and panic disorder (Robins et al., lggg).

3.5.1.4 Epidemiotogy

Some studies have shown that the highest consumption ofalcohol is generally
amongst young men who are urmnrried, separated or divorced (Austokia lgg4i.
However, over the last 15 years drinking by women has increased. About lo-20
per cent ofpeople who drink alcohol excessively develop cirrhosis ofthe liver.



Gender: Rates ofalcohol misuse and dependence are consistently higher
in nren than in women but the ratio of affected men to women varies across cultures

Age: The heaviest drinkers are men in their late teens or early twenties. In
most culfures, the prevalence ofalcohol misuse and dependence is lower in those
aged over 45 years (Helzer and canino , 1992;Meltzer et aL, 1994).

Ethnicity and culture: The followers ofcertain religions which proscnbe
alcohof for example, Islanq Hinduism and the Baptist church, are less tit tytt un
the general population to misuse alcohol.

Occupation: The risk ofalcohol misuse is higher among some occupational
groups that have an easy access to alcohol such as chefs, barmen, executives,
salesmen, actors, entertainers, etc.

3.5.1.5 Effects of alcoholism

Alcoholmisuse canresult in different types ofdamage and complic4lisns-
physical, psychological and social

Physical damage: Physical complications ofalcohol misuse can occur in several
systems ofbody as follows:

o Alimentary disorders.' Liver damage, gastritis, peptic ulcer, oesophageal
varices and acute and chronic pancreatitis

o Liver damage,Fatty nfiltration, hepatitis, cirrhosis and hepatorna

Nerttous systez.' Neurological conditions include peripheral neuropathy,
epilepsy, dementia, limb paralysis, brain damage and cerebellar degeneration

c ard i ov a s cu I a r sy s t em.' Alcoho I misuse is associated with hypertension
and increased risk of stroke

o Cancer: Ncohol misuse is also linked to the development ofcertain cances,
notably ofthe mouth, pharynx, oesophagus and liver

o Damage tofaetus: Alcoholmisuse is associated withincreasedbleeding in
earlypregnancy, still-birtlx, frcialabmormality, smallstature,low-birthweitht,
low intelligence and over actirrity inthe infrnt. There is considerable evidence
that faetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), occurs in some children bom to mothers
who drink excessively.

o Mortality; The rnajor causes ofdeath among individuals who misuse alcohol
are diseases ofcirculatory system, cancer, injury poisoning and in some
cases suicide.

Psychological damage: Alcohol-related psychiatric disorders fall into four groups
as follows:

l. Intoxication phenomenon or acute intoxication: Alcohol intake is often
followed by a briefperiod of excitation which later leads to generalized
CNS depression. With increasing intoxication, there is increased reaction
time, slowed thinking, distractibility and poor motor control. Later,
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dysarthria, ataxia and in-coordination occur. Thcrc is a progressive loss of
self control rvith liank disinhibited behaviour. At higher doses. alcohol
inttlxication can rcsttlt in scrious adverse eftLcts suclias lalls. respiratory
depressiott and hwothcrnria. The duration of inrerricatron clepcnds on tlrc
alnount ancl lhc rapidity of ingestion ofalcolrol. Occasiontllv a snrall closc
ofalcolrol may prtlducc acute intoxication in sonre pcrsons. it is kngwn as
'patlrological irrto.ricatiru'. Another feature. sometimcs seen in acute
i,trlricar itrrr is the dcvelopment ofamncsia or'hlackouts'.
Mettx; n' blllcko ttts trr sl nn-tcnrt arnncsia arc li cclucnt ll, r.cporled a ticr heavy
drinking. Ar iirst the evcnts ofthe night befbrc artr lbrgoircn, cven rhougir
consciousness was maintained at that tirne. Such memory loses can occur
aflr'r a si,glc epis.dc'ofhear,y drinking i, pe,ple n lr. are- not dep-,cp.1*n nn
Itluollrl: ii'i1,,:r occttt lc:Jrtlilrlr.iltci ilttlir_.rilrlr:rhilLl:rii..ii..,. 1.!\e t:rritrrtrt!i)!it)tt.
\\itltrttst,irrct! e.rr.:essive drirfiirg.rnJlilt,r-; l,r:..gy,,i1;1_,.L*c()r!rciri(lrc\c\erc
and longcr.

2. llithdrctu,al phenotnenon or st,nrJ,ontc.. The most cornrnon rvithclrawal
sl'ndr omc is hangover on thc ncxt nurning. I\{ild tremclr.s. ruusca, r omiting,
weakness. irritability, ins.m.ia and anxietl, arc co.rnon rvithdrau,al
symptorns. Somc'tinres. the withdrarval syndrome may be more severe
charactr.rized by o ne o f t he t hrc.e fo llo rvin g disturbances :

Delirium tremens: It is the most severe alcohol withdrawal syndrome. [t
occurs usuallywithin24 days ofcomplete or significant abstinence fom
heavy alcohol drinking in 5 per cent ofthe patients, as compared to acute
tremulousness which occurs in 34 per cent ofpatients. The course is short,
with recovery occurring within 3-7 days. It often ends u'itb deep prolonged
sleep fi'om u,hich the paticnt awakens r,l,ith no svnlptorns ancl little gr no
rncm(\r)'tllilrc pcriod ofdeliriurn. This is an acutc organic hrain swclrome
rr ith tlrc lirlio$ ing cltantcicrr.,tie tl'r.ttrrrr.s. u hich irrL.()ltcn i\ r,rsc lrr rriglhi:
o (- kttujtng irl curlsut(! usnc\\ \\ ith c[iroricrrtlrtru rr ilr I iuL, rr rJ Pilrcco Irnpainncnt ol'rcccnl ntenr)ry
o Poor attention span and distractibility
o Visualand auditoryhallucinations ancl illusions. which are olien vivirl

and frightening Tactile hallucinations ofinsects cruu linq olcr bod5,
o Marked autonomic disturbances with trachycardia, fever, sweating,

hypertension, and papillary dilation
o Psychomotor agitation and ataxia
o Insomnia with reversal ofsleep wake cycle
o Dehydration rvithelectrolyte imbalance

Delirium tremens carries a significant risk ofmortality and should be regarded
as a medical emergency. Death, ifoccurs, is due to cardiovascular collapse,
infection, hyperthermia or self-inflicted inju.y. Medical illnesses like
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pneumonia, fractures. liver dise'nse and puhnonary tubcrculosis may
complicate thc clinical picturc.

Alcoholic seizurcs ('rurn fits'): (iencralizetj tr;nic-clorric: seizures occur in
about l0 pcr ccnt ol'alcohol depenrrcrlc(r pilticnts. rrsuallv l2--.ltt hours
alter a hc'avy bout ofdrinking. Usually rlrcsc paticnts havr: bcen drinking
alcohol in largc amounts on a reErhr basis li:r rnany vc.;rrs. i\{ultiplc scizurei
(2{r) at onc. tinre arc colnnr)n tlran a single sqizurc.

Alcoholic h.llttcin.sis: Titi', is cltraiiuiz,.'tl lry usuirlh,,ur-lit,n,hnllucinations,
largely ctlntainitrg \()lces ttltr-'rirrg insults or lhrcats. (lccr.tlripg i1 clcar
consciousrrcss, durin-q abstinence fb llou,ing regular alcoho I intake ]i t o..*,
in about 2 per cent of patients. These hallucinations pcrsist after the
witlrdnnval s-vltdrotrt' is ot t'r iind cllrssiclllv occur in clc.rr c(,nsci(,rtsnr'ss.
'litlit' ttt' ll!tlt'i!tt.t!i.ti t.,:;riiir,,./\ (,r ,.( .!:t\t;,,,\ L !i:,tl:.t: t.:,i.!:..iti.;;j,,1;: ,tl
chnmk' olttilto! rtvt':1 lre ctnrrplicali()rts thut ulicn ! L'suli lilrn clrronic ulco6ol
use are mentioncd belorv:

wemicke's encephalopathy: This is an acutc rcactiorr to scvcre thiaminc
dcficiencl'. which results riurn clrronic alcohol usr:. Thc ()nsct occurs
after a periorlofpcrsistent vorniting. Thc irnportant chnical signs are
disorientation, conlusion, rccent memory disturba,ces. poor a;ention
span, distractibility, apathy, ataxia. periphcral neuru.pathy, serious
malnutrition, neuronal degeneration and hernorrhage.
Korsakofs psychosis:As it often follows wemicke 's encephalopathy,
these are together rcferred to as wernicke-Korsakoflsyndrome.
clinically, Korsakoffs psychosis presents as an amnestic syndrome,
characterized by gposs mcmory disturhnccs with confabulation. Insight
is oiten inrpaired.

Alcoholic Denreni iu : Alcohol nilsusc c:rn carNc cognit il.c irnpairment
prrrlicularl-vtlrr thc fiorrtul itrhc li::rrlint trl tlcnrcrrtiu.

4. Asvtt'iuracl sts.t,t'hiut,it'tli.trnlrt.'rt uruiurlcs the. tirllriving:
o Personality detcrioration: As thc patient bc-conres more and more

concerned with the need to obtain alcohol, interpersonal skills and
attendance to usual interests and responsibilitic.s rnaydetcriorate. These
changes in social and interpersonal functioning should not be confused
with personality disorder, which should be diagnosed only when the
appropriate features have been clearlypresent prior to the development
ofalcohol dependence

o Mood disorder; The relationship betwee.n alcohol consunption and mood
is conrplex. onthe one hand, some clepressedpatients orint excessively
in an attenpt to inprove their mood; on the other hand, excessive drinking
mayinduce persistent depression or anxiety.

o Suicidal behaviour: Suicide rates amongst alcoholics are higherthan
among non-alcoholics of same age. In a study of 50 alcohol misusers
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who had committed suicide, Murphyet al. (L992) identified a number
ofrisk factors for suicidal behaviour, including continued drinking, co-
morbid major depression, serious medical illness, unemployment and
poor social support.

o Impaired psychosexual functions: Erectile dysfunction and delayed
ejaculation are corlmon. These difficulties may be worsened when
drinking leads to marital estrangement, or ifthe wife develops rewlsion
for intercourse.

o Patholo gical jealousy: Excessive drinkers may develop an over-valued
idea or delusion that their partner is being unfaithf,rl.

Social damage: Various socialproblems associatedwith alcoholmisuse are as
follows:

o FamilY problems: Excessive drinking is liable to cause profound social
disruption like marital discord and familytension. The divorce rate is high
amongst heavydrinkers. The home environment is oftendetrimentalto the
children because ofquarrelling and violence and a drunken parent provides
a poor role model. Children ofheavy drinkers are at a high risk ofdeveloping
emotional or behavioural disorders and ofperforming badly at school.

o work difficulties and road accidents:At u,ork, the healy drinker often
progresses through declining efficiency, lower grade jobs, and repeated
dismissals to lasingunarploymart. There is also a strong associationbetween
road accidents and alcohol misuse (Zobeck et aL.,1994).

o Crime: Excessive drinking is associated with petty offenses and crimes like
fraud, sexual offences and crimes ofviolence including murder. It is not
easy to know how far alcohol causes the criminal behaviour and how far it
is just part ofthe lifestyle ofthe criminal. In addition, there is a link between
certain forms of alcohol misuse and antisocial personality disorder.

3.5.1.6 Identification of alcoholism

Alcohol misuse often goes undetected because subjects conceal the extent oftheir
drinking. It is usefulto ask four following questions abbreviated as CAGE for easy
recall:

o Have you ever felt you ought to cut down on your drinking?

o Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?

o Have you ever felt guilty about your drinking?

o Have you ever had a drink first thing in the morning (an eye-opener) to
steadyyournerves or get rid ofa hangover?

Two ormorepositive replies to these questions are said to identiffalcoholmisuse.
In addition, it is ahvays advisable to take a comprehensive drinking history. Several
laboratory tests can also be used to detect alcohol misuse, though none gives an
unequivocalamwer. This isbecause the more sensitive tests cangive 'filsepositives'
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whenthere isdisease ofliveq heart, kidneys orblood, orifenzyrne_inducingdrugs,
such as anticonvulsants, steroids or barbiturates, have bee, taken. However,
abnormal values point to the possibility ofalcohol misuse.

3.5.2 DrugAddiction

Some of the comlnon drugs leading to addiction are amphetamine, caffeine,
cannabis, cocaine, hallucino gens, opio id, phencyclidine, sedativ"s and hypnotics.

3.5.2.1 Amphetamine

Amphetamines and amphetamine derivativcs such as 3,4-methylene-
dioxyr.rethanphetamine are stimulating drugs. Theirpsychomotorstimulant effects
are believed to stem from their ability to release and block the re_uptake of
dopamine and nor-adrenaline. Tirese days. most amphetanrines are illicitly
synthesized and used as a'street d.ug', popularly known as 

. speed, or,wtizz, .
They can be taken orally; intravenously,, imoked, injected o. .u, also be snorted.

These drugs are known to produce changes in mood and can lead to over-
talkativeness, over-activity, insomnia, dryness oflips. rnouth andnose, and anorexia.
After the intake ofthese drugs, the pupil dilates, pulse rate increases and the blood
pressure rises. Large doses can lead to cardiac arrhyhmia, severe hypertensiorl
cerebro-vascular accident, and occasionally circ,laiory collapse. At increasingly
high doses, neurological synptoms such as seizures *rd .o*u *uy occur. Their
psychological eftbcts include dysphori4 anxiety, panic attack, irritabiliry insomnia
andconfusion. obstetric conplications include miscarriage, prenrature labourand
placentalabruption. prolonged use ofhigh doses ora-:pnetamine is known to
induce psychosis.

Dependence on amphetamines is likely to deverop quickly. Its withdrawal
syndrome is characterized by the presence of seveie deprlssion, anxiety,
tre.mulousness, lethargy, fatigue and niglrtmares.

3.5.2.2 Caffeine

caffeine is found in beverages (coffees, teas, soft drinks), foods (chocolate), and
medications (bothprescriptionand over-the-coturterdrugs), althoughmost caffeine
consumed is derived fromcoffee, tea and soft drinks.

caffeine is the most wideryconsumed psychoactive substance inthe world.
Although numerous studies har,'e documented ihe safety of caffeine when used intlpical daily doses, there are psychiatric syrnptoms and disorders that can be
associated with its use.

Repeated high doses of caffeine are known to cause restlessness,
nervousness, excitement, insornnia, flushed face, dieresis, gastrointestinal
disturbance, muscle.twitching, rambring flow of thought and speech, cardiac
arrhyhmia, periods of inexhaustibility and psychomoto. agltation Excessive caffeine
intake is known to induce anxiety and sleep disorders.
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The withdrawal symptorns are ch:aracterized by the presence ofmarked
fitigue, drowsiness, arrxiety, depression, nausoa orvomiting, impaired psychomotor
and cognitive performance.

3.5.2.3 Cannabis

Cannabis is derived from the plant camabis sativa. It is consnmed either as the
dried vegetative parts in the forrn ofrnarfuana or grass or as the resin secreted by
the flowering tops ofthe female plant.

The effects of cannabis vary with the dose, the person,s expectations and
mood and the social setting. It is known to exaggerate the pre-existing mood
whether exhalation or depression; leacl to increased enjoyment of aesthetic
experiences;.cause distortion ofthe per-ception oftirne and space; and may result
inreddening ofthe eyes, drymouth, tachycardia, irritationoftherespiratorytract
and coughing.Inhaledcannabis smoke irritatestherespiratorytract andcancause
cancer.

High doses of cannabis can induce anxiety, toxic confusion states and
occasionallypsychosis. chronic use ofcannabis can lead to a state ofapathyand
amotivational state. Its withdrawal slmdromes are characteraed by irritability,
nausea, insomnia and anorexia.

3.5.2.4 Cocaine

It is a central nervous stirnulant causing strong dependence in humans because it
tends to block the re-uptake ofdopamine into pre-synaptic dopamine terminals.

Cocaine can be consumed by smoking, sniffing and tkough injection. Intake
ofcocaine leads to excitement, increased energy; euphoria, giandiose thinking,
impairedjudgrnent, sexual inhibition, r,'isual and auditoryhallucinations, increased
pulse rate, increased olood pressure, dilation of pupils, cardiac arrhythmia,
myocardial infiactiorl cerebrovascular disease, transient ischaemic attacks, seizures
and respiratory arrest. obstetric complications include miscarriage, placental
abruption andpremature labour. Prolonged use ofhigh doses ofcocaine can result
in a paranoid psychosis with violent behaviour. This state is usually short-lived but
may be more endtring in those with a pre-existing wkrerability to psychotic disorder.

Its withdrarval syndrome is charact eraedby the presence of dysphoria,
anhedonia, anxiety, irritability, fatigue and fuper-somnolence. craving for cocaine
can re-emerge after mo3lhs ofabstinence, particularly ifthe subjects are exposed
to psychological or social cues previously associated with its use.

3.5.2.5 Hallucinogens

Hallucinogens are known to produce changes that bear some resemblance to
those ofthe functionalpsychosis. T'he synthetic hallucinogens include llaergic acid
diethylamide (LSD). dimethyl tryptar nine and methyldimethoxyamphetamine.

Hallucinogens intake results in increase in heart rate and blood pressure
and dilation of pupils. In predisposed subjects, the hypertensive effects of



hallucinations can cause adverse myocardial and cerebrovascular ef,tects. The
psychological effects develop during aperiod of2 hours 

"t..rin.;G;;and generally last from 8- I 4 hours . LSD intake is known to result in distortions or
intensifications ofsensoryperception, confusionbet*..rr.*of modalities (e.g.
sounds maybe experienced as visual in nature or movements maybe experienced
as ifheard). objects may appear to merge with one another ormove rhyhmically.
Thepassage oftime appears to be slowed andexperiences seemtohaveaprofound
meaning.

Their intake may read to distortions ofthe body images, exhilaration of
mood, distress or acute anxiety. use of LSD .un 

"urr" 
long-tJrm abnormalities in

thinking and behaviour or even schizoplrenia.

3.5.2.6 Inhalants

Inhalants or volatile substance abuse is common among adolescents. volatile
substances inthe centralneryous systemmayincrease trr. nuiaityofneural cell
membranes and could also increase brain GABA function 6afran etal.,1994).
There is some evidence that some volatile substance users have antisocial
personalities and are likelyto use and nrisuse multiple substances.

The volatile substances used are mainly solvents and adhesives, but may
also include many other substances such as petrol, cleaning fluid, aerosols ofall
kinds, agents used in fire extinguishers, butane, toluene and acetone. The method
ofingestion depends on the substance. It includes inhalation fromtops ofbottles,
beer cans, cloths held over the mouth, plastic bags and sprays.

Volatile substance intake to known to first stimulate then depress central
nervous systern It results in euphoria, blurring ofvisiorl slurring ofspeecll loss ofcontrol, staggering gait, nausea, vomiting and coma. The volatile substance
intoxication develops and wanes raprdly (within a few minutes to 2 hours). some
individuals nr'ay become disoriented or may clwelop frightening visual halhrcinations.

volatile substance abuse can arso lead to sudden death largerycaused by
cardiac arrhythmias and respiratory depression. It may also lead to adverse
neurological effects like impaired cerebellar functiorl encephalitis and dementia,
and can cause damage to liver, kidney, heart and tungs.

Regular use can lead to dependence and its sustained use over G_12 months
ean lead to tolerance. Their withdrawal symptoms usually consist of sleep
disturhnces, irritability, nausea, tachycardia and iarelyhallucination and delusions.
3.5.2.7 Opioids

This group consists ofdrugs like morphine, heronl codeine arid synthetic ar:algesics
such as pethidine, methadone and dipipanone. opioid ur. tu, read to rapid
development of dependence. opioids .u, b" trk"n through the intravenous route
or via subcutaneous administration (skin-popping) or"uib. sniffed. H..;;;;
also be heated on a metal foil and inhaled which alio known as chasing the dragon.
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Opioids can lead to euphoria, analgesi4 respiratory depressior! constipation,

reduced appetite and low libido. Their withdrawal symptoms include intensive

craving for the drug, restlessness and insomnia, pain in the muscles and joints,

running nose and eyes, Sweating, abdominal crarnps, Vomiting, diarrhea, pilo-

erection, dilated pupils, raised pulse rate and disturbance ofternperature control.

These symptoms usually appear about 6 hours after the last dose and reach a

peak after 36_48 hours and wane thereafter.

3.5.2.8 Phencyclidine

Phencyclidine was developed as a dissociative anesthetic. It canbe qmthesized

easily and can be taken by mouth, smoked or injected.

Its use is likely to result in agitation, depressed consciousness,

aggressiveness, psychotic-like syrnptoms, nystagmus and raised blood pressure.

Ataxia, muscle rigidity and conulsions can arise u.ith its high dosage. Asignificant

overdose of the drug can lead to death, hypertensive heart failure, malignant

hperthermia, status epilepticus, and respiratory faihre. Tolerance to the effects of
phencyclidine occurs, though withdrawal systems are rare. In chronic users,

dependence can occur.

3.5.2.9 Sedatives and hypnotics

The most frequentlymisused drugs ofthis goup are benzodiazepines. Theyare

known to have euphoric and calming effects. Dependence onbenzodiazepines

often results fromprolonged medical use. Their withdrawal syndromes consists

of symptoms like anxiety, irritability, sweating, tremor, sleep disturbance,

depersonal:zation" derealization, hypersensitivity to stimuli, abnormal bodily

Sensations, abnormal sensations ofmovement, depression, psychosis, seiz,ures

and delirium tremens.

3.5.2.10 Etiology

The various etiological factors can be classified into three broad categories as

follows:

Biological factors: Various biological factors that are known to underlie

substance use disorders are-genetic wlnerability, co-morbid psychiatric or a

personality disorder, co-morbid medical disorder and bio-chemical factors such

as neurotransmitters like dopamine and norepinephrine are known to play a role in

cocaine, ethanol and opioid dependence. Craving, withdrawal and reinforcing

effects ofdrugs further explain the continuation ofdrug use.

Psychological factors: Various psychological factors that are known to

underlie substance use disorders are--curiosiry need for novelty seeking, general

rebelliousness, social non-conformity, early initiation of alcohol and tobacco, Poof
impulse control, sensationseeking, low self-esteerr! inferioritycomplex, poor stress

management skills, concems regarding personal autonomy, childhood trauma or

loss, escape from reality, relieffrornpairl fitigue or boredom, psychological distress

and lack ofinterest in conventional goals.



Social factors: Various social factors that are known tc underlie substance
use disorders are-peerpressure, modelling, ease ofavailabilityofalcohol and
drugs, strictness ofdrug law enforcement, intra-familial conflicts, religious reasons,
poor social or familial support, perceived distance within the family, permissive
social attitudes and rapid urbanization.

3.5.2.11 Management

Before starting any method oftreatment, it is important to follow the following
steps:

o Ruling out or diagnosing anyphysical disorder
o Ruling out or diagnosing any psychiatric disorder

o Assessment ofthe client's motivation for treatment
o Assessment ofsocial support system

o Assessrnent ofpersonality characterjstics of the patients
o current and past social, interpersonal and occupational functioning

Earlydetection ofexcessive consumption ofalcohol and alcohol rnisuse is inportant,
because treatment ofestablished cases is difficult, particularlywhen dependence
is present. The treatment can be broa<ilydir,.ided into two types, which are often
interlinked:

l. Detoxification

2. Treatment ofdependence

Detoxification: The aimofdetoxification is the synptomatic management ofthe
emergent withdrawal synptoms. Drugs are used in a standard protocol with dosage
steadily decreasing every day before being stopped, usually on the tenth day.

In case of alcohol, the drugs of choice are benzodiazepines like
chlordiazepoxide and diazepam.In adclition, vitamins should be administered.

Treatment of dependence: After the step ofdetoxification is over, there
are severalmethods to choose fronr, for further management. Research over the
years has shown that when pharmacotherapy is used together rvith psychotherapy,
the results are often better and stable. Some rnost widelyused methods are:

Group Therap,v,The aim of group therapy is to enable patients to observe
their problems mirrored by others who also engage in substance use and to work
out better ways ofcoping with their problems. Regular meetings are attended by
about l0 patients and one or more members ofthe staff In this process, they gain
confidence andmembers ofthe groupjointlystrive to reorganizeiheir lives without
alcoholordrugs.

c o gn it iv e - B e hav i o u r Therapy ". It focuses on psycho -education and the
improvement ofsocial and interpersonal skills, stress management skills, impulse
regulation skills and conflict management skills as these relate to alcohol anddrug
misuse. It involves identifting various triggers that cause an individualto drink
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excessively, disputing the underlying irrational thoughts and cognitive distortions
and eventuallyhelping them to plan and rehearse new methods ofcoping with
these situations or triggers. It lays lot of emphasis on relapse prevention. It also
involves the use ofvarious techniques ranging fromcovert r*riti-tion, relaxation
techniques, assertiveness training, self-control skills, positive reinforcement and
aversive techniques.

Pharmocological treatment: They areoften used to help in maintenance
ofabstinence' Some ofthe commonlyused pharmacological agents are as follows:

Disulfiram: when alcohol is ingested by a person who is on disulfiram,
alcohol-derived acetaldehyde cannot be oxidized to acetate and this lead- to an
accumulation ofacetaldehyde inblood. This causes the disulfiramethanolreaction
(DER), characteiznd by fiushing, tachycardia, hypotension, tachypnea, paSitations,
headache, sweating, nausea, vomiting, giddiness, and a serse ofimpending doom
associated with severe arxiety.

Acanprosate: It is described as an 'anti-craving' agent and produces modest
but useful reductions in drinking behaviour in alcohol dependent subjects. It is
believed to act by stimulating GABA inhibitoryneurotransmission and d".r"uu".g
the excitatory effects of glutamate.

Naltrexone: The opioidantagonist, naltrexone, is believedtoblock some of
the reinforcing effects ofalcohol and in this way decreases the likelihood ofrelapse
after detoxification.

Antidepressant drugs: Antidepressant medication is useful in patients who
experience persistent symptoms ofmajor depression after detoxification. Some
studies have suggested that SSRIs Iike citalopram and fluvoxamine can reduce
drinking in non-depressed alcohol dependent patients.

Rehabilitation: It is an integral part ofmultimodal treatment ofalcohol and
drugdependence.

CnscxYouR Pnocnpss

5. What does the acronymcAcE stands for?
6. What do youknowabout opioids?
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3.6 EATING DISORDERS

with the irrcreasing consciousness of looks, physique andzerosize popularized by
media, more and more eating disorders are being seen in clinicalpiactice. onl
study estimated that the general practitioner encounters nearly 45 per cent of
anorexia nervosa and 12 per cent ofbulimia nervosa.



Eating disorders are disorders ofleating behaviour rleriving prirnarily &om
an overvaluation ofthe desirability ofrveight loss that resr:lts in functionai medical,
psychological and social impairment" Eating disorders are usually characterized
into two main categories namely anorexia nerr,,osa and bulinaia nervosa.

3.6.1 Anorexia Nervosa

Anorexia nervosa is an eating disorder characterized by very low weiglet (defined
as being 15 per cent below the standard weight or below hody rnass index (BMI)
of 17.5); an extreme concern about weight and shape characterized by an iltense
fear ofgaining weight and becoming fat; a strong desire to be thin and in womel,
amenorrhoea. It is a deliberate weight loss induced and or sustained by the patient.
The disorder occurs most commonly in adolescent girls and young women, but
adolescent boys and young men maybe affected more rarely, as may children
approaching puberty and older women up to the menopause.

The condition generallybegins in adolescents with ordinary effort at dieting,
whichthengetsout ofcontrol. These individuals are seento hare distortecl image
of the body and may have overvalued ideas about body shape and weight. If
onset is prepubertal, the sequence ofpubertal events is delayed or even arrested
(for example, in girls the breasts do not develop and there is primary amenorrhoea;
in boys the genitals rernain juvenile). With recovery puberty is often completed
normally, but themenarche is late.

In order to keep themselves thin, these patients can engage in various
activities, suchas eating little; ar.oiding fattening foods; setting r.erylow dailycalorie
limits for themselves (often between 600 and I 000 kcal); inducing vomiting; engaging
themselves in excessive exercising and misusing laxatives, appetite suppressants
or diuretics.

lnthesepatientsdepression, anxiety, obsessive s)411ptoms, instabilityofmood
and social withdrawal is usnally seen. The disorder is also associated with under-
nutrition of varying severity, with resulting secondary endocrine and metabolic
changes and disturbances ofbod.ily functions. Arvidespread endocrine disorder
involving the hypothalanic-pituitary-gonadal axis manifests in women as
amenorrhoea and in men as a loss of sexual interest and potency. There may be
elevated levels ofgrorr,th hormone, raised levels ofcortisol, changes in the peripheral
metabolism ofthe thyroid hormone, and abnormalities ofin-sulin secretion. Certain
physical changes such as sensitivity to cold, slow gastric emptying, constipation,
lowbloodpressure, bradycardia, hypothermia, abnormaiities ofrri,ater regulation,
electrolyte disturbances, epileptic seizures and cardiac arlhythmia may be present.

3.6.1.1 Epidemiology

Reported incidence rates have increased recently, but these changes mayreflect
greater awareness ofthe condition as well as some real increase of incidence
(Hoekin et al., 1998). It is difficult to determine the true prevalence of anorexia
nervosa because manypeople with the condition denytheir symptoms. Surveys
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have suggested prevalence rates of up to 0.5 per cent among school girls and
femaleuniversitystudents.Among anorexic patients seeninclinicalpractice only
5-10per cent are males.

3.6.1.2 Course and prognosis

In its earlystages anorexia nervosaoftenluns a ffuchiating course with exacerbations

and periods ofpartial remission. Full recovery can take place in cases with a short
history. Studies on long-term outcomes show that, altirough the disorder may run
a chronic course, recovery can occur even after many years. Outcome is often
variable. About a ffih ofpatients make a full recovery another ffih remain severely

ilt therernainder show some degree ofcll'onic or fluctuating disturbance. Accor.ring
to Plamer (2000), disorders with a short history and starting at a younger age are

associated with a better prognosis. Although weight and menstrual functioning
usually improve, eating habits often remain abnormal and some patients develop
bulimia nervosa. It does not evolve into other forms of psychiatric disorder.
Mortality rates are seen to be as high as 15 per cent.

3.6.1.3 Assessment

While assessing a case of eating disorder, one should take a thorough view of
historyofthe development ofdisorder, the present pattem ofeating and weight
control, and the patient's ideas about body weight. It is essential to perform a

physical examination. with particular attention to the degree of emaciation,
cardiovascular status, signs ofvitamin deficiency, endocrine disorders and electro$e
balance.

3.6.1.4 Etiology

Although the basic causes of anorexia nervosa remain elusive, there is growing
evidence that interacting socio-cultural and biological factors contribute to its
causation, as do less specific psychological mechanisms and a wlnerabilityof
personality. There is evidence of a greater concordance in monozygotic than in
dirygotic twins, suggesting genetic influences. Among the fernale siblings ofpatients
with established anorexia nervosa, 6-10 per cent have this disorder, whereas in
the general population ofthe same age, the prevalence is 12per cent. Family
genetic studies show an association between eating disorders and affective
disorders.

Evidence suggests that those who develop anorexia nervosa (or bulimia
nervosa) come from families and socialbackgrounds whichare likelyto promote
concerns about eating, shape and weight (Fairburn et al., 1999). According to
Bruch (1974), these patients are engaged in a struggle for control, for a sense of
identity and effectiveness with the relentless pursuit of thinness as a final step in this
effort. Clinical experience suggests that traits oflow self-esteenl undue compliance

and extreme perfectionism cornrnonly precede the disorder (Vitousek and Manke,
1994). Crisp (1977) proposed that, whilst anorexia nervosa is at one level a
'weight phobia', the consequent changes in body shape and menstruation can be
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regarded as a regression to childhood and an escape from the emotional problems
of adolescence. certainly the timing of onset of the disorcler suggests that
developmental issues are important.

It has been suggested that the pre-morbid personality traits ofthese people
equips themparticularlypoorly for the demands ofarJolescence (Fairburn et al.,
1999). This ideahas beendemonstrated epidemiologicallyincase-controldesigns.

Minuchin et al. ( 1978) suggests that there is a relationship between families
consisting of 'enmeshment', over protectiveness, rigidity and lack of conflict
resolution and the occulrence ofanorexia nervosa. A raised rate ofparental
problems preceding the onset of the disorder has also been seen by Fairbum et al.
(teee).

3.6.1.5 Management

When it comes to eating disorders, the treatment focuses on educating the patient
and his or her frmily that it is a disorder and its treatment is important. The treatment
aims at helping the patient achieve an adequate weight, agree to a definite dietary
plaq and to deal with acconpanyrng psychological problems. Admission to hoqpital
is indicated ifthe patient's weight is dangerousty low, weight loss is rapid, there is
severe depression or when out-patient care has failed.

In order to achieve an adequate weight, the target usually has
compromise between a healthy weight (a BMI above 20) and the patient'r
what his or her weight should be.

Cognitive behaviour therapy focusing on disputing the underlying irrational
belieft or thoughts about shape, weight and eating and emphasizing a dietary regime
is seen to bring positive outcomes. Family therapy aiming at modifying untreatttry
familydynamics has also been seento bring improvement inthese individuals.
Clinical experience suggests that supportive measures directed at irnproving the
patient's sense o fpersonal effectiveness and control are equally benefi cial.

3.6.2 Bulimia Nervosa

It is an eating disorder clnracteitzed by an irresistible urge to over-eat, extreme
measures undertaken by the patient to control body weight and overvalued ideas
conceming one's bodyshape andweight. The episodes ofuncontrolled excessive
eating are known as binges.

Bulimia nervosa can take two forms-{he purging qpe and the non-purging
type. In the purging type, the individual tries to control his or her weight bythe use
ofself-induced vomiting, laxatives and diuretics. However, inthe non-purging type,
the individual tries to control his or her weight by using methods like excessive
exercise, frsting, etc.IndMduals zuffering frombulimianervosausuallyhavenormal
weight, are often fernales and these fernales usuallyreport ofhaving normal menses.

The binging episodes are usually seen to be precipitated by stress or by the
breaking of self-imposed dietary rules or may occasionally be planned. After

;tobea
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engaging in an episode ofbinge eating, patients usually report relieffrom stress but
the reliefis soon followed by guilt and disgust. To deal with the feelings of guilt, the
patients often induce vomiting or take laxatives. Depressive disorders are quite
common in individuals suffering from bulimia nervosa.

Repeated vomiting is associated with several corrplications such as potassium

depletion, urinaryinfections, tetany, epileptic fits, electroly,te imbalance, cardiac
arrhyhmias and renal damage.

3.6.2.1 Epidemiology

In a study conducted by Hoeken et al. ( 1998), the prevalence ofbulimia nervosa
was found to be around 1 per cent in women agedlG4} years. The disorder is

found to be more common in women than men and in more cofilmon Western
countries compared to non-Western countries.

3.6.2.2 Course and prognosis

Bulimia nervosa usually has an onset in late adolescence, rxually following a period
ofconcern about shape and weight. Some ofthem may also show a history ofa
previous episode ofanorexia nervosa. It is seen that these individuals usually begin
with periods of dietary restriction which over nearly three years break down into
increasing frequent episodes ofover-eating. It is quite possible that abnorrnal eating

habits persist for many years, which may vary in degree of severity. The overall
outcome is variable in nature. There is no evidence that bulimia nervosa is associated

with the onset of any other psychiatric disorder. The mortality rates are less in
bulimia nervosa when compared too anorexia nervosa.

3.6.2.3 Etiology

Several factors that may predispose an individual to develop bulimia nervosa are

a familyhistoryofpsychiatric disorder (especiallydepression); adverse childhood
experiences; low self-esteem; need for perfectionism; inherited abnormalities in
the regulation ofweight and eating habits. Once the disorder is established, then
the continuing concerns about body shape and weight, together with the vicious
cycle ofovereating and weight control by purging and non-purging methods may
maintainthe disorder.

3.6.2.4 lllanagement

Cognitive behaviourtherapy, stress copying strategies, interpersonaltherapy, self-
he$ treatment, keepingbehaviouralrecords offoodintake andepisodesofvomiting
with attempts to modifr environrnental stimuli, thoughts ofemotional changes that
regularlyprecede the urge to overeat and antidepressantmedicationhave been
considered as effective treatments for bulimia nervosa.

Usually the patient can be easily managed on out-patient bases. However,
admissionto the hospitalis indicatedonlyifthere are severe depressive synptoms
or physical complications and ifout-patient treatment has failed (Palrner, 2000).
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It always he[rs to review the initial treatment with the patient with the aim o f personatity and organic
agreeing a treatment approach that is more acceptable and in which compliance is Mentat Disirders

likelyto improve.

CrmcxYoun Pnocnnss

7. What are eating disorders?

8' List some etiological factors underlying burimia nervosa.
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Sleep is a process which the brain requires for proper flrnctioning. Sleep performs
several functions some being energy conservation, restoration ifcellular energy

-stores, 
emotionalregulatioq consolidationofrnemoryandpreservationofcontext

in which to organize memory ofnew stimuli.

Patients, whose main problem is either difficulty in sleeping or less often,
excessive sleeping, mayb asked to see a psychiatrist. Such sleep-related disorders
should be carefully examined, because tle symptoms can be easilymistaken for
psychological disorders.

3.7.1 Epidemiology

3.7 SLEEP DISORDERS

Groups at special risk ofpersistent sleep problems inclucle young childrerl
adolescents, the phlsically i[ those with learning disability and those with dernentia.

3.7.2 Classification of Sleep Disorders

DSM-IV categorizes sleep disorder into the following categories:
o Primary sleep disorders which include dyssomnias and parasomnias
o Sleep disorders related to another medical disorder
o Sleep disorder due to generalmedical condition
o Substance induced sleep disorder

Various epidemiological studies indicate that nearly 30 per cent ofadults complain
ofinsomnia, ofwhich one-third report ofhaving cnronic problems. Excessive
sleepiness occurs in 5 per cent ofadults and possibly 15 per cent ofadolescents.
In the epidemiological catchment area study (Fori und Kurn.ron, l9g9), 10.2
per cent of the community sample reported insomnia and3.2per cent reported
hypersomnia. 40 per cent ofthose who suffered insomnia and,46.5per cent of
those with hypersomnia had a psychiatric disorder compared with I 6.4 per cent
ofthose withno sleep complaints.
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3.7.2.1 Primary sleep disorders

The primarysleep disorders result from conditions inherent to the mechanisms by
which sleep is regulated. They are dichotomized into dpsomnias and parasor*d.

Dyssomnias: They are clnractenzedby dishrbances in the amount, quality
or timing of sleep. These are thought as disturbances involving sleep-*u1.
generating or timing mechanism. They inciude primary insomnia, primary
hlpersomnia, narcolepsy, breathing-related sicep disorders and circadianrhythm
sleep disorder.

Parasomnias: These are characterized by abnormal behaviours or
physiological events associated with sleep. They are thought of as involving
inappropriately timed activation (or failure to suppress) behavioural or physiological
systems orboth during sleep and sleep-rvake transitions.

Sleep disorders related to another mental disorder: Sleep disturbances
are often associated with various types ofmentalhearth.

Sleep disorders related to general medicar conditions: constant pain,
obstructive lung disease, neurological diseases and stroke can disturb the integrity
and architecture ofsleep, rendering it restless and non-refreshing.

Substance-induced sleep disorder: Alcohol, anxiolyics, opioids and
sedatives. hypnotics all promote sleep by sedation. I{owever, the resulting sleep,
while apparently ofgreater quantitv is ofpoorer quatity. Manybenzodiazepine
hypnotic medications reduce slow wave sleep, and some reduce REM sleep.
Abnormally increased EEG beta and sleep spindle activityresult from ingesting
some hllpnotic drugs.

Alcohol mayrelax a tense person and thereby decrease latencyto sleep;
however, sleep later in the night is fragmentedbyarousals.As tolerance devetois
to chronic drug and alcohol use, increased dosage is needed to sustain effecis;
lower dosage produces an abstinence syndrome, and sleep regresses to its initial
abnormal pattern. Furthermore, during withdrarval or tolerance, the sleep
disturbance can rebound to a more severe level than the initial problem.
Psycho-stimulant use poses a different problern Cocaine, anphetamine and related
stimulants, caffeine, and theobromine all produce cNS arousal that mav persist
into the sleep period and produce insomnia. Especially in case of stimulant abuse,
an individual usually becomes severely sleep deprived. Over time a massive sleep
debt accumulates, and upon substance discontinuation, profound hypersomnia
results. This compensatory sleep or sleep rebound continues for an extended time.

3.7.3 Treatment

Some dyssomnias result directly from extrinsic factors. Oftenproblems arise fiom
environmental conditions or maladaptive habits. The management ofsleep disorders
involves the use of multiple strate gies, as explained below.

Sleep lrygienerefers to basic rules designedto provide circumstances and
conditions conducive to sleep. They include a list ofthings to incorporate into a
good sleeprittlal and things to avoid. Sleep enhancing directives include maintaining



a regular sleep-wake schedule; keeping a steady progralnme ofdaily exercise;
insulating the bedroom against excessive noise, light, cold and heat; .uting a light
snack before retiring ifhungry and setting aside time to relax before getting into
bed.

stimulus control therapy aims to break the cycle ofproblems commonly
associated with difficultyin initiating sleep. It states that one should go to bed only
in when sleepy; should use the bed only for sleeping and not for reading or watching
television; should not continue to lie in bed and get frustrated ifunable to sleep;
should rather get up and go to another room and do sonrething non-arousing, like,
reading, until sleepiness retums; should wakeup at the same time everymoming,
regardless ofbedtime, total sleep time or day of the week; should cornpletely
avoid napping. This therapy certainly works; however. the results may not appear
during the first few weeks ormonths. Ifthe instructions are continuouslypra.ii..d,
the bouts ofinsomnia lessen in both frequency and intensity.

sleep restriction therapy focuses on restricting time in bed and help
consolidate sleep for patients who find themselves lying awake in bed unable to
sleep. Sleep at other times during the day must be avoided, except elderly adults
who maytake a 30-minute nap. Sleep restriction therapyproduces a gradual and
steady decline in nocturnal wakefulness.

Cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) enphasizes the role ofdysfunctional
thoughts inthe maintenance ofprimaryinsomnia. It suggests, forinstance, that
incorrect beliefs (e.g. that there is nothing one can do about poor sleep orthat one
night ofpoor sleep has disastrous consequences) may lead to anxietythat perpehrates
the disorder and that insomniacs tend to have more emotion-orientea coping
strategies to stressors.

rnporadoxicctl intention, the patient is asked to try not to sleep. As he
finds out how difficult it is to stay awake intentionally, he comes to recognize the
potency ofhomeostatic sleep regulation. The therapist can then suggest to the
patient that his body will not allow him to miss too much sleep.

other techniques focus on breaking up the ruminative thought processes
that tlpicallyoccurwhile an insomniac lies awake inbed. Thetechnique oicognitive
focusing,helps the patient to prepare in advance a series ofreassuring thoughts
and images on which he or she is asked to concentrate, should he or shi wake up
duringthenight.

Relaxation therapywhich aims at helping individuals attain a relaxed state
ofmind when clubbed with sleep hygiene and stimulus control therapy is likely to
bring better results. Other techniques emphasize on somatic relaxation, inchding
muscle relaxation procedures and electromyographic (EMG) biofeedback

In case of obstructive sleep apnea, weight loss and surgical correction of
airway obstruction and malformation is likely to be beneficial.

Although there is no cure for narcolepsy, symptommanagement is possible.
Psycho-stimulants are commonly used to manage sleepiness. REM sleep
suppressing drugs (for example, anti-depressants) are usedto treat cataplexy.
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Although drug therapy is the treatment of choice, the overall therapeutic

approach should include scheduled naps, lifestyle adjustment, psychological

counselling, drug holidays to reduce tolerance, and carefulmonitoring ofdrug
refills, general health and cardiac status. AIso, judicious use ofhypnotic rnedications

or sleeping pills is strongly recommended.

CnacrYouR PRoGRESS

9. What are primary sleep disorders?

10. What do you understand by the term sleep hygiene?

I l. Name the various interventions that can be used in the management o

sleep disorder.

3.8 SEXUAL AND GENDER IDENTITY DISORDERS

Sexual behaviour is diverse and determined by a complex interaction offactors. It
is affected by one's relationship with others, by life circumstances, and by the

culhre in which one lives. An individual's sexuality is enmeshed with other personality

traits, with his or her biological makeup, and with a general sense ofself It includes

the perception ofbeing a man or a worun and reflects developrnental experiences

with sexthroughout the life cycle. Sexualityencorpasses allthosethouglrts, feelings,

and behaviours connected with sexual graffication and reproductiorl including the

attraction ofone person to another.

It is the least understood yet a quite prevalent aspect ofour everyday living.

It is essentially one's private and a personal affair where each individual has varied

preferences and fantasies that may surprise or even shock us from time to time. As

long as our fantasies and desires do not harm us or others in anyunwanted ways,

they are absolutely normal. But the moment they begin to affect clr harm us or
others in unwanted ways, they begin to qualify as abnormal in nature and are

hence termed as sexual disorders. The sexual disorders have been categorued
as--Cender identitydisorder, paraphilias and sexual dysfunction. Below we shall

understand about these in a bit more detail.

3.8.1 Gender Identity Disorder

The term gender identity refers to the gender an individual identifies with. It differs

from sexual identity or sexual orientation, which refers to the preference an individual

has for the sex ofa partner. For instance, gays and lesbians fall into this category.

It also differs fromthe termgenderrole as it refers to the masculinityand femininity

ofone's overt behaviour. Often gender identifr is seen to closely relate to one's

biological sex and tends to get deeply ingained from earliest childhood experiences.



Most ofthe individuals are seen to be comfortable with their own biological
sex. However, there are some individuals who experience persistent discomfort
about one's biological sex and may regard the gender role of that sex as
inappropriate. They may also have a strong and a persistent desire to be ofthe
opposite sex and may even want to surgically alter his or her body to bring it in line
with his gender identity. This disorder mayoccur in children or adults and in males
or females. When seen in children, it is known as transsexualism and when seen in
adults it is termed as gender identity disorder.

At the physical level, these individuals show normal development ofprimary
and secondarysex characteristics oftheirrespective biological sex, but deepwithin
themselves, usually from earlychildhood, they feel like the opposite sex. They
have aversionto same sex clothing and activities.

When gender identity disorder begins in childhood, it is associated with a
number of cross-gender behaviours, such as dressing in opposite sex clothes,
preferring opposite sex mates and engaging in play that would usually be considered
more typical ofthe opposite sex. It seems to be more frequent in boys than girls.
Most children with gender identity disorder do not grow up to be disordered in
adulthood even without professional intervention (Zucker et al., I 9g4), although
many demonstrate a homosexual orientation (coates and person, l9g5; Green,
1985). Gender identity disorder in childhood is frequently associated with
'separation amiety disorder ' and in adults is fiequently associated with anxiety
and depression.

3.8.1.f Epidemiology

In one study, predominant or exclusive homosexuality was estimated at
approximat ely 2per cent in men and 1.0-1.5 per cent inwomen. Estimates for
homosexual men recalling childhood cross-gender behaviour were between 50
and 65 per cent, and estimates for homosexual women were approximately 50
per cent.

3.8.1.2 Course and prognosis

Most childrenwith gender identity disorder are referred for clinical evaluation in
earlygrade schoolyears. However, parents typicallyreportthat the cross-gender
behaviours were apparent before 3 years of age. In many children, the gender
identity disorder tends to persist into adulthood.

3.8.1.3 Etiology

Evidence indicates that gender identity is influenced by hormones. In a study
conducted bylmperato-McGinley et al. (1974),it was found that sorne individuals
who are unable to produce a hormone that is responsible for shaping the penis and
scrotum have a higher probability ofdeveloping gender identity disorder.

Another research conducted by Ehrhardt and Money (1967) found that
offspring ofmothers who had ingested prenatal sex hormones showed higher than
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usual levels ofcross-gender interests and behaviour. Other researches also show
that human and other primate offspring ofmothers who have taken sex hormones

during pregnancy frequently behave like members of the opposite sex and have

anatomical abnormalities.

However, some investigations suchas donebyGladue (1985) foundfew if
any differences in hormone levels among men with GID, male heterosexuals and

male homosexuals. Some research studies have found womenwith GID having

elevated levels ofmale hormones, but others did not (Bosinski et a1..1997).

Researchers like Green ( 197 4, T987), Zuckerman and Green ( 1993) found
that in homes where engagement of young children in cross-gender behaviours
gets too much attention and reinforcement fromparents and otherrelatives, the
probability of these children developing GID is high. It is clearly evident that,
biological and psychosocial factors may interact in multiple ways giving rise of
GID.

3.8.1.4 Management

The treatment interventions are largely oftwo main types----one attempt to alter

the body to suit the person's psychology and the other attempts to alter the
psychology to match the person's body.

'Sex-reassignment surgery'airns at altering one's body to match the person's

genderidentity. [nthis, the individuals are givenhormonetreatments. Biological
men are given estrogen to facilitate breast growth, skin softening and shrinking of
muscles. Biological women are given testosterone to suppress menstruatioq increase

facial and body hair and to deepen the voice. After receiving hormonal therapy for
several months, these individuals are required to live at least ayear as a gender

they wish to become. Only after completing the trial period successfully, they
undergo surgeryand continue to take hormones indefinitely.

In male+o-female transsexuals penis and testes are rernoved and an artificial
vagina is created. They also undergo extensive electrolysis to remol'e their beards

and body hair. They are also taught how to raise the pitch of their voice. Female-

to-male transsexuals undergo mastectomies, hysterectomies and plastic surgery

to alter various facial features such as the Adam's apple. An artificial penis is also

created which is not capable ofnormal erection.

Research has shown that female-to-male reassignment, though rare, is
generally more successfulthan male-to-female. The patients who are most likely
to have successful outcomes are the ones who before surgery had a reasonable

degree ofemotional stability, lived with some comfort in the desired gender role
for at least ayear, had a good understanding ofthe limitations ofthe surgery and

receive psychotherapy directed at their gender problems (Green and Fleming,
1eeO).

'Alteration ofgender identity' aims at altering one's identity to match with
his body. The treatment involves shaping various specific behaviours (such as the
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style ofwalking, talking, mannerisms, interpersonalbehaviour, etc.), cognitions
and sexual fantasies. In some cases, the behavioural retraining is found to be
successful in altering one's gender identitybut not the sexual orientation.

3.8.2 Paraphilias

The termparaphilias refers to a group ofdisorders involving sexual attraction to
unusual objects or sexual activities thatareunusual in nature. The term ,para,
refers to deviation and the term'philia'refers to what the person is attracted to.
Hence, the term 'paraphilia' refers to deviation in what the person is attracted to.
These fantasies, urges orbehaviours must last at least sixmonths causing significant
distress or inrpairment. The incidence ofparaphilia is seen to be higheiin males as
compared to females. The individuals can exhibit more than one paraph iha at a
time. The various disorders included under paraphilia are:

o Fetishism: This is characterized,by recurrent and intense sexualurges
towards inanimate ornon-living objects known as fetishes (for example,
women's shoes, toilet articles, underpants, etc.) for sexual arousal. The
presence ofthe fetish is strongly preferred or even necessary for sexual
arousal to occur for these individuals.

o Transvestic fetishism: tn this case, a man feels sexually aroused by dressing
in women's clothing, although he still regards himselfas a rnan. The extent
oftransvestism varies from wearing women's undenvear under conventional
clothing to full cross-dressing.

o Pedophilia: The termpedos in Greek language means .child,. In it adults
derive sexual gratificationthroughphysical and often sexual contact with
children unrelated to them. The offender needs to be at least l6 years old
and at least 5 years older than the child. The pedophile can be heterosexual
or homosexual. They usualty do not physically injure the child, but they may
frightenthem. Theyrnaymanipulate the child's genitili4 encourage the child
to manipulatehis and less often, attempt intromission.

o Incest:Itreferstosexualrelationsbetweencloserelativesforwhommarriage
is forbidden. It is most commonbetweenbrothers and sisters and fathers
anddaughters.

o voyeurism: In this the individuals get sexual gratffication by watching others
in a state ofundress or having sexual relations.

o Exhibitionism: In this case, the individual gets sexual gratification by eryosing
one's genitals to an unwilling stranger, sometimes a child. According to
Murphy (1997), exhibitionismbegins in adolescence. As with voyeurisr4
there is seldom an attempt made by the individual to have actual sexual
contact with the stranger.

o Frotteurism: Inthis case, the individuals feel sexuallyarousedbysexually
oriented touching ofan unsuspecting person. These individuals mayrub
their penis against a woman or fondle her breasts or genitals. These
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incidences typically occur h places sllch as a crowded bts or sidewalk that

provides an easymeans ofescape. It usuallybegins in adolescence.

o Sexual sadism: In this case, the individual obtains sexual gratification by

inflicting pain or psychological sulll'ring srrch as hLlmiliation on another person

o Sexual masochism: In this case, the individual gains sexual gratification

tluough subjecting oneselfto pain or humiliation

o Bestiality: In this case, the individualobtains scxual gratification byhaving

intercourse with a living animal.

3.8.2.1 Epidemiology

Paraphilias are likelyto be present more in men than in women. Except for sadism

an{ masochism, almost all clf the reported cases are itt men. Some paraphilias

ilppcilr tg bc morc collulron than othcrs. In an indi.,idutl psychiatric practicc,

masochisrn, sadism lncl fLtishisnl apperr to be the most ctlnlrnonly encountered

paraphilias. rvhereas the excretory perversions are rarely seen. ln contrast, in

clinics that specialize in thc treatment ofsex offenders against whom criminal charges

have been raised. thc'rnost commonly encountered paraphilias are pedophilia,

voyeurism, and exhibitionisrn.

3.8.2.2 Course and prognosis

Since paraphilia yielcls pleasure, therefore many individuals so affected do not

seek psychiatric intervention. Even those who feel anguished mayavoid confiding

in a doctor or psychiatrist out of profound shame. Restricted to studying a

psychotherapy patient population or a population convicted of sexual crimes,

relatively little is known about the incidence and distribution ofthe paraphilias or

about the natural history of the course ofany given paraphilia over time.

3.8.2.3 Etiology

Several factors that rnay interact in nnrltiple rvays ancl play a role in paraphilias are

listedbelow:

Biological perspective: Since sexual arousal is controlled in part by CNS,

it is possible that sexual aberrations maybe related to neurological disorders' The

fact paraphilias are usually seen in men, it is possible that androgen may also play

a role. The human fetus begins as a female, withmaleness emerging fromlater

hormonal influences, perhaps it is possible that something may go wrong during

fetal development which may lead to the emergence ofparaphilias in adulthood.

However, the findings ofhormonal differences between normal people and people

with paraphilias are inconclusive. A study done by Mason (1997) and Murphy

(1997) suggested that a dysfunction in the temporal lobe may be relevant in a

minority of cases of sadism and exhibitionism.

Psychodynamic perspective: The paraphilias are viewed by the

psychodynamic theories as defensive in nature, guarding the ego fromdealing with

repressed fears and memories and representing fixations at pregenital stages of



psychosexual development. Unresolution ofoedipal stage and castration anxiety
is considered as the major source oftrouble. The sexual deviations may also resuit
from inability to control his or her basic id impulses.

Behavioural perspective: According to this perspective, sexual deviations
may also develop from classical conditioning, operant conditioning and modelling.
Paraphilias may arise from classical conditioning that by chance has linked sexual
arousal with classes ofstimuli deemed bythe culture to be inappropriate causes of
sexual arousal (Kinsey, Pomeroy and Martin, 1948). For example, a young man
may masturbate to pictures or images ofwomen dressed in black leather boots.
According to this perspective, repetition ofthese experiences may endow boots
with properties ofsexual arousal.

Sexual deviation rnay also result from a respondent conditioning process in
which early sexual experiences, particularly masturbation, are paired with some
unconventional stimuli, which then becomes the discnminative stimulus for arousal
For example, ifa child learns to masturbate with the help ofa furry toy or a pair of
women's underpants, this may lead to fetishisrn

Albert Bandura (1969) has argued that parents may knowingly or
unknowingly model deviant sexual behaviour. The childhood histories ofindividuals
with paraphilias often reveal that they were subjected to physical and sexual abuse
and grew up in a family in which the parent-child relationship was disturbed (Mason,
1997; Murphy, 1997). These early experiences may contnbute to the low level of
social skill, low self-esteenr, loneliness and lack ofintimate social relationships
often seen among those with paraphilias (Kaplan and Kreuger, 1997; Marshallit
al., 1997). Distorted parent-child relationshf mayalso create hostility or a general
negative attitude and lack of empathy towards women, which may increase the
chances ofvictimizing women. Alcohol and negative affect often are triggers of
incidents ofpedophilia, voyeurismand exhibitionism. Deviant sexualactivitylike
alcohol use may be a means of escaping from negative affect (Baumeister and 

]

Butler, 1997).

cognitive perspective: According to this perspective, sexually deviant
behaviours maybe a result of learning deviant attitudes. It believes that although
we are born with a sex drive, but the waywe express our drive depends largety on
the attitudes we develop in childhood. often few children in their growing years
are seen to engage in sexual experimentation and display in ways that may cross
normaf accepted boundaries. And when such behaviours get positively reinforced,
then they are likely to be exhfoited later in adult life too. For example, if a young
boy's showing his genitals to a girl is met witha reaction ofpleasure, interest and
curiosity, then it is quite likely that he may engage in exhibitionism as an adult.

Rapists have also been seen to have several deviant attitudes and beliefs
about sexuality. Theyoftenbelieve insexualstereotypes andtendto objectifythe
women or see her as a commodity of gratification rather than as human beings
with feelings oftheir own (Groth, 1983). When these deviant attitudes and belieft
get combined with other predisposing factors, such as uncorrected childhood norm
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violation,lackofparentalmodelling ofnormative sexualvalues, poor self-esteenL

poor social skills and poor understanding ofsexuality, then they are likelyto engage

in sexual deviations.

3.8.2.4 Management

Sexual offenders often lack motivation to bring about a change in their behaviour

and are hence less likely to come for treatment. Dropout rate is also seento be

high in them. Miller and Rollnick ( 1 99 1 ) have provided us with several methods

that can be adopted to enhance their motivation such as-the therapist can

empathize withthe offender's reluctance to admit that he is an offender, thereby

reducing the defensiveness and hostility. The therapist can point out to the ofender

the treatments that might help him control his behaviour better and emphasize the

negative consequences ofrefusing treatment. Having elaborated on the possible

benefits oftreatment, the therapist can implement a paradoxical interventionby

expressing doubt that the person is motivated to enter into or continue in treatment,

thereby challenging him to prove wrong the therapist whom he has been resisting.

Themanagement ofsexualdeviations canalso be lookedfromdifferentperspectives

as givenbelow:

The psychodynamic perspective: The psychoanalyical therapy or

psychoanalysis focuses on interpreting symbolic remarks, behaviours and dreams

in an attempt to bring the unconscious sexual conflict to the conscious level so that

it can be confronted and worked tluough.

The behavioural perspective: Focuses on changing the patient's sexual

arousal pattems, beliefs and behaviour. It makes use ofvarious techniques such as

avoidance, stimulus satiation, covert sensitization, shame aversion, skilltraining,

etc. The 'avoidance technique' requires the person to avoid situations which are

likelyto tempt him to engage in a sexually deviant behaviour. For example, a sex

molester is required to stop any job or recreational activity that brings him in

contact with children. 'stimulus satiation' requires the personto masturbate his

non-erect penis while focusing on deviant stimuli only when he is not aroused and

is not feeling anyphysical pleasure. The moment he begins to have pleasurable

sensations he is asked to shift his attention to a desirable stimuli and then engage in

normal ejaculation. The individual is askedto repeat this procedure three times a

week at least for a month, which results in making these individuals perceive the

deviant stimuli as boring, uninteresting and even aversive'

In 'covet sensitization', the individual is taught to indulge in a deviant fintasy

until he is aroused, then to imagine the worst possible consequences such as his

wife finds him engaged in sex play with a child, he is arrested in front of his

neighbours, etc. In 'shame aversion the tdp!' ,the patient is required to go through

a deviant act in the therapist's office, while the therapist and his wife observe and

comment at it. This technique is quite distressing and shouldbe used onlywhen

other techniques seemto have failed'



The 'skill {raining' focuses on teaching these individuals the basic social
skills andsexual skills. tt airns at training thern inconversational skills, eye-contact,
empathy skills, listening skills, asking for a date, rnaking socially acceptable sexual
advance, sensation exercises, communicating desires and exploring new sexual
experiences.

In beiri'vi.,r,;"ilrei'apy the focus is largely on 'relapse prevention,, which
involves traimng themto avoid situations that place them at rislg intemrpting thought
chains that lead to rhe offense and exerting voluntary control over their impulses
tlrough behavio ural strategies.

The cognitive perspective: The cogrritive treatment focuses on identiqzing
deviantbelieft, challenging themand thenreplacmgthemwith rnoreadaptivebeliefs.
It also focuses on victim awareness or victim ernpathr.ir"aiuing that helps the sex
offenders to begin to see the victim as an indir.i<luai having tbelings ofher own than
seeing her as an object. This training involves confronting the offender with the
emotional damage that has been caused b-v hirn to the victim. The offender may be
asked to imagine q,hat one of their victims r,l,as thinking during the assault. They
may also be assigned to read books, listen to aucliotapes and view videotapes in
which victims or rape or child molesting describe their experience ofthe epsode
and its psychological consequences.

The biological perspective: This perspective focrmes on use ofmethods
like castration, use ofdrugs like MpA(medroxyprogesterone acetate, which is
known to lower testosterone level) and cyproterone acetate (which lowers androgen
level) to inhibit sexual arousal. ]

3.8.3 Sexual Dysfunctions

The termsexual dysfunction refbrs to irpairment either in the desire for sexual
gratification or irr the ability to achieve it, which persists over time. They vary in
degree andadverselyaffect the sexualenjoyment ofboth thepartners. Occasional,
random episodes of'sexual failure are normal. They may be caused by dysfunctional
psychosexual adjustments and training and are seen to occur in both heterosexual
and homosex i : :.1 inii ividuals.

According to Masters and Johnson(1970. 1975,1996), there are four
relatively distinct phases ofhuman sexual response as follows:

Desire phase: It consists offantasies about sexual activity or a sense of
desire to have sexual activity.

Excitement phase: Consists ofboth a subjective sense ofsexualpleasure
and physiological changes that accompany subjective pleasure, including penile
erection in the male and vaginal lubrication and enlargement in the female.

orgasm: In this phase, there is a release ofsexual tension and a peaking of
sexualpleasure.

Resolution: Inthis phase, the individualhas a sense ofrelaxation and well
being.
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Senraldlafirnctions canbe lifelong oracquiredandgeneralizedor situational

in nature. Lifelong dysfunctions refer to dysfunctions that have existed without

relief, since the person's earliest sexual experiences. Acquired dysfunctions are

those dysfunctions that develop after at least one episode ofnormal functioning.

Generalized dysfunctions are those dysfunctions that are present in all sexual

situations at the time ofdiagnosis. Situational dysfunctions are those dysfunctions

that occur only in certain situations. According to Helen Singer Kaplan ( 1974),

sexual dysfunctions are classified as per the phase in the sexual response cycle in

which they occur, as given below:

Dysfunction of sexual desire: [t covers hypoactive sexual desire disorder

and sexual aversion disorder. 'Hypoactive sexual desire disorder'refers to little or

no sexual drive or interest in sex. 'sexual aversion disorder'refers to total lack of
interest in sex and avoidance of sexual contact. These individuals often have a

history ofincest, childhood molestation or rape and show disgust, repulsioq anxiety

and othernegative emotious towards sex.

Dysfunctions of sexual arousal: These cover male erectile disorder and

fernale sexual arousal disorder. 'Male erectile disorder'refers to inabilityto achieve

or maintain an erection (formerly known as impotence). 'Female sexual arousal

disorder'refers to flon-reSptl1sir cness to erotic stimulationbothphysicallyand

emotionally (formerly known as liigidity).

Dysfunctions of orgasm: These cover premature ejaculation, male

orgasmic disorderand fernale orgasmic disorder. Inthe orgasmphase, the sexual

pleasure triggers rhythmic contractions of the muscles in the genital region and in

nren leads to simultaneous ejaculation ofthe semen from the penis. Ifthe ejaculation

occurs too early in the orgasrn phase then it interferes with the sexual enjoyment.

This unsatisfactory briefperiod between the beginning ofsexual stimulation and

occrurence ofejaculation is known as 'premature ejaculation'. If on the other

hand, ejaculation is greatly delayed or does not occur at all, the condition is known

as 'inhibited male orgasm'. The delayor absence of orgasm in women during

sexual intercourse or manually is known as 'inhibited female orgasm''

Sexual pain disorder: [t consists ofvaginismus and dyspareunia. During

intercourse, whenthe penis is inserted into the vagina, the muscles surrounding the

entrance to the vagina undergo involuntary spasmodic contractions. When these

contractions make intercourse either impossible or painfullydifficult, thenthis

condition is known as vaginismus. Dyspareunia refers to pain during intercourse.

I tt can occur in either sex, but it is usually a female complaint. The pain can be

I organic orpsychological in nature.

3.8.3.1 Epidemiology

In an epidemiological study conducted by Laumann et al. (1994), it was found

that foi women the most colnmon complaints were lack of sexual interest (33 per

cent) and inability to experience orgasrn (24 per cent). For men, climaxing too

early (29 per cent), anxiety about sexual perfo(mance (17 per cent), and lack of



sexual interest ( l6 pe'r cent) wcre reported rnost licqucntly. Altogether 45 per
cent ofmen and 55 per ccut of rvottten reportcd strnte dyslirnction during the past
year. In a study by Srvan and Wilson ( lgTq). scural ill,sliurction is founcl in about
l0 per cent ofps.uchialric oui -pirtiutts.

A higlt pel:cctttarL) rrl pcople u'ill r:xpericncc scxual dyslirlctipn sometimc
during their lil'es. tircctiic dy,rlirnction luid i)rcnlaturc cjaculal.ionare lil<clyto be
common prtlblcltls amfxg thc lnctt. Pactorr suclr as lncreasing age, <liahctcs, heart
disease. hyrcficltsiott. ci.sare itc snrol<ing" dcpr ession lrncl cxccssir.c alcghol intake
are associatccl n ith icprtrtcrl itttpolcncc in rnalcs. Vaginaldrr,rre ss and inliequent
orgasm are the lrrost conlntrrn prtrblcnrs.]mong tlrc wonrcn.

3.8.3.2 Coursc antl progncsis

Sexual avcrsiott disot'clcr tnal result liom a trauuratic scxual assault, such as rape
or childhood at"lrsc. li onr rc;:catcd painlirl c)xpcriences r,vith coitus, or from early
devcloptucntal colrf licts that har e ictl the paticnt with unconscious connections
betwecn the scxual irnpulse antJ ovcnvhehning lbelings of shame and guilt. The
disordcr may also [,"- a t cac:tion to a perceived pslchological assault bv the partner
and to relationship difliculties.

It is cstimatcd thal thc inciclcnce of ercctile dvsfunction in young men is
approxirnately 8 pcr ccn1. I lowcvcr, this sexual dyslLnction rnay first appear later
in life. Masters rtttrl .lrtlttts<-rn rcportcd a fear of inrpotencc in all men orer 40 years
ofage, which tltc rcscarchcrs bclioved rcflccts the masculinc foar ofloss ofvirility
withadvancing age.

Corttplaints o (' Fers isl cnt o1 i1110pm11t cnt lubricat ion difliculties are likely to
increasc in posttttclrtlpaur;ai \\ r)ntur. ["'emalc orgimisnr clisorclcrs arc likcly to increase
withage.

3.8.3.3 Etiologt,

Sexual dysfunction ariscs fi our varying comhinatiorrs of a poor general relationship
with the partncr. lou'se\ual drivc. ancl iEporancc about scxtmltechnique and anxiety
about scxual pcrfurnnncc. Othcr irnportant lactors arc phlrsical illness (likc {iabetes
mellitr.rs and myocardial infarction), depression, anxietydisorders, medication and
excessive usc ofalcolrol and street drugs.

They may also rcsu lt fiom castmtion. anti-and rogen dmgs. history of sexual
abuse or assault, incorrcct and negative notions about sexual relationships received
from the parents. ftrilurr; to resolve the oedipal conrplex in boys and the
corresponding attachment to the futher in girls. Sevcralchugs suchas antipsychotics.
anti-hypertensive's, etc. have sexual dysfunction as a sicle cflcct. Abnormalitics of
the vascular supply to thc pcnilc crcctile tissue, incluclitrg reducecl arterialperfusion
and increased venous lcakage can also lc,ad to scxual clyslunctions.

Ntunerous psychologicalfactors are associatcd rvith fbrnalo sexual inhibition
are fears ofimprcgnation; rcjcction by the sexual paftncr or clanuge to the vagina;
hostility tor,r,ard men; and feclilrgs of guilt regarcling scxtn! irnpulses. Sonre wonrcn
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equate orgasm with loss of control or with aggressive, destructive or violent

behaviour. Fear ofthose inpulses maybe expressed tlnough inhfoitionofexcitenrent

ororgasm.

Impaired lubrication ofthe vagina, scars or lesions or muscle spasms ofthe

vagina, ovarian cysts, tumours or pelvic infection in wornen mayunderlie sexual

pain disorders. Thus, several psychological and physical factors may interact in

multiple complex ways in the etiology of sexual dysfunctions.

3.8.3.4 Management

Treatmerit of sexual dysfunctions involves giving psycho education about the

physiology ofthe sexual response, rectifying several incorrect notions, myths and

fears associated with sex and or providing marital therapy ifthe conflicts in the

marriage seelns to underlie the sexual dysfunction.

It also involves providing sex therapy directed to both partners wherever

possible. Masters and Johnson's sex therapy (1970) has four characteristic

features-the partners are treated together; they are helped to communicate better

about their sexualrelationship, desires and fantasies; theyreceive information about

the anatomy and physiology of sexual intercourse; and they take part in a series of
graded tasks.

In addition to various psychological methods, medication such as sildenafil,

injections ofprostaglandis, intracavemosal injections ofthe srnoothmuscle relaxant

papaverine or the d-receptorblockers phenoxybenaznine, use ofvacuumdevices

and surgical correction ofvascular abnormalities and penile prostheses can also

be used.

CrmcxYouR PRocRESS

12. What is meantby genderidentitydisorder?

13. What are the four relatively distinct phases ofhuman sexual response

according to Masters and Johnsons?

14. What ispedophilia?

3.9 ORGANIC MENTAL DISORDERS

For us to think, behave, feel and act adequately, it is essential that otr b,rain functions

normally. However, transient orpermanentbraindysfunctions canleadto several

behavioural or psychological disorders known as organic mental disorders. The

organic mental disorders include only those mental and behavioural disorders that

are due to demorstrable cerebral disease or disorder, either primaryor secondary.

The dysfunction maybe primary (as in disease, injuries and insults that affect the

brain directly or with predilection) or secondary (as in systemic diseases and



disorders that attack the brain onlyas one ofthe multiple organs or systems ofthe
bodyinvolved).

Since organic brain illness can mimic aryrpsychiatric disorder, especially in
the initial stages, organic mental disorders should be the first consideration in
evaluating a patient with any psychological or behavioural clinical syndronre. Several
factors such as presence offirst episode; sudden onset; older age ofonset; history
of drug or alcohol use disorder; concurent medical or neurological illness;
neurological symptoms or signs like seizures, impairment ofconsciousness, head
injury, sensory or motor disturbance; prominent visual or other non-auditory
hallucinations; soft neurological signs and presence of confusiog disorientation
and memory impairment are more likely to indicate the presence of an organic
mentaldisorder.

ICD- 10 recommends the following four criteria for classifying a syndrome
as organic:

o Evidence of cerebral disease, damage or dysfunction or of systemic
physical disease knownto be associatedwith one ofthe listed qmdronres

o A temporal relationship (weeks or a few months) between the
development of the underlying disease and the onset of the mental
syndrome

o Recovery from the mental disorder following removal or irnprovement
ofthe underlying presumed cause

o Absence of evidence to suggest an alternative cause of the mental
syndrome (such as a strong familyhistoryorprecipitating stress)

The three most commonlyknown organic mental disorders are:

o Delirium

o Dementia

o Organic amnesic s5mdrome

These are mainly characterized by the presence of impairment in cognition such as
inmemory language and attention.

3.9.1 Delirium

Delirium is the most cortmon organic disorder seen in clinical practice. It is
clnracteized by global impairment in consciousness, resulting inreduced level of
alertness, attention and perception ofthe environment. It is defined by the acute
onset offluctuating cognitive impairment and a disturbance ofconsciousness with
reduced abilityto attend. It is frequently associated with abnormalities in perceptiorl
thought, psychomotor activities and disturbances in the sleepwake cycle. Speectl
perceptual and thought disturbances like slurring ofqpeech, incoherence, dysarthri4
fleeting dehsions (oftenpersecutory), ideas ofreference, slowand rnrddled thinking,
experiences ofdepersonalizationand derealtzation may also be present. These
individuals appear most commonly disoriented in time, then in place and rarely in
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persor lt is also associatedwithcognitive and functional decline. Anxiety, depression

and emotional lability are common. Patient maybe frightened <lr perplexed.

3.9.1.1 Epidemiology

Delirium is present in I per cent of adults in the community, in at least 10 per cent

ofemergency department patients, in 40 per cent of terminally ill patients and in as

much a^s one-halfofhospitalized patients. Prevalence increases with patient's age,

conpleityofmedical co-morbidities and the number and *equency ofn-redications

prescribed.

3.9.1.2 Course and prognosis

Its onset is acute. The delirious state is transient and offluctuating intcnsity. Its

duration and intensity varies ranging from a mild to severc lcvel. lt may occur at

any age but is most common after the age of60 years. Most cascs usrn lly rccover

within four weeks or less. A delirious state may be superimposcd on or may progres.s

into dementia. It is known to complicate medical course and tnay incrcase the

rnortalityrisk.

3.9.1.3 Etiology

Delirium can be caused by any factor that disturbs thc metabolism of brain

sufficientty. It is most oftencausedbymultiple etiologies, suchas infection, nretabolic

abnormalities, endocrinopathies, substance into xication and withdrawal.
Neurochemicalabnormalities, inflanunatorychanges, oxidative stress, blood-brain

barrier dysfunction and interactions between these factors are known to explain

the pathophysiolo gy of delirium.

Some ofthe most important causes ofdeliriurn are rnetabolic causes (such

as hlpoxia, carbon dioxide narcosis, hypoglycemia, cardiac failure, cardiac affest,

water and electrolyte imbalance, fever and anemia); endocrine causes (such as

hypo and hyper pituitarism, hypo and hyper thyroidism, hypo and hyper
parathyroidisq hypo and hyper adrenalism); ingestion and withdrawal ofdrugs
and poisons (such as quinidine, alcohol, sedatives, hypnotics, tricyclic
antidepressants, anti psychotics and anticonwlsants); nutritional deficiencies (such

as thiamine, niacrq folic acid andproteins); acute and chronic systemic infections

(such as pneumonia); intracranial causes (such as epilepsy, head injury, intracranial

infections, migraine and stroke) and other conditions (like post-operative states,

sleep deprivation, heat, electricity and radiation).

3.9.1.4 Management

There are three major goals ofdelirium treatnrent: One is to find and to reverse the

contributors to the delirium. The second is to ensure the patient's safety while

educating patients, farnily, and staff. The third is the symptomatic treatment of
behavioural disturbances associated with delirium.



Management of delirium consists of identifying and immediately correcting
the cause underlying deliriurn Antipsychotics maybe considered ifpsychosis,
severely disorganized thought process or extreme phpical or verbal agitation places
the patient or others at risk ofhann. Briefl judicious use ofsedating agents, such
as zolpidem (Ambien) or trazodone (Desyrel), to reset the sleep-wake cycle may
be appropriate.

ECT can also be used as a last resort for delirious patients with severe
agitation who are not responsive to pharmacotherapy, such as high doses ofIV
haloperidol. The ECT is usually given en bloc or daily for several da1s, sonretimes
with multiple treatments per day.

The psychological treatments focus on safety and orientation with provision
ofthe appropriate level of stimulation and education toward the patient and family.
The appropriate level of stimulation and orienting cues should be present in the
patient's envirorunent such as a large clock, calendar, well-lit room. Darkening the
room at night is likelyto help with the sleepwake cycle disturbance seen in these
clients.

During the delirious episode, fimilies can be educated about the appropriate
ways they can adopt to support the patient. They can also be told about what
information is inportant to convey to the nredical tearn As the delirium symptoms
resolve, the patient and family should be educated about the long-termprognosis.

3.9.2 Dementia

Dementia is a syndrome due to disease of the brain, usually of a chronic or
progressive nature. in which there is disturbance ofmultiple higher cortical firnctions,
including memory, thinking, orientation, comprehensiorl calculation, learning
capaclty, language and judgment. It is markedbythe presence ofsevere intellectual
deterioration. It is defined as a progressive impairment ofcognitive functions
occurring in clear consciousness (that is, in the absence of delirium).

Other mental functions such as mood, personalityand social behaviourrnay
also be affected. Impairment o f cognit ive functions are commonly accompanied
and occasionally preceded by deterioration in emotional control, social behaviour
or motivation. These individuals are likely to show two major behavioural
syndromes-(i) apathy, inertia and loss of interest in work and hobbies; and
(ii) restlessness, disinhibition, distractibility, loss of empathy and social skills.
Behaviour becomes aimless and stereotypes and mannerism may appear. As
dementia worsens, the patient is less able to care for himselfor hcrself adequately
and tends to neglect social conventions. The symptoms result in significant
impairment in socialor occupational functioning and theyrepresent a significant
decline from a previous level of functioning.

In shorl, dementia is an organic mental disorder characterized by impainnent
ofintellectualflrnctions;impairment ofrnemory(predominantlyofrecent memory
eqpecially in the ear[ stages) and disorientation ofpersonality with lack ofpersonal
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care. hrpairment ofall functions occurs globally, causing interference with day+o-

day activities and interpersonal relationships.

3.9.2.1 Epidemiology

The prevalence ofdernentiarises exponentiallywith age. The estimatedprevalence

ofmoderate to severe dementia inpopulation aged 65-69 years is approximately

I .5-2.0 per cen! in populatio n aged7 5-79 years is approximately 5.5-6' 5 per

cent and inpopulation aged 85-89 years is 2V22per cent.

3.9.2.2 Course and prognosis

The course of dementia may be chronic, progressive, stationary or reversible

depending on the types ofdementia one is suffering from. The course and prognosis

of dementia may also vary depending on etiology and severity at the time of
presentation. Correcting potentiallyreversible causes is crucial, such as profound

hypothyroidisrq vitamin B,, deficiency, clronic subdural hematoma or severe major

depression. However, treatment of these reversible causes o f dementia may not

conpleteb restore cognitive function.

Most dementias are progressive and therefore inevitably have a poor

prognosis. Modifying identifiable risk fictors, such as poor$ controlled hypertension

in a vascular dementia, can alter progression ofthe illness. The progression of a

dementia maybe complicated by other inter-current medical illnesses, such as a

stroke can complicate the course ofAlzheimer's disease. In general degenerative

dementias have an insidious onset and are gradually progressive. The pattern may

initially include periods of more gradual decline, followed by a more rapid

progession. Vascular dementia tends to have an abrupt onset and a more stepwise

pattern, associated with further vascular insults, but may have a gradual and

progressive course. Radiation-induced dementia maypresent months after radiation

exposure and mayhave a progressive course.

3.9.2.3 Etiology

Dementia maybe caused by a large number ofconditions such as parenchymatous

brain disease (like Alzheimer's disease, Pick's d,sease, Parkinson's disease,

Huntington's disease, etc); toxics (like bromide intoxication, drugs, alcohol, heavy

metals, carbon monoxide, etc.); endocrine factors (thyroid, parathyroid, pituitary,

adrenaldysfunctions, etc.); deficiencies (likepernicious anemia, pellagra, folic acid

deficiency, thiamine deficiency, etc. ) ; infections (like Crentzfeldt-Jacob disease,

chronic meningitis, viral encephalitis, AIDS, etc.); neoplasms and other intracranial

space occupying lesions; chronic subdural hematoma and head injury. Ofthese

Alzheimer's disease, multi-infarct dementia and hypothyroidisms are the most

common causes underlying dementia

3.9.2.4 Management

In generaf there are three broad tlpes oftreatment for dementia: Treatments to

modify risk that slows the course or to correct reversible causes of dementia,



treatment s o f the co gnitive symptoms of dementia, and treatment of asso ciated
symptoms and behaviours that may complicate the course of dementia (e.g.
agitation).

Accurate diagnosis ofdementia allows treatment of any modifiable frctors
(e.g. lipid levels, hypertension, glycemic control in diabetes, vitamin deficiencies
and endocrine abnormalities) that may exacerbate the presentation or cogrse of
the dementia. Medications like antipsychotics, anti-depressants, mood stabilizers
and cholinesterase inhibitors have been found to be ofhelp in the management of
dementia.

Behavioural interventions usually aiming at addressing the psychosocial or
environmentalreasons forthe behaviour focus onreducing caregiverburden and
rnay delaypatient institutionalization. Wherever possible, activities such as exercise,
socializalisn, predictable routines and recreation should be rnaintained. The patients
shouldusuallybekept ina fimiliaranda structured enviroffnentto reduce conf.rsion
and to help these patients become as self-reliant as possible.

Familyand caregiver education, support groups andreassurance canbe
extremely effective in addressing caregiver stress and can help caregivers work
more effectively with demented patients.

3.9.3 Organic Amnesic Syndrome

organic amnesic syrdrome is characterized by impairments ofmemory due to an
underlying organic cause; absence ofdisturbance ofconsciousness and attention
and absence ofdisturbance of global intellectual function, abstract thinking or
personality. Its key feature is the inability ofthe individual to learn and later recall
new information. Some of these patients may also show an inability to recall
previouslyleamedknowledge orpast events. To make the diagnosis, the condition
should cause significant impairment in one's personal, social or occupational
functioning and the individual should not meet the criteria for delirium and or
dementia.

These individuals may be able to recall events immediately after they occur
but may forget them a few minutes later. New memory is grossly defective, but
retrograde memoryis variablypreserved and shows a terrporal gradient. Gaps in
the memorymaybe filled by confibulations. tn this order, other cognitive fi.rnctions
are relatively well preserved although some emotional blunting and inertia is often
observed.

3.9.3.1 Epidemiology

Although exact data is not available for estimating the point or lifetimeprevalence,
incidence or lifetime risk ofpersistent amnesic disorder, one recent studyindicated
that transient global amnesia may have an incidenc e of 5 .2 cases per 100,000
populationper year.
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3.9.3.2 Course and prognosis

The disorder is usually abrupt in its onset. Its course and prognosis largely depend

on the etiological factors undolying anmesic disorder. For instance, alcohol-induced

amnesic disorder may develop deficits insidiously over nulny years as a result of
repeated toxic and nutritional deficiencies, whereas transient amnesia due to a

cerebro-vascular etiologymaybe recurrent, with episodes lasting from several

hours to several days. Amnesic disorder due to head injury may last for a variable

period of time. Full recovery may occur, although severe injuries are typically

clnracterued by residual deficits. The prognosis is poor in case ofamnesic disorder

due to encephalitis and other causes of irreversible bilateral hippocampal or di-

encephalic damage.

3.9.3.3 Etiology

The most common cause of amnesic disorder is chronic alcoholismor alcohol

dependence. It isalso knownasWernicke-Korsakoffsyndrome. Otheretiological

factors unde.lyurg amnesic disorder are lesions involving bilaterallythe inner core

oflimbic system, head trauma, surgical procedure, hypoxia, posterior cerebral

artery stroke andherpes simplex encephalitis, etc.

3.9.3.4 Management

The treatment of an amnesic disorder depends on its etiology. Presentlythere are

no known definitive effective treatments for amnesic disorder that are specifically

aiming at reversing apparent memory deficits. For example, Wernicke's

encephalopathy is treated with replacement ofthiamine, usually via the IV and IM
routes and replenishnrcnt of other vitamins simultaneously.

Centres for cognitive rehabilitation have been established whose rehabilitation

oriented therapeutic milieu is intended to promote recovery from brain tnjury
especially from traumatic causes. Most ofthe individuals require supportive care

and supervised living situations to ensure appropriate feeding and care.

CnscxYouR PRocRESS

15. Underwhat areorganic mentaldisorders?

1 6. Write down the various clinical features ofdelirium?

17 . What isorganic amnesic syndrome?
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3.10 PERSONALITY DISORDERS

The term personality refers to enduring qualities ofan individual that are shown in
his ways ofbehaving in a wide variety of circumstances. It is a deeply ingrained

pattern ofbehaviour that includes modes ofperception, relating to and thinking
about oneselfandthe surrounding environment. Thispatternofbehaviour seems



to be different in each individual as different individuals have their own way of
perceiving, thinking and behaving in different situations and circumstances.

This variability in personality from the psychiatric view point is important for
several reasons. Certain aspects ofpersonality can predispose an individual to
psychiatric disorders byincreasingthe individual's reactionto stressfulevents. For
instance, adverse circumstances are more likelyto induce an anxietydisorder in a
personwho has always worried about minorproblems. Personality factors may
also account for unusual features in a psychiatric disorder known as 'pathoplastil 

]

factors'. These factors refer to exaggerations in certain features ofpersonality in 
i

response to stressful events associative with illness. For instance, under stressful
situations, histrionic features in an individual's personalitytraits mayget exaggerated
suggesting a diagnosis ofdissociative disorder. Some aspects ofpersonalitymay
even affect the way the patient approaches psychiatric treatment. For example,
individuals with obsessional traits may become angry ifthe treatment does not
follow their expectations exactly. Similarly, indMduals with antisocialtraits maybe
uncooperative with treatment.

Personality traits are defined as normal, prominent aspects ofpersonality.
However personality disorders result when these personality traits become
abnormal i.e. become inflexible and maladaptive and cause significant social or
occupational inpairment or significant distress.

Abnormal personality traits are usually 'ego-syntonic', that is, they do not
necessarily cause significant distress to the patient. That is why individuals having
personalitydisorders do not usuallyseekpsychiatric help unless otherpsychiatric
syrnptoms co-exist. Personal distress may occur in some personality disorders.

3.10.1 Types of Personality Disorders

Personality disorder is a common and chronic disorder. Its prevalence is estirnated
between l0 and 20 per cent in the general population. Many instances ofviolent
and nonviolent crinres and a lzrge percentage ofthe prison population are associated
withunderlyingpersonaliffdisorders. These individualshave chronic inpairments
in their ability to work and to love; tend to be less educated, drug dependent,
single and unemployed; and tend to have marital difficulties. Differenitypes of
personality disorders are given below.

3.10.1.1 Paranoid personality disorder

Individuals having paranoid personality disorder are suspicious, mistrustful, resentful,
jealous and sensitive and bear grudges, and have self-important ideas. These
individuals tend to suspect actions ofotherpeople and are constantlyonthe look-
out for attempts by others to deceive them or playtricks on them. As a result,
other people find them difficult and unreasonable. They do not rnake friends easily
and avoid involvement in groups. Theyappear secretive, devious and selfsufficient
to a fault. They doubt the loyalty ofother people and do not trust thern
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Sexual jealousy is common. They do not forgive real or perceived insults.
They have a strong sens,e of their rights and may engage in litigation with which
theypersist long after the other has abandoned the case. They are sensitive to
rebufi prickly and argumentative. They read demeaning or threatening meaning
into innocent remarks. Theytake offence easily and see rebufl where none is
intended. Theyhave a strong sense of self-importance. Theybelieve that they are

unusuallytalentedandare capable ofgreat achievements. This unrealistic idea is

maintained, deqpite modest accomplishments, bybelieft that others have prevented

them from f,rlfilling their potential. They may become involved in litigation on small

issues. Psycho-dynamically, the underlying defense mechanismis projection.

The prevalence rate ofparanoid personality disorder is likely to be 0.5-2.5
per cent inthe generalpopulation, 10-30 per cent forpsychiatric inpatients, and

2-10 per cent for psychiatric outpatients according to DSM-IV-TR. It is likely to
be more prevalent in men than women. It is more common in minority groups and

inrnigrants.

The paranoid personality disorder is found premorbidly in some patients of
pmanoid schizophrenia. But whether it predisposes to the development ofparanoid
schizophrenia is not known. Differential diagnosis is from delusional (paranoid)

disorders and paranoid schizophrenia.

The response to treatment is usuallypoor. The patients often do not seek

treatment on their own and may resent treatment. Drug treatment has a very limited
role.

3.10.1.2 Schizoid personality disorder

These individuals are seento be emotionallycold, aloof detached, introspective
and prone to frntasy. They are unable to express either tender feelings or anger.

They show little interest in sexual relationships. ln extreme cases, these individuals
appear cold and callous. They show little concem for the opinions ofother people.

They do not feel coffirtable in intimate relationships and prefer solitary activities
over group activities. They usually remain unmarried. They show greater interest
in intellectual matters than in people. They have a complex inner world of fantasy
often devoid ofemotional content. They lack a sense of enjoyment, have little
sense ofhumor, and take little pleasure in activities that most people enjoy. They
appear insensitive to socialnorms and conventions.

The features ofthis disorder tend to overlap with paranoid and schizotypical
personality disorder. Psychotic features are absent and it is more commonly seen

in men. Psychodylamically, it is supposed to result from 'cold and aloof parenting
in a child with introverted temperament.

It has an onset in early childhood with stable course over the years. Earlier
it was believed to predispose to development of schizophrenia, but later studies

have failed to replicate the findings. The patients often do not seek treatment on
their own. The response to treatment is usually not good. Drug treatment has a

verylimitedrole.
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3.10.1.3 Shizotypal personality disorder

These individuals are seen to be socially anxious, experience cognitive and
perceptual distortions, show oddities of speech, make inappropriate affective
responses and behave eccentrically. They tend to feel anxious in the company of
others and have difficulty in making relationships. These individuals lack friends
and feel different from other people and do not fit in" Cognitive and perceptual
distortions inclrde ideas ofreference, suspicious ideas, oddbeliefs, nragrcalthinking
and unusual perceptual experiences. These individuals at times show oddities of
speech in the form ofunusual constructions, r.vords and phrases, vagueness and
tendencyto digress. They make inappropriate affective responses and appear
odd, stiffandconstricted intheirenrotions. Theirbehaviours seemeccentric-They
seem to show odd mannerisrg disregard conventions and their social behaviour
seems awkward. These indivicluals mayhave unusual choice ofclothing. These
individuais show obsessive run{netions without inner resistance, often with
dysmorpho-phobic, sexual or aggressive content. Occasional transient quasi-
psychotic episodes with intense illusions, auditory or other hallucinations and
dehsion-like ideas, usually occurring without extemal provocation may be present. 

]

This disorder lies between schizoid personalitydisorder and schizoptrenia 
I

on a schizophrenia on a schizophnenic continuum. It is more common in individuals
related to schizophrenics and is believed to be part of the genetic spectrum of
schizophrenia. It seems to shorv high co-morbiditywith schizophrenia, major
depression and other personality disorders like schizoid, paranoid, avoidant and
borderline.

The sexratio is unknown. This disorder is frequently diagnosed in women
with fragile X syndrome. According to DSM-IV-TR, it has a prevalence rate of3
per cent in the general population.

Its onset, evolution and course are usually those of a personality disorder. It
usuallyruns a chronic course. The response to treatment isusuallypoor. Anti-
psychotic drugs have been found to be beneficial in the treatment ofbriefpsychotic
episodes.

3.1t|.1.4 Antisocial personality disorder

These individuals appear to be callous, irritable and inpulsive people who seem to
lack guilt or remorse and tend to avoid responsibilities. These individuals are
irresponsible and depart from social norns. Their relationships are shallow and
largely transient in nature. They tend to lack concern for the feelings ofthe other
and their sexual activity is without tender feelings. These individuals may inflict
cruel or degrading acts on other individuals. They do not obey rules and may get
into problems with the law. They are often involved in violent offenses and their
offenses typicallybegin in adolescence. These individuals lack goals, do not plan
ahead and typically have an unstable work record marked by frequent dismissals.
They tend to get easily provoked, irritable and angry and in anger they may end up
assaulting the individual in a quite violent way. They lack guilt orremorse and often
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fail to leam from their adverse experiences and also fail to change their behaviour
in response to punishment. They tend to blame others for their faults and try to
tatiotnlze their failures. They are also deceitful and inesponsible about finances.
Their abnormal behaviour is made worse by the presence of drug abuse and
alcohol.

These individuals are at increased risk for impulse control disorders, major
depression, substance abuse or dependence, pathological gambling, anxiety
disorders and somatization disorder. The m<rst common co-nccurring personality
disorders are narcissistic, borderline and histrionic.

The disorder is likely to be 3 times more comrnon in men than women.
Accordingto DSM-IV-TR, theprevaience rate ofantisocialpersonalitydisorder
is 3 per cent for men and I per cent for women in the general population and 3-30
per cent in clinical settings.

Antisocial personality disorder is more frequent among the first-degree
biological relatives ofprobands with this disorder. Genetic studies have sugg&ed
familial transmission of antisocial personality clisorder, substance use and
somatization disorder, the former two being characteristic ofmen and the latter
being characteristic ofwomen in the same fa*ily.Adoption studies have shown
that genetic and environmental factors contribute to the risk for this disorder.

conduct disorder (before 10 years of age) and accompanylng attention-
deficit,typeractivity disorder (ADHD) increase the likelihood of developing
antisocialpersonalityin adult life. Conduct disorder is more likelyto developinto
antisocial disorder with erratic parenting, neglect or inconsistent parental discipline.

3.10.1.5 Narcissistic personality disorder

This is charaeterized by a grandiose sense of selfimportance in these individuals.
Theytend to be boastful and pretentious. They tend to be occupied with fantasies
ofunlimited ilhtess, power, beautyor intellectualbrilliance. Theybelieve themselves
to be specialand expect others to admire themand shouldoffer special services
and do them favours. They feel entitled to the best and seek to associate with
people ofhigh status. Theytend to exploit others and do not empathize with or
show concem for their feelings. They en'ry the possessions and achievements of
the others and expect that others would enr,y them in the same way. They are
arrogant and behave in patronizing or condescending ways.

These individuals tend to show social withclrawal, depressed mood,
dysthymic or major depressive disorder in reaction to criticism or failure and are
at an increased risk for major depression and substance abuse or dependence
(especially cocaine use)" The most common co-occurring personality disorders
are borderline, antisocial, histrionic and paranoid. This disorder is likely to be
more common inmenthan women.

Its course is chronic. However, narcissistic synrptoms tend to diminish after
40 years ofage, when pessimism usually develops. According to DSM-IV-TR,



the prevalence rate of narcissistic personality disorder is 2-r 6 per cent in theclinicalpopulation and less than l per cent in the generalpopulation.

3.f0.f.6 Histrionic personality disorder
These individuals are selfdrarnatizing in nature. Their self drafiurtizatb1rnayextend
to emotional blaclcnail, angry scenes and demonstrative suicidal attempts. Theseinlivi{uats are suggestible and are easily influenced by others, especially, by figuresofauthorif' Thevfollow the tastes andopinions ofoihers and aiopt the latest fids
and fashions. They seek attention and excitement and crave new experiences, get
easilybored and have short-lived enfhusiasm. They have a shalow labile effect
and display their emcrtions in a drarnatic manner and may exhaust the others withtantrums ofrage and unrestrained expectations ofdespair. There is little depth in
their emotional outpourings and recover quickry and are ,urp.i."a inut other people
have not forgotten the scenes as quickly:as they have.

Thevare flirtatious and inappropriatery seductive but their sexual feelings
are shallow They may fail to reach orgasm despite elaborate disptap orpassion.
They are over concerned about physical attractiveness. In an attempt to inpress
others, theyspend excessive amounts oftime and moneyon clothes and personal
grooming and me unreasonably upset by even minor criticisms oftheir appearance.

They are self-centred, lack consideration ofothers andput their interest
and enjoyment first. They appear inconsiderate and demanding and maygo to
extreme lengttrs to force other people to ftll in with their wishes. Theyhave mmked
capacity for self-deception and believe their own lies, however elaborate andimprobable, even when other people have come to know that they are lying.

There interpersonalrelations are unstable, shallow, andgenerallyungratifting.
There are frequent maritarproblems secondaryto the tendEncyto neglect long_term relationships for the excitement of new relationships. These patients are at
increased risk for rnajor depression, somatization disorder and conversion disorder.
The most common co-occurring disorders are narcissistic, borderline, antisocial
and dependent.

There seelns to be a general agreement that this disorder occurs frr more
frequently among women. According t DSM-IV:T& the disorder nxght be equarly
fequent among men and women. As per the reports ofDSM-rv-TR, its prevalence
rate maybe 21 per cent in the general popuhttn and l 0--l 5 per cent in psychiatric
inpatients and outpatients. This disorder tends to m in families. Agenetic linkbetween histrionic and antisocialpersonalitl, disorder and alcoholism has been
suggested.

3.10.1.7 Borderline personality disorder
The hallmarks ofborderrine personarity disorder are pervasive and excessive
instability ofaffects. s.grf-rnage and interpersonal relationships, as well as marked
impulsivity. These individuals are seen to engage in fi.antic efforts to avoid real orimagined abandonment; have unstable urd irJ.rrc int".p..rorar relationships
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altemating between idealizatian and devaluation; have markedly and persistenfly
unstable self-irnage or sensc of selicharacterized by chronic feelings ofemptiness.
They rnay at times show a tendency to undermine self when they are close to

r :"rlyT.g a go{ These individuals tend to show marked reactivityofmood and

I 
mstabilitr olltrectt Ther tend to engage in recurrent suicidal behaviours, gestures,
threats or self-mutilating behaviours. These individuals rnay show inappropriate$
intense anger and may experience difficulty in controlling anger. In them stress_

lelated, transient paranoid ideation or dissociative qarrptoms ui. 
"o*on. These

individuals may feel more secure with nonhuman objects (pets and inanimate
objects) than in interpersonal relationships. Impairmeniis frequent and severe and
includes fr equent job lo sses, intemrpted education and broken marriages.

It is believed that early childhood traumatic experiences, vulnerable
temperarnent and a series of triggering events mayplay a significant role in the
etiology of this disorder.

Physical and sexual abuse, neglect, hostile conflict, and early parental loss
or separationare rlore commoninchildhoodhistories ofpatientswiththis disorder.
Borderline personality disorder is five times more cofilmon among relatives of
probands with this disorder than in the general population. Familial aggregation of
borderline personality disorder has been repeatedly demonstrated.

These patients are at increased risk for major depression, substance abuse
or dependence, eating disorder (notablybulimia), poritruu-utic stress disorder
(PTSD), andADHD. Borderline personality clisorder co-occurs with most other
personality disorders.

It is likely to be more prevalent in women than in men. Its course is variable
and nrost commonly follows a pattem of chronic instability in early adulthood, with
episodes ofserious affuctive and impulsive dyscontrol. The impairment and the
risk of suicide are the greatest during the young adult years and graduallywane
with advancing age. Inthe fourth and flfth decades oflife, these individuals tend to
attain greater stability in their relationships and functioning.

Prevalence rates of2 per cent in the general population, l0 per cent for
psychiatric outpatients, 20 per cent for psychiatric inpatients, and 3G{0 per cent
among patients withpersonality disorders have been reported in DSM-IV_TR.

3.f0.t.8 Avoidant personality disorder

Individuals with this disorder are persistentlytensed, feel insecure and lack self-
esteem. They feel socially inferior, unappealing and socially inept. They appear
preoccupied with the possibility ofrejection, disapproval oi criticism unA *t..y
that they will be embarrassed or ridiculed. They are cautious about new experiences
and avoid involvement with unfamiliar people. Theyare timid in the fice ofeveryday
hazards and avoid risk. They do not feel comfortable in company and tend to
avoid social activities.



Theyhave few friends, are inhibited in their personal situations and their
intimate relationships are constrained by fears ofbeing shamed or ridiculed. These
individuals crave for social relationships but are unable to obtain them. These
individuais are likelyto experience occupational and social difficulties. The disorder
frequentlybegins in childhood with shyress and fear ofstrangers andnew situatiors.

These patients arc at increased risk for mood and anxiety disorders
(especially social phobia, generalized type). The most corrmon co-occurring
disorders are schizotl,pal schizoid paranoid dependent andborderline. It is equally
prevalent in men and women. According to DSM-IV-TR, its prevalence rate is
0.5-I.0percentinthegeneralpopulationand I0percentinpsychiatricoutpatients.

3.10.1.9 Dependent personality disorder

These individuals allow others to take responsibility for important decisions in
their life" They appear weak-willed and unduly compliant with the wishes ofothers.
They are unwilling to make direct demands on other people, but instead do it
indirectly by appearing unable to help themselves. They lack vigour and feel that
they will be unable to care for themselves and fear that may have to do so.

Theylack selflreliance, avoid responsibilityand need excessive help to make
decisions andtend to ask repeatedlyfor advice and reassurance. These individuals
need arnore energetic and determined spouse who is willingto make decisions
and arrange activities for them. Ifleft to themselves, some ofthese individuals tend
to drift down the social ladder and rnay be found among the long-term tmemployed
and homeless individuals. These individuals are likely to have poor family and
rnarital filrctioning.

These patients are at increased risk for major depression, anxiety disorders
andadjustment disorder. The most conrmon co-occurring disorders are histrionic,
avoidant, andborderline. It is the most frequentlypresent personalitydisorder and
is found to be equally present in both men and women. It is believed that chronic
physical illness or separation anxiety disorder may predispose individuals for
developing dependent personality disorder.

3.10.2 Epidemiotogy

Although personality disorders are usually recognized by early adolescence, they
are not tlpically diagnosed before early adult life. The symptoms continue
unchanged through the adult life and usually become less obvious in the later years
of life. The prevalence of personality disorders in the general populatiln is
5-10%. Often symptoms ofmore than one personality disorder are present in one
person.

3.10.3 Etiology

The qpecific etiologicalfactors underlyingpersonalitydisordersare largelygnknown
However, a conplex interaction between genetic factors and early lite experiences
in known to predispose individuals to develop various personality disorders. For
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instance, genetic factors, Xyychromosomal abnormality, minor brain rnjury
abnormalities in brain S-hydroxytryptamine (5-r[) ,.*otran *irrior,, ,.p*utio,
of a young child from his mother, presence of marital disharmony in family,
behaviouralproblems in childhood, lack ofconsistent rules in the frmily, inpediments
in leaming and poor ability to sustain attention have been knorm to play a sfficant
role in antisocial personality disorder.

A disturbed relationship with the mother at the stage ofindividuation ofthe
child is known to lead to the development ofborderlinef,ersonality disorder and
fiihfe to resohe either oedfial conflict or oral conflicts is known to underlie histrionic
personalitydisorder.

Some personalitydisorders have also been linked etiologicallywith the
psychiatric disorders which they resemble. For instance, paranoid personality
disorder, schizoid personality disorder and schizotypal personality disorder are
etiologicallylinkedwith schizophrenia and obsessive .orrpulriu. p".ronalitydisorder
is linked with obsessive compulsive disorder.

3.10.4 Management

Most individuals with personality disorders perceive their lifestyles as normal and
seldom seek or accept treatment. Typically, they seek help wtren ttreir maladaptive
behaviours culminate in severe marital, farniiy and .ur.., problems or for co_
morbid anxiety, depression, substance abuse or eating disorders.

Extreme temperament and immature character traits are optimallytreated
simultaneously with combined psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy.

3.10.4.1 Psychotherapy

Dynamic psychotherapy addresses the internal world ofthe patient,s emotions
and needs and treats symptoms as external manifestations ofintemal motivations.
Behaviour therapy focuses on extemal manifestations 1o.,yrpto^) and enables
patients to change behaviour or to achieve better control oitheir behaviours.
cogni_tive therapyhelps patients correct their distortea cognitir; appraisal ofthe
significance ofenvironmental cues and their underlying clre betiefs that lead to
maladaptive behaviours. Humanistic approaches, Uy inc"reasing self-directedness

3d cogqerativ€ness, assist patients in aihieving peisonal and s"ocial maturrtyin a
form of altnristic individualism.

This seems to be especiallyrelevant to personality disorder, where both the
reduction of internal discomfort and the improvement of social functioning are
equatty important. For example, a combination ofdynamic therapy lwhich is fus-ight_

9ti.nt"o and cognitive-ryhavioural therapy (which is action-oriented) efficiently
helps patients transformtheir insights into an actualbehaviour change. Recently,
dialecticalbehaviourtherapy, based onabiosocial theorythatborderline symptomst"j".l primarily a dysfi.rnction of the emotion reguiation .yrt"*, has shown
effectiveness in reducing the core symptoms and improving the social adjustment
ofborderline patients. Agrowing number oftherapist, ui. u.lirr,ing to ignore



ideological barriers dividing diftbrent sehools ofpsyehotherapy and are attenepting
technical synthesis (eclecticism) and theoreticaisynthesis (rntlgration) ofvarioui
orientations (this is called integrative-eclectic psylhotherapy). 

"
Pure supportive psychotherapy is rarery used for personarity disorder,

because it encourages existing copingstyles (wtrich are, by definition, maladaptive
inpersonalitydisorder), and this oftenreffirces the probt.*, ofthese patients.
Modified supportive therapy (supporting the motivation to change, not the coping
rnechanisms) can be used as the initial phase oftreatment, durinf the contract and
trust building phase. The psychobiological approach is eclecticLd incorporates
these strategies into a conprehensive triatment plan aimed at stimulating character
development, primarily self-directedness and cooperativeness.

3.10.4.2 Pharmacotherapy

A growing body ofevidence demonstrates that pharmacotherapy is at least equally
important to psychotherapy in the overall tieatment orpelsonatity disorder.
Pharmacotherapy is ( 1) causal, aimed at correcting neurobiological dispositions
to underlyingdeviant traits,or (2)syrnptonratic, aimeiat correctinitarget synptoms
ofpersonalitydisorder. The central idea behind causalpharmiotherapyis that
enduring personality changes may result from pharmacological nranipulation ofthe
underlying biological dispositions to deviant iraits (also .iu.a trait wlnerability).
In other words, pharrnacotherapy is expected to modift neurophysiological sptems
that regulate affects and learning styles. This, in turn, is .*p..t.a,o reduce biases
in affective and learning processes and, ultimately, cirange cognitive and behavioural
symptoms o fpersonality disorder.

Pharmacological intervention is usually focused on acute symptoms (e.g.
suicidal tendency and agitation), but an increasing number ofauthors advocate
tre{ment ofchronic pathology (e.g. impuisiven..r urrd uff"ctive dlsregulation) in
addition to the acute treatments. In that regard, most authors agree that there are
three symptomdomains that underlie chronic pathologyofpeionalitydisorder.
These include: (l) aggressionandbehaviourald],scontrli; fZiafective qymptoms,
anxiety, andmood dyscontrol; and (3) cognitive-pe.c"ptuatilstortions, including
psychotic symptoms.

The interaction between biological and psychological factors in deviant
behaviours is complex. one way to intenupt the feedbac[mechanisms by which
unfavorable biology and.psychology perpetuate each other is to combine drug
treatment of the underlying biological r,ulnerability with psychotherapy ofthl
associated psychological mechanisms. Hence, personality dlorder i, opti*uuy
treated with combined pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy.

CnscxYoun Pnocnrss
18. What are personality disorders?

19. Name the various disorders that fall under clusterA in DSM-IV-TR?
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3.1I SUMMARY

o when anindividual fairs to adjust or adapt himserfto new circumstances
and experiences anxiety, worry, poor concentration, depression, irritabfiry,
etc. together with physical symptoms caused by autonomic arousaf such as
palpitations and tremors, ro a significant degree that impairs his social
functioning, then he is likelyto suffer from'adjustment disorder,.

o Clinical experience suggests that most adjustment disorders last for several
months and a few persist for years. Individuals with adjustment disorder
may carty asignificant risk ofsuicide.

r Impulse control disorders are characteraed by repeated acts with no clear
rational motivation that tend to harmthe patient's own interests and those of
other people. These behaviours are usually associated with impulses to act
that cannot be conholled Different forms ofinpulse conhol disorders inchrde:
pathological gambling, pathorogical fire setting (pyromania), pathological
stealing (kleptonr,ania), and trichotillomania.

o Substance related disorders include: (i) psychoactive substance_induoed
organic mental disorders and syndromes, and (ii) psychoactive substance_
abuse and substance-dependence disorders. Two i..-, that are closely
associated with dependence a'e-tolerance and withdrawal.

o Addiction is defined as a state in which the drug use has altered the body,s
cremistryto the point, where its 'normal state'was the drugged state so
that the body required the drug to feel normal. Two main isychoactive
substance use disorders are: alcoholisrn and drug addiction.

o Eating disorders are usually characterized into two main categories nanrely
anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa. Anorexia nervosa is an eating disorder
characterized an extreme concern about weight and shape characterized
by an intense fear ofgaining weight and becoming fat; a strong desire to be
thin and inwomen, amenorrhoea. It is a dehberate weight loss"induced and
or sustained by the patient.

o Bulimia Nervosa is an eating disorder characteraed byan irresistible urge
to over-eat, extreme measures ,ndertaken by the patient to control body
weight and overvalued ideas concerning one's body shape and weight. Thi
episodes oftrncontrolled excessive eating are known as binges.

o Sleep disorders are associated with either difficulty in sleeping or less often,
excessive sleeping, maybe asked to see apsychiatrist. osM-Iv categorizes
sleep disorder into the following categoriei: (i) pnrnarysleep disorders which
include dyssonmias andparasomnias; (ii) Sleep disorders related to another
medical disorder; (iii) sleep disorder due to generalmedical condition; and
(iv) Substance induced sleep disord.er.



o sexual behaviour is diverse and determined by a complex interaction of
factors like one's relationship with others, bylife circumstances, by the
culture in which one lives, other personality traits, with his or her biological
makeup, and with a general sense ofself

o The sexual disorders have be en categorued as-gender identity disorder,
paraphilias and sexualdysfunction. Below we shallunderstand about these
inabit more detail.

o The organic mental disorders include only those mental and behavioural
disorders that are due to demonstrable cerebral disease or disorder, either
prinrary or secondary. The dlafirnction may be pnrnary (as in disease, injuries
and insults that affect the brain directly or with predilection) or secondary
(as in systemic diseases and disorders that attack the brain onlyas one oi
the multiple organs or systems ofthe body invofued).

o Personality disordelspsult when these personaliry traits become abnormal,
i.e. become inflexible and maladaptive and cause significant social or
occupational inpairment or signfficant distess.

o Abnormal personality traits are usually 'ego-syntonic,, that is, they do not
necessarily cause signfficant distress to the patient. That is why individuals
having personality disorders do not usualiy seek psychiatric tretp unless
other psychiatric syrrytoms co-edst. personal distrer. mayoccur in some
personality disorders.

o Different types ofpersonality disorders can be categorized as paranoid,
sgizoi4 scizotypal, antisociar, narcissistic, histrionic,Lrderrine, avoidant,
dependent and obsessive compulsive disorders.

o while treating each disorder first epidemiology and etiolo w treexamined.
Then the prognosis and course are set. Then the disorier is managed
prescnbing the right therapy and time_frame oftreatment.

3.12 KEY TERMS

o Pyromania: It is characterized by repeated acts offire-setting without any
clear rational motive such as monetary garn, revenge or poritic"al extremism

o Kleptomania: It is characterized byrepeated failure to resist the irrpulse
to steal objects that are not required for personal use or monetary gain

o Tlichotillomania : It is cluracterized by noticeable hair loss due to recurrent
failure to resist inpulse to pullout hairs.

o Delirium tremens: It is the most severe alcohol withdrawal syndrome. It
occurs usually within 24 daysofcorrplete or significant abstinence from
heary alcohol drinking in 5 per cent ofthe patien=ts, ,s compared to acute
tremulousness which occurs in 34 per cent ofpatients.
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o Alcoholic hallucinosis: This is characterned by usually auditory
hallucinations, largelycontaining voices uttering insults or tlleats, occurring
in clear consciousness, during abstinence following regular alcohol intake.

o Hallucinogens: They are known to produce changes that bear some
resemblance to those ofthe fi.urctionalpsychosis. The qynthetic halhrcinogens
include lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD), dimethyl tryptamine and
methyldimethoryrarrphetamine.

o opioids: Theyconsist ofdrugs like morphine, heror4 codeine and synthetic
analgesics such aspethidine, methadone and dipipanone.

o Dyssomnias : They are character uedby disturbances in amount, quality
ortiming ofsleep. Theyare thought as disturbances involving sleep-wakl
generating or timing mechanisrn

. Psycho-physiological insomnia (or conditioned insomnia): It is
characteized byexcessive worry about not being able to sleep, trying too
hard to sleep, rumination or inability to clear one,s mind while try'urg to
sleep.

o Idiopathic insomnia: It typically starts early in life, sometimes at birth and
continues tlroughout life.

o Anorcxia nervosa: An eating disorder characterized by an extreme concern
about weight and shape characterized byan intense fear ofgaining weight
and becoming fat; a strong desire to be thin and in womerL amenorrhoea.

o Bulimia nervosa: It is an eating disorder clnractefized by an irresistible
urge to over-eat, extreme measures undertaken bythe patient to control
body weight and overvalued ideas conceming one's bodyihape and weight.

o Narcolepsy: It is a syndrome ofunknown origin characterized by irresistfule
urges to sleep.

o cataplexy: It can be seen as a transient weakness in the knees to a total
loss of skeletal tone during fu ll consciousness; oft en triggered by emotions
and lasts for several seconds to several minutes.

o Sleep paralysis: In this case the person is awake and is unable to move
for several seconds to minutes.

3.13 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

l. when an individual fails to adjust or adapt himselfto new circumstances
and experiences anxiety, worrli, poor concentration, depression, irritability,
etc. together with physical synptoms caused by autonomic arousal, such as
palpitations and tremors, to a significant degree that impairs his social
functioning, then he is likely to suffer from 'adjustment disorder'.



2- The various tlpes ofimpurse control diso_rders are: pathological gambring,
athological fire-setting (pyronrania), pathological steffifttfiiornania), andtrichotillonrania.

3. Kleptomania is charact erizedbyrepeated failure to resist the impulse tosteal objects that are not required foipersonaluse ormonetarygain.
4' Trichotillomania is characterized by noticeable hair ross due to recurrentfrilure to resist impulse to pull out hairs. 

rvvu suv

5' The acronym GAGE refers to a set offour questions that are often used toidentify the presence ofalcohol misuse as it often go.. *o.t..ted because
subjects conceal the extent oftheir drinking. It consists ofthe following fourquestions:

o Have you ever felt you ought to cut down on your drinking?o Havepeople annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?o Have you ever felt guilty about your drinking?
o Have you everhad a drink first thing in the moming (an eye-opener) tosteadyyourneryes or get rid ofa hangover?

Two or more positive replies to these questions are said to identify alcohol
misuse.

6' opioids consist of drug-s like morphine, heroin, codeine and synthetic
analgesics such as pethidine, methadone and dipipanone. ofioid u.e cu,lead to rapid development of dependence. opioids can be taken through
the intravenous route, or via subcutaneous administration (skin-popping) orcan be sniffed. Heroin rnay arso be heated on a metar foil and inhaled which
also known as chasing the dragon. opioids can lead to euphoria, analgesia,respiratory depression, constipatiory reduced appetite and low libido.

7 ' Eatngdisorders 
".:9h".d*s ofe4ting behaviour deriving primarily froman overvaluation ofthe desirabilityofweight loss that result in functionalmedicaf psychologicar, and social inrpairment. Eating disorders are usualyctnracteized into trvo nrain categories namelyanorexia nervosa and bulimianervosa.

8. Some ofthe etiological fictors underlying burimia nervosa are frmilyhistoryof psychiatric disorder (especiauy i"p."rsion); adverse childhood
experience; lowselfesteem; need forperfectionisrn; inherited abnormalities
in the regulation ofweight and eatingiabits.

9' The primary sleep disorders result from conditions inherent to themechanisms by which sleep is regulated. They are dichotomized intodyssomnias and parasomnias. qrusJmnias are characterized by disturhnce
fn 

ar.nguntr quality or timing oisleep. They are trrougilras lirturbur".,' invohing sleep-wake generaiing or timing nrechanisrn tI includes_ primaryinsomnia, primary fupersomnia, narcolepsy, breathing-related sleepdisorders and circadian rhythm sleep disordei-wh".u.-p'u*omnias are
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characterized by abnormal behaviours or physiological events associated
with sleep. They are thought ofas involving inappropriately timed activation
(or faih.re to suppress) behavioural or physiological systems or both dtring
sleep and sleep-wake transitions. It includes-nightmare disorder (also
known as dream anxiety disorder), sleep terror disorder, sleep walking
disorder, sleep talking, nocturnal leg cramps, sleepparalysis, steep rruxisra
sleep enuresis and sudden infant death syndrome.

10. Sleep hygiene refers to basic rules designed to provide circumstances and
conditions conducive to sleep. They include a list ofthings to incorporate
into a good sleep ritual and things to avoid. Sleep enhancing direitives
include rnaintaining a regular sleep wake schedule; keeping a steadyprogram
ofdaily exercise; insulating the bedroom against excessive noise, light, cold
and heat; eating a light snack before retiring ifhungry; and setting time aside
to relax before getting into bed. Sleep hygiene 'don,ts, are designed to
prevent behaviours or relieve conditions incompatible with restful sleep.
They include avoiding strenuous exercise immediately before bedtime;
abstaining from alcohol, tobacco and caffeinated beverages in the wenings
(or early in the day ifone is especially sensitive); not watching television in
bed and not chronically taking sleeping pills. Finally try not to have fights
and arguments when in bed. often a few simple alterations in a patient,s
habit or sleep environment canbe effective.

11. Some intervention strategies that can be used are sleep hygiene, stimulus
control therapy, sleep restriction therapy, cognitive-behavioural therapy
(cBT), paradoxical intention, relaration therapy, surgical correction and
judicialuse ofREM sleep suppressing drugs.

I 2. Gender identity disorder is a disorder in which an individual experiences
persistent discomfort about one's biological sex andmayregard the gender
role ofthat sex as inappropriate. He or she mayalso have a strong and a
persistent desire to be of the opposite sex and may even want to surgically
alter his or her bodyto bring it in line withhis gender identity.

13. According to Masters and Johnson (1996, rg7a, 1-915), four relatively
distinct phases ofhuman sexual response are: The desire phase: ltconsists
offantasies about sexual activityorasense ofdesire to have sexualactivity.
The excitement pltase: It consists ofboth a subjective sense of sexual
pleasure and phlaio lo gical changes that accompany subjective pleasure,
including penile erection in the nrale and vaginal lubrication and enlargement
inthe female. The orgasm:_Inthis phase, there is arelease ofsexual tension
and a peaking ofsexual pleasure. The resolution: In this phase, the individual
has a sense ofrelaxation and well being.

14. The term'pedos' in Greek language means 'child'. pedophilia is a type of
paraphilia in which adults derive sexual gratification through phlaical and
often sexual contact with children unrelated to them. They usually do not
physically injure the child, but they may frighten thern They may manipulate148 Self-Irctructional Moterial



the child's gonitilia, encourage the child to manipulate his and less often,
attempt intromission. The pedophile can be heterosexual or homosexual.
The offender should be at least l d years old and at least 5 years older than
the child"

15. The organic rnental disorders include only those rnental and behavioural
disorders that are due to demonstrable cerebral disease or disordeq either
prirnary or secondary. The dpfi.rnction rnaybe primary (as in rjisease, injuries
and insults that affect the brain directly or with predilection) or secondary
(as in systemic diseases and disorders that attack the brain onlyas one of
the multiple organs or systems ofthe body invc.,lved).

16. Delirium is defined by the acute onset offluctuating cognitive irnpairment
and a disturbance of consciousness with recucecl ability io attend. It is
frequently associated with abnonnalities in perception, thought, psychomotor
activities and disturbances in the sleepwake cycle. Speech, perceptual
and thought disturbances like srurring ofspeech, incoherence, dysarthria,
fleeting delusions (oftenpersecutory), ideas ofreference, slow and muddled
thinking, experiences of depersonalization and derealization rnay also be
present. These individuals appear most cornmonly disoriented in time, then
in place and rarely in person. It is also associated with cognitive and
functional decline. Anxiety, depression and em,otional labilify are cofllmon.
Patient maybe frightened or perplexed.

1 7. organic amnesic syndrome is characterized by impairments ofmemory due
to an underlying organic cause; absenc e of disturbance o f consciousness
and attention and absence of,disturbance ofglobal intellectual function,
abstract thinking orpersonaiity. Its keyfeature is the inabiiityofthe individual
to learn and later recall new information. Some ofthese patients may also
show an inabilif to recall previously learned knowledge or past events. To
make the diagnosis, the condition should eause significanf impairment in
one's personal, social or occupational frrnctioning and the inciividual should
not meet the criteia for deliriumand or dementia.

I 8 . Personatrity disorders resuit when these personality traits beconre abnormaf
i.e. become inflexible ancl rnaladaptive and cause significant social or
occupational fulpainnent cr significant distress. Abnormalpersonalitytraits
are usually'ego-slmtonic', that is, they do not necessarily cause significant
distress to the pationt. That is why individuals having peisonatity disorders
do not usuallyseekpsychiatric help unless otherpsychiatric synptoms co-
exist. Personal distress may occur in some perroruilty aiuorders. Different
types of personality disorders can be categorized as paranoid, scizoid,
scizotypal, antisocial, narcissistic, histrionic, borderline, avoidant, dependent
and obsessive compulsive disorders.

19. UnderclusterA, thosepersonalitydisorders are clubbecl, that are thought
to be ona 'schizophrenic-continuum'. It includes disorders likeparaniid
personality disorder, schizoid penonality disorder and schizo[pal personality
disorder.
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MentatDisorders 3.14 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

I . Write a short note on pathological gambling.

2. Write a short note onpathological fire setting (pyromania).

3. Write a short note on pathological stealing (kleptomania).

4. Write a short note on trichotillomania.

5. Write a short note on alcoholism.

6. Write a short note ondrug addiction.

7. Write a short note on anorexia nervosa.

8. Write a short note on bulimia nervosa.

9. Write a short note on gender identity disorder.

Long-Answer Questions

1 . Explain adjustrnent disorders along with epidemiology, course and prognosis,

etiology and management.

2. Explain impulse control disorders in detail.

3. Explain substance related disorders.

4. Explain eating related disorders.

5. Explain sleep related disorders.

6. Explain in detail sexual and gender identity disorders.

7. Explain in detailorganic mental disorders.

8. Explain in detail about personality disorders.

9. Descnbe how views about brain finction and dysfirnction underwent changes

and development to reach the present state ofknowledge.
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Strucfure

4.0 Introduction
4.1 Unit Objectives
4.2 Psychoanalysis
4.3 Psychoanalytical psychotherapy
4.4 Behaviour Therapy
4.5 Cognitive Therapy
4.6 Humanistic psychotherapy

4.7 Summary
4.8 Key Terms
4.9 Answers to ,Check your progress,

4.10 Questions and Exercises
4.ll Further Reading

4.0 INTRODUCTION

In this unit you will rearn different approaches employed to treat psychologicar
disorders. Psychoanalysis is a procedure to understura th. functioning ofmindand it is widelyused as a theraleutic modality.

- once psychoanalysis is performed some tentative conclusions are drawnon the basis ofwhich suitabletherapy is applied for the r"rp".rir" disorders.Some of the wefl known therapies incrude psych"""ulyri;;ipsychotherapy,
behavio,rtherapy,cognitivetherapyandhurrra-n;d;;;J;."ry

4.I UNIT OBJECTIVES

Aft er going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Understand the concept ofpsychoanalysis
o Leam about psychoanalyic psychotherapy
o Anal)rsebehaviourtherapy

o Learn cognitive therapy
o Understand humanistic therapy

4.2 PSYCHOANALYSIS

Psychoanalysis refers the procedure adopted by Freud to understand the firnctioningofmind and it is also widelyused as a thlrapeutic modatty. rsycioanarysis riteralry
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means the breaking down the psyche into its constituent elements and their dynamic
processes and then analysing each part, drawing conclusions for the purpose of
studying and then providing the necessary treatment.

Psychoanalysis is an outgrowth ofthe treatment ofneurotic patients using
hypnosis. When in his medical practice, Freud did not receive much success in
treating hysteriapatients with hl,pnosis; he came up with the method ofcatharsis,
whichrequiredthe patients to talkabout theirproblems inconscious awareness.
Soon Breuer and Freud carne to an understanding that symptoms represent
repressed ideas that had not reached consciousness. These repressed ideas often
manifest in an individual in the form of symptoms.

Freud gave up the hypnotic cathartic method onrealizing that the events
recalled during hypnosis could be recalled again by the patients in states of
consciousness when these clients were prompted using leading questions by the
therapist. Based on this premise, Freud developed a strategy which required the
patients to lie on a couch with eyes closed and to concentrate on a particular
syrnptom with the objective ofrecalling past memories, which later shaped the
method offree association. The method offree association requires the patient to
express freelywhatever comes to his mind even ifit appears irrelevant, unpleasant,
or trivial to the patient.

Wth the new emphasis on recalling repressed memories into the conscious
state, Freud observed that the same forces that led to repression interfered with
the disclosure ofthe unconscious material during free association (resistance).

ln addition, when Freud saw that the effects ofhypnosis were transitory he
postulated that the therapeutic relationship was more essential than techniques in
bringing about the desired change and this led to the development of the
psychoanalyical concept oftransference.

The method ofpsychoanalysis is based on the premises given below:
o It views humanbeings as struggling against their nrtra-psychic conflicts.
o These intra-psychic conflicts usually consist ofinner, unknown desires

and urges, largely libidinal and aggressive in nature, r,l,hich an individual
continually defends himself by repressing them thus rnaking them
inaccessible to the conscious self

o Mental phenomena result from a continual interaction of opposing forces.
o Humanbehaviours andmotivations are changing at alltimes and this

leads to conflict and resistance, which tend to precipitate
psychopathology.

o Mental phenomena reveal themselves at different levels ranging from
the unconscious mind to the preconscious mind and, finally, to the
conscious mind.

o The expression and integration ofrepressed wishes, desires and conflicts
at the conscious levelis likelyto bring relieffromthe synrptorns.
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Human beings have a tendency to pervasivery avoidpainful feelings or
experiences bykeeping unpleasant thoughts, wishes,and desires away
from conscious awareness.

unresolved conflicts at varions stages ofdevelopment can also lead to
pathology.

Based on the abole assumptions, the psychoanalytical method focuses on
yllPyg, interpreting and managing an individual's transference and resistance.
Transference refers to a phenomenon in which patients consistently project their
intemse, personal, unresohed childhood feelings to the anaryst dtring psychoanalysis,
whereas, resistance refers to any attempt that prevents the repressed or forbidden
materials to become conscious. At any point in therapy, the transference can be
transformed into resistance. Transference can be po.itiie or negative in nature.

Positive transference refers to the expression ofgood feelings such as love,
trust, admiration, respect, sympathy, and so on towards the analyst, that can act
as motivating forces for the client to bring about the necessary change. At the
other end, negative transference refers tJequally irr."* LJ feelings such as
anger, hostility, mistrust, rebelliousness, and so ontowards the analpt. Iirnegative
transference, the patient tends to undervalue the analyst i, wuys that are quite
similar to the way the client feels towards his parents oiother authority figures in
the past. Both tlpes oftransference should be interpreted as they can impede tfre
therapyprocess.Intensepositive transference maytake the formofresistance in
which the patient avoids too much probing into his unresolved conflicts.

During the therapeutic process, the patient maypsychologicallyregress to
the earliest stages ofdevelopment whichare mark"duyihepreserice ofunresolved
conflicts thus providing a platform where these conflicts could now be resolved in
the therapeutic process (known as transference neurosis).

Psychoanalysis also aims to confront, understand andresolve the various
defence mechanisms used by the patient with the purpose ofpreventing anxiety
evoking information out of consciousness.

A client mayshow resistance to the transference, therebypreventing the
de'elopment ofa transference neurosis or may show transference resistance, in
which the transference itselfmaytake the form ofresistance.

Freud further stated that resistance can be conscious or unconscious and
cur be produced by the ego, the id, or the superego. Conscious resistance occrJrs
u'hen the client deliberately withholds infonnation from the ana[at. Such resistance
is transient and is usuallyrectified bypointing it out to the paiient. Unconscious
resistance, however, is more resilient and arises as a defence against uncovering
repressed material.

Resistance cantake multiple forms like anabsolute silence ofthe client, or
the unproductive over-talkativeness onthe part ofthe client oravoidance ofpainful
oremotion-laden topics or coming late for the session or missing sessions and or
delaying or forgettingto payone,s bill.
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In psychoanalysis, the first task of the analyst is to manage resistanceS,

which involves dealing with the various defence mechanisms adopted by the client

before the repressed material can be dealt rvith. In psychoanalysis, the therapist

makes a note ofhow the patient resists, what is being resisted, and the reasons for

the same.

Another obstacle to analyticalprogress maybe the analyst's own Strong

reactions to the patient, or counter-transference, which can inappropriately affect

the treatment ifthe analyst is not sufficiently aware ofhis personal feelings. Counter-

transference refers to the analyst's unconscious emotional needs, wishes, and

conflicts that can influence the patient and can impact negativelyon the analyst's

objective judgment and reason. That is why psychoanalysis stresses that the

therapist must undergo his or her analysis as a training requisite.

Some ofthe common warning signs of counter-transference in analysis

include experiencing uneasy feelings during or after sessions with certain patients;

persistently feeling drowsyor actuallyfalling asleep during sessions; coming late

for his session, etc. In psychoanalysis, a collaborative, rational and a trusting

'therapeutic alliance' is essential, which focuses on fonrring an alliance with the

patient using which the therapist helps the patient to distinguish between realistic,

healthy, and appropriate behaviour and distorted, neurotic, and inappropriate

behaviour. He also helps them to differentiate between fantasy and reality and is

able to monitor the patient's regression and irrationality. He also enables the patient

to receive and comprehend the therapist's communications rationally; to review

and assess interpretations reasonably, to participate cooperatively and responsibly,

and, to integrate the insights that are gathered intreatment.

Once a therapeutic relationship has been established, the therapist makes

use ofthe techniques of confrontation, clarification, interpretation and working

tlrough to he[l the client to resolve the rurderlying forbidden and repressed conflicts.

'Confrontation' involves asking the client to face a particular event that he

has been inappropriately avoiding. 'Clarification' helps the client to differentiate

important aspects from the unimportant ones and tries to elaborate on them.

'Interpretation' involves making the client aware ofthe repressed conflicts based

on the ffirmation the client brought to his consciousness during the therapy Tlrrough

interpretation, the therapist tries to attribute anunderlying meaning or cause to the

events in question. 'Working through'involves providing repetitive, progressive,

and elaborated exploration of interpretations bythe therapist to the client tillhe or

she has been able to adequately integrate the repressed material in his

consciousness.

The interpretive process makes use ofthe materialrevealedbythe method

of free association, dreams, slips of the tongue, mislaying of objects, etc. In
psychoanalysis, the therapist should take into consideration when and how an

interpretation should be delivered to the client. Interpretations are hypotheses that

the client eventually accepts or rejects and hence may be modified in the light of
new inforrnation.



Psychoana$sis also involves the interpretation ofdreams" Freud regarded
dreams as aroyalroadto theunconscious. Dreams seemto act as awish-fulfiknent
ofunderlying instinctual repressed conflicts.

Psychoanalysis is best suited for clients having good ego functioning; who
are highly motivated; who are capable of forming ana miintaining a trusted
therapeutic relationshrp; who are psychologicauy minoea and show capacity for
developing insight. It is best suited for the management ofanxietyand depressive
disorders.

Psychoanalysis is usually not the treatment of chcice when dealing with
psychotic disorders, personalityd.isorders (e.g. narcisstic, paranoid, antisocial,
etc.), sexual disorders and substance abuse disorders. tnfantile demands, poor
impulse controf an inability to tolerate ftustration, irrrpaired social judgment, and
the physical concomitants of substance abuse severely limit benefits of
psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalysis has been criticized for being a time consuming, expensive,
long-termtherapy; lacking scientific support: forbeing subjective, deterministic
and mechanistic in nature; and for laying over-emphasis on the developnrent ofthe
insight. The validity and reliability ofvarious psychoanalytical concepts lfte oedipal
corple& id, ego and superego, etc. has been questioned. It has also been criticized
for being undulyrestricted to a diagnostically,socioeconomically, or intellectually
advantaged patient population.

4.3 PSYCHOANALYTICAL PSYCHOTHERAPY

To some extent as a response to the criticismpsychoanalysis, psychoanalyical
psychotherapy came into emergence. It is based on the iundamental dynamic
formulations and techniques of psychoanalysis but it is broader in scope.
Psychoanalyticalpsychotherapymakes use ofa varietyoftechniquesranging from
expressive insight-oriented, interpretive techniques to *r. *pponive retitiofurrip
oriented techniques.

In this therapy, the therapist decides to what extent he will use or manage
transference and the extent to which he would interpret, foster or suppress it.
Unlike psychoanalysis, it focuses on the present rather than on thepast. It makes
use ofboth here-and-now interpretations and interpretations that trace patient,s
behavioru and feelings back to their origins in early infancy and childhood. The
therapy is ofrelatively less duration and does not make use ofthe couch. Instead
in it the patient and the therapist sit face to face to prevent regression.

^ Thepsychoanalyticalpsychotherapydealswithselectedproblemsorhighly
focused conflict. In it, though the numbers of sessions are often decided in the
beginning but the course oftherapy can be altered as the patient's needs and goals
change. It rarely makes use of the free-association method, except when the
therapist wishes to gain access to fantasymaterial or dreams to know more about
anunderlying issue.
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The primary goals ofpsychoanalyical psychotherapy are to increase the
patient's self-awareness! resolve some ofthe specific conflicts, undo resistances
and to deal with preconscious or conscious derivatives ofconflicts as they became
manifest inpresent interactions. It largelyaims at symptom reliefand focuses on
clarifying recent dynamic maladaptive pattems.

The therapeutic process involves establishment ofatherapeutic alliance and
early recognition and interpretation of negative transference. In it only limited or
controlled regression is encouraged, and positive transference is used largely
unexplored, unless they interfere with the therapeutic progress. Here the therapist
relativelyplays a more active role. The techniques ofclarificationand interpretation
are still used, but are altered both qualitatively and quantitatively.

The therapist makes use of clarification much more than the technique of
interpretationto achieve the goals ofthe therapy. Unlike psychoanalysis, it makes
use ofadjunctive treatment, like psychotropic drugs, to relieve acute syrytoms of
anxiety or depression so that analytical exploration can then be adequately
undertaken. Other measures such as hospitalization, rehabilitative therapies oi
family therapy may also be used if necessary.

Psychoanalyical psychotherapy has become a desirable and widely
applicable form oftreatment over psychoanallsis because ofthe following reasons:

o The psychiatric patients are usually seen to lack sufficient ego strength;
are often deficient in the cognitive resources necessary for the
achievement ofdeep insight; are usua\ not verymotivated and sometirrres
their problems can be too pressing, thus making lengthytreatments
unsuitable.

c Oftenpatients areunable to continue long-termtreatments because of
financialreasons.

Psychoanalytical psychotherapy is regarded as the treatment of choice for
neurotic disorders, narcissistic personality disorder, borderline personality disorder
and non-pqychotic character disorders. It is best suited for individuals having fairly
well integrated egos and for individuals who are psychologicallyminded, have the
capacity for introspection and are selFmotivatod and are able to tolerate frustration
witirout disintegrating.

Cnrcr YouR PRoGRESs

1. Definepsychoanalysis.

2. Definepsychoanalysis method.

3. Name the Freud'sthree ego states.

4. Define the term confrontation (with reference to psychoana$sis).

5. Define the term rn'orking through (with reference to psychoanalysis).
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4.4 BEIIAVIOUR THERAPY

The term behaviour includes both overt (observable) and covert (non-observable)
responses. The roots ofbehaviourism go back to the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, beginning with the works ofWatson. Watson advocated the study of
only observable behaviour using objective methods. Pavlov further showed a
relationship between learning and psychopathology in humans. In addition to
Pavlov's works, theThorndike's and Skinner's conceptsofoperant conditioning
demonstrated that behaviour is a ftinction of its consequences involving the
manipulation of reinforcement and punishment. Social learning theory later
introducedthe concept ofcognitive controlandreciprocaldeterminismto behaviotr
therapy by emphasizing the prominent role played by vicarious, synrbolic and seli
regulatoryprocesses. It stated that the relationship between extemal stimuli and
overt behaviour is mediated by cognitive processes.

All these contributions eventually shaped the behaviour therapy. Behaviour
therapyinvohes changingthe malarlaptive and selfdefeating actiors andresponses
ofthe patients to reduce dysfi.rnction and to increase well-being and quality of life.
It makes use ofbehaviour analysis as a way of both assessing and identi$r the
target behaviours that need to be changed and as a way of mod{ang antecedents
or consequences to bring about the desired behaviour changes. It makes use of
principles oflearning for the replacing maladaptive behaviours ofan individual
with more adaptive ones. It largely focuses on overt behaviours and their
environmental influences. Behaviour therapy is based on the premises that:

o It is the situational, ratherthanmental, events that ultimatelycontrolan
individual's behaviour.

o An individual's behaviour can be observed, monitored and altered.
o Humanbeings are largeiypassive and inactive.
o Human beings are both the producers and the products of the

environment.

o Both adaptive and maladaptive behaviours are leamt.
o Learning principles can be used to modify maladaptive behaviours.

Behaviour therapyrejects the classical trait theory. Clear, specific, well-
defined goals in measurable terms are important to the therapeutic process. The
general, goal in behaviour therapy is to create new conditions for learning. The
goals are set in the beginning ofthe therapy in agreement with the client. The
therapy involves continued assessment to ascertain the extent to which the goals
have been met. In behaviour therapy, assessment and treatment occurs together.
The method oftreatment is usually adapted to the client's problems. It focuses on
the current problems faced by the client and avoids dwelling deeply into the
presumed causes under$ing the maladaptive behaviour. It tends to concentrate on
the challenges currently faced by the client and is less concerned with his or her
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childhood histories. Behaviour therapists lay lot ofenphasis on obtaining errpirical
support for their various techniques.

The different techniques that are usually employed by the behavioural
therapists in the management of the client's problems are as follows:
Reinforcement: It aims to increase the occurrence ofaparticular behaviour in
firture when that behaviour (known as the operant behaviour) is consistently followed
by consequences (also known as reinforcer). It can be of two types-positive
reinforcement and negative reinforcement. In positive reinforcement, it is the addition
ofa stimuhrs or an increase in the intensrty ofa stimuhrs that strengthens a
whereas, in negative reinforcement, it is the removal ofa stimulus or a decrr se in
the intensityofa stimulus that strengthens a behaviour.

For reinforcement to be more effective, the target behaviour should be reinforced
immediately and consistently; the reinforcer should be ofsufficient intensity and
should appear reinforcing to the individual.

Extinction: It invohes the removal ofa reinforcer so that the reinforced behaviour
stops occurring. The rernoval ofa reinforcermaybe followed bya sudden increase
inthe frequency, duration, or intensityofthe behaviourbefore it decreases and
uftimately stops. This phenomenon is known as extinction burst. During extinction
burst novel behaviours, emotional reqponses and aggressive behaviours nray occur.

Extinction is resistant to intermittent reffircernent, i.e. when a behaviour is
continuously reinforced, it decreases rapidly once the reinforcenient is terminated,
but when a behaviour is intermittently reinforced, it often decreases more gradually
once the reinforcement is terminated.

Punishment: It aims to decrease the occuffence ofa particular behaviour in firture
when that behaviour is consistently followed by consequences (also known as
punisher). It canbe oftwo types-positive punishinent and negative punishment.
In positive reinforcement, it is the presentation ofan aversive stimulus that weake,ns
abehaviour, whereas innegativereinforcement, it is the removalofareinforcing
stimulus that weakens a behaviour. Forpunishment to be effective, it shouHG
presented immediately and consistently; it should of suffcient intensity, it should
appear punishing and should be seen as justified by the individual.

Shaping: It-is a procedure which is used in the acquisition of a new behaviour. It
involves reinforcing every successive approximations of a target behaviour and
non-reinforcement ofall other behaviours until the person exhibits the target
behaviour.

Chaining: It is used to heS the individu,als acquire a complex behaviour consistihg
ofmanycomponent behaviours that occur together in a sequence (called as a
'behavioural chain'). To accomplishthis goal, the complexbehaviour is broken
down into its components (a process known as task analysis). Then using the
process ofchaining, which involves the use ofprompting and fading strategies, the
individuals are taught the complextask. Various chainingproceduresthat canbe



used are 'backward chaining' (which involves teaching the last step in the behaviour
chain, fust followed by teaching each previous behaviour in the chain), 'forward
chaining' (which involves teaching the first step in the behaviour chain followed by
the subsequent behaviour in the chain), 'total task presentation' (which involves
performing all the steps ofthe behaviour chain together in one go using prompts),
'writtentask analysis' (which involves using written descriptions ofeach step of
the behavioural chain as prompts), 'picture prompts' (x,hich involves using pictures
ofeach step ofthe behavioual chain as prorrpts),'self instructions' (which involves
giving oneselfverbalprompts for each step ofthe behavioural chain).

Behavioural skills training procedures: They focus on helping individuals to
leamvarious skills like communicating, problem-solving, socializing, etc through
the use ofthe procedures of modelling, instructions, rehearsal, and feedback.
'Modelling' involves the demonstration ofthe behaviotr to be leamt by the therapist
which is then imitated by the client. In live modelling, the therapist demonstrates
the appropriate behaviour in the appropriate situation, whereas, in slmrbolic
modelling, the correct behaviour is demonstrated using audio-visual aids.

For modelling to be effective, the correct behaviour modelled bythe therapist
should be met with a successful outcome: the learner should be able to identify
with the model; the complexity of the modelled behaviour should match the
developmental level ofthe learner; the learner should pay attention to the modelled
behaviour; the leamer should imitate the behaviour soon after observing the model
and the modelled behaviour should be repeated as often as possible till the learner
is ableto imitate the modelledbehaviourcorrectlyat least ona few occasions"

Instruction: It involves adequate description ofthe appropriate behaviour that
the learner desires to learn. For instructions to be effective, theyshould be clear
and specific describing exactlythe behaviourthat the learner is expected to leam.
The instructions should also match the cognitive levbl of the learner; should be
delivered bya credible source; shouldbe immediatelyrehearsed bythe learner
and should be repeated till the therapist is certain that the learner has heard the
instructions correctly.

Rehearsal: It refers to the opportunity the learner gets to practice the modelled
and instructed behaviour. For rehearsal to be effective, it should be carried out in
thepropercontext; shouldresuh ina successful outcome;shouldalwaysbe followed
by corrective feedback and it should be rehearsed until it is demonstrated correctly
at least a few times bythe learner.

Feedback It involves providing information about how wellthe individual formed
the target skill or behaviour that was modelled and instructed to and rehearsed by
him For feedback to be efective, it should be given immediately after the behaviour;
should alwap involve praise for some aspect ofthe behaviour; the praise should
be descriptive; shouldbe worded inpositive terms and shouldprovide corrective
feedback on one aspect ofthe performance at a time.
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Time out: It involves the loss of access to a positively reinforcing environment as
aconsequenceofengaging inaninappropriatebehaviour. It canbe .exclusionary,
(here the individual is takenawayfromthe setting inwhichtheproblerrrbehaviour

, 
occurred to another setting) or 'non-exclusionary, @ere the individual remains in
the same setting but is denied access to positive reinforcers) in nature.
Response cost: It refers to the removal ofa specified amount ofa reinforcer as
a consequence of engaging in the problem-behaviour. It aims to decrease the
probability ofoccurrence ofa problem-behaviour in future.

Habit reversal training: It is often used to treat nervous habits like nail-biting,
hair-pulling; motortics and stuttering. It invohes 'awareness training'(inwr.chtlie
individual is made aware ofthe various behaviours involved in the habit; about
when the habit occurs or is about to occur); 'competing reqponse training' (involves
teaching abehaviour inconpatibre with the habit-behaviourj; .social 

support, (where
the client's familynrembers are instructed to prompt the client to use G competing
response when the habit occurs; to appreciate the client for not engaging in the
habit and for using the competing response successfully); and .motivation
procedures' (in which the therapist reviews with the client how embarrassing rr
inconvenient he might have felt when these habit-behaviours occur in a variety of
situations; with the objective of increasing the client,s motivation to stop engaging
in habit-behaviours).

Token economy: It involves increasing the occurrence ofatarget-behaviourby
providing tokens as conditioned reinforcers, which can later be &changed for the
desired objects or activities as per a predetermined rate of exchange and the
reffircement schedule.

The behavioural contract: It refers to a written agreement between two parties
inwhich one (one-party contract) or both parties (two-party contract) agree to
bring about a change in their behaviour by engaging inthe correqponding appropriate
behaviour; non-engagement of which rhalt be followed by predetermined
consequences.

choice from these techniques depends on the problem at hand and the
various factorsprecipitating andmaintaining theproblembehaviour. Behaviour
therapyhasbeenfor.uldto be quite effective inthemanagemsnt ofvariousprobluns
like depression, obesity, drug abuse, temper tantrums, phobias, anxiery, etc.

However, behaviour therapyhas been criticized for its focus on treating
symptoms rather than causes; it may change behaviour but fails to change thI
underlying feelings; it lays less er'rphasis on the inportance oftherapeutic relatioLhb;
it involves control and manipulation bythe therapist and does not provide ,Night.
It does not fully answer the question that why an individual behaves the *uv t 

"does? It has also been criticized for not taking into account the major role played
bycognitive factors in determining one,s behaviour.

Over the last few years the field ofbehaviour therapy has undergone significant
development. one such development has been the acceptance ofthe role played



by cognitive variables in influencing an individual's behaviour. In fact, their
acceptance has bridgedthe gap betweenbehaviour change and attitude change,
thus giving wayto the emergence ofcognitive behaviour therapy.

CrmcrYoun Pnocnrss

6. Define the termpunishment (with reference to behaviour therapy).
7 . Define the term reinforcement (with reference to behaviour therapy).
8. Define the term extinction (with reference to behaviour therapy).
9. Define the term chaining (with reference to behaviour therapy).
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4.5 COGNITIVE THERAPY

cognitive therapy, pioneered byAaron Beck, refers to the application of any
teclmiquesthat aims to modifyfaultypattems ofthinking andtoieplace themwiti
rnore adaptive andheahhypattems ofthinking. The enrergence ofcognitive therapy
can be seen both as a reaction to the dissatisfaction with the mechanistic,
psychoanalyical approachwith its excessive enphasis onthe childhood histories,
sexuality, unconscious processes, development ofinsight; and the need for long_
term therapy and as a development within behaviour therapy. The acceptance of
the role ofcognitive variables in behaviour theory and therapy has been quite slow
as the cognitivevariables are not amenable to direct observatiorl measurement
and manipulation. It was the works ofBandura on vicarious learning, the concept
ofseliefficacy and Mischel's work on delay ofgratification which enrphasized the
role of cognitive variables and led to their inclusion in behavioural theory and
therapy.

cognitive therapy is an active, directive, time-limited, problem- focused,
collaborative therapywhich is based onthe following assunrptions:

o Cognition, feelings andbehaviour affect each other.
o cognition, feeling and behaviour share a reciprocal cause-and-effect

relationship.

o lndividuals have both innate and acquired tendencies to think, feel and
behave both rationally and irrationally.

o Individuals are self-training, self-evaluating and self-sustaining who
develop behavioural and ernotional difficuhies when they mistake r"rpl"
preferences for dire needs.

o Individuals have strong tendencies to escalate their desires and
preferences into diagnostic 'shoulds', .musts, 

and .oughts, 
which create

dysfunctional and disruptive behaviours and feetings.
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o Desired changes in one's feelings and behaviour can be achieved by
bringing changes inthe cognition.

cognitive therapy is based on the Beck's theory which states that negative
beliefs and logicaleffors inthinking acquired duringthe developmentalperiod
become the substances of schematathatpredispose individuals to expeiience
emotionalproblems. Hence, the way an individual structures his reality determines
the way he or she is likely to feel. Beck came up with the depressive schema
according to which depressed individuals view themselves, their world and their
future in a negative manner.

Beck further proposed that individuals are likely to exhibit systematic
distortions in their pattems ofthinking known as 'cognitive distortions'. Various
cognitive distortions are as follows:

o All-or-none thinking: Here the individual engages in dichotomous thinking
placing experiences in one ofthe two opposite categories.

o Overgeneralization: Refers to the tendurcyofdrawing sweeping inferences
fromasingle incident.

o Discounting positives: Refers to the tendency ofregarding good and
po sitive things as uninportant.

. Jumping to conclusions: Refers to the tendencyofover-focusing on one
aspect ofsituation in trying to understand the whole of it.

o Mind reading: Refers to the tendency ofbelieving that one knows what
the otherperson is thinking inthe absence ofanysignificant evidence.

o Fortune telling: Refers to the belief that the one knows what the future
holds while ignoring all otherpossibilities.

o Magnifyrng or minimizing: Refers to the tendencyofover-enphasizing
the importance of negative events and under-emphasizing the importance
ofpositive things.

o Emotional rrcasoning: Refers to the tendency ofbelieving that a particular
thing is true as it feels like true.

o Making should statements: It refers to telling oneselfthat one should
have done or should have not done something, when it is more accurate to
say that one would like to do the preferred thing.

o Labeling: Refers to the tendency of assigning a label to an event or a
person and then seeing that event orthe person in the light ofthe meaning
the label carries.

o Inapprcpriate btaming: Refers to the te,ndency ofignoring the role played
by others in bringing about a negative consequence and blaming oneselffor
it.

o selective abstraction: Refers to the tendency ofselectivelypicking one
event from a series of events that support one's negative thinking.
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o catastrophizing: Refers to the tendency of exaggerating the negative
consequences o f an event.

o Personalization: Refers to the tendency ofattributing an event to oneself
when inreality that event has nothing to do with the individual.

cognitive therapy lays lot of importance on the active collaborative
relationship between the client and the therapist, which regards the client as an
expert ofhis or her experiences and to activelyparticipate intherapytaking over
lot ofresponsfuilityinbringing about thepositive changewithinhimselforherself

The cognitive therapyprocessrequires teaching the client the basic principles
underlying therapy. It requires the client to learn to monitor his automatic iho"gt tr;
recognize the relationship between cognition, affect and behaviour; leam totest
the validityofartomatic thoughts; to substitute rmre realistic cognitions for unrealistic
thoughts; and learn to identify and aher the underlying assumptions or belieft that
predispose individuals to engage in faultythinking patterns.

To achieve its goal ofhetping the client to attainrealistic adaptive cognition,
cognitive therapymakes use ofvarious techniques as follows:

socratic dialogue: It challenges the client's fiuhycogrntionsbyusing open-ended
questions which are adapted according to the client's respective problem. These
questions focus on identifying the evidence for and against the belief; exploring
alternative interpretations ofthe event or situation; and looking at real implications
if the belief is correct.

Downward arrow technique: It refers to using a series of iflthen' questions in
which each answer calls for another question. The questions aim at frobing the
meaning an individual attaches to a beliefwith the objective to arriving ut th.
underlying co gnitive distortion.

Specifying automatic thoughts: Here the clients are askedto speciftautomatic
thoughts using a DSrsfi.urctional Thought Record @TR). DTR requires an individual
to record situations, beliefs, emotional consequences and the alternative more
rational responses to the belief It is used both for the purpose ofassessment and
management ofthoughts, as it he$s the therapist and the client to identifivarious
irrational maladaptive thoughts and then to generate more rational corresponding
tfroryhts.

Disputing: The technique ofdisputing requires the individual to detect one's belieB
andthoughts; discriminatebetweenrationalandirrationalthoughtsandthendebate
irrational thoughts by looking for evidences in favour and against the irrational
thought and eventually replace them with more rational thoughts.

An integral conpone,nt ofcognitive therapy is the .assignment 
ofhomework,

to the clients at the end ofthe each session. Homework is designed in a way that

it qrovides opportunities to the client to face and test his irrational thoughts and
hebs to eventually adopt nmre effective functional thoughts and thus bring about
thedesiredbehaviouralchange. Oftenhomeworkisbasedonthematerialdeveloped
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in the previous session. The therapist and the client review homework and
collaborate to see how the benefits ofthe therapy can be enhanced for the client.

In the beginning of every new sessiorl the therapist takes a feedback from
the client about the previous session looking into the difficulties the client faced,
the goals he accomplished, the reasons behind the problems faced by him and the
concems theclient mayhave aboutthe issues discussed inthe last meeting.

The therapy eventually focuses on imparting the necessary skills to the client
that aims to make the client his own therapist. As the client becomes more and
more equipped, the frequencyofsessions tapers offto once in everytwo weeks
or once a month and finallythe therapy is terminated.

Cognitive therapy has been empirically found to be effective in the
management ofvarious clinical conditions like major depressioq bipolar disorder,
generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, social phobia, and somatoform
disorders; substance abuse; anger; chronic pain; relationship discord; anorexia,
bulimia, and body dysmorphic disorder; a variety ofchildhood disorders, as well
as schizophrenia. Cognitive therapy has been used with all age groups, ranging
from children to elderly populations.

CmcxYouR PRocRESS

10. Define cognitive therapy.

11. What is discounting positives with reference to cognitive therapy?

12. What is fortune telling with reference cognitive therapl4
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4.6 HUMANISTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY

Humanistic therapy, created in I 940 by carl Rogers, is a passive, non-directive
therapywhich largelydeals with listening, understanding, andreflecting what the
therapist perceived the patient felt. The therapy is based on the following
assunptions:

o Human beings have the potential to urderstand and solve their oum problens
and are reservoirs oflimitless innerpowers.

o Hurnan beings have an inherent tendencyto grow and to take steps towards
self-actualization.

o In order to resoive their problems, human beings should become aware of
the things that are going oninside thern

o And an empathetic, non-judgmental, warrn and accepting relationship
between the client and the therapist is essential for the selfactualization of
the clients to occur.



Rogers believed that each individual perceives reality differentlyby attaching
his own meaning to the events. Hence, what is important is not the event but the
waythe client perceived it. He fi.rther stated that an individual's self-concept consists
ofhis perception ofhis own characteristics, his relationship with others and the
value he attaches to these perceptions. Each individual has a true selfand an ideal
self The discrepancybetween the two selves is likely to create anxiety and forms
the basis for development ofpathology. To do awaywithanxiety, humanbeings
often tend to deny the presence ofunacceptable aspects oftheir self.

The therapy focuses on building a warrn and accepting therapeutic
relationship between the client and the therapist, in which the client feels relaxed
and is able to admit his unacceptable parts ofthe self The presence ofgenuineness,
empathy and unconditional positive regard on the part ofthe therapist is essential
for the building up of such a relationship. Genuineness refers to the ability ofthe
therapist to be present as a person having genuine interest in the client . Unconditional
positive regard refers to the therapist conveying to the client that he accepts him
the wayhe is without judging or evaluating hirn Empathyrefers to the skillofthe
therapist to understand the client's problems as iftheywere his own and then
being able to communicate his understandings to the client. When these three
conditions are met, the client tends to feel relaxed and understood and continues
to become aware of his unacceptable parts of self which he had been denying
from long. He is then able to accept and integrate these aspects with the rest ofhis
self-concept. The therapy aims at integrating these unacceptable parts with the
objective of enhancing the individual's functioning. Integration ofthese parts is
likely to make the individual come out ofhis denial and conflicts, and to become
more accepting and tolerant of selfand others.

In humanistic psychotherapy, the therapeutic relationship is seen to play a
key role in which the therapist tries to actively and empathetically clarify what the
patient feels. The therapist tends to restate and reflect, according to him what the
clint may be feeling. The acceptance and the enpathy provided by the therapist is
in itselftherapeutic in nature.

The therapist in humanistic therapy is not concerned about the interpreting
the client's unconscious motivations or conflicts but only attempts to reflect what
the client feels. Instead ofinterpreting the client's resistance towards acknowledging
his disownedparts ofthe se$ the therapist focuses onovercoming the resistance
by consistently accepting and valuing thei client and by empathetically reflecting the
feelings ofthe client. The therapy does not follow the medical model of illness and
does not believe inplacing individuals into distinct diagnostic categories.

The humanistic therapy is chosen w-hen the clients feel that their organized
self-structures are unable to meet their demands ofthe reality; or when they see

discrepancy within them.selves and see that they are unable to control their
behaviours.

Humanistic therapyhas been reported to be useful with children as well as

adults, and in dealing with neurotic problems, situational problems, speech
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difrculties, psychosomatic problems (e.g. allergies), an4 to some extent, psychosis.
It has been practiced with individuals and groups, and its principles have been
applied in industry education and child rearing.

CnscxYouR pRocRESS

Defrre humanistic psychotherapy.
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4.7 SUMMARY

o Psychoanalysis literally means the breaking down ofthe psyche into its
constituent elements and their dynamic processes andthen analysing each
part, drawing conclusions for the purpose o f studying and then providing
the necessary solutions.

o 'Positive transference' refers to the expression ofgood feelings such as
love, trust, admiration, respect, sympathy. and so on towards the analyst,
that can act as motivating forces for the client to bring about the necessary
change. At the other end, 'negative transference'refers to equally intensl
bad feelings such as anger, hostility, mistrust, rebelliousne.r, urd ro o,
towards the analpt.

o During the therapeutic process, the patient maypsychologically regress to
the earliest stages of development rvhich are marked uy ttre presence of
unresolved conflicts thus providing a platform where these conflicts could
now be resolved in the therapeutic process (known as .transference

neurosis'). 'Resistance' (with reference to psychoanalynis) refers to all the
forces that prevent unconscious repressed memories to become conscious
in the process oftherapy. Aclient may show 'resistance to the transference',
therebypreventing the development ofa transf,erence neurosis or may show
'transference resistance', in which the transference itselfmay take the form
ofresistance.

o ln psychoanalysis, a collaborative, rational and a tusting .therapeutic 
alliance,

is essential which focuses on forming an alliance withthepatient using which
the therapist helps the patient to distinguish between realistic, healthy, and
appropriatebehaviourand distorted, neurotic, andinappropriate behaviour.

. Psychoanalytical psychotherapy is based on the fundamental dynamic
formulations and techniques ofpsychoanalysis but it is b,roader in scope. It
rnakes use ofa variety oftechniques ranging from expressive insight_oriented,
interpretive techniques to more zupportive relationshp-orienteJ techniques.

o The primary goals ofpsychoanalyticalpsychotherapyare to increase the
patient's self-awareness, resolve some of the specific confli"ts, undo



resistances andto dealwithpreconscious orconsciousderivatives ofconflicts
as theybecame manifest inpresent interactions. It largely aims at symptom
relief and focuses on clarifying recent dynamic maladaptive patterns.
Psychoanalyical psychotherapy is regarded as the treatment of choice for
neurotic disorders, narcissistic personality disorder, borderline personality
disorder and non-psychotic character disorders.

o Behaviourtherapy involves changing the maladaptive and self-defeating
actions and responses ofthe patients to reduce dysfunction and to increase
well-being and quality oflife. It makes use of 'behaviour analysis, as a way
ofbothassessing and identifythe target behaviours that needto be changed
and as a way ofmodifiing antecedents or consequences to bring about the
desired behaviour change.

o cognitive therapy is based on the Beck's theory which states that negative
beliefr and logical errors in thinking acquired during the developmental period
become the substance ofschemata that predispose indMduals to experience
emotional problems. Hence, the way an individual structures his reality
determines the way he or she is likely to feel. Beck came up with the
depressive schema according to which depressed individuals view
themselves, their world and their future in a negative manner.

o Beck further proposed that individuals are likely to exhibit systematic
distortions in their patterns ofthinking known as 'cognitive distortions,.
various cognitive distortions are as follows: All-or-none thinking,
overgenera ltzation,Disco unting positives, Jumping to conclusion s, Mind
reading, Forhrne telling, Magnifying or minimizing, Emotional reasoning,
Making should statements, T abeling, Inappropriate blaming, Selective
abstraction, Catastrophizing and Personalization.

4.8 KEY TERMS

o Method of free association: This method requires the patient to express
freelywhatever comes to his mind even if it appears irrelevant, unpleasant,
or trivial to the patient.

o Tiansference (with reference to psychoanalysis): It refers to a phenomenon
in which patients consistentlyproject their intense, personal, unresolved
childhood feelings to the analyst during psychoanalysis. Transference can
be positive or negative in nature.

o Resistance: It refers to anyattenpt that prevents the repressed or forbidden
materials to become conscious. At anypoint intherapy, the transference
can be transformed into resistance.

o Psychoana[tical method: This method focuses on analyzing, interpreting
and managing an individual's transference and resistance.
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o Positive transference (with reference to psychoanalysis): It refers to the
expressionofgoodfeelings suchaslove, trust, admiration, reqpect, syrnpathy,
and so on towards the analyst, which can act as motivating forces for the
client to bring about the necessarychange.

o Negative transference: It refers to equally intense bad feelings such as
anger, hostility, mistrust, rebelliousness, etc., towards the analyst.

o Transference neurosis: During the therapeutic process, the patient may
psychologically regress to the earliest stages of development which are
marked by the presence ofunresolved conflicts thus providing a platform
where these conflicts could now be resolved inthe therapeutic process.

o Resistance (with reference to psychoanalysis): It refers to all the forces
that prevent unconscious repressed memories to become conscious in the
process oftherapy.

o Resistance to transference (with reference to psychoanalysis): Aclient
may show resistance to the transference, therebypreventing the developrnent
of a transference neurosis.

o Transference resistance: Here the transference itselfmaytake the form
ofresistance.

o conscious resistance (with reference to psychoanalysis): It occurs when
the client deliberatetywitlfiolds ffirmation fromthe analyst. Such resistance
is transient and is usually rectified by pointing it out to the patient.

o Unconscious resistance: It is more resilient and mises as a defence against
trncovering repressed material.

o counter-transference: It refers to the analyst's unconscious emcltional
needs, wishes, and conflicts that are evoked by the patient and have the
potential ofnegative$ inffuencing the analpt's objective judgment and reason

o Confrontation (withreference to psychoanalysis): It involves asking the
client to face a particular event that he has been inappropriately avoiding.

o clarification (with reference to psychoanalysis): It heips the client to
differentiate important aspects from the unimportant ones and tries to
elaborate onthern

o Interpretation (with reference to psychoanalysis): It involves making the
client aware ofthe repressed conflicts based on the information the client
brought to his consciousness during the therapy.

o Working thruugh (withreference to psychoanalysis): It involvesproviding
repetitive, progressive, and elaborated exploration ofinterpretations bythe
therapist to the client till he or she has been able to adequately integrate the
repressed material in his consciousness.

o Psychoanalytical psychotherapy: This therapy is based on the
fundamental dynamic formulations and techniques ofpsychoanalicis !u1 i1

is broader in scope.
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o Behaviour therapy: This therapy involves changing the maladaptive and
self-defeating actions and responses ofthe patients to reduce dyifunction
and to increase well-being and quality of life.

o Behaviour analysis: Is a way ofboth assessing and identi$u the target
behaviours that need to be changed and as a way ofmodrfylrg antecedents
or consequences to bring about the desired behaviour change.

o Reinforcement: Airns to increase the occurrence ofa particular behaviour
in future when that behaviour (knorvn as the operant behaviour) is consistently
followed by consequences (also known as reinforcer). It can be of two
tlpes-positive reinforcement and negative reinforcement.

o Extinction: It involves the removal ofa reinforcer so that the reinforced
behaviour stops o ccurring.

o Punishment: It aims to decrease the occurrence ofa particular behaviour
in future when that behaviour is consistently follolr.ed by consequences (also
known as punisher).

. shaping: Aprocedure which is used in the acquisition ofa new behaviour.
It involves reinforcing every successive approxirnations ofa target behaviour
and non-reinforcement ofall other behaviours until the person exhibits the 

]

target behaviour. 
I

chaining: It is used to help the individuals acquire a complex behaviour
consisting ofrnanyconponent behaviours that occur together in a sequence
(called as a 'behaviouralchain').

Backward chaining: Involves teaching the last step in the behaviour chain
first followed byteaching each previous behaviour in the chain.

o Forward chaining: Involves teaching the first step in the behaviour chain
first followed by teaching each subsequent behaviour in the chain.

o cognitive therapy: Based on the Beck's theory it states that negative
beliefr and logicalerrors inthinkingacquired duringthe developmentalperiod
become the substance ofschemata that predispose individ*G to experience
emotionalproblems.

o All-or-none thinking: The individual engages in dichotomous thinking,
placing experiences in one ofthe two opposite categories.

o rnappropriate blaming: Ignoring the rore played by others in bringing
about a negative consequence and blaming oneselffor it.

o selective abstraction: Selectivelypicking one er,ent from a series ofevents
that support one's negative thinkmg.

o catastrophizing: Exaggerating the negative consequences ofan event.
o Personalization: Attributing an event to oneselfwhen inrealitythat event

has nothing to do with the individual.
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4.9 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

l. Psychoanalysis literally means the breaking down ofthe psyche into its
constituent elements and their dynamic processes and,thenanalyzing each
part, drawing conclusions for the purpose of studying and then providing
the necessary solutions.

2. The psychoanalyical method focuses on analyzing, interpreting and rnanaging
an individual's transference and resistance. Transference refers to a
phenomenon in which patients consistentlyproject their intense, personaf
unresolved childhood feelings to the analpt during psychoanalysis, whereas,
resistance refers to any attempt that prevents the repressed or forbidden
materials to become conscious. At anypoint intherapy, the transference
can be transformed into resistance. Transference can be positive or negative
innature.

3. Freud's three ego states are: id, ego and superego.

4. Confrontation (with reference to psychoanalysis) involves asking the client
to face aparticular event that he has been inappropriatelyavoiding.

5. working through (withreference to psychoanalysis) involves providing
repetitive, progressive, and elaborated exploration ofinterpretati-ons bythe
therapist to the client till he or she has been able to adequately integratl the
repressed material in his consciousness.

6. Punishment aims to decrease the occurrence of a particular behaviour in
future when that behaviour is consistently followed by consequences (also
known as punisher). It can be of two types-positive punishment and
negative punishment.

7. Reinforcement (with reference to behaviour therapy) aims to increase the
occurrence ofa particular behaviour in future when that behaviour (known
as the operant behaviour) is consistently followed by consequences (also
known as reinforcer). It can be oftwo types-positive reinforcement and
negative reinforcement. Inpositive reinforcement it is the addition ofa stimuhs
or an increase in the intensity ofa stimulus that strengthens a behaviour. In
negative reinforcement it is the removal ofa stimulus or a decrease in the
intensity ofa stimulus that strengthens a behaviour.

8. Extinction (with reference to behaviour therapy) involves the removal ofa
reinforcer so that the reinforced behaviour stops occurring.

9. chaining is used to help the individuals acquire a complex behaviour
consisting ofrnany conponent behaviours that occur together in a sequence
(called as a 'behavioural chain'). To accomplish this goal, the complex
behaviour is broken down into its components (a prociss known as task
analysis). Thenusing the process ofchaining, which involves the use of
pronpting and frding strategies, the individuals are taught the conplex task.
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10. cognitive therapy, pioneered byAaron Beck, refers to the application of
anytechniques that aims to modify fiultypatterns ofthinking and to replace
them with more adaptive and healthypatterns ofthinking.

I 1 . Discourting positives refers to the tendency ofregarding good and positive
things as unimportant.

12. Fortune telling refers to the beliefthat the one knows what the fuflre holds
while ignoring all other possibilities.

13. The humanistic psychotherapy focuses on building a warm and accepting
therapeutic relationship between the client and the therapist, in which the
client feels relaxed and is able to admit his unacceptable parts ofthe self

4.10 QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES

Short-Answer Questions

l. Name the different therapies for treating psychorogical disorders.

2. What are the criticisms against psychoanallsis?

3. what are the premises on which the psychoanallais method is based?

4. State the assumptions on which cognitive therapy is based.

5. Name the types of cognitive distortions and briefly explain what they mean.

Long-Answer Questions

I . Explain the method ofpsychoanalysis.

2. Discuss psychoanalytical psychotherapy.

3. Explain behaviour therapy.

4. Explain cognitive therapy.

5. Explain hurnanbtic psychotherapy.

4.II FURTHER READING

Gelder, M., R. Mayou and P. cowen. 2004. shorter oxford Textbook of
Psychiatry,Fourth edition. Oxford: Oxford University press.

sadock, B.J. andv.A. Sadock. 2004. concise Textbookof clinical psychiatry,
Second edition. Philadelphia, USA: Lippincot williams wilkins.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION

Stress in multiple ways and fashions touches each ofus everyday. It is an integral
part ofour lives. Researchers define stress as a physical, mental, or emotional
response to events that causes bodily or mental tension. Srnplyput, stress is any
outside force or event that has an effect on our body or mind.

Stress can be seen both as a stimulus (as a property of the situation we
frce, for exanple, nahrral disasters, noise, crowding, etc.) and as a response (to a
stirnrlus event known as a stressor that tlreatens to disrupt our physical and social
fiurctioning).

Stressors can be external conditions like earthquakes; pollution, etc. or
they can be intemal conditions like one's thinking patterns. Stressors perceived to
threaten one's well-being, demand some kind ofadaptive response.

Stress is usuallyexperienced in terms ofthree components: emotion (such
as arxiety or fear), thought (such as pessimistic self-talk) and behaviogr (such as
smoking). All situations, positive and negative, that require adjustment can be
stressful Thus, according to Hans Setye (1956), there are two kinds ofstress-
eustress (refers to stress caused bypositive situations such as marriage, promotion,
etc.) and distress (refers to stress caused by negative situations r.r.h u, death,
divorce, loss ofajob, etc.). Thoughboth eustress and distress tax an individual,s
coping skill and resources, distress has more potentialto cause damage.

5.1 UNIT OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to :

o Understand the meaning and nafire of stress
o Identi&the sources andconsequences of stress
o Assess the different models ofstress
o Learn how to cope with stress
o Learn the techniques ofstress management
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5.2 NATURE OF STRESS

stress is considered to be subjective in nature as what may be stressful for one
maynot be for the other. The severity ofstress is assessed bythe degree to which
it disrupts functioning. various factors that predispose a person to stress have
been categorized below based on the nafure of stressor, person,s perception and
tolerance ofstress and externalresources and available social support.



5.2.1 Nature of the Stressor

The impact ofa stressor depends on many factors such as:

rts importance to the person: Stressors that involve important aspects of a
person's life-such as the death ofa loved one, a divorce, loss ofjob, getting a
promotion or a serious illness-tend to be highly stressful for most people.

Duration of the stress: The longer a stressor operates, the more severe are its
effects. For example, chronic stressors hke living with a frustrating job or an unhappy
marriage are likelyto have more adverse effect than an acute stressor like hri";
a fight with a friend.

Cumulative effects of stressors: The more the number of stressors one faces
in succession, the more the stress, since, these stressors tend to have a cumulative
effect.

Number of stressors: The more the number ofstressors one experiences at the
same time the more the stress. For example, ifa man has a heart attack, loses his
job, and receives news that his son has died in a road accident-all at the same
time-the resuhing stress willbe more severe thaniftheseevents occured separately.

The nature ofthe circumstances: In difficult situations, especiallythose
involving conflicts, the severity of stress usually increases as the time to deal with
the demand approaches. For example, the anxiety ofperforming in an exam is
likelyto be higher in the hourjust prior to the exam.

Degree of involvement: The more closely an individual is involved in a traumatic
sifuation, the more is the stress experienced byhim or her.

Controllability: The more control an individual thinks he or she can exert over
the stressor, the less is the stress experienced by him or her. That is why
uncontrollable events like death of a closed one are likely to be more stressful.

Predictability: Being able to predict the occurrence ofa stressful event, even if
the individual cannot control it, usually reduces the severity of the stress as it
allows an individualto initiate some sort ofpreparatoryprocess that acts to lessen
the effects ofa stressor. Also, with a predictable stressor, there is a safe period in
which the individual can relax to some extent.

Challenging limits: Situations despite being controllable andpredictable can be
experienced as stressful iftheypush one's limits and capabilities and challenge an
individual's view ofhimself or herself. Similarly, ury.hurg. in life that ,.qiir.,
numerous readjustments canbe perceived as stressful.

Personality characteristics: Research done by Friedman and Rosenman ifl lg7 4,
found that men with personality characteristics ofintense drive, aggressiveness,
ambition, competitiveness and the pressure for getting things done were two to
three times more likelyto have heart attack in rniddG ug, thunrr.n who were
equally competent but more easygoing. people low on self-esteem may find
moderate criticism oftheir work highry threatening, while people with high self
esteem might find the same criticism helpful in improving their skills.
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5,2.2 A Person's Perception and Tolerance of Stress

One person's stressor is another person's piece ofcake. This difference in reaction
to the same stressor by different people can be due to both a person's perception
oftkeat and his or her stress tolerance.

Perception of threat: Ifa situation is perceived as threatening and more likelyto
occur, whether or not the threat is real, it is likelyto evoke significant stress. Also
an individualwho feels overwhelmed or feels that he or she will not be able to deal
with the threat is more likely to experience negative consequences from the situation
than a person who believes that he or she will be able to fiurnage it. Understanding
the nature of a stressful event, preparing for it, and knowing how long it will last,
can lessen the severity ofthe stress.

Stress tolerance: The term stress tolerance refers to a person's ability to withstand
stress without becoming seriously impaired. Not only individuals difter in their
biological and psychological vulnerability to stress but they also differ in their
vulnerability to different stressors. Early traumatic experiences, lack of self-
confidence and self-esteem, insecurity can leave a person especially vulnerable to
certain stressors.

optimism-Pessimism: Simplyput optimists are people who see the glass as the
halffull and pessimist are those who see it as halfempty. Research has shown that
optimists (i.e., people who have general expectancies for good outcomes) are
likely to be more stress resistant than pessimists (i.e., people who have general
expectation for poor outcomes). One reason behind this could be the difference in
the stress coping strategies adoptedbythem.

Hardiness: According to Kobasa (1979),hardypeople (i.e. relatively stress-
resistant) seem to differ from other with respect to their high level of Commitment;
tendency to see change as challenge (i.e. an opportunity for growth and
development) and a stronger sense ofcontrol over events and outcomes in their
life. Research findings indicate that persons high in hardiness tend to report better
health than those low in hardness, even when they encounter major stressful life
changes.

5.2.3 External Resources and Social Support

Presence of positive soc'ial and family relationships has been seen to reduce
the negative effects ofstress on a person and lack ofsocial support has been seen
to increase the potencyofa stressor and to reduce one's capacityto cope with it.
Also presence ofa chronic or life threatening illness or apsychiatric disabilityin an
individual is likely to increase the level oftension for all family members. Certain
cultural rituals are also seen to aid an individual's coping with certain q/pe of stessor.
For instance, rituals enhancing one's faith in God, confessions and atonement can
greatlyhelp people to dealwith stress related to feelings ofguilt and sin.

To sum up, the degree ofstress experienced by a person depends on the
conrplex interaetion betweefl the nature ofa stressor and a person's resources of
dealingwithit.
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5.3 SOURCES AND TYPES OF STRESS

For the purpose ofconvenience, the various sources ofstress can be categorized
into the following headings:

5.3.1 Major Life Events

Some ofthe major life events that evoke stress are break up ofrelationship, death
ofa familymernber;presence ofa chronic disabling illness in oneselfor inhis or
her family; shifting ofhome, job; change in one's social status; significant financial
loss, etc. Holves and Rahe have devised a social readjustment rating scale (SRRS)
by asking an individual to assign a value to various events in terms ofLCU (life
changing units), indicating the amount ofchange an individual is requested to make
inresponse to these events. If stress inducing life events continue, thenit can either
lead to habituation or to chronic strain.

5.3.2 Problems in Daily Life

These include issues like forgetting things, getting stuck in traffic janl filling ill quite
often etc which also carry a potential to evoke significant stress in an individual. In
contrast to these hassles are daily life events like receiving a compliment, listening
to one's favorite song, meeting friends etc. that can uplift one's mood and help in
reducing stress. To measure an individual's experience of dailylife hassles and
daily uptifts,Lazarus has devised the Hassles and uplift scale. Research has
suggested that daily life hassles are a better indicator of one's illness. Also they
tend to interact with the ckonic background stressors like living in a crowded
place.

5.3.3 Environmental Stress

Environmental stress is caused by stressors like noise, crowding and natural disasters.
Noise tends to impair one's ability to attend to cognitive tasks and affects one's
short-term memory. In a study conducted by Even et al. ( 1 995), it was seen that
children who lived near airport had increased blood pressure, increased cortisol
levels and increased stress hormones. Crowding is seen as a psychological state
which refers to an individual's subjective sense of space he or she needs to work
and live comfortably. Crowding has also been found to correlate positivelywith
aggression, crime rate and withdrawal frominterpersonalrelationships. Freedmanb
work ( I 975) on the effects ofcrowdirrg on inmate prisoners showd that crowding
is associated with increase in death rate, increase in blood pressure, and increasi
in levels of stress hormones. Natural disasters result in loss ofproperty, money
and lives; victims ofbroken relationships need to re-start life from a scratch in im
victims. Survivors ofnatural disasters sometimes zuffer fromPost Traumatic Stress
Disorder(PTSD).
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5.3.4 Occupational Stress

Today occupational stress is one of major causes of stress-related illnesses.

However, it can be managed effectively by redesigning one's job and taking
appropriate intervention flreasures. The occupational stress canresult fromvarious
sources as mentioned below:

Work overload: It refers to working too hard, too long, on a number oftasks. In
fact in Japan a tern called as karoshi has been coined to indicate death resulting

from work overload. Work load is often determined by the quality ofwork and

individual is supposed to undertake. For instance, it is seen that ifthe work is felt

meaningfulbypeople, thenthey are likelyto experience less stress. Also, when
work load involves responsbility to people, then the degee ofstres is higher than

in conditions where workload involves responsibility for products. Similarty, the
job ofanAir Traffic Police is regarded as being quite stressful.

Globalizing, down-sizing and technology advancement: The changing
conditions and work scenarios have led to globalization, down-sizing and significant

advancement in technology and its use in one's work places. 'Globalization'is
associated with culture shock which in turn calls for heavy adaptation demands.

'Down-sizing' may lead to loss ofjob, inabilityto find another suitable job and to
the fear oflosing one's job which is quite stressful in its nature and can make the

individual feel depressed and suicidal. It may also lead to significant long-term
adjustment difficulties, poor self-concept, feelings ofworthlessness, helplessness

and hopelessness. 'Advancements in technology' at one hand has made work
faster and efficient, but on the other hand too much computerization has made the
jobmonotonous andboring innature, thus reducing its meaningfuhress andcausing

stress. It has also forced indMduals to adapt and continuouslyupgrade themselves

with the new demands of technology.

Role related stress: The termrole refers to expectations associated with one's
positiorl rank or status. The more the number ofroles an individual is required to
perform (role space); the lesser the clarityabout the expectations and demands

associated withjob (role ambiguity); the more an individual is required to sacrifice

his own interests in order to meet expectations of others (role bondness); the
more the stagnation and the lesser the opportunity for growth (glass ceiling effect);

the more inadequate the resources available to the more inadequate an individual
felt to performthe job (role inadequacy); the more the conflicting expectations

and demands associated withthe job (role conflict); the more the expectations

demanded out ofa role (role overload); and the more an individual has demanding

roles to fulfillbothat the workplace andat home;themorethe individualis likely
to feel stress. It is usually seen that women who are required to manage both their
family and work pressures are likely to experience more stress than men who
have to manage their work pressures only. Often work at job requires an individual

to work in a team. The lack of cohesiveness and social support in one's team is

likelyto further increase the stress level.
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Bumout: It refers to a state ofcomplete physical andpsychological exhaustion
which isjob-related. Bumout is characterizedbythepresence offeelings ofbeing
emotionallydrained, loss of energyand fatigue (emotional exhaustion); loss of
idealism in work and presence ofnegative attitude towards job and other people
at the work place (Depersonalaation) and loss of sense of work-related
competence and achievement (reduced personal accomplishment).

Lack of control over worlc Jobs that are dull, repetitive and requiring less personal
controlare likelyto be more stressful.

shift work: Jobs that require an individual to make day and night shifts are
likely to be more stressful as the sffis tend to disrupt one,s biological rhythrn
Also these individuals tend to frequently report complaints ofheadache, loss of
appetite, sleep disturbances, gastro-intestinal problems and other health
complaints.

Gender harassment: Harassment ofwomen at work in the form ofverbal and
physical abuse, eve-teasing and criticisms or nasty comments based on one,s
gender are likely to add to job-related stress as such behaviours may lead to
the development of low self-esteem, insecurity, anxiety and threat of being
unsafe.

5.3.5 Personal Relationships

Presence ofstable, healthy, meaningful relationships is regarded as a major stress
buster. But at the same time, interpersonal conflicts, conflicts with fimilymembers
at home, unhappyconflict-ridden rnrriage, can cause significant stress, especially
when the individual desires to be trnderstood by his friends, frmity and or .porr.
but often feels misunderstood. In addition, sudden death ofa familymember or a
loved one; divorce or separation from the partner can also evoke a lot of stress.
Several factors that can make divorce or separation all the more stressful are
holding oneself responsible for the failure of marriage; the need to justi8r the
separation or divorce to family and friends; associated culhral and societal stigma;
loss ofvaluable friendships; involvement ofchildren; custodyissues ofchildren;
court trials; readjustment to a single life and the need to form new friendships.

5.3.6 Frustration, Threat and Conflict

Presence of frustration (i.e, any obstruction in one's way to achieve his goal);
threat (i.e. fear of something negative happening or the fear ofharm in futuri; and
conflict (i.e. fficulty in deciding between available options) can be a major source
ofstress. High expectations, lack ofabilityand lack ofresources (like time, money,
support, etc) needed to achieve one's goal can cause immense frustration.
Individuals having a negative cognitive bias, being h8h on aruriety and apprehension
axe more likely to experience threat when frced with uncertainty and hence may
feel more stressful. Conflict can be oftluee types-approach-approach conflict
(is a conflict between to desirable options); approach-avoidance conflict (it arises
when an individual has both positive and negative feelings towards a particular
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concept of Mentat Heatth object ora choice in life) and avoidance-avoidance conflict (is a conflict experienced

by the individual towards two undesirable options).

CrmcrYouR PRoGRESS

1. Define stress.

2. What is eustress?

3. What is distress?

4. Name some ofthe sources of stress.
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5.4 CONSEQUENCES OF STRESS

Stress at its optimum level can have adaptive and positive effects, for instance, it

can increase one's tolerance for future stressors but continued exposure to severe

stress canhave more negative and damaging effect on one'S physiological and

psychologrcal functioning, for instance, it can lower one's efficiency, cause depletion

of adaptive resources, resulting in severe personality and physical deterioration,

evendeath.

The term stress was coined by Cannon ( 1932) and he believed it to underlie

all medical problems. He termed the body's physiological response to stress as a

fight or flight syndrome. In fight-flight syndrome, the epinephrine, cortisol and

other hormones prepare the body to defend against stress by attacking or by

running away from the stressful situation. He regarded this response as highly

fi.mctional and adaptive in nature. Different physiologrcal mechanisrns that seem to

play a role in stress are--brain; the nervous system and the endocrine system.

5.4.1 Role of Brain and Central Nervous System

Body's overallreaction to stress is regulated by central nervous system (CNS). A
potential stressor is perceived by the sense organs. The sense organs and the

sympathetic nervous systemthen transmit impulses to the middle ofthe brain stern

The brain stemalert's the brrain about the inpending threat ofchallenge byactivating

the reticular formation. The reticular formation either carries neural instnrctions

from the brain to the target organs, muscles and glands by sympathetic nervous

system thus mobilizes the body for defensive action or it may carry neural

instructions from the brain to the thalamus. At the thalamus, the higher regions of
cerebral cortex, limbic system and thalamus sort this sensory information by

interpreting the meaning of the potential stressor. ln hypothalamus lies the

Periventricular hypothalamic nucleus (PVH), which contains endocrine neurons.

The endocrine neurons release hormones which coordinate the activity ofthe

endocrine system which is known to play a key role in response to stress.



5.4.2 Role of Sympathetic Nervous System

when faced with stress, the syrnpathetic nervous system, coverts anabolic
metabolisminto catabolic metabolism;whichinvolves the breakdownoftissuesto
produce energy. Syrnpathetic nervous system sends signals to the adrenal gland to
release hormones to cause a fight-flight response in which increase in heart rate,
dilation ofpupils, and secretion ofstress hormones, slow downofdigestionprocess
and increase in the blood flow to the muscles takes place. The stored energy is
readily converted into a form in which it can be directly used by the muscles.

5.4.3 Role of Endocrine System

Under stress, the pituitary gland sends messages to the hypothalamus, which
stimulates the adrenalmedulla to secrete epinephrine and nor-epinephrine into
blood. Epinephrine and nor-epinephrine trigger a fight or flight response. since
epinephrine and nor-epinephrine and syrpathetic nervous system interact together
in producing a fight or flight response, it is called as the Synpathaadreno-medullary
system (SAM). SAM is the body's initialresponse to stress.

However, hlpothalamic-pituitary-adrarocortical system (HpAC) is a delayed
response to stress that restores the bodyto its baseline level called as homeostasis.
HPAC involves the interaction between hypothalamus, pituitarygland and the
adrenal cortex. It operates with the Central Nervous System stimulating the
Hlpothalamus to release corticotrophin Releasing Hormone (cRH), which
stimulates the production ofAdrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH). ACTH
activates the adrenal cortex to secrete corticosteroids. Corticosteroids are steroid
hormones which are responsible for combating inflammation, promoting health
and for mobilizing the body's energy resources.

Endocrine system works by a feedback mechanism which involves cortisol
(a hormone secreted by the adrenal gland). Cortisol results in an increase in the
level ofglucose in blood, stimulates the breakdown ofprotein into amino acids
and ffibits theuptake ofglucose bybodytissues but not bythe brain. However,
too much of cortisol leads to hypertension, weakening of the immune system to
fight infection, and results in psycholo gical problems like depression. Cortisol acts
using a feedback system by acting back on the hypothalamus and pituitary to
suppress the release of CRH and ACTH. As ACTH levels decrease in blood,
adrenal cortex shuts down its production of cortisol.

5.4.4 Stress and the Immune System

Through the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal glands, stress can increase the
corticosteroid levels and can lead to serious endocrine imbalance thus impairing
the functioning of an individual's immune system. The hypothalamus releases
hormones that stimulate the pituitary to release other hormones that regulate body
fi.urctions like bone growth and reproduction. The suppression ofthe inrnune qntem
under chronic stress can have long-termnegative effects on one's health making
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an individual susceptible to extemal diseases. Increase in corticosteroids can reduce

an individual's irnrnunity to disease by decreasing lymphocyte metabolisrn

Changes in the immune ryctem are known to be caused by several stressors
like unemployment, divorce, occupational stress, etc. as it causes reduction of
lymphocytes, natural killer cells, T-cells and white blood cells (WBCs). Two
hypotheses, namely, the direct effect hlpothesis and the indirect effect hypothesis,

have been proposed to explain how stress causes suppression of the immune
systern Direct effect hypothesis sees immune-suppression as aresult of stress-
caused damagetohlpothalamus; increase incortisolandepineplrine; and decrease

intheproduction ofT:cells, lymphocytes, naturalkiller cells, WBCs, etc. Indirect
effect hypothesis states that stress influences immune systemby encouraging
maladaptive behaviourus like smoking, alcohol drinking, fragmented sleep, poor
nutrition etc that disrupt immune functioning. It sees immune-suppression as an
after effect ofstress response.

5.5 MODELS OF STRESS

5.5.1 Selye's Theory of Stress

Hans Selye first introduced the concept of stress in 1936, and systematically
investigated the efects ofcontinued severe stress on the body. His theory ofstress
is based onthe following assumptions:

o He believed that the nature ofthe stressor has no effect on the physiological
response to stress.

o There is a universal pattern of defense reactions that aim to protect the
person or an animal or any species, which experiences stress, and helps to
maintain them their equilibrium.

o With continued orrepeated exposure to the stressor, the defense reactions
alwaln move in succession tkough the three stages ofalarnU resistance and
exhaustion. These three stages together represent his concept ofGeneral
Adaptation Syndrome (GAS).

o In case of severe and prolonged stress, these defence responses result in
disease states which in extreme cixes can even lead to death.

He used the term GeneralAdaptation Syndrome (GAS) to explain the
concept of stress. He called it general because it is produced only by agents
which have a general effect upon large parts ofthe body. He called it adaptive
becase it prepares an individual to acquire and maintain strategies that can help in
coping with it. He called it a syndrome because stress is characterized by the
presence ofa set of symptoms occurring together. Selye's theory of stress states
that different kinds of stressors can trigger the same reaction or general bodily
response. Usually, organisms have a need to maintain their equilibrium and balance



(homeo stasis). A stress tends to disrupt this equilibrium and thereby calls for the
bodyto adapt and take actions to restore the equilibrium.

Thus, when faced with stress the individual's resources for coping with a
stressor are altered and mobilized and his bodyprepares for immediate physical
action by activating its synpathetic nervous qrstem and by releasing stess hormones
in greater amounts. In order to prepare to frce the threat, an increase in the body,s
adrenal activity, cardiovascular and respiratory functions; enlargement of lynphatic
system and a greater release of epinephrine is seen. In this stage known as the
'Alarm Stage', the individual is likely to experience, emotional arousaf increased
tension, heightened sensitivity and susceptibility to stressors and illness, greater
alertness (vigilance) and determined efforts at selfcontrol. In additionthe individual
makes use oftask oriented or defense oriented or a combinationofthe coping
measures inorderto meet the emergency. During this stage, the individualmay
experience continuous anxietyandtension, gastro-intestinalupset or otherbodily
disease, and lowered efficiency, suggesting that the resources available to deal
effectively with the stress are inadequate.

At this point, the individual enters the second stage ofresistance, which is
marked bythe individual's efforts to endure and resist further debilitating effects of
the stressor by maintaining a moderate level ofphysiological arousal thereby
decreasing itsresponseto other stimuliAt this stage, the individualactivelymakes
use of task oriented coping mechanisms and ego-defense mechanisms. Here,
indications ofstrainmayexist inthe formofpsycho-physiologicalsymptoms and
mild reality distortion. A shrinkage in the adrenal cortex; return of lymph nodes
back to its normal size; sustaining ofhormone levels; highphysiological arousal;
and heightened sensitivity to stress may also be seen. This intermediate stage of
restoration is able to successfullyrestore the body's balance onlywhen the stressor
is short-lined or acute.

However, ifthe stressor continues or there is an addition ofmore stressors,
the bodymayenterthe stage ofexhaustion, where it mayexhaust allhis resources
and is no longer in a position to resist the stressor. At this point, the individual tends
to becomerigidandto inappropriatelyhold onto previouslydevelopeddefenses
insead ofdevising more adaptive coping strategies. This can eventuallylead to the
onset ofphysicalsymptoms and in manycases, a major illness mayoccur. As the
stage continuesthe bodyexperiences moredisintegrationandisnotable to maintain
homeostasis. An enlargement or dysfrrnctionoflymphatic structures; increase in
hormone levels; depletion of adaptive hormones and affective experiences like
depression may occur. This stage may funher be characterized by psychological
disorganization and a break with realiry involving delusions and hallucination and
may eventually lead to a stage ofcomplete psychological disintegration, perhaps
involving continuous uncontrolled violence, apathy, stupor and eventuallydeath.

Although Selye's model has been able to effectively describe the effects of
continued or chronic stress on our body, his model has been criticized on various
grounds.
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o For instance, Pestonjee ( 1987) stated that Selye's theory is based largely

onthe researches conducted on other anirnals, which are more likelyto
face physical or environmental stressors whereas human beings are less

often confronted by such stressors. Hence, the generalization ofhis theory

to humanbeings should be done with caution.

. Selye's model states that all stressors irrespective oftheir naiure result

in a non- specific physiological response. But it has been noted by
researchers that there are certain stress-evoking stimuli, for example,

exercise, fasting and heat (Mason l9l l) which does not produce such

a non-specific physiological response and hence the GAS does not hold
true.

o Human beings are likely to face more intra-psychic or social
(interpersonaV interactional) stressors, which have not been given their
due place in this model.

o The reactions of infra-hurnan subjects are more directed and perceptible

in nature and thus can be easily measured. However, human responses

are always mediated through several layers of cultural and social
factors.

o There is also some evidence that when faced with stressors, all the
symptoms of the syndrome maynot appear together as stated inthe
model.

o Further, research suggests that different kinds ofstressors can evoke

different physiological responses. For instance, situations producing
anxiety are associated with adrenaline release while situations which
produce aggression are associated with nor-adrenaline release.

5.5.2 Lazarus Model of Stress
e

This modelproposes that cognitive mechanisms are strong and the demands of
the situation can be easily met, then the individual does not experience stress.

Stress is, however, experienced when the cognitive mechanisms are weak or the

stressor exceeds ones coping mechanisms .Lazarus believed that the experience

ofstress depends upon both the stressor and the cognitive appraisal ofthe stressor.

In response to a stressor, the transactions between the individual and his

environment are driven largelyby cognitive appraisals that take place at three

levels as follows:

Primary appraisal: It determines whether an event is irrelevant, benign, positive

or tlueatening in nature.

Secondary appraisal: It determines whether he has enough resources or coping
(cognitive orbehavioural) abilities to dealeffectivelywiththe threatening event. If
the individualhas enoughresources to dealwiththe event effectivelythenhe or
she doesn't experience any stress. However, when the individual does not have

enough resources, then he experiences stress.
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Tertiary appraisal: It involves constant evaluation ofthe potential stressful event
inthe light ofnew available information. It is anongoingpiocess.

It is also quite possible that an event that was earlier seen as non-threatening
or irrelevant may suddenly become threatening with change in the individual,s
perception ofevents which may nrake the individual realize that his coping resources
are not adequate. Thus, the same non-stressful irrelevant event maybe perceived
bythe indivirlual as stressful.

Individuals largely engage in difibrent types ofcognitive appraisal, namely,
challenge, harm, loss and threat. when an individual engages irithe .cognitive
appraisal ofchallenge', then he is likeryto perceive u r.r".hunge as an opportunity
for grordh and development. For exan:rple, such an individual may see loss of a
job as an opportunity for a better job or a ncw career option. Individuals that
engage in the 'cognitive appraisal ofharm and loss,, tend to assess the damage,
loss or harm caused by the el,erits, disease or ilhress. For instance, they are likily
to see loss ofjob as an econonric ross lea<iing low self-esteem. However, the
individuals that engage in the 'cognitive appraisal ofthreat' believe that the situation
or event may cause loss or harm in future. For instance, they are likely to see rash
car driving as a potential tendency for causing an accident or serious injury or
death infuture.

designed to irnprove the worker's safety. However, the group III was not given
any explanation. The stress was found to be low in both G.*p I and Group II as
the explanations given to them enabled them to make less threaiening appraisals of
the event. But the stress was seen to be high in Group III as no explanation was
given to them which could have altered their appraisal ofthe event.

The above stated Lazarus model has three important implications. It implies
that an event is not inherently stressful. It may 6e appraised by someone as
tlueatening whereas others may see it non-threatening based on their cognitive
appraisal ofthe event. Secondly, the cognitive appraisals are extremely sus."ptot,
to changes in mood, health and motivation. Hence, under different conditions
different appraisals may be made. Thirdly, the body,s stress response is nearly the
same, whether the event is really experienced or imagined. Thus, an imagined or a
recalled appraisal ofa situation can also evoke a stress r"rponr..
5.5.3 Diathesis Stress Model

The diathesis stress model proposes that an individual's susceptibilityto illness
and stress depends upon interaction between the biological factors (predisposition)

In a study conducted by Lazarus et al. on students who were shown a fihn
on an accident that took place in a shop, showed that stress is not the property of
the event alone, but it also depends on one's appraisal ofthe event. Inthis study,
the students were divided into three groups and were then shown a movie on an
accident that took piace in a shop. After the filrn was shown, the groups were
given different information about the accident. Group I was told that no harm or
inju.y followed the accident. Group II was told that the accident was actually
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ardthe environmentalfactors (precbitating fictors).An individual'spredisposition

to illness and stress depends on his or her biological vulnerabilityto illness, the

genetic make-up and his personality and behavioural characteristics. When an

individual who has a higher predisposition to illness and stress when encounters

external stressors such as loss ofjob, death ofa Spouse, divorce, etc. thenthey

are more likely to manifest the ilkress or disease. Individuals having high vulnerability

are also seen to over react to minor stress.
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5.6 COPING WITH STRESS

General$ speaking, increased levels of stress threaten a person's well-being and

automaticallyresults in the individual taking some actions to do awaywith sffess

and its harmful effects. What action an individual takes often depends on a conplex

interplaybetween internal factors like a person's frame ofreferences, motives,

competencies, or stress tolerance and extemal factors like one's social demands

and expectations.

Ironically, some people are seen to create stress for themselves by engaging

in naaladaptive behaviours and cognitions rather than coping with it. Sonre individuals

get caught in the vicious cycle ofgenerating life events that in tum produce adjustment

problems.

Individuals tend to cope with stress at three levels-at the biological or the

physiological level (throughthe use ofimmunological defences and damage-repair

nrechanisms), the psychological or the interpersonal level (tkough the use ofleamed

coping patterns, seltdefences, and support from family and friends) and at the

socio-cultural level (through group resources, Such as labour unions, religious

organizations, and law"enforcement agencies). The failure ofcoping efforts atany

ofthese levels may seriously increase a person's lulnerability on other levels and

also to other stressors.

In order to effectively cope with stress, individuals are seen to engage in

various coping strategies. Coping strategiesreferto various cognitive, behavioural

and errntionalways people urgage into firlnage stress. Theyare dynamic processes

whichneither eliminate a stressor norprevent its re-occurrence but increase one's

tolerance ofthe situations. Allthe coping strategies an individual engages in are not

equallyeffective.

Iazarus hasgiventwo kinds ofcoping strategies---+motion-copingstrategies

and problem-focused coping strategies.

5.6.1 Emotion-Focused Coping

It involves the use ofcognitive and behaviour strategies to rnanage one's emotional

reaction to stress. Cognitive strategics include changing one's appraisal of stressor

and denying unpleasant information, whereas, behavioural strategies include taking



social support and alcohol or psychoactive drug. Ernotion-focused coping
primarily aims at distracting attention from urpleasant situations, stress evoking
events and problems. An individual tends to make use of them when nothing
significantly can be done to alter the stressor or stress evoking situation and
events and when he or she lacks the skills or resource to meet demands posed
by the stressors. Three types of emotion-focused coping strategies that are
frequently used are:

Escape avoidance: In it the individual physically and psychologically separates
himselfor herself from the stressors. For instance, to avoid the fear of failing in the
exam one may either not give the.exam or may engage in excessive sleeping.

Distancing: It refers to psychological detachment ofoneselffrom the stressor.
For instance, over-weight people may stop thinking about their weight.

Position reappraisal: It refers to reinterpreting the situation to turn the negative
aspects ofthe situation or the stressor into its positive aspects. For example, one
may look at the loss ofjob as an opportunity to get something better.

5.6.2 Problem-Focused Coping

It involvesdirectlydealing withthe stressfulsituationbyeitherreducing its demands,
or by increasing one's capacityto deal with it. Three types ofproblem-focused
coping strategies that are frequentlyused are:

Proactive coping (preventive coping): It refers to anticipate potential stressors
and act in advance to either prevent their occrurence or to reduce their impact. To
achieve this goal it may make use of several mechanisms like improving problem-
solving skills, develop stronger social support network, etc. For example, the fear
of failing canbe prevented by studying in advance for one's exarns. This coping
strategy often requires long-term effects and may bring about a change in one,s
attitudes, cognitive styles and behaviours.

Combating coping: It refers to escape from stressors that cannot be avoided.
Combating coping involves the active use ofrelaxation techniques, meditation and
eating nutritious diet.

Research has shown that women in general and individuals from a low socio-
economic status are more likely to use emotion-focusecl strategies than men in
general and people from a high socioeconomic status, who are seen to make use
ofmore problem-focused strategies. One reason"oehind this could be that women
are seen to react emotionally more to stress than men and past experiences may
create feelings ofhelplessness and hopelessness in individuals from a low socio-
economic status. In fact, indealingwithvarious stressors, boththe coping strategies
are often used together.

In aclditionto the various coping strategies, certain factors that can affect
one's abilityto cope with stress are as follows:
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Hardiness: It is seen that individuals high on hardiness are more likely to rnake

use ofproblem-focused coping strategies.

Resilience: Some indMdual's are seen to be more resilient than others. For
instance, it is seen that some children have the ability to develop into competent
well-adjusted people despite being raised in extremely disadvantaged environment.

Resilience may be a result of child's personality traits and the available social
support. Resilient children tend to have lvell-developed social, academic and

creative skills; aneasytemperament; high selflesteerr+ high-selfdescription; better
personal contro! healthy social relationship with others; and at lea"st one consistent$
supportive person in their life.

Explanatory style: It can be of two types namely, positive explanatory style
and a negative explanatory style. Individuals who adopt a positive explanatory
style tend to attribute outcomes always to a positive event such as one's
personality, hardworlg etc. whereas individuals who adopt a negative explanatory
style tend to attribute outcomes alwa_vs to a negative event. These individuals
tend to feel that they are always surrounded by failures. Pessimists have a
negative explanatory style and are wlnerabie to experience negative emotions
like depression, anger, anxiety and hostility. They are also likely to have

suppressed immune systems. However, in contrast to them optimists have a
positive explanatory style and are more likely to experience positive emotions

and are likely to increase one's social physical and cognitive resources. They
are also likely to have healthy attitudes and healthy habits. The functioning of
their immune system is also seen to be better.

Self-regulation: It refers to the ability to modulate their thoughts, behaviours,

emotions in any and every situation. However, too much of self-control is not
healthy as it leads to suppression ofanger and maymake an individualwlnerable
to develop ulcers later in life.

Repression: It is a defence mechanisrn adopted by some individuals who tend to
repress or block the awareness of negative stress evoking events out of
consciousness. It is unhealthy and mayresult in pathology.

Learned helplessness: It is a phenomenon, in which after experiencing a series

ofnegative uncontrolled everts, the individual comes to an understanding that he is

helpless in the face ofadverse circumstances and hence does not make effort to
overcome his difficulties.

Social support: Presence ofadequate social support is likelyto reduce stress.

There are two hypotheses, namely, buffering hypothesis and the direct effect
hypothesis, which have been proposed to explain how social support reduces the
negative effects of stress. According to the 'buffering hSlpotheses', social support
reduces stress byproviding resouroes on the spot to cope withthe stress effectively.

People r.vith good social support tend to ruminate less and this further minimizes

thenegative inpactofthe stressoronthe individual.Accordingto the'directeffect
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h}potheses', social support enhances the phlaical reqponse to challenging situations.
For exanple, pressure of others may reduce Sympathetic Nervous Sptem arousal
and may decrease the release of CRH.

Individuals with better social skills tend to create stronger social network
and are likelyto receive more social support.
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5.7 STRESS MANAGEMENT

Stress management refers to the use ofvarious methods that have been designed
to reduce the impact of potential stressful experiences. The various stress
management techniques can be broadly divided into eastem and westem techniques.
The eastern techniques include-meditation, yoga, pranqyomand selfawareness
(anasakti). The westemtechniques include-relaxation techniques (Jacobson,s
Progressive Muscle RelaxationTechnique, Autogenic Training), biofeedback,
assertiveness, time management, effective communication.

5.7.1 Meditation

Meditation means directing one's attention to an object. It mayprovide direct
accesses to inner conscious energies. For meditation, one requires a quite roonr,
free from distraction; a comfortable place to sit; and a desire to focus attention. It
is effective as it slows metabolisnl lowers blood pressure andreduces arousal.

5.7.2 Yoga

Yoga literallymeans to unite. It is the unity ofphysical and mental energies. It may
mean different things to different people. For some it is a wayto keep the body
free from ailments by reducing stress but for some it is a way oflire. tt neps to
control one's intellect, emotiorl and behaviour.

Yogaprescribes some esanas (bodilypostures) to restorebalance. Asona
is a Sanskrit word meaning at ease and relaxed . Shavasanais the sinple st asana
and a quite effective relaxation technique. It requires a quite room with subdued
lighting free from distraction. In it the individual is asked to lie down straight on his
back by keeping his head in a comfortable position. He asked to focus on his
breathing, on the air that passes in and out of the nostril. It focuses on passive
observation ofone thoughts, which is quite difficuft but essential for total relaxation
to take place' Individual is instructed to release tension from the body from time to
tirne.

Shovasana is called so because ofits resemblance to a death body. Another
asanathatis good for relaxationismakarasana (crocodileposition). iepending
upon needs and capabilities of each individual different techniques can be
prescribed. Researchhas shownthat it is effective inregulatingbloodpressure,
anxiety, stress, insomnia etc.
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5.7,3 Pranflyam

Pranayam refers to breathing exercise. It is based on the principle that if one

couldharmonizebreathing thenon canaher lives thought, behaviourand emotion.

During pranayama, lungs take in air which is rich in oxygen and hence energies

bothbodyand mind.

5.7.4 Self-Awareness or Anasakti

Anasakti is an Indian concept based on self-realization/self-actualization. It is
emotional detachment from something/someone. Anasakti means detachment of
spirit (basis of consciousness) from the body, ego and the body movement which

create tension and interfere with the functions of intemal organs and can lead to
psychosomatic illness.

While practicing anasahi a person tends to perceive his work as duty and

show lack ofconcern for the consequences ofaction. He appraises his own success

and failure in objective rather than egoistic terms and is less governed by the

extemal standards like social approval and concems. He does not insist on seeking

pleastre or avoiding pain. He shows absence ofegoism and maintains an enptional

equipoise both in the face ofpositive and negative experiences. He maintains

mental stability with few mood swings. He shows total absorption in the work /
task at hand and shows heightened concentratioq trying to make efforts towards

achieving task excellence.

5.7.5 Relaxation Technique

Relaxation is often misunderstood as simply rest or lying down in a crazy lnanner.

It is rest after effort, more accurately conscious rest after conscious effort. Stebbins

(1960) has verywell defined relaxation as - the complete resignation ofbody to
law ofgravity and of the mind to the law of nature. It involves the total energy

transformation into deep dSmamic breathing. It is both a means and an end to self
reduatbn.

The main goal of relaxation is not to eliminate stressors or to prevent its

recuffence by to increase one's tolerance. Through suitable for all people but
when and how it is to introducedvaries frompersonto person. It possesses both

curative and preventive characteristics.

For the relaxation techniques to be effective, they should be administered

live bythe therapist; the client should be told about its nature and how to works;

clients should be motivated and encouraged to use it on regular basis; their benefits

should be transferred to real life situations and the client should be made to see its

severalbeneficialapplications. Some ofthe relaxationtechniques commonlyused
are Jacobson's muscle relaxation technique andAutogenic Training.
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5.7.6 Biofeedback

The biofeedbackmethod involves convertingphysiologicalreqponse into electrical
activity and provides a visual / auditory feedback about them. It is based on the
princrple that when we make a response then feedback about the consequence of
the response enables us to make appropriate adjustment. It requires making an
individual to be aware of a metabolic response; drawing his attention to signals
that desire changes in intemal reqponses. While trying to By analyzing biofeedback
signals, thepersone controls his physiologicalresponses..Two commonlyused
biofeedback techniques are EMG (electromyography), which measures muscle
tension and thermal biofeedback, which measures skin temperature. It is based on
the principle that under stress, blood vessels constrict and body temperature drops.

The method ofbiofeedback has been criticized forbeing expensive; and
the difficuhy in transfening controls from laboratory to real life settings. It is dfficuh
to know whether the change is due to biofeedback only or something else.
Biofeedback has been found to be effective in treating chronic tension headaches,
blood pressure, muscle tension and lower back pain.

5.7.7 Assertiveness Training

Individuals who are unable to say'NO' that is who are non-assertive are likely to
experience stress as they are unable to express their feelings and tend to suppress
their emotionslike anger, hostility, disgrxtwhichare associatedwithchronic stress.
Hence, assertiveness training is hkelyto benefit the indir.idual. Assertiveness training
involves teaching individuals the assertiveness skills using modelling, instruction,
rehearsal and feedback. Assertiveness training involves three components namely,
refusal (the ability to say no for things that you do not wish to do), commendatory
(i.e., the abilityto express positive emotions), and request (i.e., asking someone to
do things that help you to accomplish your goal).

5.7.8 Time Management

It heSs individuals to leam to prioritize their tasks and do them efficiently. It involves
frst making alist ofthe taskthat oneneedsto;ratethemintermsoftheirimportance;
assign the amount oftime you wish to spend at it and review how much you were
able to achieve. Stress usually occurs when various tasks pile up and one is not
able to finish them on time.

5.7.9 Effective Communication or Calming Self-Thlk

It involves engaging in silence, relaxing, reasoning self-talk statement aimed at
telling oneselfthat stress is temporary and it shall soon go away.It also helps in
reducingautonomous arousalsuchastellingoneselfto count one totenorinstructing
oneself to take a deep breath. It also helps individuals to preserve a sense of
personal controf for instance, byas telling himselfthat he canhandles the stress.
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concept of Mentat Heatth In short, individuals can learn to handle their stress effectivelyby with the
help ofthe stress management strategies we discussed so far.

CnncrYouR PRocRESs

5. Definehardiness.

6. List the various sources ofstress.

7 . List the three modeis of stress.

8. List the three ancient Indianmethods ofmanaging stress.
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5.8 SUMMARY

o Stress in multiple ways and fashions touches each ofus in different ways.
Stress can be seen both as a stimulus (as a property ofthe event or situation
we face, for example, natural disasters, noise, crowding, etc.) and as a
response (to a stimulus event known as a stressor that threatens to disrupt
or disrupts one's physical and social functioning).

o Stressors can be external conditions like earthquakes, pollution, etc. or
they can be internal conditions like one's thinking patterns. Stressors
perceived to threaten one's well-being, demand some kind of adaptive
response.

o Stress is usually experienced in terms of three components: emotion (such
as anxiety or fear), thought (such as pessimistic self-talk) and behaviour
(such as smoking). All situations, positive and negative, that require
adjustment canbe stressful. Thus, according to Hans Selye (1956), there
are two kinds of stress-eustress (refers to stress caused try positive
situations suchas marriage, promotion, etc.) and distress (reftrs to stress
caused by negative situations such as death, divorce, loss ofa job, etc.).
Though both eustress and distress tax an individual's coping skill and
resources, distress has more potential to cause damage.

o Aperson's tolerance of stress depends on his perception ofthe threat, his
innate ability to tolerate, his hardiness, and tendency to be optimistic or
pessimistic. Research has shown that optimists (i.e. people who have general
expectancies for good outcomes) are likely to be more stress resistant than
pessimists (i.e., people who have general expectation for poor outcomes).
One reason behind this could be the diffbrence in tlre stress coping strategies
adopted by them. ' Stress hardiness' is the ability or mindset exhibited by an
individual that makes him or her resistant to the negative impacts of stressful
circumstances and events. Three attitudes are associatedwith this concept:
control, challenge and commitment. See also control, chaltrenge, and
connnitnrent.



. Presence of positive social andfamily relationships has been seen to
reduce the negative effects ofstress on a person and lack ofsocial support
has been seen to increase the potency ofa stressor and to reduce one,s
capacityto cope with it.

o various sources of stress can be categorized into the following: 1. Major
life events (like break up ofrelationship, death ofa family member; chronic
illness, loss job, significant financial loss, etc), 2.Dairy life hassles (like
fo'getting things, getting stuck in traffic jam, falling ill quite often, etc),
3. Environmental stress (like noise, crowding and natural disasters, etc.),
4. occupational stress (like work overload, conflicts with the colleagues,
downsizing, changes in technology, demanding roles, shift changes, etc.),
5. Personal relations, 6. Personal relationships (like separation or divorce,
losing friendships, problems related to children, etc.), and 7. presence of
frustration

o Stress at its optimum level canhave adaptire and positive effects, for instance,
it can increase one's tolerance for future stressors but continued exposure
to severe stress can have more negative and damaging effect on one's
phlaiological and psychological flrnctioning, for instance, it can lower one,s
efficiency, cause depletion of adaptive resources, resulting in severe
personality and physical deterioration, even death.

. Body's overall reaction to stress is regulated by central nervous system
(cNS).

o Stress management involves the use of several methods that have been
designed to reduce the inryact ofpotential shessful experiences. The different
stress management techniques can be broadly divided into eastern and
western techniques. The eastern techniques include-meditation, yoga,
pranayarn- and self-awareness (anasakti). The western techniques include-
relaxation teclmiques (Jacobson's Progressive Muscle Relaxation Technique,
Autogenic Tiaining), biofeedback, assertiveness, time managernent, effective
communication

5.9 KEY TERMS

o Eustress: It refers to stress caused bypositive situations such as marriage,
promotion, etc.

o Distress: It refers to stress caused by negative situations such as death,
divorce, loss ofajob, etc.

o stress: It is both a stimulus (as a property ofthe event or situation we face,
for exarnple, natural disasters, noise, crowding, etc.) and a response (to a
stimulus event known as a stressor that threatens to disrupt or disrupts
one's physical and social functioning).
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Stress hardiness: It is the ability or mindset exhibited by an individual that
makes him or her resistant to the negative impacts ofstressfirl circumstances

and events.

Cognitive appraisal of challenge: The individualis likelyto perceive a

new change as an opportunity for growth and development. For example,

such an individual may see loss of a job as an opportunity for a better job or
a new career option.

Cognitive appraisal of harm and loss: The individuals who engage in
this tend to assess the damage, loss or harm caused bythe events, disease

or illness. For instance, they are likely to see loss ofjob as an economic loss

leading low self-esteem.

Cognitive appraisal of threat: The individuals who engage in this tend to
believe that the situation or event may cause loss or harm in future. For
instance, they are likely to see rash car driving as a potential tendency for
causing an accident or serious injury or death in future.

Diathesis stress model: It proposes that an individual's susceptibilityto
illness and stress depends upon interaction between the biological factors
(predisposition) and the environmental factors (precipitating factors).

5.10 ANSWERS TO 'CHECK YOUR PROGRESS'

1. Researchers define stress as a physical, mentaf or emotionalresponse to
events that causes bodily or mental tension. Sinply put, stress is any outside
force or event that has an effect on our body or mind.

Eustress refers to stress caused by positive situations such as marriage,
promotioq etc.

Distress refers to stress caused bynegative situations zuch as death, divorce,
loss ofa job, etc.

Stress can result from various sources like major life events (such as break

up ofrelatio*hip, death of a family member; presence ofa chronic disabling

ilhress in oneseHor in his or'her family; sffiing ofhome, losing ajob; change

in one's social status; significant financial loss, and son on.

Hardiness is the tendency to see change as challenge (i.e., an opportunity
for growth and development) and a stronger sense of control over events

and outcomes in their life. Research findings indicate that persons high in
hardiness tend to report better health than those low in hardness, even
when they encounter major stressful life changes.

Varies sources of stress include major life events, daily life hassles,

Environmental factors, Occupational factors, personal relationships,
frustratioq threat, conflict, etc.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.



l.(:a)Selye'stheoryofstress,(b)Lazarusmodelofstress,and(c)Diathesis conceptofMentatHeatth

stress model.

8. Some ofthe ancient methods ofmanaging stress include meditation,yoga,
pranayam and anasakti

NOTES

5.11 QUESTTONS AND EXERCTSES

Short-Answer Questions

1. Write a short note on environmental stress.

2. Write short note on occupational stress.

3. Write a short note on Selye's Theory of Stress.

4. Write a short note one emotion-focused coping of stress.

5. Write a short note one problem-focused coping ofstress.

Long-Answer Questions

l. Explainthe nature ofstress.

2. Explain in detailthe sources ofstress.

3. Explain the consequences ofthreat.

4. Elaborate on the different models ofstress.

5. Discuss the methods used to cope with stress.

6. Explainthe different stress management techniques.

7. What do you understand by frustration, threat and conflict?

8. Discuss the Lazarus Model of Stress.

9. Discuss the diathesis stress model.
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